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Foreword

The United Nations (UN) General Assembly designated 2012 as the “International Year of 
Sustainable Energy for All.” The UN Secretary-General also launched the Sustainable Energy for 
All Initiative, which seeks to mobilize action toward three goals: to provide universal energy access, 
to double the rate of global energy efficiency improvement, and to double the share of renewable 
energy in the global energy mix.

Achievement of these ambitious goals requires an integrated approach to energy planning and 
implementation along with the right enabling legal, policy, and regulatory environment. As 
developing countries strive to bridge the gap between energy “haves” and “have-nots,” it is important 
to explore innovative approaches to expanding modern, clean, and affordable energy services. Asia, 
in particular, offers a great opportunity to ensure that the future provision of energy is done in a 
sustainable manner—without significantly contributing to global greenhouse gas emissions. Some 
Asian developing countries have adopted successful models that could be replicated in the region. 
Similarly, there are some innovative approaches in designing and implementing effective clean 
energy laws, policies, and regulations that can be adopted elsewhere.

To facilitate knowledge transfer on clean energy laws, policies, regulations, and governance, the 
Asian Development Bank (ADB), in partnership with the United States Agency for International 
Development, hosted the Third Asia–Pacific Dialogue on Clean Energy Governance, Policy, Law, 
and Regulation in June 2012. The 2012 dialogue, whose overall theme was “Sustainable Energy 
Access for All,” was hosted in cooperation with ADB’s Energy for All Initiative, which aims to 
provide access to energy to 100 million people by 2015. 

The dialogue is a core part of ADB’s long-term strategic framework, Strategy 2020, which comprises 
three complementary development focal areas: inclusive economic growth, environmentally 
sustainable growth, and regional integration. Strategy 2020 aims to help ADB’s developing member 
countries adopt low-carbon growth strategies by improving energy access and accelerating the use 
of clean energy. 

This publication was produced under the Law, Justice, and Development Program of the Office of the 
General Counsel, ADB. It seeks to further the efforts of ADB to promote knowledge sharing among 
stakeholders and help them identify the policy, regulatory, and legal barriers to energy access; design 
and implement effective frameworks; and develop strategies to scale up energy access for all. This 
publication also seeks to serve as a reference for stakeholders and menu of options for further action.

Christopher Stephens
General Counsel
Asian Development Bank
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Executive Summary 

Access to affordable, reliable, and sustainable energy services is crucial to reducing poverty and 
improving health, increasing productivity, and promoting economic growth. Yet, an estimated 
628 million people in Asia, or 18% of the region’s population, currently do not have access to 
electricity, and about 1.8 billion people—more than half of the region’s population—rely on 
traditional use of biomass for cooking.1 Scaling up modern energy services depends on the existence 
of effective governance and policy frameworks that create an enabling environment for increased 
adoption and investment in energy access.   

The Asian Development Bank (ADB), in partnership with the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID), held its Third Asia–Pacific Dialogue on Clean Energy Governance, Policy, 
Law, and Regulation at ADB headquarters in Manila on 4–5 June 2012. The theme of the 2012 
Dialogue was “Sustainable Energy Access for All.” The Dialogue offered an opportunity for experts 
across the region to draw on their rich and varied experiences to (i) identify the policy, regulatory, 
and legal barriers to energy access; (ii) explore best practices to overcome these barriers; and 
(iii) identify strategies to accelerate the adoption of low-carbon energy access for all.

Participants agreed that governments must establish policies and regulations linked to innovative 
financing mechanisms that support viable clean energy technologies and options. They called on 
governments to enact clear, consistent, and long-term policies; increase transparency and reporting 
of basic data; reduce and streamline bureaucracy; and provide capacity building and incentives for 
clean energy access technologies and businesses. They noted that the effectiveness of policies, laws, 
and regulations will depend largely on government commitment, legally binding targets, and a 
continuous effort to learn from local and regional experiences, and to adopt best practices. 

Key themes to appear throughout the Dialogue included:

Achievements in Expanding Energy Access

In the last several decades, many Asian developing countries have rapidly expanded energy access 
with the help of strong political will. In Southeast Asia, for example, the Lao People’s Democratic 
Republic, the Philippines, Thailand, and Viet Nam have all made great strides toward achieving 
universal electrification with the help of clear and ambitious electrification targets. In South 
Asia, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka also stand out as success stories. For example, with the help of an 

1 International Energy Agency (IEA). 2012. World Energy Outlook 2012. Paris, France.
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ambitious target to install 2.5 million units of solar home systems by 2014, Bangladesh is now 
considered to have one of the largest solar home system programs in the world, benefiting nearly 
5% of the country’s total population. These success stories show that in order to scale up energy 
access, governments need to adopt time-bound energy targets, allocate funds to their achievement, 
and define strategies for delivering against them. This is particularly true for more rural and remote 
communities and for energy services such as cooking, which have traditionally received less attention 
from governments and the international development community.

Dedicated Sustainable Energy Institutions 

Having strong institutions is critical to bringing about policy changes in the clean energy sector. Yet, 
up until the past decade, a number of countries in the region lacked public and private institutions 
dedicated to clean energy development. Institutions such as Malaysia’s Sustainable Energy 
Development Authority (SEDA), the Sustainable Energy Authority in Sri Lanka, Nepal’s Alternative 
Energy Promotion Center, and India’s Bureau of Energy Efficiency have since emerged as lead focal 
points in their respective countries on matters related to renewable energy and energy efficiency. 
Their singular focus on expanding clean energy (particularly for the poor) has led these institutions 
to become powerful drivers for expanding clean energy. For example, since the formation of SEDA 
in 2011, Malaysia has seen a fivefold increase in renewable energy capacity, as compared with that 
in the previous 10 years. Institutions like SEDA illustrate the critical importance of having strong 
national institutions dedicated to sustainable energy development.

Increasing Investments through Public–Private Sector Cooperation

To provide universal energy access by 2030, Asia needs vast amounts of finance and investment. It 
is estimated that the region requires approximately $14 billion worth of additional investment each 
year until 2030.2 To achieve these levels of investment, Asia needs a combination of public sector 
financing along with the right incentives and policies to drive a major scale-up in private sector 
financing in clean energy access. Barriers to increased private sector involvement in energy access 
include high perceived risks, competition from the grid (in the case of mini grids), weak supply 
chains, a lack of robust and sustainable business models, and a lack of awareness and education. 
These barriers can be addressed through smart public policy. In Nepal, loan guarantees are provided 
to ensure credit to end users. This is an example of how public money can be effectively used to 
leverage private sector financing for clean energy. Indonesia’s new feed-in tariff is expected to increase 
electrification, especially in rural areas, by offering incentives for more participation from the private 
sector. Only through smart public policy instruments, such as loan guarantees, feed-in tariffs, and 
concessional loans, will governments be able to leverage the level of private sector financing that is 
necessary to meet the region’s future sustainable energy needs.

2 International Energy Agency (IEA). 2011. World Energy Outlook 2011. Paris, France.
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Solutions Tailored to Local Needs

While energy poverty is widespread throughout Asia and the Pacific, the solutions required to 
address this common problem vary from country to country and from circumstance to circumstance, 
making it difficult to apply a one-size-fits-all policy to addressing energy poverty. Governments 
must consider their geographical, economic, financial, technical, and social circumstances when 
designing policies in support of energy access. This is exemplified by the challenge of setting up 
standards for clean cookstoves. While most experts agree that standards could benefit the cookstove 
industry (and energy appliances more generally), their application to cookstoves is hindered by the 
fact that household preferences for cookstoves vary dramatically across the region and even within 
countries, making it difficult to standardize these products beyond certain geographic limits. Policy 
instruments (ranging from standards and labels all the way through to subsidies) must be tailored to 
country-specific needs and priorities in order to be effective. 

Capacity-Building Needs

Despite the region’s progress in expanding sustainable energy for all, many countries continue to 
need capacity building in order to strengthen and enable the institutions, communities, and private 
sector stakeholders involved in promoting energy access. Needs are felt across the board, including 
awareness raising (e.g., among financial institutions and within the energy efficiency sector), mini 
grids, energy data management and monitoring, developing capacities in small island states and 
among rural entrepreneurs, and designing effective public policies. Institutional capacity building 
and good governance are particularly important to ensuring sustainable and universal energy access 
for all. This is an area where ADB is particularly active and can provide countries with support. For 
example, ADB has supported studies on enhancing effective energy regulation in Southeast Asia and 
the Pacific, which includes components on the effectiveness of policy and regulations for the poor. 
It has also produced many knowledge products on energy access, policy, and regulation, including 
Attaining Access for All: Pro-Poor Policy and Regulation for Water and Energy Services. Through these 
initiatives, ADB has enabled key stakeholders to enhance their capacity in policy formulation, as 
well as in the implementation of laws and regulations, for sustainable energy access.

Sessions at a Glance

Session 1, The State of Play in Asia and the Pacific, provided an overview of the status of energy 
access in Asia and the Pacific while focusing on three key themes: (i) energy needs, energy poverty, 
energy services, and energy access; (ii) and the role of energy efficiency and renewable energy in 
attaining sustainable energy access; and (iii) national electrification success and challenges, and their 
implications for attainting sustainable access. 

Session 2, Energy Services: Efficient Lighting, Heating, Cooling, and Cooking—Efficiency Barriers and 
Incentives, addressed the central barriers faced in expanding different approaches for energy access, 
and focused on the policy, legal, and regulatory incentives that can be used to facilitate private sector 
investment in efficient products and appliances for lighting, heating, cooling, and cooking.
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Session 3, Energy Services: Rural Electricity—Barriers and Incentives for Promoting Renewables, 
examined the policy, legal, and regulatory issues related to the promotion of isolated electricity 
systems, mini grids (renewables, standards, and telecommunications), and grid expansion. The 
session drew heavily from country experiences. 

Session 4, Breakout Groups on Policy, Law, and Regulation for Sustainable Energy Access, comprised 
six breakout sessions that provided an opportunity for more in-depth discussion on (i) efficiency 
in products and appliances, (ii) regulation for small systems and standardized power purchase 
agreement contracts, (iii) incentivizing private sector development for sustainable livelihoods 
and rural power, (iv) regulating small-island systems, (v) designing policy for urban access, and 
(vi) energy efficiency. 

Session 5, Report of the Breakout Groups, concluded the Dialogue by having the chairs of each breakout 
session provide a set of recommendations specific to each of their respective session topics. 



1

Summary of Proceedings



2

Introduction

The Third Asia–Pacific Dialogue on Clean Energy Governance, Policy, Law, and Regulation was 
held during the 7th Asia Clean Energy Forum at the headquarters of the Asian Development 
Bank (ADB) in Manila on 4–5 June 2012. The dialogue provided a platform for policy makers, 
regulators, and private sector representatives from different countries to exchange their experiences 
with governance practices, policies, laws, and regulations that establish frameworks and incentives 
for public- and private-sector investments in clean energy. A total of 137 participants attended from 
26 countries.

The theme for the 2012 dialogue was Sustainable Energy Access for All. This theme reflected proposals 
by past participants in the dialogue to focus on both promoting low‐carbon energy and expanding 
access to energy. It was also consistent with ADB’s Energy for All Initiative, the United Nations (UN) 
General Assembly declaration that 2012 be designated the International Year of Sustainable Energy 
Access for All, and with the UN’s Sustainable Energy for All goals of ensuring universal access to 
modern energy services, doubling the rate of improvement in energy efficiency, and doubling the 
share of renewable energy in the global energy mix by 2030. This year’s dialogue was presented in 
cooperation with ADB’s Energy for All Initiative. The dialogue focused on policy, law, and regulation 
for attaining sustainable energy access for all. Two related Energy for All events—the Energy for 
All Investor Forum, held on 4 June, and the Workshop on Innovative Financing Mechanisms for 
Access to Energy, held on 5 June—focused on financing and technical issues. The participants in the 
dialogue and the Energy for All workshops were briefed on the discussions held in the other sessions.

The 2012 dialogue was divided into five main sessions, with a mix of presentations and panel 
discussions that enabled interactive debate and deliberations on energy access issues among the 
participants. The presentations and panel discussions focused on identifying the policy, regulatory, 
and legal barriers to energy access; exploring best practices to overcome these barriers; and identifying 
strategies to accelerate the adoption of low-carbon energy access for all.

A key objective of the dialogue is to create an ongoing platform for information sharing, networking, 
and capacity building within Asia and the Pacific. In particular, the 2012 dialogue focused on 

•	 bringing together government officials, regulators, and private sector and civil society 
participants from developing as well as industrialized countries;

•	 discussing policies, laws, and regulations that promote energy efficiency and renewable energy 
markets and deployment; and

•	 supporting ADB’s initiative with the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Energy 
Regulators’ Network.
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Marie-Anne Birken, deputy general counsel of ADB, formally opened the proceedings of the 2012 
dialogue by welcoming the participants and introducing the plenary speakers: Stephen P. Groff, 
vice-president (Operations 2) at ADB; Orestes Anastasia, senior regional climate change advisor at 
the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) (Regional Development Mission 
for Asia); and Ajit Advani, Global Leader on Sustainable Energy Initiative of the International 
Copper Association. The first session of the 2012 dialogue focused on the status of energy access in 
Asia and the Pacific, and the role of energy efficiency and renewable energy in attaining sustainable 
energy access. This was followed by a session on improving the efficiency of energy services such as 
lighting, heating, cooling, and cooking by replacing existing services based on traditional biomass or 
fuel oil, with renewable sources. Thereafter, participants discussed the expansion of rural electricity 
in sessions that covered isolated individual systems, mini-grid systems, and incorporating clean 
energy into the centralized grid-based system. On the second day of the dialogue, participants were 
divided into six breakout groups to enable informal discussions and more focused debate on topics: 
efficiency in products and appliances; regulating and contracting in small (mini grid and isolated) 
systems; the role of telecommunication technology and networks in rural power; how policy and 
regulation on small islands are different; adopting a systemic approach to rural development in 
expanding access to energy services; and, finally, considering the urban poor. The dialogue concluded 
with presentations by each group on the findings of their respective breakout session, and a review 
of the key messages and recommendations for further discussion and action. 
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Opening Plenary

ADB Vice-President Stephen P. Groff shared three key messages in his welcome address: Asia and 
the Pacific needs to attain energy access for the energy poor; the region needs to transform its energy 
systems to clean energy; and Asia and the Pacific needs the right governance, policy, and regulatory 
frameworks to provide sustainable energy access. He mentioned that in 2011 ADB spent $1 billion 
on projects designed to provide access to 10 million more people. ADB is now working with a 
number of partners through its Energy for All Partnership to provide access to modern forms of 
energy to 100 million people by 2015.

Orestes Anastasia, senior regional climate change advisor at the USAID Regional Development 
Mission for Asia, focused on the new policy and regulatory models required, along with innovation, 
investment, and incentives to make a low-carbon future a reality. According to Orestes Anastasia, 
it is difficult to predict what the future ultimately holds, but this is our opportunity to define our 
future, to develop and deploy an arsenal of clean energy policies and regulations.

Similarly, Ajit Advani, Global Leader on Sustainable Energy Initiative of the International Copper 
Association, gave an overview of the energy access challenges in Asia and the Pacific and the strong 
role that appropriate policies, laws, and regulations, together with investment and awareness, can 
play in ensuring sustainable energy for all. He mentioned that, in addition to policy frameworks, 
detailed laws and implementation of regulations are needed to mandate and facilitate grid extension, 
and also provide a framework for small enterprise and civil society organizations that can deliver 
energy access from the bottom up.
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SeSSion 1
The State of Play in Asia and the Pacific 

The opening session of the 2012 dialogue reviewed the status of energy access in Asia and the 
Pacific, and the role of energy efficiency and renewable energy in attaining sustainable energy access. 
Policy makers, law makers, and regulators need to grapple with questions about targets for energy 
access; the sector context for their policy, legal, and regulatory decisions; and the best institutional 
structures to promote access in the region. The session put this initiative in the context of Asia and 
the Pacific, and updated participants on the latest information on both energy access and clean 
energy in Asia and the Pacific. Session 1 focused on three key themes: 

A.  Energy Needs, Energy Poverty, Energy Services, and Energy Access

A recent report by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), Towards an “Energy 
Plus” Approach for the Poor, states that there can be no development without energy, and that poverty 
cannot be addressed sustainably without addressing the key challenge of energy services. As such, it 
is critical to address the links between poverty and energy access and services. 

This first session focused on the challenge of energy poverty and energy access, and presented 
information on the levels of energy poverty in Asia and the Pacific, addressing the size of the 
challenge of expanding energy access. It considered the different rural and urban challenges, the 
central barriers to expanding energy access, and the need for access and resource planning. 

Representatives from the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific 
(UNESCAP), the International Energy Agency (IEA), and the Alliance for Rural Electrification 
provided insights on the energy access challenges and solutions and the level of financing required to 
provide sustainable energy to all. UNESCAP shared the UN’s vision of Sustainable Energy for All, 
which has three primary objectives: ensuring universal access, doubling the rate of improvement in 
energy efficiency, and doubling the share of renewable energy in the global energy mix by 2030. The 
UN estimates that it will require an investment of nearly $48 billion per year—equal to 3% of total 
global energy sector investment—to meet this aggressive target of universal access. The IEA speaker 
emphasized the need for an accelerated transition from conventional energy options to low-emission 
technologies through new policies, financing, and business models, and collaborative efforts among 
all clean energy stakeholders. He reiterated the need for each stakeholder’s contribution to meet the 
target of universal energy access, and said that no single actor can address these issues, since energy 
is a multistakeholder issue.
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According to the IEA, all sources of energy—including nuclear, fossil fuels, renewable energy, and 
energy efficiency—will have a role to play in meeting future energy demand. The significant amount 
of additional investment needed will have to come from a range of public and private sources—
including private investors, commercial banks, private companies, multilateral development banks, 
bilateral development agencies, and national governments. The IEA estimates that, of the additional 
electricity needed in 2030, around 45% is expected to be generated and delivered through extensions 
to national grids, 35%  through mini-grid solutions, and the remaining 20%  through isolated 
off-grid solutions. National governments will need to adopt strong governance and regulatory 
frameworks and invest in internal capacity building to tap the vast potential of private investment 
in the energy access sector. The representative from the Alliance for Rural Electrification pointed out 
that there is a lack of political will and clarity, stability, and long-term planning and commitment 
toward renewable energy and access to energy. He mentioned that grid extension plays a key role in 
energy access and referred to the example of Viet Nam, which has been almost completely electrified 
because of very strong political state intervention.

B.  The Role of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy in 
Attaining Sustainable Access

This session covered the latest data on the uptake of, and investment in, renewable energy and 
energy efficiency in Asia and the Pacific, including information on the estimated size of the off‐grid 
market. It also focused on the current and forecast changes in the cost structures and technologies in 
the renewable energy market, as well as on the market for efficient products and appliances directed 
at populations that lack access to electricity.

Energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies can play a key role in ensuring low-carbon 
energy access to all. A representative from the Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st 
Century (REN21) presented the main findings from the newly released Renewable 2012 Global 
Status Report. Governments in many developing countries are exploring small-scale off-grid or 
micro-grid renewable energy projects to electrify rural areas, since these technologies can be 
effectively deployed in rural areas without investing in expensive infrastructure for electricity 
transmission, making them quick to implement and cost-effective.

Representatives from the International Partnership for Energy Efficiency Cooperation (IPEEC), 
REN21, and Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF) provided an overview of the energy 
efficiency and renewable energy markets, and their role in achieving the goals of sustainable access 
for all. According to the IPEEC, non-Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) Asian nations will have continued growth in industrial energy demand, with average 
annual increases of 2.3%–2.6% per year. Governments need to commit by providing an overarching 
policy framework that combines mandatory and voluntary policies, and strengthens enforcement. 
Efforts are also needed for capacity building and promoting greater awareness of energy efficiency. 
In addition, there should be policy mechanisms to promote energy efficiency financing and ensure 
proper accreditation and certification standards for equipment and service providers (e.g., energy 
auditors and energy service companies, or ESCOs).
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The representative from REN21 provided an overview of renewable energy trends in Asia and the 
Pacific, and said that renewable energy continued to grow strongly despite policy uncertainty in some 
countries. According to the representative, this growth was fueled by significant and continuing 
cost reductions, particularly in solar photovoltaic (PV) and onshore wind markets. The REN21 
speaker shared examples of successful policy measures in 2011, including India’s target of adding 
130 megawatts (MW) of off-grid capacity in 2011, and the Republic of Korea’s requirement to have 
all public buildings larger than 3,000 square meters generate at least 10% of total heat demand from 
renewable energy. 

A speaker from Bloomberg New Energy Finance shared examples of what has worked in the areas 
of clean energy policy and finance, and shared his experience with power purchase agreements 
(PPAs) in Asia and the Pacific. According to him, best practices include a combination of attractive 
short-term incentives with long-term energy goals to provide more policy certainty, and provision 
of standardized PPAs with good default protection (e.g., a payment security fund). In particular, 
investment in Thailand and Indonesia has become more attractive because of their relatively high 
tariffs, long-term targets, local financing, and rules for grid access. The speakers in this session also 
emphasized the need for coordinated action among related ministries, as it sends a long-term signal 
to investors and provides predictability. There should be clarity in the roles and processes governing 
investments in clean energy. 

C.  National Electrification Success and Challenges: 
Implications for Attaining Sustainable Access

This session included case studies from countries that have successfully achieved universal or 
near-universal electricity coverage: the United States (US), the People’s Republic of China (PRC), 
Thailand, Malaysia, and the Philippines. While some conditions and approaches may be unique 
to a country, there are valuable lessons to learn with every success story of national electrification. 
The session considered the lessons learned, and the way other countries can move toward achieving 
universal energy access that prioritizes clean energy.

A representative from the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission provided a case study on the US 
Rural Electrification Administration (REA) and the Rural Utilities Service. The REA was established 
in 1935 to bring electricity to rural areas and meet the needs of underserved customers. The REA 
model has been very successful, and nearly 99% of US farms have electric service today. Lessons 
learned from the US rural electrification experience include the importance of good management, 
technical support, and an evolving structure to keep pace with a maturing market. The representative 
also mentioned that transportation is a very important component in US energy policy. The US 
currently has half a million 18-wheel trucks, which run on diesel fuel costing about $1.12/liter 
($4.50/gallon). Plans are now in place to convert them to shale gas, which costs about $0.50/liter 
($2.00/gallon). The government is in the process of building 1,000 natural-gas filling stations and 
expects to convert its transportation industry from diesel gas to shale gas equivalent over a period of 
5 years. This move is expected to eliminate nearly 60% of imported oil. 
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Similarly, a representative from the PRC National Development and Reform Commission 
mentioned that the solution for rural electrification in the PRC includes grid extension sponsored 
by the National Grid Company and through commercial entities, development of small hydro 
projects, large-scale use of renewable energy projects sponsored by the government, and relocation 
of people from certain non-grid-accessible areas. According to him, the Government of the PRC 
has set a target of 15% of total energy consumption from non-fossil-fuel energy by 2020, including 
hydro power, wind, solar PV, biomass, and nuclear.

A representative from Thailand’s Ministry of Energy shared his country’s rural electrification success 
story and explained how cooperation with local communities was critical for any project. Thailand 
currently has a village electrification rate of 99.99%. He mentioned that the government particularly 
wants to promote (i) local grids at the community scale (power plants less than 1 MW), (ii) solar 
PV rooftop installations, and (iii) smart and clean technology aimed at islands and some tourist 
destinations in Thailand. 

In Malaysia, the overall electrification rate is about 98%, and the country has a dedicated agency, 
the Sustainable Energy Development Authority (SEDA), in charge of developing and promoting 
renewable energy. A representative from Malaysia’s SEDA described the remarkable recent increase 
in implementing renewable energy: during the 10 years from 2001 to 2011, 68 MW of renewable 
energy capacity was installed in Malaysia, but in just the 6 months from December 2011 to April 
2012, 379 MW of renewable energy was installed. The rapid increase is due to a more streamlined 
and effective governance and regulatory structure (including guaranteed grid access and a feed-in 
tariff), which facilitates investment and implementation. 

Similarly, a representative from the Philippines provided an overview of its Rural Electric 
Cooperatives Association and how it has been successful in electrifying rural regions of the country. 
The government’s decision to consider rural electrification as an infrastructure project like roads 
and bridges was a key driver. The Philippines today has a task force comprising different electricity 
cooperatives and also has the multisector Electrification Advisory Council, which makes it easier to 
collect feedback on the policies required to make a project sustainable.
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SeSSion 2
 Energy Services: Efficient Lighting, Heating, Cooling, 
and Cooking—Efficiency Barriers and Incentives

This session addressed the central barriers faced in expanding different approaches for energy access, 
and focused on the policy, legal, and regulatory incentives that can be used to facilitate private 
sector investment in efficient products and appliances for lighting, heating, cooling, and cooking. 
Speakers from the private sector, as well as government agencies and financial institutions, spoke 
about different energy programs and initiatives for energy services in their respective countries.

Lighting, followed by equipment that cools, heats, and cooks food, generates the most demand 
for energy services among the poor. In the absence of electricity, the poor often burn kerosene and 
other petroleum products for cooking and lighting, and/or burn traditional biomass fuel wood 
from natural ecosystems indoors. It is estimated that nearly 2.7 billion people—40% of the world’s 
population—depend on wood, charcoal, or animal waste for cooking and heating. Over time, these 
practices lead to health problems and contribute to higher costs of health care. The use of inefficient 
stoves, and the household air pollution they generate, is likely to cause more than 1.5 million 
deaths a year globally by 2030. Moreover, the use of kerosene and indoor fires generates immediate 
safety risks, and has significantly contributed to widespread deforestation in many countries, further 
worsening contributions to climate change. 

Over the next 20 years, Africa is expected to surpass Asia to become the largest unelectrified 
market in the world. A representative from the International Finance Corporation (IFC) shared 
the highlights of its Lighting Africa project and talked about the need for an infrastructure of 
quality assurance, as well as the benefits of facilitating business-to-business interactions through 
conferences, workshops, and a dedicated web platform. She mentioned that the Lighting Africa 
program focuses on three key things: demonstrating the viability of the market to companies and 
investors, providing an improved enabling environment to the sector, and supporting the scale-up 
of the business and replication of successful business models. 

In Nepal, nearly 40% of the population—more than 12 million people—has no access to electricity. 
A representative from the Nepal Electricity Authority, a vertically integrated utility responsible for 
generation, transmission, and distribution, shared how the government is using compact fluorescent 
lamp (CFL) programs, solar lighting and PV grid projects to provide energy access to more people. 
He said that many people simply do not know how much electricity they are using. As such, it is 
important to make them aware that they are using inefficient technologies and educate them on 
clean and affordable technology options. 
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A representative from Philips Lighting discussed zero-energy lighting and provided the example of 
Guizhou Province of southwestern PRC, which has advanced from the dark (no electric lighting) to 
solar light-emitting diodes (LEDs) for lighting. According to him, half of the global population—
nearly 3.5 billion people—live in cities today. The rate of urbanization is expected to nearly double 
by 2050, adding nearly 3 billion more people to cities, thereby offering a large challenge as well as 
potential for energy-efficient lighting. 

Meanwhile, a representative of the social enterprise Kopernik, which helps link energy access 
technology providers with local community organizations and sources of investment, provided a 
perspective on the role of civil society in energy access. He discussed the challenges of the high 
distribution costs of energy services in remote areas, and strategies for overcoming lack of awareness 
about available energy access technologies and options.
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SeSSion 3
Energy Services:  Rural Electricity—Barriers and 
Incentives for Promoting Renewables

A. Isolated Systems

This session focused on policy and regulatory mechanisms that can support off-grid projects for 
rural access. Speakers from India, the Lao People’s Democratic Republic (Lao PDR), Nepal, and 
Australia shared their experience with the use of isolated systems to provide sustainable energy access 
in rural areas. Their presentations focused on the challenges they face in scaling up efforts to reach 
unserved communities with energy services. 

Isolated systems serve the needs of an individual home or business, and represent an alternative 
form of rural electrification (compared to traditional grid extension). Isolated individual or small 
communal systems are needed in locations where a population is highly scattered, and very high 
connection costs would result from connections to the grid. Traditionally, diesel generators have 
often been used for such isolated systems. However, solar home systems, pico‐hydro systems, and 
wind home systems have become increasingly available to generate and supply power close to where 
it is needed. Costs are kept low by minimizing components and ensuring efficient equipment is 
used, so that the power requirements are low. Recently, significant declines in the cost of solar PV 
systems have made further deployment of such systems much more economically viable. 

A representative from ABPS Infrastructure described the Government of India’s policy and 
regulatory framework for promoting rural electrification. In India, several ministries are engaged 
in energy-related issues, and this sometimes leads to a clash of approaches and a weak or ineffective 
implementation framework. According to him, the key challenges in rural electrification in India 
include reliance on large subsidies, technology-specific schemes, constrained supply, the restricted 
role of the private sector, and the lack of clarity on issues related to electricity supply and the 
collection of electricity bills.

Meanwhile, a representative from Sunlabob Renewable Energy in the Lao PDR emphasized the huge 
potential for off-grid or mini-grid renewable energy systems in developing Asian countries such as 
the Philippines, Myanmar, the Lao PDR, Cambodia, and Indonesia. He mentioned that the best 
solution is a combination of off-grid connected and decentralized mini-grid systems in most areas.

In Nepal, the Alternative Energy Promotion Centre has formed partnerships with nongovernment 
organizations (NGOs) and small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to tackle energy access issues. 
The country’s policy framework involves national government subsidies that cover 30%–40% of the 
upfront investment costs of the renewable energy technology, as well as exemptions from value-added 
tax and import duties. 
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However, a representative from Village Infrastructure Angels, an Australian firm that aims to 
mobilize investment for the micro-energy industry, claimed that no particular policy or regulatory 
framework or subsidy is required to scale up rural electrification. In his view, the key issue is the 
lack of access by private sector entrepreneurs to financing for off-grid renewable energy systems. 
Governments and multilateral agencies can assist by creating access to concessional loans that could 
match equity investments by angel investors. Governments can also provide risk guarantees to help 
harness commercial financing. 

The Infrastructure Development Company (IDCOL), a state-owned financial institution in 
Bangladesh, reiterated the need for additional government support, including preferential tax policies 
(e.g., import duty exemptions) and greater availability of consumer credit for energy systems.

B1. Mini-Grid Systems—Policy

This session considered a range of renewable mini‐grid systems, and the appropriate policy, legal, 
regulatory, and contractual tools to provide incentives for further public- and private-sector 
investment in renewables for mini grids to provide electricity to rural communities. It also shared 
successful examples of regulating appropriate price (tariffs) and quality standards once such grids 
are operational. 

Mini grids are another way to supply rural electricity. As small‐scale electricity grids, mini grids 
generate, distribute, and regulate electricity flow to local consumers, serving local needs. They can 
be initiated, owned, and operated by a local community or cooperative, a grid‐based utility, the 
private sector, or a combination of all three. Energy for mini grids can be supplied by diesel fuel, 
renewables (biogas, biodiesel, hydro, wind, or solar), a hybrid system that either combines diesel 
and renewables, or more than one renewable source. Mini grids may be connected to the main grid 
or they may operate entirely independently. Where mini grids are not connected to the main grid, 
feed‐in tariff schemes may not apply and different incentives, such as regulations, subsidies, or tax 
exemptions, may be needed.

In this session, speakers from the Lao PDR, India, Thailand, the Philippines, and Bangladesh shared 
their perspectives on the policy and regulatory frameworks and rules needed for mini-grid systems 
in their respective countries. A representative from the Ministry of Energy and Mines of the Lao 
PDR described the important role played by small and micro hydro power systems in providing 
rural electrification and socioeconomic improvements in the country. With an estimated potential 
of 23,000 MW, hydro power forms the backbone of the Lao PDR power sector policy. The main 
focus of the government is to increase access to electricity through grid extensions and off-grid rural 
electrification projects. 

A representative from The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI) in India stated that nearly 
42,000 villages (7%) in the country still lacked access to electricity. While electricity generation has 
increased by 60% in the last decade in India, the increase in access to households has increased by 
only 23%. The TERI representative provided an overview of the rural electrification policies of the 
Government of India, including the Rajiv Gandhi Grameen Vidyutikaran Yojana (RGGVY). 
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A representative from Cambodia’s Ministry of Energy described that country’s aggressive 
electrification targets, which aim to provide 100% of villages with access to electricity services by 
2020. The government is focusing on finding cheap energy sources to replace diesel generation, and 
is investing in construction of subtransmission substations in rural areas to expand energy access. 
The speaker mentioned that Cambodia has a hydro potential of about 10,000 MW, but that only 
about 10% of the total potential is currently tapped or under development. According to him, the 
government plans to meet its rural electrification targets by focusing on grid expansion, cross-border 
supply from neighboring countries, mini-grid development, and renewable energy.

A representative from the Philippines described the Alliance for Mindanao Off-Grid Renewable 
Energy (AMORE) program, a USAID-funded project implemented by Winrock International. 
The presentation covered the program’s experience in rural electrification in poor communities 
in Mindanao and other parts of the country, by using renewable energy, and in particular solar 
lighting. She mentioned that a key challenge for the AMORE program was to develop an innovative 
financing scheme under which the consumer could pay an amount equivalent to what they have 
been paying for kerosene. The program developed an innovative financing mechanism that includes 
a down payment and is testing it out.

B2. Mini-Grid Systems—Standards and Regulation 

This session covered policies and regulations related to mini grids that have been developed in a 
number of countries, including India, Sri Lanka, the Philippines, Cambodia, and the US. While 
mini grids can be an ideal intermediate solution to provide power for small towns and large villages, 
they pose many technical, financial, and organizational challenges. The presentations made it 
clear that an effective enabling framework for policies and regulations—with strong government 
support for activities such as site surveys, technical assistance, and capacity building—is required 
for development and deployment of such mini-grid systems. One of the key topics covered was the 
development of model standards to achieve interoperability of systems.

A representative from General MicroGrids provided an overview of the Energy Access Practitioner 
Network, which was set up in July 2011 as part of the Sustainable Energy for All Initiative. The 
network (i) helps establish regulations to support development of micro grids that produce less 
than 40 MW, (ii) creates robust PPAs that include infrastructure, and (iii) promotes the use of local 
clean energy in micro grids. He mentioned that it is critical to design and develop the capacity for 
long-term maintenance for sustainable environments, primarily to bring in the local community 
to help maintain and operate a mini grid.

A regulator from the Indian state of Bihar highlighted the success story of biomass gasifier systems, 
which have played a huge role in village electrification in that Indian state. The business model 
has been successful because of a combination of factors, including a grant of up to 40% of the 
system capital cost from the central government. However, the lack of institutional financing, 
limited technical human resources, and price volatility of raw materials are hampering the progress 
of project expansion and replication. His policy prescription includes priority sector lending for 
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off-grid renewable energy projects and regulatory support by including provisions for off-grid 
renewable energy power in the framework of feed-in tariffs and renewable purchase obligations. 

The former director-general of Sri Lanka’s Public Utilities Commission provided an overview of 
regulatory issues including technical standards, tariffs, resource utilization, and dispute resolution. 
He claimed that mini-grid systems require different standards to main grid systems, and said that 
the standards currently formulated for urban areas are too stringent and too expensive. 

A Philippines’ energy regulator shared his experience with policies for small islands and isolated 
grids. In particular, he discussed the Renewable Energy Act of 2008, which focuses on accelerating 
the development of the country’s renewable energy resources by providing a range of fiscal and 
nonfiscal incentives to private sector investors and equipment manufacturers.

B3. Grid Systems—Telecommunication Towers as Anchor Loads 

This session focused on the need for clear government policies, laws, and regulations to drive private 
sector investments and encourage the use of clean energy in telecommunication infrastructure. 
Representatives from India, Malaysia, and the US described how renewable energy technologies 
such as solar and biogas are being used to increase energy access, using telecommunication towers 
as “anchor loads.” 

The global increase in cell phone connections, expected to hit 8 billion by 2016, is greatly 
increasing the demand for telecommunication infrastructure, including the power needed to 
run telecommunication towers. At present, most telecommunication infrastructure providers use 
expensive solutions such as diesel generators to power their infrastructure, particularly towers. 
In most cases, they are compelled to do so because of limited grid connectivity, load shedding, 
and/or voltage irregularities in remote rural areas. Off‐grid anchor loads—the existence of a 
source of significant power demand, such as an agricultural or industrial facility or mobile phone 
cell tower to justify the financial costs of a mini grid for private sector operators—presents the 
potential for significant benefits for private sector investors and the rural poor.

According to the Groupe Speciale Mobile Association, there will be 640,000 off-grid towers 
worldwide by the end of 2012. A representative from the association discussed the lack of regulatory 
frameworks and the limited ability to effectively understand community-level energy needs, and local 
residents’ ability to pay. He mentioned that we can leverage the telecommunication infrastructure 
via the physical infrastructure, payment technology, and the distribution network.

India is one of the fastest-growing telecommunication markets in the world, with nearly 350,000 
towers and net addition of 3,000 towers per month. An analyst from UBS in India reported on 
the results of a survey of power consumption patterns of telecommunication towers in India. It 
is estimated that only 60%–70% of the power consumed in urban areas comes from the grid, 
while the balance comes from diesel generators; the share of energy provided by diesel generators 
increases to 80% in rural areas. UBS estimates a potential savings of $500 million in diesel fuel 
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subsidies paid by the Government of India if the power source for telecommunication towers is 
switched from diesel to solar PV. The firm estimates that over the next 10 years the cost of running 
a tower with solar will be 79% cheaper than the cost of running that same tower on diesel fuel. In a 
groundbreaking move, the Government of India recently mandated the use of renewable energy to 
power telecommunication towers. 

According to a representative from the Indian Department of Telecommunications, only 40% of 
the power required for telecommunication power today comes from grid electricity, and there is a 
heavy dependence on diesel, which is expensive, prone to theft, and entails high cost of both carriage 
and storage. These form a compelling reason for India’s telecommunications industry to go green. 

Meanwhile, a representative from Dantherm Power, a technology provider, mentioned that 
telecommunication sites can be used to provide power to, and also empower, remote communities. 
However, there is lack of communication and knowledge about green technology, even at upper 
management levels of telecommunication companies. Since the initial capital investment needed for 
green telecommunication technology is higher than for standard technology, the financing needs of 
this industry need to be assessed further. The Dantherm representative recommended incentives such 
as tax breaks to telecommunication companies that use green technology, and financial incentives or 
low-interest micro loans to small companies that may want to build a small rural energy business. 

A representative from GE Energy described technologies that enable a shift from diesel to biogas, and 
said that governments should work at addressing international trade barriers so that rural residents 
have the full range of efficient technologies at the best price possible.

C. Grid Expansion

In this session, speakers from the PRC, South Africa, Indonesia, Malaysia, and India shared their 
experiences of grid‐expanded rural electrification policy schemes, and how to successfully integrate 
energy efficiency and renewable energy into grid planning. 

There are many challenges involved in introducing renewable energy into electricity systems that 
rely on a centralized grid and are based on fossil fuels. While some renewable energy sources are, or 
are becoming, cost-competitive in some countries, many continue to have high initial costs and may 
be available only intermittently. Policies, laws, and regulations are needed to promote deployment 
of renewable energy technologies and to facilitate access to the grid. Policy makers, lawmakers, 
and regulators have a role in establishing the rules and incentives to drive further investments 
through mechanisms such as renewable portfolio standards (RPSs), feed‐in tariffs, net metering, 
standardized PPAs for small power producers, renewable energy tax credits, and production tax 
credits. Electricity transmission and distribution networks are currently built to serve the needs 
of large centralized networks. A particular challenge for grid companies is to integrate the rapidly 
increasing share of renewable energy sources. In addition to the need for integrated transmission 
system planning, policy makers and regulators also need to consider issues such as grid access and 
pricing for renewable energy. 
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A representative of the Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP) described how the Government of the 
PRC has made rural development and energy efficiency a top priority. He highlighted the PRC’s 
efficiency policy for utilities, wherein there is an obligation on large utilities to achieve end-user 
energy savings amounting to at least 0.3% of the previous year’s sales volumes. His key message 
was that regulators can free up money for grid expansion by investing in targeted energy efficiency 
initiatives. 

A representative of Restio Energy provided an overview of the policy framework for enabling 
grid access in South Africa. One-quarter of South African households, or 3.4 million homes, are 
currently without electricity. He provided details of the government’s off-grid concession program, 
which started in 2001. The program focuses on distributed solar home systems in rural areas. While 
the program has made progress, the country still does not have any off-grid champion in central 
government. 

Similarly, in Indonesia the electrification ratio was 73% in 2011, leaving more than one-quarter of 
households without access to electricity. A representative from Indonesia’s Ministry of Energy and 
Mineral Resources provided an overview of the government’s program on Energy Self-Sufficient 
Villages, biomass, cookstoves, and incentives for commercial on-grid projects. Indonesia’s new 
feed-in tariff policy, which is under development, is expected to increase the electrification ratio, 
especially in rural areas, by offering incentives for more participation from the private sector. 

The head of renewable energy in Malaysia’s Energy Commission shared highlights of the country’s 
national renewable energy policy, which has a target to install 4,000 MW of renewable energy 
capacity by 2030. Malaysia currently has an installed capacity of about 65 MW of renewable energy. 
The government has started a special allocation fund to intensify the rural electrification program, 
particularly focusing on micro hydro and solar PV.

A representative from India’s Wind Energy Association shared his thoughts on energy access and 
subsidies. According to him, there is no one-size-fits-all policy for distributed or off-grid isolated 
systems. Each government must consider its geographical, economic, financial, and technical 
limitations and parameters, and then design policies accordingly. He emphasized the importance 
of regulating the supply of power in unregulated areas and improving efficiency in distribution and 
transmission lines.

Viet Nam currently has an electrification rate of more than 96%. A representative from the Electricity 
Regulatory Authority of Vietnam mentioned that the average growth rate of the country’s energy 
demand is more than 13% per year. He also mentioned that the share of renewable energy in 
national energy supply is expected to reach 5.6% by 2020 and 10.0% by 2030.
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SeSSion 4
Breakout Groups on Policy, Law, and Regulation for 
Sustainable Energy Access

This session comprised six breakout sessions that provided an opportunity for more in‐depth 
discussion by participants on particular topics. Each session included a mix of speakers and panelists. 
Most speakers made brief presentations, and the panelists participated in informal discussion on the 
session topics.

A.  Efficiency in Products and Appliances 
(Lighting, Heating, Cooling, and Cooking)

Speakers and panelists in this session included representatives from the public and private sector from 
Bangladesh, India, Germany, the Netherlands, and the US. While cost remains a major barrier to the 
deployment of sustainable lighting, heating, cooling, and cooking technologies, many governments 
have successfully deployed several institutional and financing frameworks that have enabled the 
implementation of pro‐poor energy service programs. This session focused on business models and 
innovative approaches that support capacity building and the development of partnerships with 
local communities and distribution channels to promote efficiency in products and appliances. 

A representative of the Global Alliance for Clean Cookstoves discussed the lack of a single 
internationally recognized protocol for cookstoves. The alliance is working with a number of country 
partners—including India, the PRC, and South Africa—to develop clean cookstove standards and 
help stakeholders to share their experiences across countries. A representative from the Bangladesh 
Grameen Shakti spoke about the challenges and successes in energy efficient appliances and products. 
He mentioned that Grameen Shakti has so far installed 807,000 solar home systems, 22,500 
biogas plants, and 460,000 improved cookstoves with the help of IDCOL. According to him, a 
national action plan for energy efficient appliances, and legislation for effective implementation and 
monitoring, will further fuel this market.

Speaking from a private sector perspective, a representative from Philips Lighting said that two 
policy frameworks were required—one to restrict availability of old technologies, and the other to 
help stimulate demand of better solutions. He said that innovative financing is also required for 
energy efficient products and appliances, since the initial investment is high for innovative solutions, 
including solar and cookstoves. 

There was group discussion around the challenges in setting up standards for the cookstoves. 
The representative from the Global Alliance for Clean Cookstoves said that the issue is challenging, 
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since people cook differently as fuel and food preferences vary. She mentioned that cookstoves are 
not like the ubiquitous compact fluorescent lamp (CFL), where the lamp that works in Bangladesh 
will also work in Guatemala. The reason is that people might be cooking tortillas in Guatemala 
while they will be cooking curry or rice in Bangladesh, and likely using different fuels and cooking 
appliances.

B.  Regulation for Small Systems and Standardized Power Purchase 
Agreement Contracts (Mini and Micro Grids)

The speakers and panelists in this session included representatives from the Philippines, Thailand, 
Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, and Viet Nam. While policy and regulation for small power systems need to 
be different than for large systems, policy makers and regulators must keep in mind that some level 
of regulation is needed (i) to encourage investment in off-grid systems in order to expand access, 
(ii)  for prices to be attractive for investors, and (iii) for systems to be affordable for consumers. 
Standardized, small‐scale PPAs have been used successfully in Nepal, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Indonesia, 
India, and Viet Nam. 

A representative from the Sustainable Energy Regulation Network provided an overview of the 
role of regulators for small systems. According to the network representative, regulators can 
refer to existing standards in other countries for technologies such as solar PV and solar heater 
installations. He also emphasized the importance of a regular annual revision plan for tariffs, 
because of fluctuations in inflation rates, exchange rates, and the capacity of end users to pay. 
The director-general of Sri Lanka’s Public Utilities Commission mentioned that in his country 
standardized PPAs are limited to 10 MW capacity, and the transmission utility (Ceylon Electricity 
Board) buys all generation, irrespective of time of generation. He noted that the cap on capacity 
for standardized PPAs does not offer incentives for scale advantages in technologies such as wind 
power. He mentioned that Sri Lanka has the Electricity Consumers Society comprising mini-grid 
owners, or villagers, who hold regular meetings to discuss issues such as pricing, investment cost, 
and technologies.

A regulator from Nepal said that in his country there is a flat rate for PPAs for grid-connected 
projects for up to 35 MW. The Nepalese regulator mentioned that the concept of mini grids is 
not financially viable, as some communities are very remote and scattered. This makes the cost of 
connecting small independent power producer (IPP) plants the same as the cost of grid extension. 

The Indian regulator talked about the system in India, in which the distribution tariff and mini 
grids are regulated by district regulators and not by national regulators. India’s Central Electricity 
Authority is in charge of interstate projects, large projects, and interstate transmission, while state 
regulators are in charge of isolated grids. He also mentioned the renewable energy certificate scheme 
in India, wherein a state like Tamil Nadu, which has renewable grid power capacity beyond its 
renewable purchase obligation, can trade excess renewable power with other utilities.
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Indonesia does not have a single national grid connecting its 25,000 islands; it has several small grids. 
The electricity supply in Indonesia is vertically integrated, with Perusahaan Listrik Negara (PLN) in 
charge of power generation, transmission, distribution, and sale to customers. Indonesia’s electricity 
law states that the central and regional governments should provide funding for rural electrification 
and provide electricity to the poor and to villages bordering neighboring countries. So while PLN 
is not obligated to provide rural electricity, it gets financial support from the government to do so.

In Viet Nam, a standard PPA applies to generators of power plants with installed capacity of more 
than 30 MW. A license is required for grid-connected power plants with installed capacity of more 
than 3 MW. However, no license is required for off-grid power plants.

C.  Incentivizing Private Sector Development for 
Sustainable Livelihoods and Rural Power

This session expanded the discussion commenced in the sessions on isolated systems, 
telecommunication towers as anchor loads, and mini grids. It covered two key issues: what are 
the policy and regulatory tools that can provide incentives for significant scale-up of private 
sector investments in expanding access, and how can efforts to expand rural access be conceived 
as using power as a foundation for further developing sustainable livelihoods and businesses? 
Effective market systems have extensive regulation, and monitoring and verification systems, as 
well as incentives to ensure that private sector development supports the designated policy path. 
Competition requirements to ensure fair trading are often needed, as are mechanisms to protect 
consumers. This session focused on the design of effective incentive systems to promote clean 
energy and rural access projects to encourage the development of sustainable local private sector 
businesses and livelihoods. 

Speakers and panelists from India, the Philippines, Nepal, the Lao PDR, South Africa, and Bangladesh 
shared their experiences. A representative from Bloomberg New Energy Finance described three 
key barriers to private sector finance: cost competitiveness, low-cost financing, and perception of 
high risk. The Philippines country president of Schneider Electric highlighted the huge financing 
gap that must be addressed to achieve universal energy access in Asia—approximately $80 billion. 
A representative of ABPS Infrastructure, India stated that there is minimal private sector involvement 
in rural energy in India. Similarly, there is minimal involvement of the private sector in Indonesia, 
although NGOs have been involved in development of micro hydro projects. In Nepal, however, 
the private sector is the key player in that country’s energy programs. The director of the Alternative 
Energy Promotion Centre in Nepal’s Ministry of Environment stated that the government’s program 
has spurred demand for renewable energy, and more than 300 companies have entered the market 
selling renewable energy systems to households. The head of investment at IDCOL in Bangladesh 
stated that Bangladesh has the largest number of installed solar home systems in the world, and 
this was accomplished largely by the private sector. According to him, the program was a success 
because it provided incentives to all stakeholders. It was noted that the Bangladesh model may not 
be replicable in countries where microfinance institutions are legally prohibited from entering the 
energy supply business. 
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The deputy director-general of India’s Department of Telecommunications suggested that the private 
sector might be brought into the rural electricity industry if the government auctioned licenses to 
distribute energy in unconnected areas. The chief operating officer of Sunlabob Renewable Energy 
in the Lao PDR reported that his company is the only private sector entity actively developing 
rural electrification schemes in that country. Several panelists noted that a key to reducing risk and 
providing more certainty of return to investors financing off-grid systems is to regulate what will 
happen if the grid is subsequently extended to new communities. Indonesia provides guidelines 
whereby a renewable energy generator may be connected to the grid, and sets a feed-in tariff; however, 
it is important to have clear technical standards to ensure technical matching of the generator with 
the grid. In the Philippines, before a grid may be extended to a location with an off-grid system, 
the distribution company must find another location where the grid will not be expanded for some 
period of time, and relocate the off-grid system. Bangladesh customers who have solar home systems 
need to reconnect to the grid. Nepal’s program will not subsidize a system in a community where 
the grid may come within 5 years.

D.  Regulating Small-Island Systems 
(Mini and Micro Grids and Isolated Use)

This session focused on how policy makers and industries can alleviate financial, technical, and 
market barriers and can develop mini- and micro‐grid systems feasible for use on small islands. 
Regulators, government representatives, and experts from Tonga, Samoa, Vanuatu, Thailand, 
Fiji, and Palau discussed the specific nature of their problems in small islands and the policy and 
regulatory developments that have been made to date in their countries. 

Populations inhabiting small remote islands have historically found it difficult to obtain reliable 
and affordable energy access. Because of the inaccessibility of small islands, up‐front infrastructure 
costs for power generation are high, as are the ongoing costs of diesel fuel, which is the fuel for the 
overwhelming majority of power supplied to small‐island systems. Moreover, an incumbent utility, 
either public or private sector, often has a legally granted monopoly over generation, or at best is 
a single buyer of power produced by small IPPs. Because of the low financial returns, the private 
sector is frequently not interested in generating affordable power for small-island populations. 

The senior energy efficiency advisor to the Secretariat of the Pacific Community focused on the 
indicators for policy assessment. She mentioned that baseline indicators must be developed to 
gauge the progress of achievements made under existing policies. The indicators should be thematic 
as well as economic. A representative of the Tonga Energy Roadmap emphasized the importance 
of coordinating donor work programs; creating a roadmap for energy; and ensuring long-term, 
sustainable policies and regulation. In his view, the greatest barrier to clean energy is the traditional 
monopoly mind-set of governments. His key messages were to encourage the growth of IPPs, 
understand how to design and manage public–private partnerships (PPPs), and effectively coordinate 
donor work. 
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The general manager of Oriental Mindoro Electric Cooperative in the Philippines mentioned 
that 85% of his region’s population is dependent on diesel power plants, while the rest uses clean 
energy sources. He said that government incentives such as tax holidays are important to encourage 
investment in, and deployment of, clean energy projects. He also stressed the importance of 
active participation by local communities in approving and vetting projects and ensuring effective 
operations. Meanwhile, the chair of the Office of the Regulator in Samoa said that the regulator 
must be independent and be empowered to make effective decisions. He said that there is a need 
to establish a tribunal to review a regulator’s decisions. The chief executive officer of the Utilities 
Regulatory Authority of Vanuatu stated that small islands have specific issues such as connectivity, 
volcanoes, lack of infrastructure support, and high costs of connection. In particular, he mentioned 
that utilities have no obligation to service the poor. The deputy director-general of the Department 
of Alternative Energy Development and Efficiency in Thailand’s Ministry of Energy presented case 
studies of four islands where clean energy is being used by resorts as a part of a Green Islands project 
implemented by the ministry. He said that small islands can use the build–operate–transfer method 
to set up renewable energy projects. 

E. Designing Policy for Urban Access

This session focused on designing effective policies for urban access and exploring possible solutions 
such as smart meters and prepayment meters to address certain barriers. The session addressed the 
fact that, while the majority of the focus in energy access work is on rural electrification, people 
living in urban areas also face similar issues such as affordability, quality, and sustainability. The 
urban poor also face other problems such as proximity to heavy air pollution from power plants 
burning low‐grade coal and other fossil fuels; the dangerous practice of stealing electricity by 
connecting informal, unmetered lines to the grid; and the reluctance of distribution companies or 
utilities to provide connections to slum dwellers, who often lack identification cards, formal title 
to their homes, official identification cards, a fixed address, and/or other forms of legal status or 
security of tenure. 

The program manager of the European Union’s Energy Initiative Partnership Dialogue Facility 
mentioned that, by 2020, urban populations in Asia will exceed rural populations. As such, designing 
policies for urban access is critical for governments in the region. In Indonesia, the government has 
established the President’s Delivery Unit to focus on 11 national priorities, of which energy is one. 
Indonesia must invest $55 billion over the next 5 years to meet its national energy goals. One of the 
lessons learned by the delivery unit is that policies must have clear targets with timelines, defined 
accountability, and tight monitoring.

The president of the Philippines Rural Electric Cooperatives Association described the problems 
associated with pilferage in the urban power supply. For example, temporary dwellings usually turn 
into relocation sites for illegal settlers. While electronic meters have been developed to address the 
problem of pilferage, they can still be tampered with and utilities run up huge transmission and 
distribution losses due to such technology loopholes. A representative from Dantherm Power talked 
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about the use of green technologies to ensure urban access, reduce electricity theft, and provide 
health benefits to communities. He used the telecommunications industry as an example, and 
said that the penetration of mobile phones was very low until prepaid programs were introduced. 
Governments can consider similar prepaid schemes and micro lending to increase urban access to 
electricity. In Nepal, there is no feed-in tariff and no policy to guarantee connection of small systems 
to the grid. A representative from the Alternative Energy Promotion Centre in Nepal’s Ministry of 
Environment said that these issues need to be addressed through policy. He also mentioned that 
people will be reluctant to use solar power in their homes without technical support and financial 
incentives from the government.

F. Energy Efficiency

During the 2011 dialogue, participants agreed that efforts to scale up energy efficiency need to be 
a first priority, and that policies and regulations for this included setting national energy efficiency 
targets and goals; widely adopting innovative tariff schemes (e.g., the “standard offer”) to promote 
energy efficiency; establishing financing mechanisms such as energy efficiency funds, dedicated 
credit lines, and risk guarantee mechanisms; setting rules, regulations, and guidelines to ensure 
effective third‐party evaluation of energy efficiency programs; designing standards and labeling to 
promote energy efficient appliances and equipment; implementing capacity building workshops for 
better monitoring and management of energy, including end‐use metering skills; and building civil 
society capacity through energy efficiency education programs and allowing participation in policy 
making and regulatory processes. 

Speakers from South Asia discussed the energy efficiency initiatives taken by their governments, 
which include establishment of national energy efficiency targets and capacity building workshops. 
A representative from the International Copper Association (ICA) provided an overview of efforts 
to harmonize energy efficiency standards for air-conditioners in Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations (ASEAN) countries. According to ICA data, air-conditioners account for 50% or more of 
total household electricity consumption in most ASEAN countries, consuming nearly 57.1 terawatt-
hours (TWh) of electricity per year. ICA is working toward harmonizing standards for testing 
methods and developing a regional plan for minimum energy performance standards (MEPS) and 
higher energy performance standards. 

The director-general of Sri Lanka’s Sustainable Energy Authority provided highlights of that 
country’s programs for energy labeling of appliances, building codes, and sector-specific energy 
management programs. He mentioned that, due to Sri Lanka’s labeling program for CFLs, many 
of the low-quality CFL brands that used to be prevalent have now been removed from the market.

However, Nepal is still facing the problem of low-quality CFLs. The Nepal regulator said that there 
are no minimum performance guarantees or standards for CFLs being imported into Nepal, which 
leads to the entry of low-quality lamps. He mentioned that there are no incentives or compulsory 
measures for energy efficiency in building codes in Nepal. The electricity tariff has not been adjusted 
in the past decade, and it is highly subsidized for all sectors, including the residential, commercial, 
and industry sectors.
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Meanwhile, ADB’s senior climate change specialist spoke about smart-grid development in 
South  Asia. He said that there are three key purposes for installing smart meters in developed 
countries: to let the consumer choose their power supplier; to have two-way metering with buying 
and selling of electricity; and for demand response management, battery management, electric 
vehicle connections, and connections to smart home appliances. However, in emerging countries 
like India, loss reduction could be the main reason. He mentioned that it is important to accelerate 
the communication between the public and the private sector in this area.
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SeSSion 5
Reports from the Breakout Groups

The dialogue concluded with a set of specific recommendations from the chairs of each of the 
breakout sessions. These recommendations follow. 

A.  Efficiency in Products and Appliances 
(Lighting, Heating, Cooling, and Cooking) 

•	 ADB should take a more proactive role on energy efficiency and ensure that ADB-assisted 
projects increase their engagement in the supply chain and promote better communications 
among all stakeholders. 

•	 Consumers require product testing and increased availability of data to be able to choose more 
efficient options. 

•	 Communication materials should be hard hitting and simple; not 500-page reports, but instead 
short, simple “one-pager” messages and fact sheets. 

•	 ADB should assist governments to lead by example, finding and investing in any heating 
and cooling technologies that can be implemented in the public sector, such as buildings 
and vehicle fleets. Government is a major purchaser of goods and services and can help drive 
businesses and households to follow its example. 

•	 Donors such as ADB should promote the use of MEPS for energy-using equipment in any 
procurement that it funds. 

B.  Regulation for Small Systems and Standardized Power Purchase 
Agreement Contracts (Mini and Micro Grids) 

•	 Overregulation should be avoided for small systems; standardized PPAs for off-grid or mini-
grid projects are not needed.

•	 Capacity caps for licensing should be increased. For example, instead of having generators of 
less than 1 MW being precluded from applying for licenses, the cap should be increased to less 
than 10 MW, in order to stimulate scale-up of the micro generator market.

•	 Training and capacity building is required for companies and individuals that design and 
install mini and micro grids. Training expertise does not need to be sourced from outside 
the country, and governments should support development of local resources for technical 
capacity building in the country, until the market is mature.
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•	 Electrification projects should be funded through a mix of funding sources. Banks should be 
provided with incentives to fund rural electrification and off-grid projects. For example, off-
grid energy is a priority lending sector for many banks in India.

C.  Incentivizing Private Sector Development for 
Sustainable Livelihoods and Rural Power

•	 Governments can reduce risk and provide more predictability for investors who are financing 
off-grid systems by regulating what will happen if the grid is subsequently extended to the 
community. 

•	 Credit lines to banks do not always work. For example, in Bangladesh, microfinance institutions 
have been very active for a number of years, and now the private sector has taken a big role in 
rural electrification. In some markets, it has been an effective strategy to merge the finance and 
implementation roles.

•	 In Nepal, loan guarantees are provided to ensure credit to end users. These guarantees are an 
example of how public money can be effectively used to leverage private sector financing for 
clean energy. 

•	 There is no silver bullet; sometimes it is more important to remove barriers than to provide 
incentives.

D.  Regulating Small-Island Systems 
(Mini and Micro Grids and Isolated Use)

•	 Interest rates charged by creditors for small-island systems (which can be in the range of 
9%–10%) are excessively high. Development institutions such as ADB and the World Bank 
should intervene and support reduced interest rates. For example, interest rates can be partially 
capitalized, and rolled into the cost of the loan principal. 

•	 Many small islands require additional funding for feasibility studies, which could be in the 
form of loans or grants. 

•	 A significant amount of training and capacity building is required for policy makers and 
regulators in small-island states.

•	 ADB should take the lead by establishing a revolving fund for clean energy access in  
small-island states, in order to leverage private sector investment.

•	 It is important to analyze the close relationship between the pricing of electricity and issues 
such as energy access, energy conservation, renewable energy, energy efficiency, and energy 
security. Correct pricing of electricity makes it easier to address these related issues. 

•	 For progress to be made, and monitored, it is essential to identify indicators to measure and 
regularly track the progress of policies to increase clean energy access in small-island states and 
communities.
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E. Designing Policy for Urban Access
•	 Governments should consider different options for providing access to electricity to all 

residents in urban areas, particularly to those who cannot get electricity because of lack of 
documentation. For example, a number of countries use prepaid electricity systems, which 
facilitate energy access.

•	 Public awareness about green energy is important, so that it is seen as a benefit to citizens and 
society and not as a luxury item with extra costs.

•	 Technical solutions, along with proper involvement of affected communities, can reduce 
potential losses due to theft and pilferage. Decentralization of the delivery of energy services 
can contribute to increased energy access, as local municipalities can provide locally adapted 
and suitable solutions.

•	 Microfinance should be considered as an option to provide electricity access to shanty areas in 
urban centers.

F. Energy Efficiency
•	 The constituencies for energy efficiency are dispersed; there is rarely a single national agency 

responsible for energy efficiency. Therefore, it is important to develop and nurture a champion, 
or champions, of energy efficiency policies and programs to serve as the voice of the industry 
as a whole. 

•	 Consumer awareness about energy conservation is important. In the design of their energy 
efficiency programs, development banks and bilateral and multilateral agencies should include 
a large component for consumer awareness and public outreach to highlight the importance 
and benefits of energy efficiency and energy conservation.

•	 The design of energy efficiency programs is critical to their success, and the responsible 
government agencies must emphasize the proper sequencing of planning, action, and 
monitoring. It is also essential to involve different stakeholders in a collaborative process 
during program design.
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Conclusions

The 2012 dialogue provided an opportunity for energy officials and regulators, along with private 
sector and NGO practitioners and other clean energy stakeholders, to share their experiences on 
policies, regulations, and governance for clean energy access in Asia; discuss best practices and 
lessons learned; and highlight initiatives and actions that can facilitate and accelerate the uptake of 
clean energy. 

The more than 137 participants from 26 countries agreed that governments must establish policies 
and regulations linked to innovative financing mechanisms that support viable clean energy 
technologies and options. They called on governments to enact clear, consistent, and long-term 
policies; increase transparency and reporting of basic data; reduce and streamline bureaucracy; and 
provide capacity building and incentives for clean energy access technologies and businesses. They 
noted that the effectiveness of policies, laws, and regulations will depend largely on government 
commitment, legally binding targets, and a continuous effort to learn from local and regional 
experiences, and to adopt best practices. 

Participants and speakers in the 2012 dialogue appreciated the networking and learning platform, 
which allowed them to meet with their peers as well as clean energy stakeholders from other 
countries. They called for a similar event in 2013 to continue the dialogue on clean energy and 
energy access.
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Meeting Proceedings
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Opening Plenary

Background

The 3rd Asia–Pacific Dialogue on Clean Energy Governance, Policy, Law, and Regulation was held 
on 4–5 June 2012, prior to the 7th Asia Clean Energy Forum, at the Asian Development Bank (ADB) 
headquarters in Manila. The 2-day event provided an opportunity for policy makers, regulators, 
and representatives of civil society and the private sector from different regions to exchange their 
experiences with governance practices, policies, laws, and regulations that establish frameworks and 
incentives for public and private sector investments in clean energy and for energy access.

The focus of this year’s dialogue was Sustainable Energy Access for All. This theme reflects proposals 
by past participants for the dialogue to focus on both low‐carbon energy and expanding access to 
energy. It was also consistent with ADB’s Energy for All Initiative, the United Nations (UN) General 
Assembly declaration that 2012 be designated International Year of Sustainable Energy Access for 
All, and with UN 2030 energy goals of ensuring universal access to modern energy services, doubling 
the rate of improvement in energy efficiency, and doubling the share of renewable energy in the 
global energy mix. These goals are intertwined, and the dialogue focused on low‐carbon approaches 
to energy development and efficient provision of energy access to all. Dialogue participants also 
contributed to a statement for input to the UN Conference on Sustainable Development (Rio+20), 
at which sustainable energy access was a central point of discussion.

This year’s dialogue was presented in cooperation with ADB’s Energy for All Initiative. While the 
2-day dialogue focused on policy, law, and regulations that support the attainment of Sustainable 
Energy Access for All, a parallel event—the Energy for All Investor Forum and the Workshop on 
Innovative Financing Mechanisms for Access to Energy—focused on financing and technical issues. 
Participants in both the dialogue and the Energy for All workshops were briefed on the discussions 
held in the other sessions.

The dialogue started with a plenary session focused on the status of energy access in Asia and the 
Pacific, and the role of energy efficiency and renewable energy in attaining sustainable energy access, 
followed by a session on improving the efficiency of energy services, such as lighting, heating, cooling, 
and cooking by replacing existing services, based on traditional biomass or fuel oil, with renewable 
sources. Thereafter, participants discussed the expansion of rural electricity in sessions that covered 
isolated individual systems, mini-grid systems, and incorporating clean energy into centralized grid-
based systems. During the second day of the dialogue, participants were divided into breakout 
groups to enable informal discussions and more focused debate on topics including efficiency in 
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products and appliances; regulating and contracting in small (mini grid and isolated) systems; the 
role of telecommunication technology and networks in rural power; how policy and regulation on 
small islands are different; adopting a systemic approach to rural development in expanding access 
to energy services; and, finally, considerations related to the urban poor. The dialogue concluded 
with presentations by each group on the findings of their respective breakout session, and a review 
of the key messages and recommendations for further discussion and action. 

This report is designed to serve as a reference for stakeholders interested in continuing to develop 
a clean energy action plan for Asia and the Pacific. It provides a summary of the main highlights 
of each plenary speaker’s presentation during the dialogue. Where available, an edited transcript of 
the question and answer period following each session is provided. The transcripts were edited to 
improve clarity and readability. 

The 3rd Annual Asia–Pacific Dialogue on Clean Energy, Governance, Policy, Law, and Regulation 
built on ADB’s earlier work on energy governance, policy, and regulatory reform. In March 2008, 
ADB supported a regional conference on clean energy, governance, and regulation, organized by 
Prayas Energy Group, the Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Partnership, and the World 
Resources Institute, and this was followed by larger regional meetings under the umbrella of the 
Asia–Pacific Dialogue on Clean Energy Governance, Policy, and Regulation, held immediately 
prior to the 5th Asia Clean Energy Forum in June 2010, and the 6th Asia Clean Energy Forum in 
June 2011.

Opening Remarks

Marie-Anne Birken, deputy general counsel at ADB, provided the opening remarks and introduced the 
speakers of the opening plenary session.

I am very pleased to open this 3rd Asia–Pacific Dialogue on Clean Energy, Governance, Policy, Law, 
and Regulation and to introduce you to our opening speakers. Our first speaker is Vice-President 
Stephen P. Groff, who is responsible for ADB’s operations in East Asia, Southeast Asia, and the 
Pacific. In addition to his responsibility for ADB’s Central Operations Services Office, his mandate 
includes establishing strategic and operational priorities for these regions, producing investment 
and technical assistance of about $5 billion a year, managing a portfolio of about $23 billion, and 
leading about 700 staff. 

Our second speaker will be Orestes Anastasia, who is the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID) senior climate change advisor for Asia, and he heads USAID’s regional 
low-emission development strategies in clean energy programs. In that role, he also oversees 
USAID’s environmental programs in the People’s Republic of China (PRC), which promote 
building low-carbon cities, improving greenhouse gas and energy management in cities, and 
environmental law. Orestes Anastasia also serves as a program attorney in Washington’s USAID’s 
Global Environment Center, the Center for International Environmental Law, and the University 
of Miami’s North–South Center. 
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Our third speaker is Ajit Advani, who is a global leader on the Sustainable Energy Initiative at the 
International Copper Association (ICA). In this capacity, Ajit Advani leads the Sustainable Energy 
Initiative of the Copper Alliance worldwide. He was previously the deputy regional director of the 
Copper Alliance in Asia.

Welcome Remarks

ADB Vice-President Stephen P. Groff provided welcome remarks for the dialogue and focused on the 
specific energy challenges in Asia and the Pacific. He thanked a number of partners for the support 
that has made the dialogue possible, including USAID, the International Copper Association, the United 
Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP), the Danish International 
Development Agency (Danida), the Sustainable Energy Regulatory Network, and General Electric.

2012 is the International Year of Sustainable Energy Access for All. ADB is a regional partner in 
the UN’s Global Campaign on Sustainable Energy for All—a campaign which includes the idea 
of establishing a goal for energy access in the post-Millennium Development Goal Sustainable 
Development Goals, and presenting this at the upcoming Rio+20 conference.

Hence, this year the dialogue is being hosted together with ADB’s Energy for All program to 
consider the policies, laws, and regulations necessary to achieve sustainable energy access for all. This 
is the first event to consider these issues in the Asia and Pacific context and, based on the support 
and participation here today, it clearly features prominently on the agenda of many policy makers, 
regulators, private sector players, and civil society in the region.

This topic is important for ADB because it focuses on the nexus of the three pillars of ADB’s 
Energy Policy:

•	 maximizing energy access,

•	 promoting energy efficiency and renewable energy, and

•	 promoting sector governance and capacity.

My remarks this morning address these three energy challenges for Asia, as well as ADB’s role in 
contributing to solutions.

Asia and the Pacific’s Energy Challenges 

Asia and the Pacific needs energy to fuel economic development and to ensure that all people have 
secure access to affordable energy in order to promote sustainable livelihoods. In doing so, we face 
fundamental challenges in the energy system. We need to provide energy access to those who have 
none. For those who have energy access, we need to ensure it is sustainable. We also need to establish 
the enabling policy and regulatory frameworks to promote public and private sector investments in 
expanding access and clean energy. With this in mind, I have three basic messages.

My first message is that Asia still needs to attain energy access for the energy poor.
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There have been some incredible success stories in Asia and the Pacific in terms of achieving universal 
or near-universal energy access for vast populations: the PRC, Thailand, Viet Nam, Malaysia, and 
Bhutan are a few examples. However, about 700 million people in the region still have no access to 
electricity, and about 85% of those live in rural areas.

More than 1.9 billion people in Asia and the Pacific, nearly half of its population (of 4.1 billion), 
have no access to modern cooking fuels and facilities. Instead, they must burn wood, coal, charcoal, 
or kerosene, which can lead to health and respiratory problems, as well as premature deaths from 
inhaling smoke, and accidental fires and injuries from burning kerosene. They also generate 
unnecessary carbon dioxide.

Current trends show that, without changes in policy and regulatory frameworks, as well as financing 
mechanisms, even in 2030 about 350 million people will have no access to energy and 1.6 billion 
people will have no clean cooking facilities.

My second message is that Asia needs to transform its energy systems to clean energy.

Asia’s energy demand is projected to almost double by 2030. However, under current trends, fossil 
fuels will be the source that meets this increasing demand, making Asia responsible for nearly half 
of the world’s carbon emissions by 2030. This trend will lead the world toward continued emissions 
increases and climate change, resulting in disastrous consequences for many Asian countries, 
including mass migration and increased floods, typhoons, and other extreme weather events.

Moreover, while providing energy access for all from fossil fuels is not itself expected to immediately 
contribute much to global carbon emissions, once people obtain access to energy and their incomes 
improve, their energy consumption is likely to increase, with a consequent magnification of the 
demand for fossil-fuel-based energy.

Asia needs energy, but there is an urgent need for innovative ways to provide it while at the same 
time reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Renewable energy and energy efficiency can make key 
contributions to maximizing energy access and transforming energy systems to clean energy, because 
many of the contributions to providing rural access lie in increasing efficiency and providing off-grid 
distributed renewable energy solutions.

My third and final message is that Asian countries need the right governance, policy, and 
regulatory frameworks to provide sustainable energy access.

To provide universal energy access, Asia needs vast amounts of finance and investment; the 
International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that $12 billion a year is needed in Asia and the Pacific 
until 2030. And Asia needs a combination of public sector financing along with the right incentives 
to drive a major scale-up in private sector investment in energy access.

Similarly, on an even larger scale, incredible amounts of finance for clean energy investments are also 
needed over the next 20–40 years—between $7 trillion and $9 trillion to 2030. Again, while public 
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sector resources will provide some of this financing, innovative new business models that provide 
incentives to the private sector to invest are critical.

While the scale of finance needed for maximizing access for all and providing clean energy 
investment is vast, finance alone—without the right governance structures and enabling legal and 
regulatory frameworks—will likely not deliver the actual investments and infrastructure to satisfy 
demand. Additionally, there are policy and regulatory barriers to providing sustainable access, 
such as limitations on investments by small private sector power providers. Policy and regulatory 
frameworks need to establish clear national access targets, appropriate tax incentives, standardized 
policy frameworks for small-scale producers, and incentives for the provision of off-grid and 
renewable energy.

The public sector and the private sector need the right policy and regulatory frameworks to secure 
public funding and to provide incentives for private sector investment for sustainable access. Strong 
public sector institutions are also required to manage the vast financial resources necessary while 
ensuring that those finances are spent for intended purposes.

ADB launched its Energy for All Initiative in 2008 to increase access to modern energy for the 
region’s poor through game-changing pilot projects. Since the start of Energy for All, ADB has spent 
$2.8 billion on energy access projects, with a focus on clean and renewable energy resources. In 
2011 alone, ADB spent $1 billion on projects designed to provide energy access to 10 million more 
people. ADB is now working with a number of partners through its Energy for All Partnership to 
provide 100 million people with access to modern forms of energy by 2015.

For example, we are working with the Greater Mekong Subregion on the efficient utilization 
of biomass for bioenergy, including installation of biogas systems in rural households. This was 
developed with an investment of $4.6 million, allowing the supply of 500 biodigesters and 75,000 
improved cookstoves, as well as training for farmers, service providers, and government officials on 
the assistance scheme.

In the Philippines, ADB is working with a microfinance institution to deploy solar lanterns and 
enable local entrepreneurship. Small entrepreneurs can sign up as micro retailers to rent out solar 
lanterns to local households at minimal cost, instead of needing capital to purchase solar lanterns 
on a wholesale basis. These fees finance a common fund for the operation and maintenance of the 
solar lanterns.

ADB has positioned itself as a key regional partner by actively supporting the UN’s Global 
Campaign of Universal Access to Clean Affordable Energy by 2030, and ADB is also supporting 
partnerships such as the Global Alliance for Clean Cookstoves. In the area of policy and regulatory 
reform, ADB has commissioned work on power sector reform in the Philippines, Samoa, Tonga, 
Pakistan, and Sri Lanka, to name a few. ADB has also supported studies on enhancing effective 
energy regulation in Southeast Asia and the Pacific, which includes components on the effectiveness 
of policy and regulations for the poor.
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ADB has also produced many knowledge products on energy access, policy, and regulation, 
including the publication that is the subject of today’s meeting: Attaining Access for All: Pro-Poor 
Policy and Regulation for Water and Energy Services. Through these initiatives, ADB has enabled key 
stakeholders to enhance their capacity in policy formulation as well as in the implementation of laws 
and regulations for sustainable energy access.

At last year’s dialogue, policy makers and regulators developed the Regional Plan of Action on 
Clean Energy Governance, Policy, and Regulation. Policy makers and regulators, supported by 
development partners, need to do more for sustainable access to achieve the international goal of 
universal access by 2030. With this in mind, I ask you to add to last year’s action plan by considering 
and developing appropriate strategies for removing policy and regulatory barriers and establishing 
the right incentives for expanding access. I further challenge you over the coming days to consolidate 
these strategies into an outcome document that could contribute to meeting the challenge of global 
and regional energy access.

Meeting the goal of maximizing sustainable access will require the right policy and regulatory 
frameworks. ADB looks forward to working with you to determine, design, and implement that 
policy and regulatory mix.

Orestes Anastasia, senior regional climate change advisor for USAID Regional Development Mission for 
Asia, focused on new policy and regulatory models that are required, along with innovation, investment, 
and incentives, to make a low-carbon future a reality.

This is the third year that USAID has supported this dialogue, and we remain strong advocates 
behind its purpose and aspirations. It may be called a side event, but in my view this dialogue is a 
central pillar of the Asia Clean Energy Forum. 

This planet that we live on is surrounded by the vast, unfathomable emptiness of space, formed 
4.5 billion years ago. Primitive life forms appeared about 4 billion years ago, and through the 
gradual epochs of earth’s history it took almost the entire 4 billion years for evolution to produce 
our own species—homo sapiens. Modern humans have been in existence for just 200,000 years. 
We are newcomers to the world. For most of our existence, we have been hunters, and then farmers 
for the last 9,000 years. Life was simple and unchanging, generation after generation. For most 
of our existence, the very idea of electric power and all that it makes possible for the world would 
have been utterly unimaginable. But now, we are living in an era unlike any other, where change 
is a constant part of life. 

During the past 100 years we have seen dramatic technological change, social change, and rising 
living standards for billions of people, as the world population has grown from less than 2 billion to 
7 billion now. Change is accelerating faster than ever. We are achieving technological transformations 
in physics, medicine, engineering, globalization, telecommunications, computing, etc., all of which 
would have been barely imaginable even just one generation ago. 
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But just as we have seen this world change, unmanaged change has its impacts. Every accessible 
mineral or biological resource has been exploited across the planet. Carbon dioxide levels are at 
the highest they have been in 800,000 years and, as we all know, global emissions of greenhouse 
gases have continued to increase. Even here in Manila, and in Thailand where I live, and elsewhere 
such as in Pakistan, we have seen first-hand the consequences of increased weather extremes and 
changing precipitation patterns. How do we manage this transforming world of today, and that 
of the future? How do we work to ensure increasing prosperity for everyone, and at the same time 
avoid destructive and equally potential catastrophic changes? We need solutions that deliver that 
prosperity and yet do so sustainably. 

As you will hear often this entire week, neither technology nor money alone can be enough to meet 
these challenges. Ultimately, it comes down to our policies and the institutions that influence them. 
These are the foundation. Our legal and regulatory work must set the course for green development 
and a cleaner future. There is no other option available. New policy and regulatory models are starting 
to replace the old inefficient barriers to progress with new drivers for innovation and investment and 
new incentives to guide the market to develop the business models and technologies that will make 
a low-carbon future a reality. 

We will hear the best policy innovations from around the world this week—models of the future. 
And I believe it is just the beginning. The potential for green growth is enormous. We can achieve 
massive investments in energy efficiency, massive investments in renewable energy, and massive 
investments that bring modernity and new opportunity for poor communities across Asia, Africa, 
and elsewhere. Effective governance, policy, and regulation are the key in making them possible. 

Eventually, we also need to end our dependence on fossil fuels. It is abundantly clear that, in the 
long run, the hidden costs of fossil fuels greatly outweigh the benefits. Fossil fuels are no longer seen 
as the primary drivers of growth. The world is heading in a new direction. Green growth is more 
than a slogan; it is the best option for developing countries to accelerate their economies and make 
smart decisions for their long-term success. It is the best option for communities that have fallen 
behind to start catching up. It is the best option for an energy-secure future, and it is the best option 
for avoiding the dangerous risks of global change. It is difficult to predict what the future ultimately 
holds, but this is our opportunity to define our future, to develop and deploy an arsenal of clean 
energy policies and regulations. It is possible to move beyond old conventional systems. Let us make 
the future a remarkable one, a future to aspire to, and a future for everyone to benefit from. I leave 
you with these thoughts and wish you great success in this event. 

Ajit Advani, global leader on the Sustainable Energy Initiative at the International Copper Association, 
gave an overview of the energy access challenges in Asia and the Pacific and the strong role that 
appropriate policies, laws, and regulations, together with investment and awareness, can play in ensuring 
sustainable energy for all. 

ICA is privileged to join ADB and USAID as a principal sponsor of the 3rd Annual Asia–Pacific 
Dialogue on Clean Energy Governance, Policy, Law, and Regulation. For those who may not know us, 
ICA is a nonprofit organization, set up by the global copper industry to promote the beneficial uses 
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of copper. The broader copper alliance comprises 31 copper development centers in 24 countries and 
6 continents. In Asia and the Pacific, the centers are active in nine ASEAN economies, along with 
Japan; the Republic of Korea; Taipei,China; Australia; the PRC; and India. The Copper Alliance, 
in collaboration with other sustainable energy advocates, executes specific time-bound projects to 
support the formulation and implementation of clean energy policies, standards, and regulations. 
We also work with the manufacturing industry to accelerate the introduction and adoption of new 
clean energy technologies, and we disseminate clean energy solutions to consumers and state bodies. 

The annual Asia–Pacific Dialogue on Clean Energy Governance, Policy, Law, and Regulation 
serves as a valuable platform for sharing best practices and germinating fresh initiatives and action 
plans in Asia and the Pacific. The theme of this year’s dialogue is highly topical, since 2012 has 
been designated by the UN General Assembly as the Year of Sustainable Energy Access for All. 
The UN goals for 2030 of ensuring universal access to modern energy services, doubling the rate 
of improvement in energy efficiency, and doubling the share of renewable energy in the global 
energy mix can only be attained with strong alternative policies, laws, and regulations and not 
through market forces and voluntary actions alone. The three goals are complementary—increases 
in energy efficiency make the renewables target easier to reach, and both in turn facilitate energy 
access. All three goals will be enabled by technology and finance. And more significantly, all the 
goals require placing the long term over the short term.

Let me elaborate. Take energy access as an example. The IEA has projected that, with the existing 
and expected energy policies and global population projections, 1.0 billion people will continue to 
remain without access to electricity in 2030, down from today’s 1.3 billion. That is still unacceptably 
high, although the investments required for universal energy access by 2030 are just 3% of the 
global investment in energy infrastructure. These are more often than not commercially viable. And 
the energy poor are also the poorest consumers per capita. Therefore, policies, laws, and regulations 
are needed, in addition to finance, to mandate and facilitate grid extension, and also provide a 
framework for small enterprises and civil society organizations for delivering energy access from the 
bottom up.

Some of the projects that you see on the slide are specific projects where our organization has been 
involved as a civil society organization and a couple of pictures refer to a project in Bihar, north 
India where we tried to get a 100-village program going together with our partner Desi Power. The 
one on the left is a program together with USAID in the Philippines, and the one on the right is 
somewhat different from the other ones, being a rural electrification program. But this one is an 
urban program in Brazil, where effort has been made to provide legal energy access to slum dwellers. 
According to the IEA, energy efficiency gains could save over half of the current projected increase 
in global energy consumption by 2030. Investments in energy efficiency are typically profitable over 
their life cycle, and one would expect economically rational businesses and individuals to voluntarily 
implement more energy saving projects. This slide from a study commissioned by ICA and carried 
out by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in the US shows the enormous savings potential 
from energy efficient appliances in the United States (US) at net negative costs to consumers, using 
presently available technologies. 
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Similar potential exists in the rest of the world, and even more so in developing countries. But this 
would require substituting short-term decision making with decision making for the long term. 
And in many cases, the party required to invest in energy efficiency does not directly benefit from 
energy savings. Once again, market forces and voluntary actions alone are inadequate. Appropriate 
policies, laws, and regulations have a strong role to play, together with education and finance. Since 
energy from renewable energy is typically more expensive than energy from fossil fuels, investments 
in clean energy by utilities will require putting longer-term public interests ahead of the short-
term interest of consumers, and this is something that will not happen without strong policy and 
regulatory actions. The capital costs of clean energy remain a barrier, but technological advances are 
gradually making renewable energy more affordable. 

In conclusion, I am looking forward to the discussion over the next 2 days on these and other issues. 
I would also like to see concrete action plans in furtherance of the safer objectives. The output of 
this workshop will be an important input for Rio+20, which takes place in less than 2 weeks’ time. 
On behalf of ICA, I am also looking forward to the opportunity of forging new partnerships and 
cementing existing ones, in order to jointly pursue safer goals in programs on the ground. Let me 
end by extending a warm welcome to all of you, and wishing you a very productive event. 
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The State of Play in Asia and the Pacific
A.  energy needs, energy Poverty, energy Services, and 

energy Access

Session Chair: Kala Mulqueeny, senior counsel, ADB

Session Rapporteur: Elizabeth Watson, energy and environment fellow, Regulatory Assistance 

Speakers 
•	 Hongpeng Liu, chief, Energy Security and Water Resources Section, United Nations Economic 

and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP)

•	 David Elzinga, energy technology policy analyst, International Energy Agency

•	 Simon Rolland, secretary general, Alliance for Rural Electrification

Key Questions for Session 1A
•	 What are the challenges of energy poverty and energy access in Asia and the Pacific?

•	 What are the different rural and urban challenges and barriers to expanding energy access?

•	 Why and how must the discussion on sustainable energy access be framed in terms of the 
provision of efficient energy services (to light, heat, cool, or cook) in individual homes?

•	 What are the policy and legal mechanisms for expanding access through providing incentives 
for private sector, public sector, and civil society or community investment in projects?

•	 What are the legal and regulatory methods of ensuring affordable prices and appropriate 
quality standards?

Introduction by Chair

Kala Mulqueeny, senior counsel at ADB and chair of the dialogue, provided an overview of the approach 
for the 2-day dialogue. She also talked about the existing energy access issues and barriers in developing 
countries.

Session 1 on the state of play in Asia and the Pacific is meant to help us reach a common 
understanding of energy needs, energy poverty, energy services, and energy access. I thought, what 
could be a better way of doing that than for us all to imagine that we had no energy. It is so easy 
for many of us to come to conferences like this and talk about energy access, talk about the needs 
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of the poor, without really internalizing it, and thinking about and empathizing with that. So just 
for a moment, pause and think about a life without electricity, without heating, without the energy 
you need for basic things.

This slide presents a picture of Asia at night. The main takeaway from this slide is that Asia has a 
very dense population, but there are really a lot of dark areas in the region. We see bright spots on 
the night sky in the main cities, for example, along the east of Asia, along the Shanghai–Beijing link, 
over Islamabad, Pakistan, and New Delhi, while the rest of the picture has large dark areas. 

In this framing introduction, I also want to review with you some key concepts we are talking about, 
including energy access, energy poor, energy needs, energy services, and sustainable energy access.

ADB defines energy access as the adequate and affordable supply of quality and reliable modern 
energy, including electricity, gas, and liquid fuels when they are needed, so you are able to purchase 
it in the amounts needed for daily use such as cooking, heating, and lighting. Various development 
agencies and governments estimate the cost of energy use to be about 10% of total income. So, 
without energy access they are energy poor. Most of the world’s energy poor are in Asia and the 
Pacific. In this region, we have 673 million people without access to electricity, and a large share of 
these people, about 85%, are rural poor. Nearly 1.9 billion people have no access to modern fuel 
and are using traditional biomass, or cutting down trees to use for cooking. 

As Vice-President Groff said earlier, there are success stories in Asia that have come close to near-
universal electrification. While we know that the biggest challenges for energy access are often 
considered to be in South Asia (India and Bangladesh) there there are many other countries in 
the region that still have electrification or energy access as a large problem. Cambodia, the Lao 
PDR, and the Philippines have been successful in electrifying many local areas, but still have many 
households that are not electrified.

So what is the bare minimum for energy needs? According to the International Energy Agency 
(IEA), the minimum rural need for electric power is 250 watts, and this is enough power for a floor 
fan, a mobile phone, and two compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs). Similarly, the IEA has identified 
the basic urban need as 450 watts. And to give you an idea of some work we have done at ADB, 
for Asians to lead a modern lifestyle with enough education, enough medical needs, as well as their 
home needs we have worked out that 4,000 kilowatt-hours (kWh) per capita per year is needed, not 
in the particular household but per person. And so that is the equivalent of either 10 refrigerators or 
three large refrigerators or the other things there to give you an idea. So while 4,000 kWh is needed, 
the current average in Asia is 909 kWh. 

Energy services are the services that energy provides so that we provide the service with the least 
possible and most efficient amount of energy, rather than thinking we need to meet the particular 
electricity demands.

The next concept that we need to be familiar with is sustainable energy access. Is it possible to provide 
more access when we know that energy demand in Asia is going to double by 2030? And that this 
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doubling will lead to increases in Asia’s energy consumption and share of global carbon dioxide 
(CO2) emissions? And why should we worry about greenhouse gas emissions and climate change 
when talking about the need for basic energy access? After all, all of the people who need access 
to fossil fuels, when they achieve this access, will contribute less than 1% to global greenhouse gas 
emissions. The reason we need to talk about energy access and clean energy is really twofold: once 
we electrify a household or a village, then this increases the demand for energy and therefore the 
importance of making the new energy sources renewable or clean. The second point is that many 
of the solutions that increase energy access are dispersed, smaller-scale initiatives that can provide 
distributed energy through energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies. 

International Perspective 

Hongpeng Liu, chief of the Energy Security and Water Resources Section of UNESCAP, provided an 
overview of Sustainable Access—Energy Needs in Asia and the Pacific.

I will provide a regional snapshot of energy consumption. Kala and the previous speakers have 
already mentioned the current scenarios related to energy and climate change, and the significant 
challenges we face in energy development. I will also talk about the policy challenges that will be the 
main focus for policy makers and also the subject of this session, and then the UN initiatives. I think 
everyone has mentioned sustainable energy for all, so this is the initiative that all member countries 
implement, and then, if I have time, I will talk about UNESCAP. 

Most of the speakers have already mentioned that energy access is still a major challenge for 
sustainable development in Asia and the Pacific, where 80 million–100 million people live without 
access to electricity, and many rely on biomass alone for daily use. More than 1.5 million people are 
expected to die prematurely each year up to 2030, mainly because of indoor pollution from cooking 
with biomass and traditional fuel cooking stoves. At the same time, if you look at the Millennium 
Development Goals, by 2015 some of the countries, especially the least-developed countries in Asia 
and the Pacific, will have difficulties meeting their development goals because of energy supply issues.

Let us talk about the people without energy access. If you look at the whole of developing Asia, 
about 20% of the total population has no access to electricity. At the same time, more than 50% 
of the population still relies on traditional biomass for cooking. This is quite high compared to 
other countries; for example, even Latin America, where less than 7% of the population still lacks 
electricity access. So there is a long way to go to find a solution. One of today’s subjects is to talk 
about solutions for mini grids and isolated off-grid areas. According to the IEA, if we want to 
provide electricity services in the areas that are currently without access, we will have to get nearly 
60% of the solutions from independent mini grids or isolated off-grid energy. 

What is the current experience with policies and regulations related to energy access? Traditionally, 
policies have focused on direct or indirect subsidies. The government’s budget remains constrained, 
and the regulatory regime attracts limited private sector investment. Lack of private sector 
investment is one of the major barriers to increasing energy access. Policies for public–private 
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partnership tend to promote large-scale deployment and infrastructure development in urban 
areas. At the same time, there is lack of coherence in policies that address development areas such 
as agriculture, rural development, and health, and few countries have an integrated approach to 
their development plans.

In addition, there are policy and regulatory challenges in how to link policy development for energy 
access with the broader development agenda in rural areas. At the same time, we have to focus 
on how to improve the energy supply for cooking and heating in energy policy frameworks. We 
typically tend to focus on energy policies for electrification, but we should also look at how we can 
meet the demands of the other needs of energy and how policy and regulatory frameworks can 
attract private sector investment for energy access. 

In 2011, the UN General Assembly adopted a resolution to declare 2012 the International Year 
for Sustainable Energy for All. The challenge now is to explore how this declaration can help ease 
energy poverty and ensure development for everyone. As mentioned earlier, the goal is to ensure 
universal access to modern energy services by 2030, even if access is at a minimal level. Kala of 
ADB indicated a minimum level of access could be defined as about 250 kWh for floor fans and 
two CFL lights, which is about 1,000 kWh per year per family with 4–5 members. This translates 
into average consumption of around 250 kWh per person per year, which is very basic. If you think 
of sustainable development then you really need to support income-generating activities for rural 
families. So that means the basis for the 2030 goal is only the minimum universal access. There is 
still a lot of demand for rural development, poverty reduction, and income generation. As such, 
the 2030 target should go beyond universal access, and also look at doubling the rate of energy 
efficiency and renewable energy share in the energy mix.

Let us look at the implications for investment. According to current estimates, $48 billion is required 
annually to provide universal access, and this is 3% of global energy investment by 2030. What kind 
of mechanism can be developed to support investment in energy access and accelerate the rate of 
transition from conventional energy options to more sustainable options? 

The three goals of the UN are interlinked, but the common challenge is developing effective policy 
and regulatory frameworks and the capacity to effectively engage stakeholders in the mobilization 
of financial resources. There has to be a mechanism that enables transfer of benefits between sectors 
that generate sufficient revenue and sectors that need to address meeting the basic needs. Look at 
the roles of stakeholders for the policy and planning regulations and the institutions from the public 
sector. The public sector is definitely the main actor in establishing a supportive environment for 
investment and in defining the requirement for products or firms and, at the same time, developing 
the institutional capacity to implement policy changes and standards for clean energy (call them 
standard targets) across levels of government. 

The private sector also plays a very important role by (i) identifying changes in policies and regulations 
that will be needed to support increased investment in energy access, (ii) engaging in advocacy to 
support the need for these investments, and (iii) at the same time providing technical support that 
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leads to investment. Finally, nongovernment organizations (NGOs) and civil society organizations 
are also important. They play their role and advocate for effective policies, while at the same time 
developing networks to promote and share best practices and provide feedback to the government 
and private sector. 

International Financial Perspective 

David Elzinga, energy technology policy analyst at the International Energy Agency (IEA), provided an 
overview of financing requirements and challenges for clean energy access. 

As has been mentioned by previous speakers, the problem of energy access is immense, and it is a 
global issue with a significant focus in Asia. We have heard the numbers, and they are huge. There are 
1.3 billion people across the world with no access to electricity, another 1.2 billion with intermittent 
access, and 2.7 billion without access to clean cooking fuel. In our estimation, $9.1 billion was 
invested in energy access around the world in 2009. This funding came from a number of sources. 
It is important to remember that there is not going to be a single actor addressing any issue around 
energy. We see this in the developed world, and we see it here in the access issues as well. It is a 
multistakeholder environment, and it is important to always remember that. 

The private sector is increasingly focused on energy issues around the world, and its involvement 
is going to grow; however, while $9.1 billion per year is a lot of money, we need much more. We 
estimate that the Energy for All Initiative itself will require nearly $48 billion per year on a global 
basis. This is more than five times the current level of investment, so we need to see a marked 
increase in this investment in Asia. 

I am very happy to see the focus here on energy efficiency and renewable energy. One of the messages 
we want to bring to the fore is that all fuels will have a role to play, especially when we look at the 
example of on-grid electricity generation. Nearly 66% of on-grid electricity today comes from fossil 
fuels. When we look at mini-grid and off-grid systems, we see renewable energy playing a much 
larger role. While this is all very exciting, it is important to remember that fossil fuels are going to 
play a key role in the global energy situation and also in issues of energy access. Without fossil fuels, 
we will not be able to meet the energy needs of the future under any scenario. 

I think we also need to address concerns that increased energy access will significantly increase 
energy demand and, as a result, the world’s emissions of greenhouse gases. I am encouraged to hear 
that there is much discussion and consideration of sustainability and efficiency in efforts to expand 
energy access. This is incredibly positive. 

One of the challenges in deploying finance from different stakeholders is that we need to understand 
where private sector finance can be best deployed, where multilateral bank finance can be best 
deployed, and so on. It is also important to understand and identify the different kind of energy 
services and where stakeholders can play their best roles. 
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Private Sector Perspective

Simon Rolland, secretary general of the Alliance for Rural Electrification, talked about the market for off-grid 
and mini-grid areas in developing countries and related issues such as microfinance and energy services.

The Alliance for Rural Electrification is the only renewable energy association in the world entirely 
focused on the market for off-grid and mini-grid areas in developing countries. In this role, we 
gather knowledge, expertise on issues, and recommendations from the private sector and then 
act as a facilitator and advocate on these issues toward the most important public sector and 
other stakeholders. We have 75–80 members spread across the world. While some of them are 
really big  companies such as Siemens, most of them are small and medium-sized enterprises in 
developing countries. 

I would like to underline the perspective that I will be taking in this presentation. First of all, I 
focus on actions and requirements of the private sector. In addition, unfortunately, our expertise 
is on electricity from renewable energy sources and not on other sources of energy. Therefore, for 
example, I will not address any questions related to cooking. While we focus only on renewable 
sources of energy, it does not mean that diesel does not play a role; it does. We talked about the 
Philippines earlier. The Philippines has an electrification rate of 83%, and a large part of this is 
island electrification with diesel, and there is also a limited amount of electricity of 3–4 hours a day. 
So, if we want a reliable system of electricity on remote islands and in remote areas of developing 
countries of Southeast Asia, we need to focus more on the question of renewables. 

Grid extension also plays a key role in energy access. For example, a country like Viet Nam is almost 
completely electrified because of very strong political intervention. Let us take a look at the key 
indicators that drive the off-grid market today for the end users, as well as for the private sector. First 
of all, electricity costs are decreasing. When I started to work for the alliance 6 years ago, the cost 
of installing solar photovoltaic (PV) systems was around €4 per watt-peak (Wp), and now we are at 
€0.70 per Wp—a drop of more than 80%. This dramatic decrease in the cost of renewables may have 
raised some issues in Europe or the United States (US), but it is really an opportunity for developing 
countries. Increasing demand in rural areas is another key indicator driving the off-grid market. If we 
want to develop from the marketing of basic lighting equipment to catalyzing productive activities 
in off-grid areas, we need to provide this electricity. Finally, public funding being channeled through 
energy access funds or climate-change-related funds remains a major driver. 

We see the emergence of new business models, e.g., the link to widespread expansion of mobile 
telephone and data service around the world. There is vast potential to leverage synergies between 
and across different sectors to support access to energy. There is also the issue of the rising price of 
fossil fuels. If you add the increasing first cost of diesel to the cost of bringing diesel to remote areas, 
you arrive at prices per liter that are really going through the roof, and this is where renewables can 
really make a difference. 
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I have divided the presentation into two main markets. The first one is small, stand-alone PV 
solutions. These are the most common systems, but there are also other types of small renewables 
like very small hydro systems. Following this, I will address mid-sized systems. What are the 
solutions? We are talking about everything from solar lanterns, to pico solar PV systems, to solar 
home systems, so basically we are talking of systems sized from as small as a few watts to as large as 
a few hundred watts. 

How are these systems disseminated and distributed in the marketplace? What are the key business 
models for distributed energy solutions in Southeast Asia? For the most part, there are two business 
models. The first one is microfinance, and the second one is fee for services. Our alliance does not 
have a particular preference for one over the other. This is because the approach actually works 
very well in some different corners of the world, especially in Asia. The two main examples of 
microfinance-driven programs are in Bangladesh, which has seen an increase of more than 1 million 
solar home systems in a few years, and in India, where close to 1 million systems have been sold. 
These programs are really driven by the private sector. 

Let us take the example of the fee-for-service model, in which the end users pay for service but not 
for the products. The Lao People’s Democratic Republic and Cambodia have very exhaustive and 
interesting programs that use this approach. The bottlenecks in this kind of model are quite known. 
The key problem is access to information; the end user has to know about the respective off-grid 
technologies and understand how to use them. In terms of quality standards and controls, if you 
want to have a long-term reliable supply of electricity, you need to have quality products, and the 
government should enforce these quality products and work on the availability of products at the 
bottom of the pyramid. 

Market size is also a key driver for mini grids. If you want to install this type of a solution, you need 
a solid off-taker. What is a solid off-taker? It is a hospital, school, or it is a farm, a fishing center, 
telecommunication tower, and so on. So you need to have the capacity to ensure that you are going 
to be able to save electricity. You need to rely on a strong community and social structure, and you 
need a clear electrification plan. For example, if a company is going to invest in a community to 
install a system, it needs to know how long it is going to take before the main grid will reach that 
particular community. It needs to make technical and financial decisions based on this information. 
Can it invest and be confident that it will earn its money back on its investment over 10 or 15 years, 
before the grid reaches the community?

The existing model of diesel mini grids needs to be considered, and the implications and obvious 
limitations for increasing energy access. We already have huge installed capacities of diesel-fueled 
mini grids in many countries throughout Asia and the Pacific, including, for example, in India and 
Cambodia. For these countries, it is relatively easier to promote clean energy because the expansion 
of renewables and the hybridization of existing mini diesel grids is a really clear-cut opportunity. 
The infrastructure already exists, and you can just decrease the generation cost of your diesel mini 
grids by adding in renewables. 
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Now I would like to come back to an overview of the different challenges and solutions we see 
in developing countries. The key challenge is the lack of institutional and/or political will and 
clarity. Countries very often have master plans but they are not detailed enough and normally lack 
guidelines for private sector investment. Another challenge is inadequate regulatory frameworks. 
We need to find the right balance between flexibilities and standardization. We have some members 
say, on the one hand, that there should be no regulation at all for plants below 3–5 MW, but on 
the other hand you need to also guarantee certain consumer protection and set standards for 
generation. 

Let us move to the tariff issue now. We all know that it is a big issue. Should the electricity tariff 
be the same in rural as in urban areas? Should rural tariffs be so subsidized? That is also an issue. 
Another issue is access to finance—should it be a grant or a subsidy? Are these subsidies actually 
useful to the market, or are they harmful to it? Information, capacity building, and training are also 
very important, especially targeting entrepreneurs because they are the ones that drive the markets. 
According to the IEA, nearly $252 billion is spent every year in developing countries in subsidizing 
diesel. Is this really the best way to pursue our goal?

Questions and Answers for Session 1A

Question 1:

Participant: One of the speakers said that the amount of basic electricity needs is 4,000 kWh per 
year per person. How did you get that number? What is your reference?

Answer to Question 1:

Kala Mulqueeny, ADB: This is not a household allowance. The 250 watts I mentioned earlier is the 
average amount of power needed for a particular household. As I mentioned, this is enough to 
power an electric fan, a mobile phone, and two CFLs. The figure of 4,000 kWh of annual electricity 
use is what you get if you have this average rate of power demand (250 watts) over 24 hours a day 
and 365 days per year. To give you a comparison with Asia, the current average amount of annual 
electricity used in Asia is 905 kWh per year. 

Question 2:

U. N. Panjiar, India: Many speakers have mentioned that policy support from the government is one 
of the key factors in successfully promoting sustainable energy. Policy support generally comes in 
the form of either fiscal or financial incentives, but these incentives cannot be sustainable. So how 
can you say that it will help the sustainable growth of clean energy?
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Answer to Question 2:

Simon Roland, Alliance for Rural Electrification: I agree with you that subsidies and incentives 
cannot be sustainable, so we have to really see how we use subsidies in the most efficient way and 
identify the target audience properly. We should then let the private sector take the lead, especially 
where there is a need for an off-taker, or purchaser of the energy being produced. Our alliance has 
members that sell electricity in Senegal (and Senegal is certainly not richer than many countries in 
Asia) for $1 per kilowatt-hour and people pay it. So that is the reality.

David Elzinga, IEA: I think subsidies and incentives are a part of any energy system and part of 
maturation of any economy. The key aspect is to understand the objective of the subsidy, whether 
the subsidy is meeting that objective, and what the timeline is for the subsidy. Can the subsidy be 
decreased over a period of time? I think we have to accept that it is a part of the system, but also 
make sure that we measure and monitor the result, so that the subsidy is used appropriately and 
eliminated when it is no longer needed.

Kala Mulqueeny, ADB: We have been using fossil fuels for over 200 years, and there is an entire 
infrastructure that has been built up around this mature industry. And we still have about 
$409 billion worth of subsidies tied to fossil fuel infrastructure each year. So the argument that we 
should not have some level of incentive for clean or renewable energy can be quite easily compared 
with the still-existing large amount of subsidies for the very mature fossil-fuel industry. 
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Session Chair: Peter du Pont, vice-president, Nexant Asia

Session Rapporteur: Nelly Sangrujiveth, consultant, ADB

Speakers
•	 Amit Bando, executive director, International Partnership on Energy Efficiency Cooperation 

(IPEEC)

•	 Christine Lins, executive secretary, Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st Century 
(REN21)

•	 Milo Sjardin, head of Asia–Pacific, Bloomberg New Energy Finance

Key Questions for Session 1B
•	 What are (or were) the central barriers faced during the expansion of energy access?

•	 What arms of government are charged with dealing with these barriers?

•	 What institutional, policy, legal, and regulatory frameworks, and financial incentives have 
been established to address these barriers, and how have those frameworks worked in practice?

•	 What policy, legal, or regulatory incentives is the country now using to include sustainable 
energy sources in the energy mix?

•	 What policy, legal, or regulatory incentives could facilitate private sector development (e.g., 
public–private partnerships [PPPs]) of distribution networks that provide such modes of access?

Opening Remarks by Chair

This is a session that covers the three pillars of what is needed to effectively attain sustainable energy 
access. We have an expert each on energy efficiency, renewable energy, and clean energy financing to 
talk about ensuring energy access and financing.
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International Perspective

Amit Bando, executive director of the International Partnership on Energy Efficiency Cooperation (IPEEC), 
provided an overview on the role of energy efficiency in sustainable access.

I will first give you a short synopsis of IPEEC, why we were established, and what we do. IPEEC is 
a high-level international forum set up in 2009. The idea was to create a global dialogue on energy 
efficiency, and how it relates to some of the other key issues such as energy security, climate change, 
and other benefits such as job creation. There are 15 international members accounting for over 
75% of the global gross domestic product and energy use, and there are obvious implications for 
climate change and policy dialogue with the industry sector in terms of technology deployment. The 
way we look at energy efficiency, not surprisingly, is very similar to how we have been characterizing 
it during the plenary sessions this morning. The idea is that government action to promote energy 
efficiency is important, because it promotes sustainable development through enhanced energy 
access, mitigation of climate change, and enhanced energy security, all of which then leads to a 
low-carbon economy, improved air quality, job creation, and lower energy costs. The emphasis here 
is that the private sector, the market, and the voluntary actions alone cannot get us where we need 
to go. Government action is important to stimulate action, and that is one of the reasons we are 
here. We recognize that, in order to have a dialogue among the major energy users, we cannot just 
talk about blocs, such as Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) or 
non-OECD, and developed versus developing. We really need to talk about countries having equal 
footing in terms of discussing jointly how we can take action. 

In my remarks, I thought it would be a good idea to lay out that what we think of when we talk 
about energy efficiency. Energy efficiency is more than just technology. We need to look at the 
technical potential first and then add the fact that measures that are not cost-effective are not going 
to be included in the dialogue. This means that we are getting into the economic potential of 
particular projects, programs, policies, technologies, etc. Beyond that, we need to look at market 
adoption barriers. If we first look at the technologies that are technically feasible and then consider 
those measures that are cost-effective, we will arrive at a set of technologies that are achievable. 
Beyond that, there are issues and actions related to program design, budget, staffing, and other 
constraints, and this allows us to identify the market and implementation barriers and constraints. 
Finally, we get to the point where we have programs that are technically and economically feasible, 
and we address the implementation barriers. 

I took the time to go through this process because energy efficiency is dispersed across many 
sectors and actors. Investments are typically not in one sector, one technology, or one region. It is 
very difficult to highlight energy efficiency, unlike renewables where we can talk about identified 
technologies such as solar and wind. In energy efficiency, you have decision makers working in 
sectors that are diverse in type and size and are dispersed geographically. Therefore, it is important 
to keep this in mind when we look at the market potential for energy efficiency, and the role of 
government in supporting the scale-up of energy efficient technologies and measures. 
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Urbanization is a key driving factor for energy efficiency. A majority of the people in the world will 
live in cities by 2030. This is equivalent to adding a new town of 137,000 people every day for the 
next 21 years. Asia and the Pacific is right in the middle of it all, and the greatest growth in energy 
demand will occur in emerging and developing countries. This leads to serious issues of energy 
access as demand expands. As mentioned earlier, there are 1.4 billion people globally without access 
to electricity, and 800 million of these people are in Asia and the Pacific. While people in this room 
are very aware of the links between energy efficiency and energy access, it turns out that key decision 
makers are often unaware and need to be reminded that these are important.

Putting that in context, let us look at energy intensity trends. In recent years, there has been a 
decrease in energy intensity globally, with the largest reductions found in regions that have typically 
had the highest energy intensities. In the People’s Republic of China (PRC), for example, during the 
11th Five-Year Plan period, energy consumption grew at an annual average of 6.6% compared to 
gross domestic product growth of 11.2%, which is a very encouraging trend. 

One potential area of government action is energy efficiency in the building industry, including 
building codes and rating systems, as well as minimum efficiency standards and labeling for 
appliances and equipment. As a result, you see high market penetration of energy efficiency in 
lighting, buildings, and green information technology. I would like to point that out that we often 
talk about things such as “cloud computing.” This is a rapidly growing business area, and this is 
where you see high market potential as energy efficiency measures can significantly drive down total 
energy expenditure in data centers. 

In terms of financing, there has been significant activity in energy efficiency along with renewables. 
We have to remember that energy efficiency is not a single sector, so investments cover the areas that 
I talked about earlier. Energy efficiency has a relatively small percentage share of total deals relative 
to renewable energy. In terms of deal value, it is just 8% and in terms of number of deals it is 12%. 
So again, there is huge potential. Here again there are some positive trends. The market for energy 
services companies (ESCOs) in the PRC was negligible in 1998 but has grown rapidly during the past 
decade and is expected to reach about $17 billion by 2015. I would like us to have a discussion about 
the impacts of what is called the rebound effect, where the effort does not reduce energy consumption 
because usage goes up and falling energy prices actually cause an increase in energy demand. 

Policy Perspective

Christine Lins, executive secretary of the Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st Century (REN21), 
provided a status report on renewable energy in Asia and the Pacific.

I am pleased to provide you with a sneak preview of the results of the global Renewable Energy 
Status Report 2012, which is our annual flagship publication. Some of you might be familiar with 
the report, which monitors global trends in the field of markets, policy, industry, and development 
across the world. The report covers all renewable technologies and all sectors, including power, 
heating, cooling, and transport. 
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What is the situation of renewable energy in the world? Renewable energy currently supplies 17% 
of global energy production. This is in line with the United Nations (UN) Secretary-General’s 
objective of doubling the share of renewable energy in the global energy mix by 2030. We clearly 
see a trend toward renewables expanding in many countries as prices fall. The 17.0% of renewable 
energy supply in the global mix includes nearly 8.5% from traditional bioenergy and biomass. 
We are also seeing a strong increase in the deployment of modern renewables such as solar. 
The findings of the study also show that there is still quite a large potential for renewables. 

As far as the power market is concerned, renewables accounted for half of the estimated 208 gigawatts 
(GW) of new global electricity capacity added in 2011, and there is now a total of 1,360 GW of 
electricity generating capacity installed around the world. Renewables comprise roughly 25% of 
that global power generating capacity, and about 20% of global electricity that is generated comes 
from renewables. While roughly half of the new capacity installed in 2011 was from renewable 
energy sources, there were some very different trends in some regions. For example, in the European 
Union, more than 70% of new electricity capacity was based on renewables.

Let us look at heating and cooling trends now. Very often we focus exclusively on electricity, but 
then, when we look into the shares of final energy consumption, we see that heating and cooling is 
an important area where renewables can play a key role. We see a growing trend of solar resources 
generating process heat for industry. More than 200 million households and commercial buildings 
around the world today use solar hot water, with the PRC being the clear champion. In the field of 
transport, liquid biofuels provided about 3% of global road transport fuel in 2011, and we see more 
countries focusing on electric mobility and providing policy directives and incentives to facilitate 
the markets. 

2011 was a challenging year for the overall renewables industry. We saw some consolidations, 
bankruptcies, and significant cost reductions, especially the 50% price reduction in solar photovoltaic 
(PV) modules and 10% reduction for offshore wind. On the one hand, these cost reductions 
contributed to growth, but on the other hand policy instability in some areas led to challenging 
times for the industry. There were also some trade barrier issues, e.g., between the US and the 
PRC. We clearly see a big trend of diversification into new markets, with manufacturers expanding 
into project development. Job creation has become a key driver for renewables development. It is 
estimated that more than 5 million people are today employed in the renewables industry globally.

2011 also witnessed a record investment of $257 billion in the renewables sector, up by 17% 
compared to 2010. The top five countries are the PRC ($53 billion), followed by the US, Germany, 
Italy, and India. According to the findings of our report, at least 118 countries around the world 
have renewable energy targets in place. Feed-in tariffs and renewable energy portfolios are the most 
commonly used instruments.
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Finance Perspective

Milo Sjardin, head of Asia–Pacific at Bloomberg New Energy Finance, provided an overview of clean 
energy finance and how investments have flowed into this area in the last few years. 

The most important thing to keep in mind is that Asia and the Pacific has consistently accounted 
for about one-third of global clean energy investments. If you look at 2011 figures, you will see the 
divergence between money going into solar and money going into wind. It means that wind has 
actually peaked and is now starting to slow down, and solar is picking up significantly in small, 
medium-sized, and large projects around the region. The recorded energy efficiency investments are 
actually very small, because with energy efficiency the challenge is always what the actual investment 
going into energy efficiency is. 

Let us take a look at the source of investment in 2011. Nearly one-third of the investment came from 
European Banks, and close to 50% came from development banks, both multilateral organizations 
and government institutions. This situation is changing this year (2012) because of the European 
debt crisis. We have already seen a lot of Europeans withdraw from the clean energy sector, and they 
will continue to withdraw around the world, and also here in Asia and Southeast Asia. With some 
of the European banks pulling out, more activity is needed from Japanese banks and multilateral 
organizations to keep the same level of investments flowing. We also expect a downturn in the 
amount of money going into clean energy in 2012, so it is a challenging year in terms of project 
deployment and enabling energy access. 

Who has been successful in attracting investments in Southeast Asia over the last few years? Thailand 
and Indonesia are clearly the leaders. Total investment in these countries in the past few years 
has actually increased as a percentage of global investments—from 1% to 4%, so that is good 
movement. Thailand has been particularly successful because of high tariffs and the “adder” for 
renewables, which make it profitable to do projects, as well as short- and long-term targets, local 
financing, and good grid access. Let us take a look at what has worked: good short-term incentives 
coupled with long-term targets; a power market that is amenable to private sector investments; and 
smaller independent power producers (IPPs) that are actually able to get grid connections and get 
their power purchase agreements (PPAs) signed, which all helps to get projects financed. Thailand 
has also been successful at educating local commercial banks about clean energy and actually willing 
to finance at reasonable rates. Strong PPAs are essential to getting projects financed, and this relates 
to utility-scale projects of at least 5 megawatts (MW) or more. Another element is the multilateral 
banks, which have played a key role in clean energy in Indonesia. 

One thing that has caught lot of policy makers by surprise is the reduction in solar costs. I am going 
to focus a little bit on solar costs because it is one of the world’s main technologies that can improve 
energy access around the world, both from a large-scale perspective as well as from a small-scale 
perspective, which is important if we talk about off-grid communities. There has been a 75% cost 
reduction in solar modules since 2008—45% in 2011 alone—and we expect to see another 25% 
reduction over the next 2 years. It is important that policy makers and manufacturers bear this 
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in mind. But that is not the whole story. It is difficult to create policies that give cost reductions, and 
then give project developers incentives to get their modules at very low cost. Obviously, this is not 
as good for manufacturers, but it is good for the cost of energy to the consumer. 

Let us take the example of solar PV prices for the residential sectors in Japan, Germany, and 
California. Japanese prices are still relatively high, at $6.0 per watt from a systems point of view, but 
in Germany residential solar costs have gone down to $2.7 per watt, part of the reason being the 
consistent subsidies that the German feed-in tariff offers. This has led to certainty in the market and 
consistent, sustained increases in the number of systems installed. This increase in demand has led to 
significant cost reductions for the solar modules sold in Germany. It is extremely important from a 
policy maker’s point of view to give those cost reductions. By contrast, in California, where they use 
what we call value-based pricing, they are not getting the reductions that we have seen in Germany 
and, as a result, developers paid more for their modules. You want that divergence to reduce over 
the years. Therefore, setting the right policy and increasing competition in the market is crucial to 
getting costs down as much as possible. 

Let us now talk about the off-grid solar PV markets. The 150 GW off-grid diesel generation market 
is increasing by 5%–12% per year. What I really want to focus on is actually how much it does cost. 
The higher the cost of diesel, the more return you can make on a hybrid diesel–solar system. If the 
cost of diesel is higher than $1 per liter, it is actually profitable. You get a good return compared to 
a 15% loan to do hybrid solar–diesel and then gradually increase the solar component in such a way 
that you slowly get the diesel out of the system, provided you have got batteries. From a policy point 
of view, the government’s subsidy for fossil fuels in Indonesia is one example. The actual cost of 
diesel for government is $1.1 per liter, which is significantly higher than the diesel price you would 
need to make a profitable investment. If you look at Perusahaan Listrik Negara (PLN), the main 
utility in Indonesia, its bond costs are 10.4%. So from a finance perspective, it is far better for PLN 
to raise money on the bond market and actually reduce the fossil fuel subsidies by the government 
and plough the money into hybrid solar–diesel systems. 

Financiers want to know what the numbers are, how much potential there is, and if you put all the 
numbers together, we are talking about an off-grid solar potential of about $2 trillion that could be 
captured over the next 5–10 years, provided we get the policies right.

Questions and Answers for Session 1B

Question 1:

Participant from the Japan International Cooperation Agency: I have two questions, one for Amit 
Bando and another one for Christine Lins. The first question is about policy for energy efficiency. 
While some countries have introduced energy efficiency laws to promote energy conservation, 
other countries do not have such a legal framework. How do you balance the difference in the two 
approaches? My second question is on policy frameworks for renewable energy. In Japan, we are 
now moving from a renewable portfolio standard (RPS) to a feed-in tariff. And the Republic of 
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Korea is moving the other way, from a feed-in tariff to an RPS. Similarly, the Philippines is now 
starting a feed-in tariff and an RPS at the same time. I would like your thoughts on where an RPS 
or a feed-in tariff will work best.

Answer to Question 1:

Amit Bando, IPEEC: In terms of policy, you really need to look into the fact that policies are 
essential even when you have a mature market. Whether you call it an enabling framework or 
supporting framework, you do need that. If you look at the history of energy efficiency appliances in 
countries such as Japan and the US, the savings numbers are overwhelming, supporting the fact that 
government action was essential and it did lead to improvements in energy efficiency and lower life-
cycle costs for consumers. Government action is even more essential in the case of energy efficiency, 
because energy efficiency often resides in multiple ministries so we need coordinated action between 
the different ministries to provide long-term clarity to the sector. The finance community also needs 
this clarity.

Peter du Pont, Nexant Asia: Are you seeing links between standards and energy access products?

Amit Bando, IPEEC: There are very strong links. Standards in appliances and building codes, along 
with government programs, lead to market creation. In some cases, without standards, you will 
probably not have the scale that is often needed to overcome the barriers. 

Christine Lins, REN21: There is no golden rule on which system—RPS or feed-in tariff—is best 
in a country. The key factor of any policy framework is that it needs to provide stability. If you 
want money in the market, which will be needed to develop the sector, investors need to be able to 
calculate their return on investment, and for that they need to know what returns to expect over 
a period of time. We have seen that renewable energy feed-in tariffs, if they are designed well, are 
promising instruments and are being used by many countries around the world.

Question 2:

Deepak Gadhia, India: My question is to Milo since he mentioned that solar is the way forward. 
I would like to challenge that statement. Maybe it is true for Europe or the US, but we have tried 
to do the same in India by introducing a 20 GW solar policy. However, I feel that the future of 
developing countries lies in small, decentralized power plants based on biomass or biogas. 

Answer to Question 2:

Milo Sjardin, Bloomberg New Energy Finance: Biogas is certainly one of the good technologies out 
there. However, solar is likely to have the largest potential because of scale, ease of deployment, and 
no feedstock issues. Solar is also instantaneous and modular, which gives a lot of strength to the 
technology. All the same, this does not mean that biogas will not have a role to play in future. 
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Peter du Pont, Nexant Asia: Much of the investment in solar is in distributed solar. If you put solar 
on the rooftop you get two voters for clean energy policy, so it is a political point as well.

Christine Lins, REN21: Nearly $147 billion was invested in the solar sector last year (2011). A large 
component of this included distributed solar generation. What I would like to point out is that it 
is not one versus the other. We have to exploit all the technologies to meet the energy access targets 
and provide electricity to all. 

Question 3:

Simon Rolland, Alliance for Rural Electrification: I have a question for Milo. It is very difficult for 
entrepreneurs to get access to capital, particularly for off-grid projects. You say the sector has a lot of 
potential, so where is the missing link?

Answer to Question 3:

Milo Sjardin, Bloomberg New Energy Finance: There is a lot of work to be done. You are not 
likely to get the loans from commercial banks, so you are often dependent on multilateral banks. 
Once local commercial banks become familiar with the nuances and policies of clean energy 
finance, they will be willing to make small investments in projects by local entrepreneurs. The 
off-grid market largely depends on local expertise and entrepreneurs, so large multilateral banks 
are unlikely to be interested. 
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The State of Play in Asia and the Pacific
C.   National Electrification Successes and Challenges: 

Implications for Attaining Sustainable Access 

Session Chair: Peter du Pont, vice-president, Nexant Asia

Session Rapporteur: Nelly Sangrujiveth, consultant, ADB

Speakers
•	 Dennis O’Brien, commissioner, Minnesota Public Utilities Commission; and member of 

National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, United States

•	 Wang Sicheng, senior researcher, Energy Research Institute, National Development and 
Reform Commission (NDRC); and vice-director, China Renewable Energy Association

•	 Twarath Sutabutr, deputy director-general, Department of Alternative Energy Development 
and Efficiency, Ministry of Energy, Thailand

•	 Pola Singh, board member, Sustainable Energy Development Authority (SEDA), Malaysia

•	 Wilfred L. Billena, president, Philippine Rural Electric Cooperatives Association; and general 
manager, Iloilo Electric Cooperative

Key Questions for Session 1C
•	 What are the lessons learned from the countries that have successfully achieved universal or 

near-universal access?

•	 How can other countries attain sustainable access for all?

International Perspective

Dennis O’Brien, commissioner of the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission and member of the National 
Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, provided the case study on the US Rural Electrification 
Administration and the Rural Utilities Service.

In 1935, less than 10% of rural United States was electrified; 20 years later, 90% was electrified, 
and now it is 99% electrified. The 1935 Rural Electricity Act spurred this development. This federal 
act consisted of two parts—large hydro projects, and guaranteed federal low-interest loans to 
cooperatives. Cooperatives are neither investor-owned nor government-owned; they are nonprofit 
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organizations exempted from federal income tax. These cooperatives provide almost 30% of the 
electricity generated in Minnesota. They are owned by the members of the cooperatives and 
regulated by a board of elected commissioners. The investor-owned utilities generate about 47% of 
electricity in the US. Nonutility generators provide about 32%, followed by public utilities at 9%, 
and cooperatives at 5%. As such, almost one-third of the electricity in the US is generated by the 
nonutility actors. 

Let us now focus on developments in the energy sector in the US. We have developed shale gas and 
are sitting on virtual oceans of shale gas in the US. We are also blessed with abundant hydrocarbons; 
40% of the electricity in the US is now being generated by shale gas, and this is continuing to 
accelerate. In Minnesota, the electric energy prices retail above $0.07–$0.10 per kilowatt-hour 
(kWh). In the last 5 years, the price of shale gas has dropped by a factor of 6–7; 5 years ago it was 
$14/decatherm and it is now around $2/decatherm and is expected to stay low for a long while 
because of abundant supply. In fact, the US is likely to become an energy exporter because of cheap 
and abundant shale gas. We have built two facilities on both coasts to import natural gas, and we 
are now going to export it. In Asia, natural gas is priced at a factor at least five times above what it 
costs in the US. There is a huge energy resource coming to Southeast Asia, if we have the political 
will to develop it. 

Transportation is another vital area of energy policy in the US. We have half a million 18-wheel 
trucks, and they use diesel fuel which costs about $1.12 per liter ($4.50 per gallon). The shale 
gas equivalent energy source of that is $0.50 per liter ($2 per gallon). We are in the process of 
building 1,000 natural-gas filling stations. Once that happens, it will take about 5 years for our 
transportation industry to convert from diesel to natural gas. This will eliminate nearly 60% of 
imported oil. Besides being abundant and cheap, shale gas is 30% cleaner than gasoline and 50% 
cleaner than coal.

Wind energy in Minnesota has a renewable portfolio standard (RPS). We need to have 25% of our 
energy from wind by 2025. The large utility will need to get 35%, but that requires a 30% federal 
subsidy with a $16 trillion debt and, with the election this fall, it will be interesting to see how this 
unfolds. In the Midwest, we have abundant wind energy, and we would love to be able to sell it to 
the rest of the country. However, that depends on the federal policy and whether the 30% subsidy 
continues. So, as we look to the future, we expect more shale gas, less coal, and probably exports of 
shale gas to Southeast Asia.

People’s Republic of China Perspective

Wang Sicheng, senior researcher at the Energy Research Institute at the National Development and 
Reform Commission and vice-director of the China Renewable Energy Association, gave an overview of 
the success in electrification and transition to clean energy in the People’s Republic of China.

Everybody knows that the People’s Republic of China (PRC) is today facing high pressure on its 
primary energy supply and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. The PRC is the largest country in 
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terms of CO2 emissions, coal imports, and also electric power consumption. To improve the energy 
structure and ease the problem of CO2 emissions, the Government of the PRC released a renewable 
energy law in 2005, which was updated in 2009. As part of this law, we have a fund that supports 
grid-connected renewable energy and rural electrification. We have another fund controlled directly 
by the central government, via the Ministry of Finance. So, in total, every year, CNY30 billion 
(around $4.7 billion) is pumped into the renewable energy market in the PRC by the government. 

In 2006, we still had 2.7 million households and 12.0 million people without electricity in the 
PRC, nearly 1% of the total population. We have four approaches to solving the problem of rural 
electrification: grid extension, small hydro power, renewable energy, and relocation from remote 
areas where the local conditions are too harsh for human living. Where does the money come from 
for such initiatives? I have already discussed the surcharge funds for renewable energy, which are 
mainly used for rural grid construction and extension. In all, CNY80 billion (around $12.6 billion) 
is invested in rural electrification, and half of this goes into renewable energy projects. As such, 
government support is very important in the PRC, particularly for solar photovoltaic (PV) projects. 

Solar home systems and small lighting systems are also a big business in the PRC, especially in the 
western part of the country. The government has supported many solar–hydro hybrid demonstration 
projects in small islands and remote villages. The PRC also invests in international cooperation 
programs with African and Asian countries. 

The Government of the PRC has set very clear targets for the near future. In 2020, the target is to 
have 15% total energy consumption from non-fossil-fuel energy including hydro power, wind, solar 
PV, biomass, and nuclear. 

Thailand Perspective

Twarath Sutabutr, deputy director-general of the Department of Alternative Energy Development and 
Efficiency of the Thailand Ministry of Energy, provided a case study on how Thailand has transitioned from 
near-universal access to sustainable access.

Thailand follows the single-buyer model. This means that there is a large state-owned enterprise (the 
Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand) that transmits all electricity, either self-produced or 
produced by independent private producers of any size. This state-owned enterprise then sells the 
electricity at a wholesale price to two other state-owned enterprises—the Metropolitan Electricity 
Authority, that distributes electricity to Bangkok, and the Provincial Electricity Authority, that 
distributes electricity to provincial areas. 

Thailand is fortunate in a number of areas. We have 100% of our own energy resources, including 
hydro power, biomass, as well as natural gas, and we use all these resources wisely to electrify our 
country. In addition, we are also lucky not to have much power theft. People who get electricity are 
willing to pay their own share of electrification. The tariff design is very crucial. In Thailand, the rate 
was designed to accommodate cross-subsidy because the electricity that is distributed in urban areas 
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has a very low cost. When you lay down the lines, you get many customers who consume a lot, so 
the cost per unit is low. However, the cost of electrifying villages in rural areas is much higher because 
you need to lay down many kilometers of transmission and distribution lines.

We currently have a 99% electrification level with less than 100,000 households that need to be 
electrified. These households are either in mountainous areas or remote rural areas or islands. Thailand 
also has a target to develop renewable energy and bring it up to 25% of total energy consumption. 
We particularly want to promote renewable energy at a smaller and community scale and focus on 
three things: promoting local grid and community power plants of less than 1 megawatt (MW), 
promoting solar PV rooftop systems, and promoting smart technology aimed at the islands and 
some tourist destinations to capture higher value creation. Mae Hong Son in the mountains in 
northern Thailand close to Myanmar is one such tourist destination. There are 16 villages with no 
power in this province, so we have to develop small-scale projects, including solar PV power for 
schools and hospitals, and also hydropower. 

As mentioned earlier, renewable energy needs to be incorporated into rural electrification programs 
to make them successful. The central and state governments have to play a leading role and design 
a scheme that has direct benefit to the community. You can induce strong local community 
participation by providing jobs to local people on the project. 

Malaysia Perspective

Pola Singh, board member of the Sustainable Energy Development Authority in Malaysia, provided 
insights into Malaysia’s success in sustainable electrification for facilitating access.

Over the past 11 years, Malaysia generated only 6 MW of power from renewable energy sources. 
However, the scenario changed after we implemented a new policy in December 2011. Renewable 
energy capacity has increased fivefold and we have nearly 379 MW of renewable energy today. 

Let me step back and relate this to our electrification policy. Everybody says that Malaysia is a 
success story because we have 98% energy access. The remaining 2% is almost unattainable, as 
households are in remote areas and are widely scattered, and there is no way you can make a grid 
connection. Some households can only be accessed by rivers. We hope that with this new policy we 
will bring the electrification rate to 99%. We have achieved a high penetration rate in rural areas, at 
high costs. I can attribute this success to two factors: strong political will and private sector support. 
In Malaysia, we have a dedicated rural development ministry that is responsible for providing all 
essential amenities to rural areas, and this ministry has helped in a big way. Now let us talk about 
the private sector. If you are a power producer in Malaysia, it is mandatory for you to contribute 
1% of your pretax profit to a fund that will be used for rural electrification. So we have the required 
funds for our programs.

Let me go back to the small renewable energy program. If you put up a solar panel on your roof, 
and ask the utility to buy the power, it will not be interested. The utilities are interested in large-scale 
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projects. Let us look at the reasons why the small renewable energy program failed. To begin with, 
there was an unequal bargaining position. The utility company has a monopoly, and its attitude 
toward price is “take it or leave it.” The utility company was not obliged to buy this green energy, 
which was also not able to compete with the electricity produced by highly subsidized fossil fuels. 
Gas and all other fuels used by power plants were subsidized, whereas renewable energy was not. 
The business-as-usual approach of “let the market forces do it” does not work in the real world; 
government intervention is necessary. At that point there was no single institution in charge. Instead, 
we had five to six ministries responsible for renewable energy but there was no driver or champion 
to push this agenda forward. There was no institutional funding or regulatory framework where the 
utility company was obliged to buy the renewable energy power. 

I think we have got the right formula now, starting with the policy framework. This is important 
because it gives the signal to the private sector and lays down all other frameworks. We have the 
rules and regulations in place. Malaysia has the Renewable Energy Act, the Sustainable Energy 
Development Authority Act, as well as subsidiary legislation. We now have a dedicated institution 
to drive this agenda forward. We also have the money. Consumers are funding this initiative via 
their electricity bills. Let us assume that your bill is $100 per month and you pay 1%, which is $1, to 
the renewable energy fund. This 1% translates to $100 million. The utility company is also obliged 
to accept any green energy that goes to the grid. So now you can put up a rooftop solar panel and 
the utility company has no choice but to buy the power it produces. My institution, the Sustainable 
Energy Development Authority, enforces these rules and regulations. 

Local approval procedures have also been streamlined. You can apply online, and if you meet the 
conditions you get instant approval and rates. We give them a rate that is enough to produce a 
high return on investment plus a reasonable profit. This makes it a bankable project, so getting 
financial closure becomes easier. We hope that with this successful formula we will able to push the 
electrification penetration rate even further. 

Philippines Perspective

Wilfred L. Billena, president of the Philippine Rural Electric Cooperatives Association and general manager 
of Iloilo Electric Cooperative in the Philippines, provided examples of his country’s success in rural 
electrification.

The Philippines was very much in darkness in 1969. There were 16 electric distribution utilities 
all over the country, supplying 7,000 islands. But today there are 119 electric cooperatives and 
24 privately owned distribution utilities. The country is now 99.9% electrified. 

So how have we achieved this electrification rate? The government considered rural electrification as 
an infrastructure project like roads and bridges. It started giving loans to electricity cooperatives in 
1969; however, Congress decided to condone all the loans of the electric cooperatives in 2001. Last 
year (2011), the government allocated new funds to electrify all remaining households, so we expect 
to achieve 100% electrification by 2015. 
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The continuing support of leaders and the public has ensured program sustainability. In addition, 
the continuing partnership with international funding agencies and private–public partnerships 
have helped in a big way. 

What are the best practices in our program? We have a task force that is a mixture of all contiguous 
electricity cooperatives that do the construction, restoration, and rehabilitation work in times of 
calamities like a strong typhoon. We also have the barangay (district) power associations and the 
electric consumers associations, which are small electricity cooperative within electricity cooperatives. 
Their purpose is to install meters in clustered houses. This reduces the operational expenses as they do 
the reading on their own, and it also controls pilferage because there is ownership of the association. 
We also have the multisector Electrification Advisory Council, which has agro-fisheries, barangay 
councils, business, civic, educational, local government, religious, youth, and women representatives. 
This helps in collating feedback on the policies required to make a project sustainable. 

Questions and Answers for Session 1C

Question 1:

Christine Lins, REN21: I have a question for Pola Singh. I would like to know what were the key 
factors that motivated the government to develop the required framework?

Answer to Question 1:

Pola Singh, SEDA: We were bold enough to admit that the program was a failure. Governments 
normally hide the truth and continue with the program. But we admitted that we had failed and it 
was time to start the ball rolling again. 

Question 2:

Peter du Pont, Nexant Asia: Was there a particular champion who pushed for this?

Answer to Question 2:

Pola Singh, SEDA: The Minister of Energy was the driver of this initiative. He is our green 
technology man.

Question 3:

Pepukaye Bardouille, International Finance Corporation (IFC): You mentioned that the private sector 
is not interested in very small-scale initiatives. I would like to know at what level the private sector 
has been leveraged to deliver your off-grid rural electrification and not renewable energy in general. 
Secondly, to what extent do you believe the private sector business models may be applicable for the 
remaining un-electrified population? 
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Answer to Question 3:

Pola Singh, SEDA: What I said was the utility company is a monopoly. It was not interested in 
dealing with individual small renewable or clean energy entrepreneurs, and that is why there are a 
lot of barriers imposed on them. They have a “take it or leave it” attitude. 

Pepukaye Bardouille, IFC: To what extent have you used commercial business models where the 
private sector has been able to deliver off-grid electrification and at least break even or even make 
some profit versus this being entirely government-subsidized?

Pola Singh, SEDA: The government did not subsidize anything. Whatever the private sector is 
getting now is contributed by consumers. There is no government funding in this high tariff. It is 
the consumers who are paying for it. 

Peter du Pont, Nexant Asia: So you are saying that the money is taken out of one pocket and then 
used for the feed-in tariff?

Pola Singh, SEDA: Right, exactly. 

Question 4:

Ajit Advani, International Copper Association: One element that comes out of the presentations from 
developing countries such as Malaysia, Thailand, and the Philippines is cross-financing—either from 
consumers or from taxpayers. In addition, there is political will driving this entire electrification 
process. Would you, as a panel, advise other developing countries to follow this model?

Answer to Question 4:

Twarath Sutabutr, Thailand: Yes, political will is very important. In the case of Thailand, the mandate 
for rural electrification came in the Cold War era and the theory of the “domino effect.” At that 
time, they thought that Thailand would be the forefront of the fight between two political regimes 
(communism and capitalism), so it needed development. We spent about 15 years, and increased 
the electrification rate from 40% in the mid-1980s to 98% in 1998. It took us nearly 8 years to 
realize the remaining 2% because these places were remote areas, either in islands or in mountains. 
We realized that we needed to have an innovative way of pushing forward. We set up the Energy 
Conversation Promotion Fund as part of this innovative push. The fund is a mechanism that charges 
a levy on small gasoline consumers, and puts the revenue into an escrow account to fund energy 
efficiency and renewable energy initiatives, as well as rural electrification projects. 

Question 5:

Participant, Indonesia: How does the government sell this idea of putting a levy or surcharge on 
energy to the public, as well as other politicians? Do you have an interesting anecdote or insight into 
how to deal with these political parties?
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Answer to Question 5:

Pola Singh, SEDA: Green is a buzzword in Malaysia. Being green sells and wins the support from 
people, so we rode on that bandwagon. 

Wang Si Cheng, NDRC: Since the PRC is now the largest energy consumer and also largest emitter of 
greenhouses gas emissions in the world, the government has to be proactive and do something. The 
government established the Renewable Energy Law and clear clean energy targets early on.

Pola Singh, SEDA: Everyone does not need to pay the tax or surcharge. Only those who are able to 
pay are made to pay.

Question 6:

Participant, Lao People’s Democratic Republic: How was the fund established in your country?

Answer to Question 6:

Pola Singh, SEDA: You are required to pay by law. Consumers using more than 300 kilowatt-hours 
of electricity per month are required to pay 1% of their bill. Nearly 75% of households are not 
affected by this law because of their low consumption rate. This means that the poor are not affected 
at all. The principle of “polluter pays” applies here too. 

Twarath Sutabutr, Thailand: We also have an Energy Conservation Promotion Law and three energy 
funds: an oil fund, an energy conservation fund, and a power development fund. It is not necessary 
to create funds for each sector, so you should not be in a hurry to have your own fund.

Wilfred Billena, Philippines: During the early stages of rural electrification in the Philippines, 
electricity cooperatives were allowed to borrow funds with very minimal interest (about 2%) 
because of the government equity that was put into the fund. The motivation was that people in the 
countryside would have access to urban lifestyles (appliances, etc.) and at the same time reduce their 
expenses by reducing the need to buy kerosene. People spend about P30 ($0.70) per unit of energy 
from kerosene, compared with P10 ($0.25) per equivalent unit of energy from electricity, so this is 
great motivation for them to form rural electricity cooperatives and then sustain them. 
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Energy Services:  Efficient Lighting, Heating, Cooling, 
and Cooking—Efficiency Barriers and Incentives

Session Chair: Sohail Hasnie, principal energy specialist, ADB

Session Rapporteur: Carina Paton, clean energy research analyst, Nexant Asia

Speakers
•	 Pepukaye Bardouille, global energy specialist (energy access), and Africa lead, International 

Finance Corporation

•	 Bodha Raj Dhakal, project manager, Nepal Electricity Authority

•	 Harry Verhaar, senior director, Energy and Climate Change, Philips Lighting

•	 Toshihiro Nakamura, cofounder and chief executive officer, Kopernik 

Key Questions for Session 2
•	 What are the central barriers faced in expanding such forms of energy access?

•	 What arms of government are, or should be, charged with dealing with these barriers?

•	 What institutional, policy, legal, or regulatory frameworks and/or financial incentives have 
been established to address these barriers?

•	 What success stories have there been in distributing such forms of energy access?

•	 What policy, legal, or regulatory incentives could facilitate further private sector development 
of, and/or public–private partnerships (PPPs) in, distribution of such products or appliances?

Opening Remarks by Chair

In my view, energy efficiency is not a technical problem, nor is it a regulatory one. I think it is a 
problem of selling the concept to senior management and decision makers. Let us look at the slide 
that I presented to the president of the Philippines three times in 2008–2009 and that helped us 
launch a project to distribute 13 million compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) in this country. The 
basic idea was very simple: a 13-watt CFL is equivalent to a standard 60-watt incandescent bulb. 
The big deal is when you look at 1 million 13-watt CFL bulbs. This is how the numbers stack up: 
It is 13 megawatts (MW) on one side and 60 MW on the other side. So, installing 1 million efficient 
light bulbs (CFLs) is the same as building a 50 MW power station, and that is when the penny 
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drops and when you get the support. One must also consider the financial and infrastructure issues. 
Installing 1 million light bulbs costs about $1 million but setting up a 50 MW power station costs 
$50 million and then you have land and other infrastructure requirements. 

Let us talk about feed-in tariffs for renewable energy now. Take a look at this very simple calculation: 
if a bulb lasts you 10,000 hours you can save about 470 kilowatt-hours (kWh) over the lifetime 
of a bulb, and if it costs $1.02, when we talk about a typical feed-in tariff for renewable energy of 
$0.45–$0.50 per kilowatt-hour, the CFL is the poor cousin that only needs about $0.05 to deliver 
1 kWh of savings. 

Let me also give you the case of TVs: there are two TVs in our library, one is rated at 230 watts 
and another one is 165 watts. The best light emitting diode (LED) TV you can get in developing 
countries is 100 watts, but in developed countries it is around 40–48 watts. Manufacturers do not 
import high-efficiency TVs into our countries. What has a TV got to do with this? If you purchased 
superefficient TVs in bulk on a single contract you will get them for a much lower unit price. The 
consumers would get a superefficient TV for the same price as a standard TV, and the country, or 
community would have substantially lower power demand, and overall better access to energy. 

We have this food pyramid, and we do not care about it until someone gets a heart attack. Then, 
we look at top of the pyramid instead of the bottom of the pyramid. It is the same with energy 
efficiency. We should first try to conserve energy, and then follow it up by being energy efficient, 
and then after that we can provide our energy supply, preferentially from renewable (as opposed to 
fossil-fuel) energy sources. 

Africa Perspective

Pepukaye Bardouille, global energy specialist and energy access Africa lead at the International Finance 
Corporation, discussed quality assurance under the Solar and Energy Access Program for Light-Emitting 
Diodes (LEDs) in Africa.

I am going to provide a different perspective that is specifically about an LED and solar photovoltaic 
(PV) program that we are running in Africa, and with one of our partners in Philips, which is 
represented on this panel. The reason that this is relevant will become clear toward the end of the 
presentations, but it is quite relevant to Asian markets. Lighting Africa is a joint program of the 
World Bank and its private sector arm, the International Finance Corporation (IFC). The Lighting 
Africa program has been in existence for about 3 years, and it has had some extremely promising 
results to date, which we think can be replicated in a number of additional markets. It is essentially 
a market-based approach, and the background to the project is very simple. Over the next 2 decades, 
Africa is likely to surpass Asia as the largest un-electrified market in the world. So while electrification 
will increase in Asia, the rate of electrification in Africa will not keep up with population growth. 
We need to do something about that. Just a little statistic here: about 5% of the population in 
rural Kenya is using electricity for lighting and about 50% are using tin lanterns with kerosene for 
lighting. This is based on 2009 statistics, which means this population is spending about $10 billion 
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per year on kerosene for lighting. So, clearly, people who do not have access to modern lighting are 
not necessarily sitting in the dark, they are using some fuel, and that $10 billion is likely to increase 
to $11 billion in the next 3–4 years. There is a large population in rural areas, and here we are talking 
about base of the pyramid, so the rural poor often spend $10–$12 per month on kerosene, which 
adds up to about $120–$140 per year. This is why we think there is a significant potential market. It 
is not just a portion of the population that lacks access to lighting but needs to be funded and given 
resources; this portion of the population is spending money, albeit in very small amounts, for small 
tins of kerosene on a daily basis, but at the end of the year, it is a significant amount. 

We believe that there is actually significant potential to replace dirty, poor quality, polluting 
kerosene lanterns with modern alternatives, specifically with solar LED–based lighting. The reason 
we specifically picked LED lanterns is that the prices of solar panels have gone down, the prices 
of batteries have gone down, and the prices of LEDs have also gone down. So, while we have a 
conversation here about CFL bulbs for a very poor segment of society, LEDs are also quite relevant. 
Solar LED lanterns have been in the market for many years and cost somewhere between $25 and 
$100 depending on size. There are some solar lanterns that cost as little as $10, so supplier prices 
have really been squeezed. 

The approach we have at IFC is quite simple. We believe that you can stimulate or catalyze a 
market or transform a market through a number of interventions at various points on a curve. This 
curve basically represents technology, maturity, and market penetration, and the profitability on 
the y-axis with technology over time. You do not reach the break-even point in the early stages of 
a new technology, but rather over time when you get a business model to be refined and you reach 
proof of concept and then move into maturity. To move up the S-curve, we believe—and this is a 
thesis behind the Lighting Africa program—that you need to provide a number of interventions 
including market intelligence, so making people aware that there is a technology out there that can 
do something different, and providing quality assurance. Once I am aware there is a technology, 
do I, as a poor customer just like the rest of us, believe that this is a quality product that I should 
spend my very hard-earned and often limited cash on? 

The third point is business support. If I am a company that believes it can target this market, do 
I know how to serve the base of the pyramid profitably? Do I know what people are spending in 
rural Kenya, Tanzania, or Uganda? There might be very different amounts spent, there might be 
very different patterns of spending, depending on how people earn income, perhaps in relation 
to crops and when the harvest takes place, or in some peri-urban area where spending is on a 
day-to-day basis on daily wages. So once you identify all of this, you move into providing venture 
capital financing or commercial venture financing to help companies stay afloat and then catalyze 
mainstream investments. IFC actually has one advantage here, as we provide both advisory services 
and investment. 

Lighting Africa essentially does three things. First, it demonstrates the viability of the market 
to companies and investors by actually putting that number of $10 billion spent on kerosene a 
year and breaking it down by market to say this amount was spent in Kenya, Uganda, Ghana, 
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Nigeria,  etc. Second, we help by providing an improved enabling environment to the sector. 
We work with institutions on removing taxes and duties on solar lanterns and other appliances, 
which could be extremely valuable for both customers and profitable for suppliers but are subject 
to 20%, 30%, 40%, and sometimes 50% in taxes and duties. Finally, we help by supporting the 
scale-up of businesses and replicating successful business models. So, we work with the companies 
that actually understand how to serve the base of the pyramid and help translate that experience 
into lessons that can be applied to the market more broadly. 

We have a programmatic response that targets the firm, providing business-to-business links and 
technical assistance to individual firms, and a sector-level approach providing market intelligence 
and training that I talked about earlier and mobilizing commercial and concessional financing at 
the sector level. The crux of the Lighting Africa program is standards and best practices; we help 
establish quality standards for solar LED devices. Those standards define what is a quality product, 
how long it should be able to survive, what is its quality and lifetime expectancy, and how we 
make sure that products on the market are tested and labeled, with a seal. A quality seal lets the 
customer know that if he or she buys this lantern, which has a certain luminance level and should 
survive 2 years, that there is a guarantee, and that the lantern has the name and contact details of 
the manufacturer, and has after-sales service benefits. So, our focus is also on building the quality 
standard and practice for a product, and finally working with policy makers to establish institutions 
that can regulate this market. The policy work is being supported by the World Bank, which has 
placed its focus on public sector institutions. 

Some results to date: During the lifetime of the program over the past 2.5 years, we have reached 
2.5 million people, which means there are about 500,000 lanterns with a Lighting Africa quality 
certification in the market today. What is actually interesting here is perhaps not the absolute 
number, but rather the rate of growth. There was a 113% increase in penetration of Lighting Africa-
certified products in the market from the first half to the second half of 2011. What this means is 
that there are suppliers who are seeing that the markets are right, and who are providing products 
that serve the markets and trusting that, with quality approval and quality assurance processes, they 
will be able to serve that market profitably. To date, we have about 14 countries that have received 
products or are selling products that are certified by Lighting Africa. This number is soon likely to 
increase to 18 as more lanterns are approved and sold in more countries across the continent.

Lighting Asia was recently launched in India on 31 May 2012, so we are starting with an Indian 
program that may expand more broadly across Asia. We are interested to speak to anyone who is 
keen to know how this can be scaled up in their country. I would like to mention that there are 
five test laboratories that can test and certify products. These labs are in based in Kenya, California, 
Germany, New York, and Beijing. About 94 products have been tested but, as I mentioned earlier, 
only about 20 have actually been approved. Lighting Africa has also been invited to sit on a technical 
committee to establish standards for lighting devices around the world.
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Nepal Perspective 

Bodha Raj Dhakal, project manager at the Nepal Electricity Authority, provided an overview of different 
energy programs in Nepal, including a compact fluorescent lamp program in urban areas.

My presentation will be on energy access and scenarios in Nepal and on lighting solutions for energy 
savings. I will also discuss the efficiency programs launched by the Nepal Electricity Authority and 
the focus on bottom-of-pyramid consumers. Let us first take a look at the energy situation in Nepal: 
about 15 million people get electricity through the grid network and 40% of the population is still 
in the dark, as they have no electricity at all. There are some grid consumers who are powered by 
solar or micro hydro. Nearly 80% of the energy comes from hydro and the plants are mostly run-of-
river projects that are highly seasonal; there is no coal and natural gas resource in Nepal. 

To manage this, we have the Nepal Electricity Authority, which is a vertically integrated utility 
responsible for all generation, transmission, and distribution. Let us take a quick look at the 
comparison of energy usage in Nepal. The traditional forms of energy (wood, biomass, small hydro) 
are still dominant, i.e., 87%, and petroleum accounts for 8%, but expenditure-wise petroleum is the 
highest—64% of total energy expenditure is for petroleum products, mainly for vehicles. So this is 
the real scenario of our energy. Consumption is greater than generation. 

What might be the reason for the supply–demand mismatch? Demand is escalated by inefficient 
equipment, including lighting and appliances; theft of electricity, or pilferage, which is nearly 25%; 
and related technical losses. Theft and wastage form a big chunk of electricity consumption. Another 
reason for the mismatch is that demand growth is 10% or more per year, but supply remains 
limited, with only some run-of-river projects that are highly seasonal. During winter, there are heavy 
blackouts lasting up to 12 hours per day, and the average outage throughout the year is more than 
6 hours per day. So what do we do for the people who still do not have access to electricity? While 
I am focusing on the CFL programs in my presentation, there is a range of alternatives, including 
increasing efficiency of other appliances and equipment, introducing new electricity distribution 
models or public–private partnership models in high-loss areas, and other solar alternatives such as 
street lighting or solar PV grid that can be considered.

The Nepal Electricity Authority has launched two programs in the last 2–3 years. The first one 
was an urban-focused CFL program in which 600,000 CFLs were distributed in Kathmandu, the 
Kathmandu Valley, and other urban areas. In the post-evaluation study done by the World Bank, 
it was found that the average demand saving was around 24 watts per CFL. This is the average 
demand and not the peak demand. The average energy savings were 23 kWh per year per CFL, 
and the average number of CFLs used per household used was 3.15. With such savings, we could 
electrify 20,000 more households. The post-evaluation study also revealed that there is a heavy 
market transformation from incandescent bulb to CFL in urban areas. People are aware of the 
benefits of using CFLs, and are now buying them independently. 
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The second project in Nepal is the ADB-funded CFL program, which has a slightly different 
model from the earlier one. This project is focused on rural areas. Under the program, nearly 
750,000 CFLs are expected to be installed at no cost in rural areas, and the incandescent bulbs 
that are replaced will be collected and safely disposed of. The project is estimated to lead to an 
average reduction of 7.5 MW in demand and 20 gigawatt-hours of electricity, and provide access to 
electricity to 20,000 households. The overall economic benefit of this program was also evaluated 
by the World Bank, and the main finding was that access to electricity for more people is the 
greatest economic advantage, followed by avoided fuel costs, low electricity bills, and a sustained 
market transformation to CFLs. 

I am using the famous C. K. Prahlad’s bottom-of-pyramid model, slightly modifying the approach, 
i.e., people at the bottom of the pyramid will be informed and gain awareness from the people 
who have already developed electricity programs or educated consumers about the use of energy 
efficiency lighting and appliances. Many people lack awareness of how much electricity they use—
and the cost. As such, it is important to let them know that they are using inefficient and expensive 
methods for lighting and cooking, and make them aware of the new, efficient, and affordable 
technologies available in the market today. 

Private Sector Perspective

Harry Verhaar, senior director of energy and climate change at Philips Lighting, discussed clean-energy 
solutions for off-grid communities, including solar light emitting diodes for street lighting and clean 
cookstoves.

One of the key arguments for efficiency in energy access is that you not only save on energy costs, 
but also save on investments in the power infrastructure that does not need to be built or renovated. 
Now is a good moment to start moving toward zero-energy lighting. There are a lot of solutions that 
are relevant and feasible, but it is not just about lighting or cooking. It is about changing the mind-
set of how we do development. Several generations ago, beginning in the 1920s and 1930s, the 
currently developed countries as you call them—Western Europe, Japan, North America—started 
going through the same development cycle that a number of other countries aspire to today. Access 
to energy started with access to coal; it was not clean energy but it was cheap, so that it allowed a 
lot of people to develop, and quite quickly they went from addressing basic needs such as lighting 
and cooking to addressing more aspirational needs such as communication, health care, and what I 
would call a cluster of entertainment. 

So, this is not just about providing basic needs; it is also about allowing all of us to develop a 
prosperous lifestyle. In that sense, we are addressing the same social and economic development 
needs, but we can do so in a much smarter way, with cleaner energy solutions, energy efficiency, and, 
wherever possible, with zero energy. I would like to focus on LED street lighting, given the global 
urbanization scenario. Today, about half of all the global population—nearly 3.5 billion people—
live in cities. By 2050, it will be about 70% of 9 billion, which is nearly 6.5 billion. So, 3 billion 
more people will live in cities by mid-century, and they will need lighting in their homes. These 
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cities can benefit from advances in technology and opt for solar LED street lighting. At the last 
climate change conference in Durban, there were about 10 projects highlighted, and a lot of them 
were from Asia on cooking and solar lighting. There was a project that we did together with the 
Climate Group in Guiyang in the People’s Republic of China (PRC), where the city went straight 
from dark (no energy access) to solar LED lighting. This gives them access to light, lengthens their 
day, and allows people to develop economic activities in small companies. People get a lot of social 
benefits and also feel a lot safer because of the quality of light.

We have advances in battery technology and upgraded features for LED lighting, which means that 
you do not have to wait for the future—you can opt for the technologies today. The good news 
is that this is happening; it has moved from paper to practice. We need to do this to reduce our 
energy and carbon footprint, reduce energy costs, and also reduce all those investments in power 
infrastructure that can be better spent on education, health care, and other things that matter for 
our development. 

Civil Society Perspective

Toshihiro Nakamura, cofounder and chief executive officer of Kopernik, provided an insight into the 
efficiency needs for facilitating access and technologies that impact the daily lives of rural people.

Kopernik is a not-for-profit organization that focuses on distributing simple and life-changing 
technologies. For example, this is a very local solar light that converts incandescent light into green 
light. We also deal with a water purification device with a simple gravity-fed water filter, and also 
with a fuel-efficient green cookstove that is typically 40%–80% more fuel-efficient than traditional 
means of cooking and produces little smoke. We also deal with other kinds of technology. For 
example, a bicycle-powered mobile charging device, because many people in developing countries 
still need to walk a long distance to access a generator to charge their mobile phones. 

It is encouraging to see more and more companies and start-ups entering emerging markets and 
coming up with very interesting and useful technologies for development. However, the challenge 
is that they often do not really reach the people who need them the most. This happens because the 
typical user cannot afford these technologies up front without flexible financing mechanisms, and it 
is difficult for many start-ups to reach the most remote areas because it is very costly. Bringing a new 
product to a new market is also a very time-consuming process. As a result, these products exist but 
actually do not reach people in remote areas whom they are really meant for.

So, this is where we come in. We bring these technologies to the “last mile” communities by 
connecting the actors—manufacturers of technology, local organizations in developing countries, 
and funders, be they individuals, corporations, or public institutions. Kopernik is playing a role by 
connecting these three sets of actors to bring life-changing technologies to the poorest regions. 

This is how it works. We are currently showcasing about 70 technologies in the areas of environment, 
health, water sanitation, agriculture, education, and mobile communications. We have a list of these 
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technologies, and local organizations in developing countries can browse through these technologies 
and choose the ones that can solve the problems being faced by their respective communities. Let 
us say that a village in India requests 200 units of water purification devices. The query becomes a 
proposal that we put up on our website. So anybody who wants to support the cause can support 
it online, and sometimes larger corporations come in and fund the project. We use the funds 
to purchase these technologies and ship them to local organizations, who then sell them to the 
communities. The sales distribution mechanism varies —sometimes they rent, sometimes they offer 
installment plans, or they subsidize if the community is extremely poor. After local organizations sell 
the product, they return the money to Kopernik and we use those funds to fund the next project. 
This way we utilize the single financial support multiple times. The local organizations report back 
on the technologies sold and we upload the information on the website so that we all know how the 
contribution made by the funders was utilized. 

We also conduct a technology fair to complement our online match-making initiative. Instead of 
people looking at the range of technologies, we bring 20–25 products to local communities and 
demonstrate them. The local communities get to test the product and they make an informed 
decision on the type of technology they would like to choose. In a way, we are making the ecosystem 
of bringing these life-changing technologies. There are various kinds of technologies available today 
and the information on each is mentioned on our website along with the distribution mechanism, 
which varies depending on the socioeconomic status of the end users.

We started about 2.5 years ago and to date we have implemented about 46 projects in 11 countries 
reaching 74,000 people. This is much smaller than the Lighting Africa project, but I think it is a 
good start. We have distributed about 20 different kinds of technologies in these countries. Kopernik 
works with leading academic institutions to make sure that our work has the intended impact. We 
also get feedback from the end users and we put all the related information on the website so 
that other local organizations can see which products are getting better feedback from peer local 
organizations. 

We think there are several challenges and barriers in policies and regulations. It is great that the price 
of solar lights is decreasing but many products remain very expensive for poor people. Similarly, 
distribution costs are extremely high in areas such as small islands and mountain regions. Therefore, 
we need some kind of creative mechanism, either a subsidy or a flexible financial support mechanism. 
Another key challenge is the lack of awareness of these products. People do not know about these 
products, so we should have a campaign to raise the awareness of people, and this is an area where 
governments can play a key role. There is also a lack of trust in new products, so we try to work with 
existing local organizations and use them as a sales channel. This works well since there is an existing 
relationship of trust between the community and the local organization. If you look around, there 
are many small but interesting innovations coming out of developing countries. I think it will be 
good to invest more in local products that are coming out of the developing countries, since it will 
reduce the shipping costs and also increase the local preparedness and acceptance.
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We have shipped many products from one country to another and find that import taxes are really 
unpredictable. Sometimes, we are asked for a particular amount and the next time we are asked for 
a higher amount. Clearly, this causes a lot of problems, increases product prices, and causes business 
uncertainty. In terms of technology, the quality of products also varies. It is great that Lighting 
Africa is doing a standardized quality assurance, but other products also need similar support. We 
recently partnered with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to do quality assessments on a 
number of products. 

Questions and Answers for Session 2

Question 1:

Max Dupuy, Regulatory Assistance Project: I have a question for the gentleman from Nepal. I saw 
that you mentioned there were some benefits of energy efficiency projects that were accessed under 
the ADB program. You talked about the benefits of avoided energy costs. I am wondering if anybody 
has made any effort to assess the avoided capital cost, for example, upgrades to the transmission 
distribution network either not necessary, or deferred because of the energy efficiency program.

Answer to Question 1:

Bodha Raj Dhakal, Nepal Electricity Authority: Actually, the assessment is based on the demand 
side and not the supply side and therefore there were many additional benefits but they were not 
considered at that time. 

Harry Verhaar, Philips Lighting: I would like to say two things about avoiding capital cost. The 
global figure for energy that can be saved by lighting is €128 billion ($166 billion) but this is also 
similar to 640 power plants, and that is €1,300 billion ($1,687 billion), so energy efficiency is 
already economical. The payback on average is 4–8 years for high-end intelligent street lighting, but 
then, when you can prevent investments in power infrastructure by a factor of 10, I would say that 
this is the smartest thing to do in these economic times. The second thing is specifically on solar 
street lighting. Solar LED street lighting for new city infrastructure is cheaper than grid-connected 
street lighting, as you do not need to put copper cables underground.

Question 2:

Arvind Chawla, Department of Telecommunications, India: My question is to Mr. Toshi. Which of 
your products had the largest acceptance amongst the rural communities and why?

Answer to Question 2:

Toshihiro Nakamura, Kopernik: The solar light, followed by water purification and fuel-efficient 
cookstoves are the products in most demand. These three account for about 90% of the requests 
that we receive.
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Question 3:

Pepukaye Bardouille, IFC: I would also like to ask a follow-up question to Toshi. I concur with 
him that the biggest issue in devices is around distribution. Any company that knows how to 
master distribution can distribute anything. Once you can distribute a sweet, you can distribute 
a cookstove because you can reach the population. So, my question to you is, how do you ensure 
that the organization you are working with on the ground is selling the products for a profit where 
there is a profit potential and is distributing them for free where this is appropriate? How do you 
make sure there is no market spoilage so you end up undercutting other products? You talked about 
mobile charging. If someone is ready to walk to another village to charge a phone and probably pay 
that charger, chances are they were spending a lot of money. How do you make sure you are giving 
a device that would have value?

Answer to Question 3:

Toshihiro Nakamura, Kopernik: There are no competing products yet in the market where we 
introduce our products. We typically are the first to bring these technologies and create awareness 
as well as demand, so that the full market mechanism can eventually kick in. Products are not 
given out for free; they are always sold for a fee, and the charge varies. Sometimes it is very close 
to 90% of the market price; at other times, it is 50%, but it is always sold for a fee. In some areas 
we are gradually reducing the subsidy, as we want to move to the full market price when we exit. 
The communities and local organizations can then actually directly purchase the product from the 
manufacturers and we consider our exit.

Question 4:

Sohail Hasnie, ADB: The financial barrier is not the only barrier to energy efficiency. My personal 
view is that the key barrier is the mind-set. So, I would like to ask my panelists what they would do 
if they had $20 million to spend on energy efficiency. Where would they put it? What is the best 
value based on where you stand?

Answer to Question 4:

Pepukaye Bardouille, IFC: I am going to be a bit biased because I have spoken about the quality 
assurance model. I think there is a huge amount of work that can be done, particularly with 
cookstoves, if this qualifies as energy efficiency. I think there is a need for standards around stoves 
and there are huge energy efficiency gains. There are hundreds of examples of local firms that produce 
artisanal cookstoves with 20%–30% savings, but the savings could be increased to 40%–50% with 
a slight upgrade in the technology and better awareness on design. The lifetimes of these devices can 
also be much longer. The Lighting Africa program costs about $3 million–$5 million to run in a 
country over multiple years, so I think I would do that for stoves.
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Harry Verhaar, Philips Lighting: In the spirit of community thinking, I would probably spend half of 
that money on creating a case study in rural communities not only on solar lanterns but also on solar 
street lighting and some smart health care solutions. I would also like to spend the other half of that 
money on communication. We are talking about technology, policy frameworks, and financing, but 
the fourth missing link is communication, so more people will see that there is no trade-off between 
economic and ecological benefits. Instead, they will feel encouraged and strengthen each other. The 
more we communicate that this is a simple benefits-based agenda, and that there is nothing to be 
afraid of, and we demystify sustainability, the better it is.

Toshihiro Nakamura, Kopernik: I think distribution is really a challenge. We are seeing variations 
of different distribution mechanisms, but I think the number is too small. It would be good if 
we could test out a wide range of distribution mechanisms for various technologies. Maybe some 
of the products require government distribution and some are more suitable for small-enterprise 
distribution. So, it would be good to test and figure out the right mechanism. The second important 
challenge is assessment of technologies. As we see development in new technologies, we need to 
determine which ones work better, which have strong materials, and which have an appropriate 
design that will be accepted by users in a community. 

Bodha Raj Dhakal, Nepal Electricity Authority: I will first opt for some LED lighting and appliances. 
We should also go for a solar PV grid. Now the concept of zero energy in every household is 
becoming a global trend, and therefore we should invest heavily in this technology. 

Question 5:

Peter du Pont, Nexant Asia: I have a question for Pepukay. The question revolves around the central 
problem in the standards when there are no regional authorities to implement those standards. 
We had earlier set up a project to have the regional set of standards for CFLs in Asia with the 
manufacturers, but that has not really worked the way we wanted it to. The manufacturers have 
come behind regional standards for CFL quality and efficiency. So, the question is, what have you 
learned at IFC? And how do you do this in Lighting Africa? And now that you are extending into 
India, who sets the standards? How do you police it? How do you make it self-sustaining? I would 
be interested in your thoughts on these questions.

Answer to Question 5:

Pepukaye Bardouille, IFC: I think that there are a couple of parts to the question. First, how to 
develop a standard, and second, how to adopt it. The development of standards at Lighting Africa 
is done with full transparency and I have not been involved in it from the start. I think given that 
we are focusing on technical standards, one can be fairly objective. Then of course the people decide 
if the standard is too high or too low for their own country. But Lighting Africa has focused on 
developing standards based on the Kenyan markets and then taking that and testing it in Ghana 
and other countries. But, beyond the standards, there is basically a quality seal that would prove 
in a local market that the product meets certain standards. It would mean that the standard of the 
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product is good and that standard is something that people would want to buy and choose. What 
we found is that the product quality seals have to be developed based on the local market, because 
they are very subjective to local appetite, design, and culture. I think the standards have been fairly 
well adopted, not just on a regional level but on a global level.

The United Nations would actually want to take that standard and catapult it into the universe to 
be adopted in many markets. So, the short answer is, we have had fewer issues with the standards 
and more issues with the product quality seal and consumer side, because that is the human angle. 

Question 6:

Peter du Pont, Nexant Asia: How do you make it sustainable?

Answer to Question 6:

Pepukaye Bardouille, IFC: The Lighting Africa project is donor funded for the time being. The 
market is developed, but these initial soft costs and high transaction parts of the value chain are 
donor funded. We also have a number of private sector companies as a part of the Lighting Africa 
partnership, and they are getting involved in developing seals for different markets. They are now 
putting their money into the pot and saying that they really want to pay to be a member of this 
organization. But initially it was kick started with soft money, transitioned as much as was possible 
to cash from companies that could afford to pay, and then government entities would eventually take 
this over. To be self-sustaining it has to be owned by the country and delivered by the government, 
and this is where the institutional support to get local research institutions, local testing agencies, 
and local monitoring agencies to actually own it is critical.

Question 7:

Participant, Sri Lanka: My question is to the speaker from Philips. In your presentation you 
highlighted that the solar-based street lighting is economically more attractive than grid-connected 
urban street lighting. In this context, if you consider urban residential lighting, what is the situation 
with regard to LED-based light sources compared with conventional light sources for residential 
applications? What will be the scenario in the future?

Answer to Question 7:

Harry Verhaar, Philips Lighting: I think LED solutions are already more economical in all 
applications. As I mentioned earlier, the payback time is different depending on what you replace. 
For instance, the best LED retrofit project that you can do with an LED lamp is to replace an 
incandescent lamp at home, in a restaurant, or in a shop. Because the efficiency difference is 
80%–90%, and since energy is getting more and more expensive, that is the best thing you 
can do. Then the other that is most economical is where you do not opt for putting grid cables 
underground and in streetlights and offices. In all applications it is economical. I think one 
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point is also on financing and up-front costs. I think we should also realize ourselves that for any 
durable, sustainable, innovative solution the up-front cost will always be higher compared to old 
technology. 

So it is not just about where we find financing, but also how we really redesign financing so that 
consumers, professionals, and public authorities can cope with the higher up-front cost by treating 
them a bit like operational costs. That is why we offer financing for projects. I would also like to 
add that we need to redesign the way we develop budgets. We are making more and more medium- 
and long-term decisions, but the strange thing is that politically budgets have a 1-year scope. I have 
never seen any politician presenting a multiyear budget, so you do not see the impact of the choices 
made in the future. The same goes with companies. Quite often you have an annual expectation 
or you get ripped quarterly by the stock markets, so there is this strange controversy. Operational 
expenses are always going to be higher than in the past because labor and energy is no longer as 
cheap as it was a few decades ago. In our budgets, we should be able to project why certain decisions 
are going to do us good in the long term. That will also help in making things easier.

Question 8:

Kala Mulqueeny, ADB: A question for Pepu, Harry, and Toshi. We have heard from all of you about 
some of the barriers, and distribution is one of them. I also heard communication being mentioned 
and several other issues. In all of your presentations, you have touched on some of the policy and 
regulatory issues that you are facing. You are speaking to an audience that is largely made up of 
policy makers and regulators from around Asia, so I am interested to hear your thoughts on how 
policy makers, or changes to regulations, can help you and the private sector and organizations like 
Toshi’s to improve distribution of energy access products. I would also like our friend from Nepal to 
give an insight on this from the government perspective.

My second question is also on policy. Policy makers and regulators in the dialogue held during the 
last couple of years have identified that an early key action for energy efficiency and also renewables 
is establishment of national targets. We also saw this morning that countries that have successful 
electrification policies started with a strong government approach and usually had some sort of 
target in their policy or plan for rural electrification. Cooking is often forgotten by policy makers. 
I would be interested in your views on the relevance for policy makers, some level of standards you 
are thinking about, and access beyond electricity in those sorts of targets. 

Answer to Question 8:

Pepukaye Bardouille, IFC: We believe that to stimulate the market there are a number of things 
that need to happen, but what is missing from this is financing. Our suggestions for policy makers 
as well for institutions that support these policy makers—including the likes of the World Bank, 
ADB, and IFC—are that, while there has been a significant focus on financing for end users, how 
to get microfinance, how to provide subsidies, and how to cover the costs that the end users cannot 
afford, there has been little done on the distribution side of working capital finance. So I think it is 
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important to figure out how you can help a company that is interested in importing and selling 
a container of thousands of lanterns but needs to first pay the supplier in the PRC, store it in a 
warehouse, then get it from the warehouse to a distributor and maybe 15 more distributors before 
it gets to the village or the retail shops, and then needs to compete for space on the retail shelves 
with Colgate, beer, and Coca-Cola. How do you actually finance that chain? I would suggest to 
policy makers that there is a way that it can be done, particularly if local banks provide guarantees 
specifically for working capital finance and trade finance.

On your second question, regarding electrification strategies and the role of policy and regulation, 
we segment the market as follows: grid-based electrification, and utility- or community-level 
systems and devices. I do not feel there is a huge difference between the lighting device, water 
purification system, small agriculture tool, and a cookstove in terms of what is needed to stimulate 
the market. Broadly speaking, it boils down to awareness, trade financing, and standards for a lot of 
the products. So, I am not sure if I would segment the cookstove market very differently from the 
market for other devices. These are small things that cost $10–$100 and they need to make it from A 
to B in difficult terrain. The one sort of parallel I would like to draw is that a lot of the people that we 
are targeting are people who do not have access to stoves or do not have access to modern lanterns 
but happen to have a cell phone. There are close to 1 billion cell phone subscriptions in Africa and 
the cheapest cell phone device I bought is about $20, and there is usually not a lot of financing for 
that. How do you actually get the device out? The operators have found a very good way to get the 
devices into the field, but they have also found products that are attractive to the market and people 
are willing to pay for them.

Harry Verhaar, Philips Lighting: I think politicians should have a vision, and provide a destination 
for where we are heading. Politicians like talking about change, but some say that change is good 
while others say it is bad. I think it is much more important that each of the left or right or whatever 
describe where we are heading, so that they give us an option of the future and where we would 
like to go. And then I think you will get a different debate. Then change will become aspirational. 
Everybody will be willing to make an effort for change as long as we know what it is for. 

On the policy side, we need energy performance standards so that we actually do away with the 
old technology that is not only costly but also impacts our environment. Let us create the policy 
measures for efficiency standards. We also need to shift to performance-based procurement but 
we must take everything into account and not just the purchase price but also the total life-cycle 
impacts. This will also make it much more transparent. On the financing aspect, let me share one 
example from the United Kingdom. Years ago, the utilities were obliged by law to spend certain 
amounts on energy efficiency in the household. It could have been on lighting, or on appliances, or 
on insulation. Utilities were motivated to become energy service providers. So, again, you need a 
vision and make change aspirational. 

Toshihiro Nakamura, Kopernik: When we took a number of these technologies to a developing 
country and showed them to the deputy minister of finance, he said that he would like to lower 
the import tax on these products. The lower tax helped to make the products a lot more affordable. 
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We deal with import tax all the time. In some countries, it is extremely high. If the government 
can designate a few product areas as high priority, you could think about reducing the import tax 
for some of the technologies that are in line with the government priorities. I also mentioned there 
are a lot of local ideas coming out. There are grassroots inventions being developed by university 
students and professors, as well as local entrepreneurs, so I think it would be good to look around 
and then perhaps support these inventions that can address some of the energy, agriculture, and 
water problems.

Bodha Raj Dhakal, Nepal Electricity Authority: There are conflicting standards regarding the power 
factor of CFLs. According to our IEC standard, any power factor rating above 0.50 is okay for 
CFLs, but the Government of India has made it mandatory that we should go for high-power-factor 
CFLs that are not less than 0.85. There have been many conflicting views; therefore, these things in 
Asia should be settled, otherwise in the near future there will be policy barriers on the use of CFLs 
because standards say something but some governments are using something different. For people 
who have no access to electricity in Nepal, we are adopting a typical public–private partnership 
model that is demand driven and operated by users. It is called the Community Rural Electrification 
Program, under which 10% of the total cost is financed by the community itself, and the remaining 
90% is financed by the government. As the government alone cannot finance all the community 
demand, many people have to wait to get electricity. 
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Speakers
•	 Balawant Joshi, director, ABPS Infrastructure

•	 Simon Henschel, chief operating officer, Sunlabob Renewable Energy

•	 Govind Pokharel, executive director, Alternative Energy Promotion Centre, Ministry of 
Environment, Nepal

•	 Stewart Craine, cofounder, Village Infrastructure Angels

•	 Nazmul Haque, head of investment, Infrastructure Development Company

Key Questions for Session 3A
•	 What are the central barriers faced in expanding such forms of energy access?

•	 What arms of government are, or should be, charged with dealing with these barriers?

•	 What institutional, policy, legal, or regulatory frameworks, and/or financial incentives have 
been established to address these barriers?

•	 How will the rapid decline in the cost of solar photovoltaic (PV) technology affect deployment, 
and will it necessitate any additional regulations to ensure quality?

•	 What success stories have there been in distributing such forms of energy access?

•	 What policy, legal, or regulatory incentives could facilitate further private sector development 
and/or public–private partnership investment in isolated systems?

•	 How are isolated systems regulated: the same as, or differently from, grid‐based renewable 
projects? How are tariffs set? How are quality and continuity of supply assured?
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India Perspective

Balawant Joshi, director at ABPS Infrastructure, provided an overview of the policy and regulatory 
interventions to support community off-grid projects in India.

I will provide a brief background on the electrification scenario and policy initiatives that are being 
rolled out in India. The Government of India has been trying hard to connect all households to the 
electricity system. There are about 600,000 census villages, of which 586,000 are electrified. While 
only 14,000 villages are left to electrify, there are a number of habitations that are yet to be connected. 
Typically, these habitations are less than 100 households and connecting these habitations to the 
grid is a bigger challenge. 

These habitations are 8–10 kilometers (km) from the block headquarters and are equally far from 
the 11-kilovolt (kV) grid. The distance is greater in the tribal regions of the eastern and central parts 
of the country, which are not accessible by road. The literacy rate and per capita income, estimated 
at less than $6 per month, is very low. The typical lighting demand for a village ranges from 500 
kilowatt-hours (kWh) to about 3,000 kWh per month. The commercial demand could be as low as 
30 kWh to about 1,000–1,200 kWh per month.

Let us take a look at what these villagers are spending on lighting. Currently, they are using 5–9 liters 
of kerosene per month at an average price of around Rs9 ($0.16) per liter for lighting purposes. So, 
in total they are spending around Rs100 ($1.80) per month for lighting. Commercial establishments 
probably spend more money on lighting, but the cost of diesel-based generation works out to be 
$0.20–$0.30 per kilowatt-hour. 

In my view, the key challenges in rural electrification include reliance on large subsidies, technology-
specific schemes, constrained supply, the restricted role of the private sector, and lack of clarity on 
issues related to supply and collection of charges. Such schemes rely heavily on nongovernment 
organization (NGO) networks and rural local bodies, which makes large-scale deployment difficult. 
In addition, there are issues with the legal framework. The framework tries to promote every possible 
model in the hope that these models will take root. But as a result, the implementation framework 
turns out to be a little weak. 

Regulators in India have now accepted a new model. In this model, the generator (whoever is 
generating or supplying electricity to the off-grid community) will enter into a kind of a power 
purchase agreement, and would be paid a tariff set by the regulator for generation. The generator 
would also collect a distribution tariff from consumers and supply it to the distribution company. 
This simple model provides certainty of revenue to the developer and would allow proper integration 
of off-grid projects with the grid, when it reaches the community. Since it provides a power purchase 
agreement that is a contract, it would enable large-scale deployment of off-grid projects. It would 
also assist in the internalization of the cost of the distribution, so even if subsidies come, they would 
be passed on to the developer in a certain manner. The distribution utility can be a twin target for 
electrification and a renewable purchase obligation. It is possible to customize this model according 
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to local requirements, and ensure optimal utilization of the government subsidy. If feed-in tariff 
guidelines could be issued at the central government level, that would be really helpful. And the 
model could be used over a period of time for off-grid as well as on-grid generation.

Private Sector Perspective

Simon Henschel, chief operating officer at Sunlabob Renewable Energy, provided an overview on renting 
solar photovoltaic systems for rural electrification in the Lao People’s Democratic Republic.

The traditional way of providing electricity is grid extension, and in areas where the grid cannot 
reach, we can provide solar home systems and solar grid systems. But we think there is a more 
sustainable and effective solution that involves having grid extension, and then having solar home 
solar systems for small scattered villages, and for larger villages introducing hybrid mini grids. 
However, countries with low electrification rates have limited or no financial means. So how do we 
bridge the financing gap? 

Grid extension is happening in some but not all areas, as we know it is very expensive to extend the 
grid in these areas. We think villages bigger than 300 households could go for hybrid mini grids and 
solar home systems. 

Let us move on to the barriers to rural electrification. If the final beneficiary is not the customer, 
that becomes a key barrier. We think there is a mismatch between the ability to pay and the cost of 
good quality material. We also think there is a dependency on international funding, and that such 
funding has limitations. There is no direct subsidy allocated to companies, which is a problem, and 
there are existing incentives to provide really low-quality materials that we see in our competitors. 
There is also a lack of focus on international operations and maintenance in these kinds of projects, 
which is mainly based on tenders done by international competitive bidding. So, we think financing 
can and should come with quality through international funding agencies, but that work needs to 
be done on the tendering process.

There is large potential for public–private partnerships, local partnerships, and international 
competitive bidding procedures in Asia. We require secure financing, transparency, and legal 
frameworks to make it all work. The best solutions are always combinations of off-grid, connected, 
and a decentralized mini-grid approach in most areas. 

Policy Maker Perspective

Govind Pokharel, executive director of the Alternative Energy Promotion Centre at the Ministry of 
Environment, provided an overview of the policy-related issues of rural access and isolated systems in Nepal.

I will start with the success stories in Nepal. We have done quite well in promoting small-scale 
isolated renewable energy solutions such as micro hydro, solar home systems, and solar cookers. 
In all, nearly 1 million households in Nepal are benefitting from these technologies. 
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This has been possible because the Government of Nepal came up with idea of establishing a 
semiautonomous institution, called the Alternative Energy Promotion Centre, where I am working 
as executive director. The Alternative Energy Promotion Centre is a national agency responsible 
for promoting renewable energy technology. We also have a policy enacted in 2006 that gives us 
lot of space to design better implementation programs to promote renewable energy. The policy 
also includes several arrangements for subsidies, resources, financing, and coordination at different 
levels. We have three types of service providers: local, district-level, and village-level institutions; 
local NGOs; and the private sector. The private sector is responsible for marketing and providing 
service delivery, hardware, and software to the end users. The end users are creating or generating 
demand by mobilizing people, and local institutions are helping to develop bottom-up planning, so 
that the government arms are at the grassroots levels. We call it a public–private partnership model, 
where the government facilitates on paper, but actual facilitation is done by other partners.

How are these technologies financed in Nepal? End users contribute around 60%–75% of the up-
front investment in cash, kind, and credit. There is an indirect subsidy, as well as a direct incentive, 
covering around 30%–40% of the up-front cost. But if you calculate it, users are actually financing 
the hardware cost. From public money, we just finance the quality assurance mechanism, and we call 
it a quality assurance discount rather than a subsidy. 

One of the key challenges in rural electrification is reaching the remote areas, or the bottom of the 
pyramid, in terms of financing, transportation, and knowledge. There is no affordable and reliable 
financing or credit financing for the up-front investment. There is no mandatory policy for grid 
connection of community-owned systems. We have more than 700 micro-hydro projects, and once 
the grid reaches there, the communities will have to stop using the micro-hydro projects so the 
resource will be wasted. We do have some policies, but they are not mandatory. 

Civil Society Perspective

Stewart Craine, cofounder of Village Infrastructure Angels, discussed sustainable energy access for rural 
homes in developing countries.

A few of you might know me from a company called Barefoot Power, which I founded with Harry 
Andrews 7 years ago. The company has raised about $10 million, helped about 3 million people and 
400,000 households in the last 7 years, and the business is going pretty well. So, I have connected 
with the angel investors who helped us set up that firm and formed an organization called Village 
Infrastructure Angels to facilitate village infrastructure investments and faster deal making. 

Capital is said to be the worst barrier for energy entrepreneurs. My experience would justify this 
as well. It took me 70 deals to raise $7 million, which translates into doing one deal per month 
for 6 years. Not a lot of it was equity, because nobody believed anything we were saying. But 
they learned to trust me a little bit. We had zero institutional equity, but we increased revenue 
20 times. Angel investors stepped in and helped with that. There was a lot of convertible debt, 
and a lot of sitting on the fence. Institutional deals take 6–18 months to do, but you are growing 
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200%–300% per year. These two factors do not match very well, so I needed angel investors and 
suppliers to fill that gap, and we are talking months of supply gaps. When you are working on a 
thin-margin business, if you miss 2 or 4 weeks in a year your profit has gone.

So, one of the lessons was, the people who can invest their own money versus other people’s 
money can be a whole lot better. We needed to streamline early-stage investing that can really 
move money quickly into early-stage growing ventures. Angel investors use something called a 
side-car fund to do this. 

Australian banks’ attitude to small business, social or not, is not conducive. They ask you to show 
3 years of profitable operations and collateral. They find it hard to value you since you do not have 
revenue. They agree to be a debt investor, and then convert that. 

We can look at some of the improvements from the history of electrification in the United States 
(US) over a 20-year period. The cost to the government of funds rose during this period, but 
generally it provides 2%–5% loans. You cannot find this in the market at the moment. So social 
capital was alive and well during 1935–1955, when the bulk of the US rural electrification was 
happening. During that time, $42 billion was invested. In the early stages, it was direct loans, and 
a lot of the later stage was in the form of guarantees. So, risk guarantees can play a huge role in 
electrification. There was typically 3%–6% equity in the rural electricity cooperatives in the US. You 
will never get away with that kind of leverage these days. Debt is clearly the heavy lifter of getting 
energy access to the poor. So, we are thinking about subordinate friendship debt, that has equity-
style possibilities, and 10-year loans at rates of 2%–5%.

We need to do deals faster, so agreed rules for valuation will help save 0.5–2.0 times revenue. An 
auto investment fund is one idea. Institutions are not that great at doing due diligence on early-stage 
companies. They should ideally match dollar for dollar with angel investors, as they are the ones to 
specialize in early-stage deals. This is what most governments do to help start-ups in their countries. 
Entrepreneurs should use online data rooms and put all the questions online so that they only have 
to answer them once. 

Speaking of technology, solar products are getting richer in terms of supply, and the quality is 
improving. Incentives that exist include competitions and grants. Some subsidy mechanisms are 
out. We should also have some sort of incubation areas to help entrepreneurs through the “valley of 
death” and some free services for investors and to enhance customer links. 
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Bangladesh Perspective

Nazmul Haque, head of investment at the Infrastructure Development Company, provided an overview of 
Bangladesh’s success in rural electrification, particularly in solar home systems.

The Infrastructure Development Company (IDCOL) is a state-run company, although it is run 
completely in the private sector. We work primarily in two areas: traditional infrastructure and 
renewable energy. We were initially focused on electricity supply, power plants, roads, and bridges, 
and this was basically our bread and butter until 2001, when we accidentally and unwillingly got 
involved in the renewable energy sector. Today, we have the largest solar home system program in 
the world. This presentation is specifically on the design of solar home system programs, although 
we have significant portfolios in other technologies as well.

In 2009, we set a target to have 2.5 million solar home systems by 2014; 1.4 million systems 
have already been installed. The total beneficiaries are 7 million people, nearly 5% of the entire 
population of the country. During my 5-minute presentation, 24 new households would have been 
connected to solar energy technology in Bangladesh, so that is the pace of development that we are 
seeing today.

We actually started this program in 2002. Prior to that, we did have some solar programs, which 
were primarily driven by various NGOs and private entities. About 7,000 cumulative solar home 
systems had been installed prior to 2002; the phenomenal growth happened after the formal launch 
of the program in 2002. We hope to have at least 1.6 million solar home systems in place by the end 
of 2012. So, what is the main reason behind this phenomenal growth of renewable energy, which 
is supposed to be an expensive technology for a country like Bangladesh? A key difference between 
renewable energy development in developed countries and a developing country like Bangladesh is 
that it was not developed with some corporate social responsibility (CSR) or green technology or 
feed-in tariff arrangement in mind. It was developed purely out of need; 60% of the country is still 
outside the grid network. People in Bangladesh had two choices: to have electricity using renewable 
energy at a little higher price, or to remain in the dark for the next 10–15 years.

The government requires at least $20 billion to ensure 100% electrification for its population by 
2020. First of all, the government does not have that amount of money. Second, capital investment 
itself is not the only barrier. Even if the government invests that $20 billion and makes electricity 
available to all, the operation of the grid line is not economically viable, given the low demand 
pattern of many of those areas. On top of this, the government sells electricity at a subsidized 
price, so there would be an ongoing subsidy requirement for the government in the coming years. 
Even given these barriers, I believe this solar home system program significantly complements the 
government’s vision of electrification for all by 2020 by covering at least 5% of the population to 
date, and with much more to follow in the coming years. 
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Let us look at the structure of the program. If a household in a rural area opts for a solar home 
system, he or she has to approach the closest NGO or partner in the program. There are nearly 
30 partners with approximately 20,000 offices all over the country. These partners use cash to 
purchase the IDCOL-approved systems from suppliers. Since the rural households do not have 
much money to pay up front, we had to design two financing components. One is an initial 
subsidy component, which started at $70 per system, and which is passed on to the household. 
The primary reason for fixing $70 was that we determined the initial cost to the household if they 
did not take this solar home system and instead used kerosene. We calculated the cost of kerosene 
and then figured out the monthly installments that a household would be willing to pay for a solar 
home system. The difference between these two figures was given as subsidy to the household, and 
this subsidy is gradually being reduced. Our ultimate objective is to make the program sustainable 
and commercially viable, which is why we have gradually reduced the subsidy from $70 in 2002 
to $25 today. 

IDCOL provides the subsidy component to the household and also provides a refinancing 
component to the partners. This enables the partners to apply a portion of their credit to the 
household as a monthly installment. We have also set up various committees to ensure that the 
quality of program is not compromised. For major components of the solar system, like the panel, 
we ensure that the customer gets a 25-year warranty, and 5-year warranty for the battery, and 
at least 3 years for other components. There is also a partner selection committee, which selects 
credible NGOs and partners for the program. Over the last few years, IDCOL has also initiated 
many of the technical upgrades, like the LED lights and gel batteries. These days we are promoting 
some DC/DC converters that can be used to run superior appliances such as fans and refrigerators. 

The success of this program was largely possible because it had an organization to champion it, such 
as IDCOL, which works as the intermediary and maintains the quality of the program as well as 
providing the required financing. 

Questions and Answers for Session 3A

Question 1:

Simon Rolland, Alliance for Rural Electrification: Do we need subsidies for isolated systems?

Answer to Question 1:

Govind Pokharel, Alternative Energy Promotion Centre, Nepal: I do not call it subsidy. I call it quality 
assurance discount, as the rural users are not aware of solar PV because they are not technologically 
educated. Whenever we have an energy access program targeted at rural and remote areas where users 
are normally not educated, we have to provide a quality assurance discount. This is done to control 
the quality and also monitor and ensure that the private sector delivers the services. In Nepal’s 
example I can say that users finance the hardware cost of the technology, and the government, via 
public funding, finances the software part.
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Simon Rolland, Alliance for Rural Electrification: But there needs to be public intervention?

Govind Pokharel, Alternative Energy Promotion Centre, Nepal: Of course. We need intervention 
until such time that users are at the level where they have a higher degree of awareness and can select 
the quality of the product on their own.

Nazmul Haque, IDCOL: In my opinion, some smart subsidies are required. We are not in favor of 
continuing subsidies indefinitely, since they will never make any product sustainable. However, they 
are important at the launch of any new technology, as people need to be convinced initially. 

Balawant Joshi, ABPS Infrastructure: I think subsidies are required, whether you call them smart 
subsidies, capital subsidies, or revenue subsidies. Let us take the example of an electrified village 
versus a non-electrified village, where we are trying to put an off-grid system or isolated systems 
such as solar home lighting systems. The cost at which electricity is received by the electrified village 
is $0.06–$0.07 per kilowatt-hour, but the cost, if it is fully paid by the consumer, whether for the 
isolated system or for the mini-grid system, is around $0.20 plus. So, the consumer who is living in 
an electrified area is enjoying the benefits of getting electricity at $0.06–$0.07, but the consumer 
who lives in a non-electrified area has to pay $0.20 cents. This is a huge dichotomy. We have to find 
a way to ensure that all consumers pay the same price over time. This is why it becomes important 
to provide a subsidy in the initial phase for those people who live in off-grid areas.

Simon Henschel, Sunlabob Renewable Energy: I disagree. I think giving a subsidy over a period of 
time like that is wrong. I think we should accept the fact that there is a difference in the price for 
the decentralized grid system and for the consumer who is in the grid-connected area. One possible 
way out is to provide initial donor investments to start the project, but then you have to find an 
operational model for end users to pay these prices. You can do that by building capacity on how to 
use electricity for income-generating activities. Maybe once the grid reaches the rural area, you can 
connect the decentralized system to the grid, and we have a great example of that in the Lao People’s 
Democratic Republic. But to provide subsidy from the start is the wrong way, in my view. I think 
we need to find ways to bridge that gap.

Stewart Craine, Village Infrastructure Angels: If solar had a 6-month payback period without 
subsidy in any Western country there would be solar panels everywhere. The main problem is 
investor resistance. The payback period is tragically long, and the price is high. In time, investors 
will get more and more confident, and we can build mini grids, but I do not have a single investor 
who has ever approached me and said that he will give me a 5–10-year loan at 5% per annum. As 
investor confidence gets better, we will see the batteries disappear, the mini grids come out, and 
then cheaper power access will happen. It is not right to think of capital plus subsidy for the vast 
majority. The poorest of the poor are always going to struggle, but the real issue is financing and 
taking that risk away as much as possible.
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Question 2:

Simon Rolland, Alliance for Rural Electrification: There are a lot of financing sources like commercial 
banks, so why are these people not investing in energy access? What can we do to really improve this 
situation and attract more finance?

Answer to Question 2:

Stewart Craine, Village Infrastructure Angels: The general response of banks in most countries, 
including Australia and the US, is “if you have a dollar, I will lend one to you.” This is where the key 
problem lies: if I had a dollar, I would not need to go to a bank for a loan and ask it to lend me a 
dollar. Banks want 100%, sometimes even 150%, collateral. 

Nazmul Haque, IDCOL: It is very difficult for commercial banks to be involved in the development 
of isolated systems. It is easy to finance a grid-connected system with a feed-in tariff, since a power 
purchase agreement is in place. In the case of financing for isolated systems, the requirement is for 
very small loans, and it becomes difficult for banks, unless they have a rural presence, to collect this 
money, as the transaction costs become high. In a small country like Bangladesh, we have 60 banks, 
but not a single bank is interested in these kinds of projects, even with a credit facility available 
from the Central Bank for green financing with at least 3% guaranteed margins. Commercial banks 
can do wholesale financing once the ground-level financing is done by some other entities, but 
purely household financing is not practical for commercial banks. In such a scenario, we need an 
intermediary.

Simon Rolland, Alliance for Rural Electrification: How do we know what kind of instrument needs 
to be set up and who should step in to facilitate the guarantee schemes?

Stewart Craine, Village Infrastructure Angels: We are not asking for 100% soft financing. At Barefoot 
Power, we had a track record of leveraging 5:1. These days we have some exciting sources, like 
crowdsourcing capital from websites like www.kiva.org, where you can put the project online and 
you can get $50,000 in just 10 days. So there are some creative sources where you can tap into small 
and large angel investors, who are the alternatives to banks for early-stage, fast-growth financing. 
This might be bit scary for some organizations, but donors can really help by providing some risk 
guarantees along the way, and it is amazing to see what small amounts of money can do.

Govind Pokharel, Alternative Energy Promotion Centre, Nepal: This is a similar term to risk 
guarantee—guaranteeing quality as well as guaranteeing risk. You also need subsidies, because for 
risk guarantees you need to have insurance, and for insurance you have to pay a premium, and 
the premium has to come from a public fund, so again you need the subsidy for the software 
component. So, that is the only way to provide small amounts of credit to thousands of end users, 
because then you have to mobilize microfinance institutions with high interest rates.

Balawant Joshi, ABPS Infrastructure: What is the kind of problem that we are looking at? If I 
remember the number from the International Energy Agency presentation in the morning, we 
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are talking about $48 billion investment per annum for quite a few years. Are we going to get this 
kind of investment without the help of commercial and multilateral banks or any kind of creative 
instrument? I really doubt it. For large-scale deployments, we need to create instruments that can be 
easily understood by banks and financial institutions. This is one of the reasons we have proposed 
an instrument tied to a power purchase agreement with the generator. Most banks understand this 
instrument very well. What we need is policies in place for large-scale deployment. While creativity 
and efficiency is important, we have to look at the larger problem. It is estimated that nearly 1 billion 
people will not have access to electricity by 2030. We have to consider large-scale deployment to 
tackle such a large problem. 

Question 3:

Simon Rolland, Alliance for Rural Electrification: What are the two or three key regulatory issues that 
you would like to see changed in order to scale up your program? 

Answer to Question 3:

Govind Pokharel, Alternative Energy Promotion Centre: Most of the energy access programs in Nepal 
have been initiated by the government with the participation of the private sector. There are around 
300 small and medium-sized enterprises in Nepal that provide employment to 10,000 people. So, 
while the private sector is doing the work, the government is creating an enabling environment and 
building the capacity of the sector. You need to have a policy in place, but just a policy on paper 
is not going to work. You need to have an approach and modalities that are suitable in the local 
context. Having regulatory policies at ministry level may not be sufficient.

Stewart Craine, Village Infrastructure Angels: I think Nepal has done a great job in deregulating and 
making simple mini grids.

Nazmul Haque, IDCOL: In terms of regulation of isolated systems, a little regulation is better than no 
regulation. In many cases, regulation is linked to the capacity of the system. For instance, if it is below 
a certain size then the system does not need a license and is free from all licensing requirements. 
Isolated systems are mostly used for rural electrification in developing countries, where a large 
population still remains without access to electricity. Traditional regulation or incentive structures 
like a feed-in tariff are not viable options in developing countries, because basic electricity demands 
are not being met. The government needs to first provide the basic electricity supply, and then 
think about luxuries like renewable energy. As such, most developing countries are not convinced 
about feed-in tariff policies. They prefer to go for traditional technology which can provide power 
at cheaper cost immediately. The type of regulation or incentive that the governments in developing 
countries can provide is to waive unnecessary cost subsidies (such as fiscal incentives) for traditional 
power, and to provide tax advantages and waive import duties for energy-access technologies. 

Simon Henschel, Sunlabob Renewable Energy: I am the only one present on the dais whose 
company does international competitive bidding tenders for rural electrification. As I mentioned in 
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my presentation, we feel there is no transparency, even though one of the regulations of government 
tenders calls for transparency. Technical and logistical designs are not taken care of. I think donors 
should take more time for the technical preparation of bidding documents. Very often we come 
across tender documents that do not make sense at all. 

Participant: Three schools of thought have emerged since the morning. One view is that there 
should be no subsidy for rural electrification, let the market forces take its own course, and villagers 
are willing to pay for the electricity. They believe that no electricity is more expensive than having 
a complete lack of electricity. The second school of thought is that villagers should also be given 
some subsidy or financial support for electrification because the conventional electricity has in any 
case been heavily subsidized by the governments for years, so, therefore, why not also subsidize the 
off-grid system? Then, there is the government view: the government should give direct incentives, 
either tax or financial, or provide regulatory support. In my view, there is no “best” solution as each 
solution has to be applied to different conditions. I think all three approaches are required, and until 
the time that conventional electricity is subsidized heavily, off-grid renewal energy solutions will also 
have to be subsidized.

Stewart Craine, Village Infrastructure Angels: A quick comment on basic electricity. How much 
does it cost to electrify a house? $100–$200? So then we look at maybe a 30% subsidy on that, 
around $30–$60 per household. If we calculate for 300 million households we get to $10 billion 
of subsidies. My guess would be the subsidy pool out there at the moment is in the vicinity of 
$100 million—a long way off $10 billion. So, we have got to have some subsidy-free programs to 
do the heavy lifting for the bulk of the market.

Govind Pokharel, Alternative Energy Promotion Centre: The rationale for providing subsidies is not 
the price. Subsidies are provided to ensure the quality of supply. However, you have to provide a lot 
of investment for software components of the cost.

Stewart Craine, Village Infrastructure Angels: I like that approach. It is like a healthy industry. I do 
not pay for the hardware but pay for the software. Eventually, you should not either.

Balawant Joshi, ABPS Infrastructure: The market for electricity for rural communities is not free, 
so there are not many suppliers. In fact, what we have seen in India is that, when a player comes 
in, it soon becomes a monopoly. I would again stress the issue, be it $10 billion or $1 billion, we 
need to have the institutional mechanism to actually create access. I do not see any way to create 
an institutional mechanism other than having some kind of regulatory framework in place which 
would enable a large number of entrepreneurs to come in and put in the systems.

Question 4:

Participant, Thailand: When you install these isolated systems, the job does not end just at 
installation. You need to connect the household, you need to operate and maintain the system, etc. 
Plus you have to send the bills, and collect the money from villagers who are poor at a price that is 
higher than what other people pay for their electricity. What are the experiences in making isolated 
systems sustainable?
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Answer to Question 4:

Nazmul Haque, IDCOL: In our program, the solar home systems are sold with 3-year credit terms and 
we bundle 3 years of after-sales service as part of the initial purchase package free of cost. So, for the 
3 years of the loan collection period, the partners who sell the systems also provide the service. After 
the end of the period, the practice is to enter into yearly maintenance agreements with the partner, 
which cost nearly $1 per year. 

Govind Pokharel, Alternative Energy Promotion Centre: Isolated systems are mostly owned by family, 
households, or the community, so they do not have to pay tariffs to external agents or agencies. As 
I mentioned earlier, the subsidy or quality-ensuring discount we provide in Nepal has mandatory 
provision for after-sales service.

Participant: I was of the view that the per unit cost of renewable energy technology generated is 
directly proportional to utilization. Since grid power is not available in the off-grid areas and the 
renewable energy technology system will be put to higher utilization, the cost per unit of energy 
produced will automatically come down. It may even come down to the level of the cost per unit 
generated through the conventional grid system. So, there are chances that subsidies may not be 
required and the business model may be commercially viable. Even if there is a question of viability, 
subsidies should be restricted to funding that viability gap. It is important to ensure that the benefits 
of subsidies reach the end user through a proper monitoring and verification mechanism, and that 
the quality of deliverables is ensured through that mechanism. Please comment if you agree with 
my approach.

Balawant Joshi, ABPS Infrastructure: The cost of electricity does not go down simply because of 
high utilization. The cost of production of electricity from renewable energy sources is as high 
as $0.20–$0.25 depending on the technology used. The cost of electricity in rural areas is as low 
as $0.06–$0.08 per unit. So, there is always going to be a difference. Now, what is the mode for 
providing subsidy? One could talk about a capital subsidy, one could talk about revenue subsidy, 
and one could talk about a new way to fill the gap. At the end of the day, somebody has to fill the 
gap. We could fill it through viability gap funding, but viability gap funding in the Indian context 
is a lot different to what we talk about it in other parts of the world. Viability gap funding only on 
the capital cost ratio is not sufficient to bring down tariffs to the level of the distribution company 
or local utility tariffs. So, you have to first determine your final objective. If you want to allow the 
generator to sell at any price, then probably no viability gap funding is required. However, if you 
want the generator to sell electricity to the rural consumer at a certain price, then the kind of subsidy 
or viability gap funding required would change.
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Session Chair: Harish Hande, chief executive officer, SELCO Solar

Session Rapporteur: Sherielysse Bonifacio, legal research associate (consultant), ADB 

Speakers
•	 Bounsy Dethavong, deputy director-general, Department of Energy Management, Ministry of 

Energy and Mines, Lao People’s Democratic Republic

•	 Sunil Dhingra, senior fellow, The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI), New Delhi, India

•	 Victor Jona, deputy director-general, Ministry of Energy, Cambodia

•	 Laurie Navarro, chief of party, Alliance for Mindanao Off-Grid Renewable Energy (AMORE) 
Project, United States Agency for International Development (USAID)

Key Questions for Session 3B1
•	 What are the central barriers faced in achieving a large increase in the number of mini grids in 

a country?

•	 What arms of government are, or should be, charged with dealing with these barriers?

•	 What institutional, policy, legal, or regulatory frameworks, and/or financial incentives have 
been established to address these barriers?

•	 What policy, legal, or regulatory incentives could facilitate further private sector development 
or public–private partnership (PPP) investment in mini grids?

•	 How is the small‐scale system regulated: the same as, or differently to, grid‐based renewable 
projects? How is the tariff set? How is quality and continuity of supply assured?

•	 How useful would it be to have a standardized power purchase agreement (PPA)?
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Opening Remarks by Chair

We are going to talk about the appropriate policy, legal, regulatory, and contractual tools required 
to provide incentives for installation of mini grids. People who have been in the field for a long time 
will know what happened to mini grids in the late 1980s in Mexico and then in the Sunderbans in 
West Bengal in India in the early 1990s. 

This morning, we have been listening to statistics about X-million people without electricity, without 
cookstoves, etc. I am not trying to be provocative, but this is the exact number I heard when I got 
into the industry in 1991. This statistic has not changed in the last 21 years, so you and I are equally 
responsible for the unchanged number. It shows that somewhere we are not doing things right. It is 
high time we actually took some actions that lower the number of people having no energy access 
or using inefficient cookstoves. These issues are unnecessarily creating social tensions and leading to 
disparities around the world. 

One solution to this problem is mini grids. We need to scale up successful examples and make 
sure that we do not repeat some of the failures that have happened in some other countries. Let us 
now hear from our speakers about what have they learned in their own countries, about their own 
examples of doing mini grids, and what are the lessons learnt from the policy, regulatory, legal, and 
contractual tools that they have implemented in their own countries.

Lao People’s Democratic Republic Perspective

Bounsy Dethavong, deputy director-general of the Department of Energy Management at the Ministry of 
Energy and Mines, provided an overview of rural electrification with hydropower in the Lao People’s 
Democratic Republic.

As you know, the Lao People’s Democratic Republic (Lao PDR) is a landlocked country in 
mainland Southeast Asia and covers an area of 236,800 square kilometers. There are 16 provinces 
and 139 districts. In 2007, the Lao PDR had a population of 5.8 million with a gross domestic 
product per capita of $701. The country has a hydropower potential of 23,000 megawatts (MW), 
but the existing installed capacity is only 672 MW, which equals just 3% of the total potential. 
The Lao PDR power sector is open to private foreign direct investment. The government plans to 
extend rural electrification to promote better socioeconomic development and reach its target of 
90% electrification by 2020.

The Lao PDR also has a renewable energy policy. Nearly 35 renewable energy projects, with a total 
capacity of 7.2 MW, are at the feasibility study stage. Similarly, 27 projects, with a total capacity 
of 7.6 MW, are at preparation or project development agreement stage. The country also has 
10 projects, totaling 4.3 MW, under construction.

At present, hydropower constitutes nearly 99.8% of the country’s total electricity generation, and 
the rest comes from diesel generation and off-grid solar systems.
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India Perspective

Sunil Dhingra, senior fellow at The Energy and Resources Institute in New Delhi, shared the lessons 
learned from mini-grid projects in India and also on the barriers and incentive schemes for renewables. 

I would like to start with a statement from the 2011 International Energy Agency (IEA) report, 
which states that renewable energy systems are today cost-competitive for off-grid and mini-grid 
applications. They offer enormous potential to reduce poverty by providing remote areas with clean 
energy access and concurrently reducing carbon emissions with relatively low additional, or even 
negative, costs. So, renewable energy and rural electrification, in this context, are very important 
particularly for Asia and Africa. 

Let us look at rural electrification access in India. There are about 42,000 villages, comprising nearly 
7% of the total villages in the country, which are still un-electrified. This means that nearly 33% 
of rural households in India are still without electricity access. This data is based on the population 
census of 2011. The rural areas also face major challenges in terms of low per-capita consumption 
and inadequate power supply. Due to unreliable supply of power, consumption is low and this is 
not benefiting large populations in rural areas. In the last decade, electricity generation in India has 
increased by 60%, whereas the increase in energy access by rural households has been 23%. The 
generation has basically benefited the urban population to a large extent.

The pace of rural access has not improved, despite the major capacity additions. There are gaps in 
the conventional power system, in terms of both peak demand and supply. This means that rural 
areas, in future, will also have to depend upon renewables as much as possible for a significant source 
of their power. In terms of annual average per capita consumption of electricity, it is still very low 
in India. It is close to about 632 kilowatt-hours (kWh) per capita per annum, compared to other 
countries like the People’s Republic of China (PRC), where it is more than 1,000 kWh per annum, 
or Thailand, where it is 1,500 kWh per annum.

Let us now look into the rural electrification initiatives of the Government of India. The Rajiv 
Gandhi Grameen Vidyutikaran Yojana (RGGVY) scheme, introduced in 2005, is the flagship 
program of the government. The focus of the RGGVY scheme is on grid expansion and providing 
electrification in all villages and habitats that are not electrified. Providing access to electricity in 
all rural households and free-of-cost connections to families below the poverty line is mandatory 
under this scheme. India also has an off-grid scheme for renewables in rural areas. The Decentralized 
Distributed Generation scheme provides capital and operating incentives to off-grid distribution 
generation projects in villages that are not grid connected. There are more schemes at the national 
and state levels. We can also learn lessons from them programs run by private sector and not-for-
profit institutions such as the Solar Electric Light Company (SELCO), The Energy and Resources 
Institute (TERI), and DESI (Decentralized Energy Systems India) Power. 

There are four main barriers for mini- and off-grid systems: policy and regulatory, technology, 
financial, and capacity. The key barrier is competition from the conventional grid, because the 
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people’s aspiration is that they want grid electricity because there is a higher tariff subsidy available 
for rural households. So, despite the vast benefits of clean energy from renewables, people will see 
grid as the main source of power because it is cheaper. Grid power is heavily subsidized for the 
rural masses in the country. There is also no clarity on the status of stand-alone systems. What will 
happen to existing mini grids when the grid reaches the rural areas in the near future? Such grid 
interactive issues will need to be resolved between the utility and the plant operator. The high cost 
of generation from renewable base, largely due to the low plant load factor, makes these projects 
financially unattractive. 

Let us talk about the learning from the previous programs. The projects are now moving from being 
community owned to being entrepreneur based, which is a good sign. Governments must give the 
private sector or entrepreneurs incentives to invest in these kinds of projects. Similarly, the financing 
approach is shifting from an up-front capital grant to a performance-based system.

Rural electrification based on renewable energy is not an easy process. It requires sophisticated 
approaches and long-term planning, which is very important for different stakeholders at the 
national, state, and even local level. To be successful, projects must adapt to local conditions across 
different income groups in different regions, and must mobilize local communities as far as possible. 

Cambodia Perspective

Victor Jona, deputy director-general of the Ministry of Energy in Cambodia, discussed his country’s 
experience developing clean energy solutions for mini grids.

Cambodia has three key players involved in development of the power sector—the Ministry of 
Industry, Mines and Energy (responsible for policy making, strategy, and setting up standards); the 
Ministry of Economics and Finance (owner of state-owned utilities); and the Electricity Authority 
of Cambodia (responsible for provide licensing, tariff setting, enforcement of power standards, and 
resolving conflicts between suppliers and users). Cambodia has a policy to provide power throughout 
the country and to limit and monitor the environmental impacts from generation and also on users. 
In 2010, we established a target of having 100% of villages electrified by 2020, and providing 70% 
of rural households with access to electricity by 2030. To date, 34% of Cambodian households have 
access to electricity. People living in urban areas have nearly 100% access, but people in rural areas 
have nearly 40% access, and this is the challenge that the government has to work on. 

To ensure rural electrification, we plan to focus on grid expansion, cross-border supply from Thailand 
and Viet Nam, mini-grid development, and renewable energy. As I mentioned earlier, only 40% of 
rural households have access to rural electricity. The remaining people use batteries and kerosene 
lamps for lighting. We are also developing mini-grid systems mainly using diesel generators, and also 
some using biomass gasifiers. There are few micro hydro power plants funded by grants from Japan 
and the Republic of Korea. 

To achieve our 2030 target, we will require an investment of nearly $1 billion.
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Philippines Perspective

Laurie Navarro, chief of party of the Alliance for Mindanao Off-Grid Renewable Energy program funded by 
the United States Agency for International Development (USAID), provided insights into expanding off-grid 
access by using renewable energy.

I am going to share with you a very specific experience of a program called the Alliance for 
Mindanao Off-Grid Renewable Energy (AMORE), which is funded by the United States Agency 
for International Development (USAID) in partnership with the Department of Energy, and the 
Sun Power Corporation. It is being implemented by Winrock International, a United States-based 
development nongovernment organization. Some of the activities of the AMORE program are 
being implemented in partnership with specific groups like the International Copper Association 
of Southeast Asia. 

The AMORE program is focused on providing access to modern electricity services in identified, 
remote off-grid communities in Mindanao, with focus on the Autonomous Region in Muslim 
Mindanao. We believe providing remote households with access to modern energy services is a 
means to promote sustainable peace and development in this community. 

The households in the communities where the AMORE is currently working are very poor. The 
monthly expenditure for kerosene ranges from as low as $1 to $5 per month. A challenge for the 
AMORE program was to develop an innovative financing scheme under which we could ask our 
target households to pay something equivalent to what they are currently paying for kerosene. 
Traditional financing mechanisms, even those provided by microfinance institutions, will not work, 
since they charge extremely high interest rates, ranging from 24% to as much as 36%, because 
of the very high cost of their operation. So, we developed a mechanism that still requires a down 
payment, but in which there are no transaction costs. The monthly payment is equivalent to what 
the households are currently spending for kerosene. The loan term was extended from the usual 
1.5–2.0 years to as long as 5 years. 

We also developed local organizations in the communities where we operate. We worked with the 
Barangay Renewables and Community Development Association (BRACDA) to build capacity 
in the financial and business operations of barangays (districts), and to help them become social 
enterprises. The AMORE program purchased a few units of solar home systems and solar lanterns 
from commercial suppliers, and some in partnership with the Department of Energy, and then 
assigned them to BRACDA. The systems were finally sold to pre-identified households at their 
commercial price. The monthly payments collected by BRACDA included three components: 
part of the payment goes as forced savings for the battery, part goes for maintenance, and part is 
used as payment for the hardware. This means that if you depend only on the payments from the 
households, BRACDA can hardly accumulate enough money to be able to do intensification. The 
barangays in BRACDA are mandated to use whatever collection they get to expand the services to 
other households that currently do not have access to modern energy services. 
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In over 3 years, we expect 92,000 households to be electrified using either the solar home systems 
or solar lanterns. An important aspect of the AMORE program is community activities, where the 
local people are educated about their responsibilities and how to use and maintain the systems.

Questions and Answers for Session 3B1

Question 1:

Harish Hande, SELCO Solar: India has numerous examples in which mini grids are available. What 
are the policies that have helped and actually in some cases destroyed mini grids?

Answer to Question 1:

Sunil Dhingra, TERI: We are still at the learning stage on the policy side. There are a lot of models 
and experiments on rural electrification and renewable-based systems. One model I remember is 
where the United Nations Development Programme implemented a project in 25 villages in the 
state of Orissa in 2003. As part of the program design, they initiated a community fund, with an 
initial deposit of about Rs400,000 (around $7,500), which was deposited in the account, and only 
the interest income is being used by this community to maintain and operate the systems. Such 
innovative finance mechanisms are missing in most of the policy framework.

Kala Mulqueeny, ADB: I would like to make a brief comment on Cambodia. I recently had a 
conversation with the regulator from the Energy Authority of Cambodia and he talked about 
regulating small-scale independent power producers (IPPs) and mini grids. He mentioned that 
Cambodia has a series of regulations and licensing conditions to which the mini grids must adhere, 
and which, strictly speaking, it has the right to enforce. What its role has actually become in practice 
is more of a capacity builder than a regulator. So, it sees its role in relation to these mini grids 
as coaching on how to actually comply with the law—it is a regulator as a coach rather than a 
regulator as an enforcer of a particular standard, which I found interesting. I would like you to 
speak some more of that in relation to small-scale IPPs. In relation to the Lao PDR, I was interested 
in your discussion on large hydro, and the fact that you talked about rural electrification as one of 
the policies. Could you speak a bit about the small-scale mini grids contemplated under the rural 
electrification policy, and run-of-river type hydro as well, which might be mini-grid size?

Victor Jona, Cambodia: The regulator is of course responsible for setting the tariff and also the 
enforcement of the use of power standards. You have to know about the difference between urban 
areas and rural areas. In urban areas, the load center demand is up to 2 MW, but in rural areas the 
demand is very low, mainly because of the low population density. The regulator, in urban areas, 
enforces the licensor to use the concrete pole for standard for electrical wires, as per the requirement 
set by the Ministry of Energy. However, in rural areas, because of the low demand and consumption, 
the regulator can also accept the use of wooden poles.
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Participant: I am sharing some ideas for water resources in the Lao PDR. Nearly 90% of the 
electricity, including rural electricity, currently comes from hydro power projects. According to the 
law, 5%–10% of the electricity generated must be supplied to the domestic market for utilization. 
For rural electrification, if the capacity of the project is less than 15 MW, we have to write to the 
local authority for approval. We have a policy for tax exemption for rural electrification projects. We 
also have simplified procedures for inspection and execution of small rural electrification projects.

Question 2:

Harish Hande, SELCO Solar: My question is to Laurie Navarro. Do mini grids make sense for the 
islands of the Philippines? If so, what do you think are the present policies that are helpful?

Answer to Question 2:

Laurie Navarro, AMORE: Let me first share with the group that the AMORE program also has a 
number of operational micro hydro projects ranging from 25 kilowatts-peak (kWp) to 45 kWp. 
Most of these micro hydro projects are sustainable, but of course the first cost is always the concern. 
If the first cost can be granted for free, the payments from the households that are connected to the 
grid can sustain the operation of the micro grid. There are not many households in the immediate 
vicinity that can tap the power generated from the micro grid, so there is excess power. Therefore, 
one of our micro hydro projects has expanded its services to include battery charging. The project 
now offers battery charging to a number of households, and it also provides free electricity to small-
scale industries like native crafts. With electricity, the small-scale businesses become “backyard 
industries” and the people are able to produce much more and generate much more.

Question 3:

Balawant Joshi, ABPS Infrastructure: My question is to all the panelists. In the earlier session, we 
had a good discussion about subsidies. What I would like to understand from each of your examples 
is what percentage of capital cost is being borne by the customer; in other words, what percentage 
of the initial capital could come as a grant? 

Harish Hande, SELCO Solar: I have a follow-up question. While responding to Balawant’s question, 
please also say how can it be included in the policy and regulatory framework of your country? 
And also please provide closing statements. What is one thing that the audience can take from this 
session that they can actually replicate or not replicate?

Answer to Question 3:

Victor Jona, Cambodia: We had one project funded by the Global Environment Facility (GEF) 
to install solar home systems in around 12,000 households. The project cost for each household 
was $400, with a solar panel capacity of capacity of 80 watt-peak (Wp). The GEF provided $100 
for each household, which means it covered 25% of the total cost of the solar home system. 
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The remaining 75% was borne by the user. The users pay the remaining $300 over 4 years, which 
translates to $3 per month. 

Laurie Navarro, AMORE: In the case of the AMORE program, 50% of the monthly payment of 
about $6–$7, goes as forced savings to be able to accumulate enough money when the battery dies 
after 2 years. In addition, another dollar goes for the maintenance of the system. In other words, 
only about one-third of the incentive goes as payment for the hardware. I would say that this is a big 
shift from a full grant approach, but we cannot yet go from a full grant approach to full commercial 
approach because of limitations in terms of acceptability and limited capacity of households to 
pay. But in time, we will entrust to BRACDA the authority and the decision to go much more 
commercial, so that they able to generate more profit to sustain this operation and even scale it up.

Sunil Dhingra, TERI: I will first respond on the subsidy question. I think the provision under 
most of the schemes in India is 100%, of which 90% comes from the central government and the 
remaining 10% from the state government where the projects are implemented. I have not seen 
the community contributing even 10% in most of the projects that have been implemented so far. 
The real challenge comes when you operate such kind of plant in rural India and compete with 
conventional grid. If you have to support and match with the conventional system, which is heavily 
subsidized, then of course we would require subsidy, be it solar, biomass, or hydro. Electrification, 
in our terms, is defined if the grid infrastructure is available and 10% of the population has access 
to it. For most of the renewable projects, the starting point is 100% electrification, so that is a big 
plus. One has to tackle operational sustainability in these remote places, but your starting point is 
100% household electrification, compared to 10% for the standard grid electrification program.

Mr. Shivam, Lao PDR: It is the same in the Lao PDR as in Cambodia, where the villages or the 
households pay $3 per month for 5 years. 
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•	 Terry Mohn, founder, General MicroGrids

•	 U. N. Panjiar, chair, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission

•	 Ranjit Perera Hettige, former director-general, Public Utilities Commission

•	 Francis Saturnino C. Juan, executive director, Energy Regulatory Commission

Key Questions for Session 3B2
•	 What are the unique challenges in setting standards and regulations for mini-grid systems?

•	 What are the best practices from the region?

Opening Remarks by Chair

We have heard a lot of statistics and debate since yesterday. Should we opt for renewables or 
nonrenewables? Should the poor get 4 or 8 hours of electricity? Should the mini grids do lighting 
systems? Be it this choice or that, we have to keep in mind that 1.6 billion people have no electricity. 
If the renewable energy companies make losses, they are termed as unsustainable. But what about 
the electricity boards that are making heavy losses because of leaking transmission and distribution 
lines that further lead to nearly 32% losses in transmission and distribution? This session will focus 
on the regulations, policies, and laws required to help micro grids succeed in different countries. 
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International Perspective

Terry Mohn, founder of General MicroGrids, provided an overview of developing global standards for mini 
and micro grids.

General MicroGrids is a firm that provides sovereignties, concept ideas, and consultancy to develop 
rural electrification. We have a couple of projects in eastern Africa, our biggest one being in Kenya. 
I will talk first about the policy challenges and ways we have overcome some of those challenges in 
Kenya. We also have a couple of rural electrification proposals in India, and I will also talk about 
some of those projects. 

I would like to start with the work that we are doing with the United Nations Foundation. This is 
a key theme that certainly resonates in this conference. Within the United Nations Foundation, a 
year ago they formed a group called the Practitioners’ Network. Within the Practitioners’ Network 
we have six working groups, and I chair the group on mini grids and micro grids. I will describe the 
work we have done and some of the policies and technical barriers that we have identified around 
mini grids and micro grids. 

We have close to 300 practitioners in the network, and in my working group we have about 
60  individuals and about 30 companies participating. We identified that we need to develop 
robust policies that facilitate sustainable community development of mini-grid solutions up to 
40 megawatts (MW). Some countries have provisions for 1–2 MW, but because of the demand, 
particularly for farm land pumping and water pumping, we need to increase the capacity to 40 MW 
as a policy goal. Also, we need to come up with new ways of financing. When we look at mini grids, 
it is not just the power production facility. It is also about the distribution lines, meter reading, and 
perhaps even demand management, and all of these must be cohesively packaged into a solution. 
We need to come up with a new way of monetizing the power purchase agreement. Our group came 
up with recommendations to incorporate clean energy whenever possible. We particularly want to 
take a look at ensuring that investment scenarios are made and solar roof top and light-emitting 
diode (LED) lighting are considered when we deploy mini grids. We want to ensure that policies 
surrounding these implementations are consistent with local banking processes. 

On the technical side, we identified a number of capabilities related to mini grids that our industry 
needed to come together on to define. One was to define the fact that the mini grid is more than just 
a power production plant and distribution line. It has a number of attributes, one being the ability 
to provide storage. This could be thermal or electrical storage. We have to have some level of control 
over the system, as well as some level of automation, particularly when you have loads that are 
critical and other loads that are not critical. For example, when you build a mini-grid community 
that has a medical facility, you probably want to have the highest priority power supplied to the 
medical facility, and low priority for cell phone charging. We need to have some level of control over 
the way that power flow is managed. We also need to have a standardized approach to developing 
mini grids, in order to optimize the use of resources. Standards for computer communication and 
control need to be established. So, we need to have a framework that allows the standards to be 
established.
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We also need to design the capacity for long-term maintenance of these sustainable environments, 
primarily to bring in the local community to help maintain and operate a mini grid. We want to 
look at the scenarios of potential grid expansion or possibly even the merging of multiple mini 
grids. We typically look at building a mini grid for our community without thinking of how we 
could possibly scale it up. So what we do as a community of practitioners is more than just deliver 
the material goods; we want to look toward the future so that every implementation effort has the 
capacity, or a plan, for scaling up. 

Distributed energy resources, in themselves, are specific technologies. What we want to do in a 
mini-grid system is integrate it into a cohesive collection of technologies. I do want to point out 
that a mini grid, and the collection of distributed resources, is definitely different to the large grid. 
One key area is that we want to incorporate the consumer into the discussion. So, if a consumer has 
an LED light or a solar roof top system, we would integrate that into a potential resource for the 
mini grid. We also want to ensure that, in addition to providing base load support, we can integrate 
renewables. So there has to be a different way in which we monitor and manage the power flow to 
deal with variations and output from those, and the renewable technologies. 

The mini grid may typically be a number of power production units and distribution circuits, but 
we need to start looking at it differently. The distribution operation for a mini grid needs to provide 
for a two-way power flow. This is exactly what a transmission grid does. We need to start designing 
distribution operations so that they look like transmission operations. If we can put the fabric in 
place of the electrical fabric, we can start to then identify ways in which a supplier of energy on one 
end of the grid can supply a specific key load on another end of the grid. But we do not have to build 
special infrastructure for that; we can just leverage what we have already invested in the distribution 
operations. 

We are also working on a United States Agency for International Development (USAID)-funded 
project where we plan to build mini grids in 60 villages in India. Each village has approximately 
40,000 people, so each village will have approximately 20 MW of power supply. The villages are 
reasonably close together, so I think one day we can start to interconnect the infrastructure in those 
villages so that we start to treat them as an organized unit. The challenge is that you might have an 
investor in one village who is the same investor in another village that has actually implemented 
the infrastructure. So, we need to have some sort of monetary transactions that occur, so that 
investors in one area benefit and are recognized in the others. So, our idea is that these 60 villages 
become networked, and then as the grid starts expanding and reaches the villages, they can become 
a resource for the larger grid as well. 

We have identified a number of remedies for sustainable energy in eastern Africa. For example, 
in Tanzania they have just announced that if you provide less than 12 MW of power you can 
automatically interconnect into the transmission system without substantial permit requirement. 
I have a couple of projects in Kenya and most of them are based on geothermal energy. The 
Government of Kenya has said that if you build more than 3 MW of power supply, you need to 
have a license, but you can sell that energy as a retailer, without the worry of competition with a 
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large utility. If you generate less than 3 MW of power, you do not need to have a license, but you 
do need to have a permit. If you sell less than 1 MW of power to the same type of community, 
you do not even need to have a permit; you can just provide the infrastructure and sell directly to 
end-use customers. These are very substantial policy changes that have occurred as a result of the 
desire by the Government of Kenya to scale up distributed renewable energy and transform its 
implementation. 

We really want to bring all of our practitioners together so that we can have a common framework 
that applies to everybody. The most important aspect is standardization. We need to come up with 
a way of standardizing our approach to mini grids around the globe using the technology that we 
have advanced in the developed countries.

India Perspective

U. N. Panjiar, chair of the Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, provided insight into policies and 
regulations in India for developing clean energy solutions for mini grids.

Only 60% of households have access to electricity in India. However, in the state of Bihar, only 15% 
of the total households are electrified. So this is an alarming situation. 

Village electrification through the grid is difficult and expensive. An off-grid renewable energy 
option has been tried in Bihar, but off-grid electricity is not regulated in this state. Off-grid 
electricity is a viable option for rural electrification, but off-grid generation and distribution are 
not regulated. I will describe a success story of a biomass gasifier system for village electrification 
using a mix of renewable energy and energy efficiency. A 32-kilowatt (kW) rice-husk gasifier 
system provides electricity to 250–400 households. Prepaid meters are being used, and therefore 
the collection of the tariff is very easy. Compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) are being used for 
lighting, so the end use is efficient, and some houses also use fans and TVs. 

The central government provides 40% of the capital cost as a grant, so it is a part of the central 
government’s policy. Carbon credits are also part of the project. The profit from each project is 
about $4,000–$8,400, the return on investment is 15%–30%, and about 250 villages or hamlets 
are benefiting. This makes it a lucrative proposition for project developers, but the tariff is not 
regulated. That is why the tariff for off-grid projects is much higher than the tariff for grid-
connected projects. 

The project is also benefiting the society and the economy. The annual savings in terms of kerosene 
oil is 14,400 liters from one project, and the monetary saving is $10,000 dollars if we use the 
subsidized rate of kerosene. It would be much more if the actual cost to the company were 
taken into account. Each project provides employment for three to five people. The amount of 
conventional electricity that is avoided is 126,000 kilowatt-hours (kWh) per year, and the savings 
of conventional fuel used for generation is about 1,000 tons of coal.
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The biomass power has increased commercial activities in small shops such as sweets, groceries, 
and tea shops, and they remain open at night as well. The use of appliances such as ceiling and 
table fans, TV sets, and water pumps has increased. The study hours available to students have also 
increased. There is also an increase in the use of cellular devices, as mobile phone charging is easy 
and mobile towers are also being set up in these areas. Additional employment is provided locally to 
the villagers. There is high income to the farmers who sell their rice husks to the project, and villages 
are generally active until late at night. 

There are also some challenges for the biomass project. While entrepreneurs are not available for 
expansion, there is also a shortage of technical staff for operation and maintenance of the plant. 
Institutional finance is not available. The uncertainty and volatility in the availability and price of 
biomass is another big challenge. There is also a disconnect between the grid and off-grid systems, 
because the off-grid system is not regulated and there is no obligation for the utility to provide off-
grid power to unconnected villages. 

Another viable off-grid option is solar photovoltaic (PV) for irrigation. The cost of a 2-horsepower 
or 1,800-watt pump using a solar PV module is about $6,000. The central government provides a 
grant of 40%, and the state government provides a grant of another 50%. The farmer’s contribution 
is only 10%, making it highly subsidized. However, it is not much if we consider the subsidy on 
diesel, kerosene, or conventional electricity. The pumping capacity of each pump is 3,200 liters per 
hour, which is quite substantial, and it can irrigate 1–2 hectares of land. Diesel worth $880 per 
hectare per month is saved. There is also increased crop yield. So, there are many benefits to the 
economy and villagers. 

What we have learned from such projects is that initial government support is critical. The 
government is providing financial support for off-grid generation and distribution, although 
villagers are willing to pay an even higher tariff for getting electricity because they believe that 
having no electricity is much more expensive than having expensive electricity. Regulatory support, 
by including off-grid renewable power in the feed-in tariff framework and renewable purchase 
obligation is also necessary. Currently, off-grid power generation and distribution does not qualify 
for the renewable purchase obligation. So, if a utility promotes off-grid renewable power, it does 
not get the benefits of the renewable purchase obligation and the feed-in tariff. Therefore, some 
regulation is required to integrate the off-grid system and the on-grid system legally. Priority sector 
lending for off-grid renewable projects is also important.

Sri Lanka Perspective

Ranjit Perera Hettige, former director-general of the Public Utilities Commission in Sri Lanka, provided an 
overview of regulations required for renewable energy and expanding energy access.

Sri Lanka is nearly 92% electrified; 20 years ago it was just 33%. We are now moving toward a 
target of 97%. The remaining 3% of the population will have no access to the main grid as they are 
in remote islands and grid extension or access is not possible. These people will be supplied with 
mini grids. 
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Mini grids have been in operation in Sri Lanka for the last 25 years, but not much regulatory 
attention has been paid to them. The technical standards for the power plants are relatively good, 
because if you do not have that, the power plant will not operate. The wiring in households is also 
to the accepted standards, because they believe that one day the main grid will come to them, and 
they need to have proper wiring. But the distribution in between is not constructed according to a 
given standard. Sometimes underrated cables are used, polyvinyl chloride-insulated cables that are 
not good for outside operation are used, and sometimes living trees are used as poles and proper 
clearances are not maintained. 

It is quite expensive to apply standards formulated for urban areas, and such high-stringency 
standards are not required in the mini-grid environment. Therefore, it is important to formulate 
standards different from the main grid but appropriate for rural areas. Many stakeholders have 
developed these sorts of standards, but they are not legalized or implemented universally. In terms of 
tariffs, consumers only pay a monthly fixed charge, as no meters are fixed. Payments are sometimes 
made in-kind, by contributing labor during the construction period and during the repair time. 
There are limitations imposed on their appliances in order to keep the maximum demand under 
control. There are no meters, partly because people are not ready to pay $25–$30 for the meter. 
Their monthly payment is just a few dollars. One option to solve this situation is to introduce cheap 
meters. In South America, people have come up with a meter based on an integrated current, and 
such a meter will be cheaper than the standard meter, but will give an approximate reading of the 
energy used. Such meters can be introduced to improve efficiency. 

There should be an accepted tariff mechanism oriented toward the local grid resources and locality. 
Another problem is that it is difficult to match supply and demand in a small system. There is a big 
demand during the evening for lighting, TV, and so on. Similarly, there is a demand in the morning 
as people get ready for school or work. There is also a demand during the day due to businesses and 
small industries. At the same time, there are hours when the demand is so low that the mini grids 
are switched off, particularly the mini hydro and diesel-generated plants. This leads to poor resource 
utilization. To overcome this problem, we can introduce cottage industries to use electricity during 
the low demand periods, leading to a better demand distribution and provision for grid connection 
at a later stage. 

Mini grids bring people together because they work together to reach a common goal. But still various 
disputes emerge. Certain groups are excluded from the benefits, because in villages people sometimes 
say that this is their project and you cannot be given any benefits out of it. That is how the team 
works. Some people even go to the extent of sabotaging the project. Such disputes arise, and at times 
the projects are shut down. Legal and other informal methods are available to resolve conflicts when 
they arise, but they are time-consuming and people do not make use of them. So, it is important to 
devise a fast and transparent dispute resolution method for the success of a mini-grid system. 

Environmental protection is also an important issue. In the case of mini hydro projects, people 
collectively volunteer to protect the catchment area because they know the energy is coming from 
water, and if the catchment area is not properly protected, there will be no water. But there are other 
impacts as well. People cut trees to use them as distribution poles. It is important to provide guidance 
on environmentally friendly designs and operations for curtailing greenhouse gas emissions. 
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Philippines Perspective

Francis Saturnino C. Juan, executive director of the Energy Regulatory Commission, shared his views on 
regulations and policies applicable to small islands and isolated grids in the Philippines.

The Philippines is an archipelago with more than 7,000 islands, and many of these islands are not 
connected to the main grid. The key player involved in providing electricity to these areas is the 
National Power Corporation (NPC), a government-owned and -controlled corporation entrusted 
with the mandate and responsibility to provide rural electrification. We then have distribution 
utilities, most of which are electricity cooperatives owned by the member consumers of these 
cooperatives, and they provide the distribution service to their respective franchise areas. Two other 
key players are the Energy Regulatory Commission (ERC), which I represent, and the Department 
of Energy, which is our policy-making body entrusted with the formulation of policies for the 
electric power industry. 

Let us see how rates are regulated in our small islands and isolated groups. The electricity consumer 
receives a bill from the distribution utility. The bill already has different components that are 
unbundled; there are the generation and distribution charges, plus other charges. The generation 
charge imposed on the consumers is a subsidized generation rate that the ERC approves. The ERC 
also approves a separate rate for the NPC and a determination of the rate—we determine the true 
cost. So now we have the true cost and the subsidized rate that is charged to the end user. The 
difference between the cost and the rate is the subsidy. This subsidy is paid by electricity customers 
across the country. This is collected through the universal charge for electricity that is imposed on 
all of us. So this is the subsidy that is used to pay for the difference between the subsidized rate and 
the true cost to the NPC. 

A government policy was formed to encourage private sector participation in rural electrification 
way back in 2004. The task of the government is to entice the private sector by letting them take 
over the provision of electricity in these areas. This enables the NPC to focus its service in the other 
unelectrified areas. We had initially planned to privatize 14 grids identified by the Department of 
Energy; however, this has not been done so far. We do have a few islands where private companies 
provide generation, and we call them new power providers. For these new power providers there 
will be a true cost, and the difference will be recovered from the subsidies. This is how we regulate 
small islands and isolated grids. 

With the passage of our Energy Act in 2008, incentives were identified for these remote areas, 
including the mandate for the NPC or the new power provider to source a minimum percentage 
of their requirement from renewable sources. We also have a cash incentive that is available for 
renewable energy developers, who enter the market and provide electrification services as new 
power providers. We have already incorporated a cash incentive provision in the ERC, and the 
Department of Energy has prepared a Missionary Electrification Development Plan for 2012 and 
the following years.
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Questions and Answers for Session 3B2

Question 1:

Harish Hande, SELCO Solar: I have a question for Terry. You mentioned regulatory hurdles and 
about going into southern India with X number of villages. So, what is the “low-hanging fruit” that 
the regulators can help you with in South India immediately?

Answer to Question 1:

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: We would like to avoid high permit costs. In the case where we 
have potential interconnection requirements, we would like to avoid those costs, or have them 
paid by the government. So, in the case of villages, if we generate anything less than 14 MW of 
power, we would like to have minimum regulatory constraints. If we start to go beyond that, then 
we should be deemed a central generator. But when it comes to monetizing generation, we would 
also have to build the infrastructure—the distribution operation. So how do we avoid the costs 
associated with that within the constraints of the current power purchase agreements? One way 
we can offset our costs is by eliminating value-added tax. The government should not charge us if 
we buy goods and services locally and should not burden us with additional taxes. Kenya is a good 
example. The Government of Kenya has removed the custom duties on equipment brought in for 
mini-grid development. The cost of the interconnections, including grids, transmission, design, and 
implementation, is also borne by the government. So, when we were building a power plant in a 
village in Kenya, if we had excess capacity and we wanted to export that into the grid, it did not cost 
us to connect. Incentives of such kind can help us. 

Question 2:

Harish Hande, SELCO Solar: I would like a response from U. N. Panjiar, who was in the Ministry of 
New and Renewable Energy for years. Do you think what Terry says can be done?

Answer to Question 2:

U. N. Panjiar, India: There are two methods of subsidizing the cost of generation. One is the existing 
method, in which the Government of India and the state government provide grants or subsidies 
on the capital cost of the project. The other method is in the form of regulatory support. We 
are currently considering including rural electrification through off-grid projects as a part of the 
obligation of utilities. In that case, one will have to come under regulation. The developers of off-
grid projects will act on behalf of the utility. The feed-in tariff will be the same as determined by the 
commission, and whatever cross-subsidization is required will be done by the utilities. 

David Elzinga, International Energy Agency: I want to thank Terry for his comments. What resonated 
with me was managing the transition through access to full national grids or interconnected regional 
grids. I would just ask if you could explain that and also ask some of the other panelists if they are 
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considering these aspects in a holistic way. What policies and best practices have you seen to try these 
new technologies? New technologies come with huge deployment risk. Are there any experiences 
among the panelists or best practices that they can comment on?

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: I have developed smart grid plants in the United States and 
realized that many grids are an application of smart grids. When it comes to thinking through the 
evolution of mini-grid deployment, I am asking the entire practitioner network, those who have 
rich experience in providing utility infrastructure, to start thinking of mini-grid delivery in terms of 
our ability to provide a sustainable technical solution. We have got very good feedback on that, and 
the entire community believes that we can achieve it. So in every case, when we design a mini grid, 
we believe that demand will continue to grow because the inherent nature of energy consumption is 
to use more as you have access to it. So, you need to design it in such a way that it scales vertically 
as well as horizontally, which means interconnecting them. That goes as far as even interconnecting 
with the large power system in the large grid. On the point of the high risks in technology adoption, 
we have known about this for many years. The internet bubble is a good example, but unless we 
actually take the risk and implement these technologies, we will continue to be stuck in our old 
mind-set—this is the way we have done it and will continue doing it. There have to be innovators 
who are willing to take the risk and provide the level of innovation because we do not know what 
the future can bring. 

Question 3:

Kala Mulqueeny, ADB: So what happens when the grid gets to an area which is off-grid? Are policy 
makers designing or thinking through rural access, mini grids, and isolated systems, always with the 
view that ultimately what we want is grid extension, or is that such a far off point? 

Answer to Question 3:

Harish Hande, SELCO Solar: Fortunately, wherever the grid has come, people have relied more on 
solar because of the unreliability of the grid. I get 4 hours of lighting in the evening, while there is 
no light at my cousin’s place in Mangalore. So, the question is, do renewables have a much better 
prospect? I think with the increase in scale they will. Thermal and nuclear power have their own 
problems. We have no choice but to look at the future in a much more holistic manner, rather 
than like stock exchanges in many of the countries, which have quarterly results. As we go deeper 
into the economic strata of society, we realize that the amount that people actually currently pay 
for energy, on a daily basis, is actually 1.5–2.0 times more expensive than today’s renewables costs. 
People talk about module cost, but people need to look at the cash flow cost of individual clients. 
We are creating false comparisons of apples and oranges by using per kilowatt-hour as the indicator. 
I think we need to be realistic, and that is where the mini grids make sense and that is where I think 
today’s regulations do not fit in.
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Anchor Loads

Session Chair: Kala Mulqueeny, senior counsel, ADB

Session Rapporteur: Carina Paton, clean energy research analyst, Nexant Asia

Speakers
•	 Areef Kassam, program manager, Green Mobile for Energy, Groupe Speciale Mobile Association

•	 Arvind Chawla, deputy director-general, Department of Telecommunications, India

•	 Pankaj Sharma, analyst, UBS

•	 Alan Kneisz, regional director – Asia and Pacific, Dantherm Power

•	 Kristin Paulson, director, Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Energy Policy, 
General Electric

Key Questions for Session 3B3
•	 What are the central barriers faced in deploying clean energy through telecom towers in order 

to enhance rural access?

•	 What arms of government are, or should be, charged with dealing with these barriers?

•	 What institutional, policy, legal, or regulatory frameworks, and/or financial incentives, have 
been established to address these barriers?

•	 What policy, legal, or regulatory incentives could facilitate further private sector development 
or public–private partnership (PPP) investment?

Opening Remarks by Chair

Cell phones are now everywhere, in rural as well as urban areas. The penetration rate is about 75% 
all over the world. The energy access industry should look at what the cell phone mobile industry 
has done and seek to replicate some ideas there. 
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The information and communication technology industry is still one of the largest power users 
anywhere. Cell phones in rural areas need power to work, and the vast majority of cell phone towers 
are powered by diesel. There are two issues here. The first is whether to have cell phone towers 
powered by diesel or renewables. The second is that, when you have a large energy need, such as 
telecom towers in an area, you potentially create an incentive for the private sector to want to come 
in and build mini grids around those telecom towers. If you were to size a telecom tower large 
enough to not only power that tower but also the rural community nearby, you could potentially 
have a large business solution for the problem of how to scale up rural energy access.

Civil Society Perspective

Areef Kassam, program manager at Green Mobile for Energy of Groupe Speciale Mobile Association, 
discussed the use of renewable energy for mobile phone towers, and how telecommunication 
infrastructure can be used to leverage and provide energy for all.

Pankaj Sharma of UBS will provide an introduction of the telecom industry in India and some of 
the related regulations. In my few minutes, I am going to examine how the telecom industry can 
leverage what is going on with initiatives to provide power to the surrounding communities. I work 
with the Groupe Speciale Mobile (GSM) Association, the telecom trade association for GSM 
operators globally. Within this association, there is a development fund that focuses on emerging-
market issues, one of which is power. Numbers quoted in some of the earlier presentations are 
that there are 1.6 billion people off-grid globally, and 550 million of these people have mobile 
phone connections. These are people living in areas where mobile coverage exists but the power 
grid does not. And the telecom operator provides, manages, and maintains power supplies in 
these areas. The power supply is usually a diesel generator, and in some cases it is renewable 
energy. We can explore how we can leverage this power supply that already exists and provide 
coverage in these communities.

The first question that comes up is, why should mobile operators care about providing power to their 
surrounding communities? There are currently about 700,000 off-grid telecom sites. For people 
living in these off-grid areas, one of their main expenditures on power is charging their mobile 
phones. This is one of the main reasons why the telecom operator should care. For example, if 40% 
of people’s energy expenditure is going toward charging phones, and if power is a limitation, and 
if they remove this problem, that money could be spent toward more air time. In addition to this, 
operators will also build goodwill within the community and enhance the livelihoods of people in 
the region. I think that many people in this room and maybe across the industry in general believe 
that, once a village is electrified, the overall economy improves, which then benefits the mobile 
operator in some way.
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How do we leverage this telecom infrastructure to be able to provide power to the community? 
A lot of telecom towers are located within 2 kilometers of the village they are serving. There are 
three different ways to leverage the telecom infrastructure: 

i. Through the physical infrastructure. The power generated for the telecom site can be used 
to build a mini grid, with the telecom operator serving as the anchor client to a mini-grid 
operator. The mini-grid operator will have guaranteed revenue from the anchor client with a 
high demand, and this can be used to build the mini grid to provide power to the community.

ii. Through the payment technology. One of the questions that has come up in discussions is, 
how do you collect money from the mini-grid or solar home systems? A lot of the markets are 
using mobile payment systems. As long as there is telecom coverage, people can use scratch 
cards or other pay-as-you-go facilities to pay for their energy usage. 

iii. Through the distribution network. The mobile industry has the largest distribution network 
that exists for air-time sales, simply because of the scale and breadth of telecom networks in 
developing countries. We can leverage what telecom companies have already built up by using 
these air-time agents to sell different battery charging services.

Within our organization, we try to work in this area to provide research into and development 
of business models, technical assistance, and knowledge sharing. We convene with energy service 
companies and telecom operators to bring light to this opportunity, and show that there is a potential 
to capture those 500 million telecom subscribers that exist where there is coverage. But this does not 
come without challenges. It is a very new area, and some of the business models have not yet been 
developed. Some of the challenges are the regulatory framework, researching the energy needs of the 
communities and their ability to pay, and identifying the best business model for the community in 
order to provide incentives to mobile network operators. Another area that has been touched on is 
access to capital to make all this happen. 

We will shift our focus to three key areas where regulatory intervention can help to build this market. 
Right now, there are a limited number of proven business models in the market. Bringing together 
the right players (energy companies, telecom operators, as well as local regulatory authorities) to 
discuss how to make this work is an area where regulatory or policy support could help. 

Other areas that require support to provide energy access through the telecommunication 
infrastructure are cost and price. One approach could subsidize the hardware cost per household 
connection in the case of mini grid. As we have seen in a couple of other examples, this allows 
different business models to be tried by energy service companies, removing the risk somewhat 
during the initial investigation stage where business models are being assessed. But it can also help 
build capacity so that larger economies of scale can be achieved. 

In terms of price, setting up tariffs and feed-in rates around pricing will generate certainty about 
revenue, which will help to build the market in a couple of ways. First, it will attract investors. 
Investors are attracted to an industry because there is guaranteed revenue. Building in some of 
the things within the regulation (i.e., tariffs) can attract investors. So, through different forms of 
power purchase agreements (PPAs) and PPPs, the certainty of revenue can be built, and it can start 
attracting more people to leverage the telecommunication infrastructure that exists. 
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Summary by Chair

The presentation has given us an overview from the telecom side and has actually highlighted several 
regulatory points. We heard a little bit about some of the regulatory issues in terms of setting 
tariffs and some sort of standardized PPA. Linking that back to the mini-grid discussion, I ask 
the audience to think through how that could happen based on the discussion we had in terms 
of tariffs, and the need to standardize PPAs. We might want to build this into our thinking about 
telecommunications, and there will be further discussion in the afternoon on standardized PPAs 
and regulation for small-scale systems. There will also be a discussion in one of the breakout groups 
on providing incentives to the private sector and creating the right regulations for the private sector 
to invest in energy access and also to provide sustainable livelihoods. That is a good introduction in 
terms of the regulatory aspects of investment and paves the way for our next speaker.

India Perspective

Arvind Chawla, deputy director-general of the Department of Telecommunications in India, discussed how 
telecom operators in India can reduce dependence on diesel and assist communities to gain access to 
grid power by collaborating with renewable energy supply companies.

I am here from the Indian telecom sector to present how telecom players can collaborate with 
renewable energy supply companies (RESCOs), not only to reduce the dependence on diesel but 
also to assist communities struggling without access to grid power. As you know, India is the second-
largest and the fastest-growing telecom market in the world, and the substantial and sustained 
growth of the telecom sector in India is placing enormous demand on energy resources. The need 
for electricity to run telecom installations is going to rise tremendously, especially in view of the 
fact that future growth is going to predominantly come from either off-grid rural areas or rural 
areas that are still underelectrified or have unreliable grid power supply. However, the electric power 
generation infrastructure in the country has not been able to keep pace with the growth of the 
telecom sector, and over 400 million people in India, including 48% of those living in India’s rural 
areas, have no access to electricity. 

The availability of stable grid power is still an issue even for the majority of telecom tower sites 
in electrified areas. At present, only 40% of the telecom energy requirement is getting provided 
through grid electricity, and there is a heavy dependence on diesel. Diesel is not only expensive but 
it is prone to theft and tampering, there are high costs for both transport as well as storage, and it is 
damaging to the environment as well. There are three compelling reasons for the Indian telecom to 
go green in an economically sustainable manner using renewable energy options: 

i. The worldwide information, communication, and entertainment sectors combined are 
responsible for only 0.7% of the global carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, whereas the Indian 
telecom sector alone emits 1% of the country’s total CO2 emissions, and 50% of this carbon 
footprint in India is due to diesel being used in the absence of stable grid power supply.
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ii. The current telecom energy demand is around 26 billion units of power at the expense of 
around 2.5 billion liters of subsidized diesel, which is causing huge damage to the natural 
environment, in addition to emitting more than 5 million–6 million tons of CO2 annually. 

iii. Climate and energy campaigners have also been consistently pushing with the Government 
of India for green measures not only to reduce CO2 emissions but also to reduce harmful 
electromagnetic radiation from telecom towers.

These are the three main reasons for the Indian telecom sector to go green: one is the need to 
expand to unconnected or underconnected rural areas, another is the need to have energy efficient 
operations, and the third is the need to reduce the negative impacts on the environment.

Accordingly, the Government of India has set forth green telecom targets, whereby at least 50% of 
rural towers and 20% of urban towers are to be powered by hybrid energy, i.e., renewable energy, 
in addition to grid power by 2015. These guidelines have been recommended by the Telecom 
Regulatory Authority of India and accepted by the government. However, the guidelines are not 
included in a formal regulation, and Indian cell phone companies are still not in agreement with 
these guidelines. The target further says that 75% of rural towers and 33% of urban towers are to be 
powered by hybrid energy by 2020. 

At present, the greatest challenge in switching telecom towers to renewable energy is the prohibitive 
cost. Renewable energy technology solutions have higher capital expenditure costs, and thus they 
demand higher utilization to bring down the average per-unit cost of energy to become commercially 
viable. They are expensive if underutilized but become viable if they are optimally utilized. However, 
their low operational expenditure offers a very attractive option, which makes it both logical and 
rational to run the telecom towers exclusively on renewable energy and not in a hybrid manner with 
grid power, as the guidelines recommend. Off-grid sites can be run exclusively on renewable energy. 
This works out to be a very attractive option, and even for on-grid tower sites, it is felt advisable to 
ban the use of diesel and instead divert the diesel subsidy to facilitate these sustainable green telecom 
energy solutions. Further, the additional provision of rural energy access through such telecom towers 
powered on clean energy solutions can improve the utilization of these towers. In this regard, I would 
like to point out that there is no ban or restriction on enhancing, expanding, or extending rural 
energy access through telecom cell towers powered by renewable clean energy solutions. Rather, such 
energy access would facilitate multiple allied benefits of improved productivity, economic growth, 
and sustainable development with a cleaner environment. The chief barrier is the need to develop 
robust and sustainable business models so that investments are recovered in a reasonable time frame.

A way forward can be the adoption of the renewable energy supply company model for clean 
energy, which I call the RESCO model. The telecom industry can play a key role in improving the 
economics of alternative energy production and usage, especially in rural areas. As a bulk user of 
the clean energy produced by these RESCOs, telecom operators can serve as their anchor loads or 
anchor clients, and this will not only provide the much-needed scale to the RESCOs but it will also 
reduce the cost price deficits and possibly remove the deficit altogether in some areas. As a result, 
the communities around the RESCO facilities can also receive cheaper power. In this way, the 
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telecom industry can become an integral part of the solution by making it viable and by improving 
the economics of electricity supply for rural access to energy services through distributed renewable 
energy projects.

In addition, all stakeholders, including the telecom tower infrastructure providers, telecom service 
providers, RESCOS, and the local rural community will need to collaborate on building these 
micro power stations. The Central Electricity Act of India allows for this, and even the Ministry 
of New and Renewable Energy can step in to support RESCOs with suitable subsidies wherever 
required. However, this support will entail specific roll-out commitments by RESCOS to provide 
clean energy to telecom tower infrastructure companies at agreed prices, and service quality levels 
shall be regularly monitored through a designated expert technical audit agency. This approach will 
provide the right incentives to stakeholders, reduce the dependence on the resources of conventional 
grid electricity, and promote much-needed decentralization.

Delivering electricity to surrounding communities will provide lighting and other emergency 
support and has multiplier effects in almost every area of activity in rural areas. In addition to 
the solution, I would also like to mention that approximately 20 universal service obligation pilot 
projects have been undertaken, and a number of alternative energy solutions have been deployed. 
This reflects the diversity of renewable energy solutions and of India’s geography. Such projects 
address key concerns relating to threats to the environment and health, as well the underlying 
problem of access to electricity for the poor that hurts not only the telecommunication sector but 
also the country as a whole.

Solar charging facilities for mobile phones and solar lanterns are also being provided through these 
projects, and the observations and outcomes of these pilot projects will be used to fine-tune the 
green telecom targets and other policy mandates to ensure sustainable clean energy access for all.

Summary by Chair

I think hearing you speak connected the last three speakers in terms of the need for a regulator to 
facilitate. We also heard from you that diesel costs are high, and that is one of the major barriers. 
From calculations based on costs over 10 years, switching to renewables has a better payback than 
sticking with diesel. In a moment, we will hear from Kristin on how switching from diesel to 
renewables is doing part of that facilitation. I ask Arvind, given the audience, which is a mix of 
energy regulators and energy policy makers, to think about how businesses in the telecom sector, 
who have innovative business models and solutions, can work with the telecom regulators to move 
this forward?

We will now move on to Pankaj Sharma, who is an analyst with UBS. Pankaj has been with UBS 
specializing in the Indian power sector since 2007. Before this, he was with Citi Group and JP 
Morgan Chase focusing on equity research. UBS has recently done a report on the solar market in 
India, analyzing the potential for solar in telecommunications and the power sector in India as part 
of the research. 
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Private Sector Perspective

Pankaj Sharma, analyst at UBS, discussed why solar is the best option for powering telecom towers and 
how the Government of India is driving this solar growth. 

India is one of the most populous countries in the world, with a population of more than 1.2 billion 
and more than 700 million telecom subscribers today. Almost 60% of India’s population is part of 
the telecom evolution that has happened in the last 20 years, since the sector was privatized. The net 
addition at this pace is about 6 million–8 million subscribers per month—it is a rapidly growing 
telecom market and one of the largest markets. This telecom network needs a lot of towers, and 
currently there are more than 350,000 towers spread all over the country. Unfortunately, if you look 
at India today, the power demand and supply is not in balance—there is more demand for power 
and not enough supply available. So, many of these telecom towers are dependent on their own 
power generation since they do not get enough supply from the grid.

As I mentioned earlier, there are about 350,000 towers in India, and we are adding about 3,000 
more each month. Almost half of these telecom towers are in urban areas, and the remaining half 
in rural areas. The grid supply power is more reliable in urban areas, but there is still not enough 
to supply 100% of the requirement; about 60%–70% of the requirement is met from grid power 
in urban areas, and just about 20% in rural areas. On average, almost half of the towers are run 
on diesel generators. In terms of consumption, this is almost 2 billion liters of diesel every year, 
costing close to $2 billion every year. Aside from the cost, diesel generator sets are polluting the 
environment in a major way, requiring us to address this problem very urgently. 

Unfortunately, at the moment there is no renewable alternative other than solar, since wind or other 
renewable technologies cannot be relied upon for telecom towers. In the next 10 years, there could 
be a requirement for almost 30 gigawatts (GW) of solar-supplied power for these telecom towers 
alone. With the growth of the market in terms of subscribers, the number of towers should reach 
500,000 across India in the next 10 years.

Let us look at what the government has tried to do with this in the new guidelines set by the 
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India. In the next 3 years, by 2015, more than 50% of rural towers 
and more than 20% of urban towers should have a renewable option or hybrid option in the sense 
that you would need to have a source that is not run on conventional fuel, diesel, or grid-supplied 
power. This requires something based on renewables, and solar is the best possible option for this. 
Today, the cost of a solar panel system to supply power to a telecom tower is about five times that 
of a diesel generator. Solar is much cheaper on an operational basis since the diesel cost is about 
Rs45–Rs50 (around $0.80) per liter in India, and the diesel generators do not last all that long and 
require high maintenance. Although the initial cost may be higher for a solar panel, the operational 
costs are much lower and, on average, we believe that the cost advantage over a 10-year cycle is about 
80%. While it might not make sense for a telecom company to install solar panels initially, on a life 
cycle basis it is a much cheaper option.
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Overall, the kind of regulation that we are discussing should help during the next 3 years to shift a 
large portion of telecom towers to solar. I think this is a much more scalable model, because solar 
could help these telecom tower operators to save money and of course, with a lot of competing 
entities in the sector, there is a huge push to cut costs. The cost savings for solar are about 80% on 
a 10-year basis, so there could be resistance or hesitancy from companies, because the cost is almost 
five times what a diesel generator would cost. However, on a life-cycle basis it is a much cheaper 
option. It is not always easy to convince the companies, but a start has been made—about 3%–4% 
of towers (nearly 15,000 towers) have solar panels in India and we think that these numbers could 
actually increase to about 35%–40%, although we might not reach the 50% in rural areas and 20% 
in urban areas that the government is aiming for. Even a 30% savings could lead to massive savings 
in terms of cost, pollution, and sustainability of the environment. I believe that this is a noble 
initiative that the government very actively tried to do, and with more investment from the telecom 
companies, this could be an interesting option. 

Private Sector Perspective

Alan Kneisz, regional director for Asia and the Pacific at Dantherm Power, discussed the business case for 
renewable energy promotion through anchor loads.

I have lived in Asia for 16 years and have been working primarily in the telecom market. I moved 
into renewable energy 5 years ago, and I have been working initially on solar technologies and now 
on fuel cells. So, I have a little bit of experience in this area. Actually, I find the fuel cell business case 
much better than solar. Fuel cells are a very good and viable option today.

I am going to talk about a few of the points already touched upon, but will focus on the business 
case for telecommunications as a power generator and how it can be used as an anchor load. One 
of the key messages that my presentation will be centered around is that everybody talks about the 
1.4 billion–1.6 billion people who do not have power. In most of the instances they do have power, 
but it is telecom power, which is provided by telecom companies, because they see a market in that 
area. The following are some of the key factors:

i. Telecom loads have gone down by about 30%–50% in the last 5 years. 

ii. The telecom equipment is a lot more heat tolerant. The heat tolerance is up to 55°C in some of 
the equipment now, from the previous 30°C standard. So they are using free cooling and other 
technologies and taking the power-hogging air-conditioners away, leaving power available for 
other uses. 

iii. There has also been growth in green technology. The price of solar panels has come down, and 
the growth of fuel-cell, wind technology, and other green technologies are more promising 
globally. This is a big change in the industry, and the economics are a lot better than they were 
2–3 years ago. 
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For the telecom market in general, the following are some of the other key overriding factors:

i. Telecom companies today are scouting for more revenue streams. A lot of them are aiming 
at 100% penetration and are looking at areas for expansion and growth. Some of them are 
growing in terms of data use, but also looking for more potential revenue streams. A lot of 
them are not familiar with the power-related linkages, and this has big potential.

ii. Telecom companies are getting used to renewables because now there is growth in green power 
technology. As I mentioned, using green technology reduces costs. 

Obviously, there are a lot of options in green power technology. I work for a fuel-cell company, 
but there is also solar, wind, biomass, etc. The option that you choose will be based on the cost-
effectiveness of the business case you examine. I feel that fuel cells are a great option because the 
capital cost is similar to diesel generators, and the operational cost is only a little bit higher. With 
solar you have to deal with the high capital cost, and location is an issue for wind. There are a lot 
of scenarios that you go through when you look at the business case, but all of them have a viable 
business case and a very interesting payback. The economics are here today—we do not have to wait 
5–10 years.

Interestingly, if renewables in general are provisioned correctly, unlike diesel generators they will 
give the telecom operator the uptime that is needed. Telecom operators like to have a greater than 
99% uptime, while the uptime is a lot less in the power sector. Uptime is increased when you 
introduce renewables or green energy because diesel generators are inherently unreliable. I will talk 
a little more about why these diesel generators may be not the best option. There are a lot of barriers 
to growth of the green technologies in the telecom sector, and one is understanding and education. 
A lot of people are not familiar with the options and business cases that are available. There are 
obviously some capital expenditure issues that can be resolved over time, but they are available 
today. Diesel generators are very heavy on maintenance. In general, you will not find people in rural 
or off-grid areas who will know how to fix them. They have to be maintained every 3 months, so 
this is a very significant cost. The other area that is very important to consider is theft. Batteries and 
diesel are commodities in the market and are easily stolen, so in a lot of areas of the world you are 
looking at 20% losses through theft.

There are a lot of additional benefits when you introduce reliable power into an area or increase 
power. There is growth in average revenue per subscriber, and there are more users. Obviously, there 
are other business cases that were mentioned by Areef Kassam. There are also inherent benefits in 
other areas, such as the use of power for refrigerators, which improves health outcomes, allows 
storage of vaccinations, etc. Governments can also be involved, because on that front you have the 
inherent possibility to create a larger potential for power, plus additional government services in 
the area. 

On the business case, there is potential for telecom companies to work with power companies, 
and there is microfinancing potentially available. Third-party companies can come in and build 
a business model, and there are companies doing that today, who have actually set up their whole 
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company geared specifically around this community power using telecom. There is a lot of potential, 
and many different ways to cut the pie. India is starting this today, and it is the only country 
that I have seen that is making an interesting and aggressive effort in this area. I think there is 
potential in other areas and for other countries to do this as well. There is the potential to have tax 
breaks, incentives, financing schemes, and promotion and education. There can be engagement of 
the private sector, getting the telecom companies to talk to the private companies and set up PPPs.

There is power out there. Telecoms are in remote areas serving a lot of the 1.4 billion people who 
lack access to grid power. It is a matter of harnessing this power and developing it into a quantifiable 
business case. It has been tried globally and has been successful in most cases, and it is just a matter 
of building on this success. On top of that, there is the potential to develop more reliable power in 
a lot of countries such as Indonesia, the Philippines, and India, where power can be very expensive 
and only available for a few hours of the day. Developing green technologies in these sectors will 
actually enhance the reliability of power, so you will have power for the whole day rather than just 
a few hours. Here is a thought in summary: power and communications equal development. This 
concept integrates all the components for developing Asia and the Pacific. 

Private Sector Perspective

Kristin Paulson, director of ASEAN Energy Policy with General Electric (GE), gave a private sector 
perspective on shifting from diesel to biogas for energy needs.

I will be very brief because I think there is a lot of consensus around the policy issues we are talking 
about today. Every time I come to one of these sessions, I am impressed with the growing crowd of 
people, which I think bodes very well for what is happening in this policy area.

My colleague will be talking in depth about biogas technology around our gas engines at the 
main forum, and I encourage all of you to attend and talk to him about using this technology for 
telecommunications. I am not aware if we have a project exactly like that, but these engines are 
extremely versatile and extremely efficient so I do not know why they could not be an application. 
Just to give you a sense, they run on natural gas, biogas, landfill gas, flare gas, and synthetic gas. 
There is quite a diverse range of power sizes, as well as applications of engines that GE is deploying 
in this region.

We are all in agreement on the barriers. USAID, ADB, and the World Bank have done some great 
work on biogas projects in the region. Some of the things that GE is involved in include sewage gas, 
biogas, landfill gas, and wood gas. The good news is that the technology is here, and the bad news 
is that it is still early in the process. We need more pilot projects and integrated solutions as part of 
a policy initiative, coupled with a greater appetite for financing and investment.

One thing I will mention, which is not often mentioned in the discussions here, is international trade. 
In November last year, Asia–Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) leaders made a commitment 
to devise a list of environmental goods that should have tariffs reduced to not more than 5%, and 
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to also eliminate trade barriers. This is an important commitment that should be a part of the 
discussion in the policy context, to ensure that all these technologies that are becoming available are 
widely available at the best price. There should be an effort to ensure that there are no trade barriers 
imposed in making these technologies available and deploying them.

Questions and Answers for Session 3B3

Question 1:

Kala Mulqueeny, ADB: We have heard a very positive and exciting story here. We often talk about 
access—it really seems to be a large, unsolvable problem, with 1.2 billion–1.6 billion people 
worldwide, and about 700 million in Asia, lacking access to grid power. However, what we heard 
from Alan and was supported by the other speakers is that clean and accessible power is already there 
and available, we just need to utilize it. My question for the panel is, given your audience, what 
should the government be doing to help the private sector start thinking about and creating these 
business models, and what arms of the government should be doing it?

Answer to Question 1:

Arvind Chawla, Department of Telecommunications, India: The government can take the initiative 
to bring all stakeholders to a common forum and work out a viable business model, evaluate the 
need for subsidy, and, if required, offer it to the extent to fill the viability gap. This funding or 
subsidy must be continuously monitored by performance evaluation by an expert technical audit 
agency, and subsidies can be continued, if advisable, based on that. I think that would be the correct 
approach for policy makers to follow.

Pankaj Sharma, UBS: I think there are a lot of things that can be done indirectly, keeping not just 
the telecom industry but the overall power experience in India. These include the following:

i. There are many problems in terms of supplying power that is generated from renewable 
sources. Improving grid connectivity, for example, is very important to ensure that power 
generated from renewable sources is supplied and used. There are many examples in India 
today where you do not have sufficient grid connectivity because power generated from these 
sources cannot be supplied to end users.

ii. Another thing that government can do is to give customers more choice over what kind of 
power they buy. If the government can devise a system in areas without grid connectivity where 
these people are given an option to pay more for the kind of power they want, they may be 
willing to pay for it. That option is not there in many parts of this country.

There are a lot of indirect things apart from subsidies or direct support that the government can 
try. These include giving people more options and providing an enabling policy environment that 
supports these technologies.
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Question 2:

Kala Mulqueeny, ADB: Just to follow on from the points that you just mentioned: Many are saying 
that the government should give more people more options for rural India. How are you linking 
that to telecoms?

Answer to Question 2:

Pankaj Sharma, UBS: As Arvind Chawla mentioned earlier, more than 50% of telecom towers are 
located in rural areas, so if you have an option where more power is generated at the telecom tower 
than what is needed for that tower to operate, and if in the adjoining areas you give people an option 
where this power would initially would be coming from, let us say $0.30 cents per unit, this can be 
more expensive than conventional power. If there are people willing to use this power, they can go 
for it. You would have a better model in terms of installing these technologies faster in the towers, 
and this would help the business make more sense, the economics will be much more favorable, and 
it could be done in a much better and faster way.

Question 3:

Kala Mulqueeny, ADB: Areef, we heard from you earlier, when you provided some great suggestions 
on regulations. Do you want to speak to this question again now, suggesting what can we do?

Answer to Question 3:

Areef Kassam, GSM Association: In terms of regulation, a lot of things can be done. I think the 
initial support should be more toward the RESCO model. Because of the 99.8%–99.9% reliability 
that telecom operators expect in their power supply, it makes sense for them to outsource to a 
company to provide them with power. They need to feel that whatever RESCO they are dealing 
with is supported and has adequate cash flow for its operations, the means of maintaining the power 
supply, and the ability to provide that power supply reliably. I think that the telecom industry 
or telecom infrastructure provider needs to be convinced that the power supply to its telecom 
towers, which is directly linked to its continuing revenues, is in good hands. I think that a RESCO 
supported directly by energy regulations, or by a PPP, can go a long way to supporting this outcome.

Alan Kneisz, Dantherm Power: Just a few quick points:

i. On reducing import duties for bringing in green technology: Why not reduce or remove them, 
especially when the technologies are not locally available? 

ii. We talk about subsidies for green technologies, but dirty technologies still have a lot more 
subsidies in many cases. Why not put clean and dirty technologies on an equal footing? Giving 
the same subsidies to green energy as to diesel would make a huge difference.

iii. Promote and put these companies together.

iv. Establish microfinancing, with some micro loans potentially available with low-interest rates 
as well.
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SeSSion 3
Energy Services: Rural Electricity—Barriers to and 
Incentives for Promoting Renewables
C. Grid expansion

Session Chair: Priyantha Wijayatunga, energy specialist, ADB (former director-general, Public 
Utilities Commission, Sri Lanka)

Session Rapporteur: Julian Chenoweth, counsel, ADB

Speakers
•	 Max Dupuy, regional coordinator, Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP)

•	 Robert Aitken, managing director, Restio Energy, South Africa

•	 Dadan Kusdiana, head, Rural Energy Division, Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources, 
Indonesia

•	 Ruzaida Daud, head of renewable energy, Energy Commission, Malaysia

•	 V. Subramanian, secretary general and chief executive officer, Indian Wind Energy Association; 
and former secretary, Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, India

Key Questions for Session 3C
•	 What are the central policy, legal, and regulatory barriers faced by policy makers, utilities, 

regulators, communities, and the private sector in expanding access to grid‐based energy to the 
underserved?

•	 What arms of government and society are, or should be, charged with dealing with these 
barriers? And what policies can address these barriers?

•	 How has the country overcome traditional barriers to expanding access to grid‐based energy?

•	 Are these modes transferable to low‐carbon energy access?

•	 What sustainable policies and laws for energy access have politicians and legislators established 
in a particular country? Have they worked? Why or why not?

•	 What policy, legal, and regulatory frameworks are needed to facilitate the provision of 
sustainable energy access?

•	 How can policy makers or regulators (either autonomous regulators or those in government 
departments) use laws, regulations, and contracts to require a public or private utility to expand 
access to the underserved?
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•	 How do policy makers, lawmakers, and regulators balance the need for direct or indirect 
renewable energy subsidies that may impact on the final consumer tariff with their responsibility 
to ensure the lowest-cost electricity to consumers?

•	 How can distributed renewable energy generation and energy efficiency be integrated into the 
grid, and what policy, legal, and regulatory barriers are there to doing this?

Opening Remarks by Chair

As all of you know, electric grids have in the past always been expanded based on the paradigm of 
the centralized generation systems. These grids are usually built and operated to satisfy the need 
of centralized systems. At the same time, renewable energy is distributed in nature, and renewable 
energy resources are usually in small pieces and also, in most cases, they are intermittent. At face 
value, of course, some of these renewable energy resources are not cost-competitive. This means that 
integrating renewable energy resources into the main grid poses a great challenge, particularly in the 
context of grid management and system control. 

To overcome barriers to deployment of renewable energy, we need to have supportive policies, laws, 
and regulations. This means that, in turn, we need intervention from policy makers, regulators, law 
makers, and so on. You all know the types of interventions that one can set up in order to provide 
incentives for the deployment of renewable energies resources, including feed-in tariffs, portfolio 
standards, and standardized power purchase agreements. 

We have now come to an era where we are talking of smart grids, where we have more intelligent 
transmission and distribution networks, networks that can facilitate absorption of these intermittent 
sources. Overall, we are trying to (i) see how we can have grids that were originally designed for 
the absorption of centralized generation systems, (ii) improve system capability, and (iii) absorb 
distributed small renewable energy systems without troubling the operation and stability of the 
power system. 

In this session, speakers will share their experiences on how they have overcome the technical, 
financial, and other barriers to grid expansion into rural areas and rural electrification. 

International Perspective

Max Dupuy, regional coordinator for the Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP), provided an overall 
perspective on the role of clean energy in energy access for the poor.

In the last few sessions, we heard a lot about off-grid solutions and now we are going to cover on-
grid solutions. This includes a broad set of topics. As I see it, there are two set of questions: How 
to extend the main grid to reach the poor and underserved rural areas, and how to integrate large-
scale renewable resources into national and regional grids. I am going to focus on the first set of 
questions related to extension of the grid itself. I am going to focus on two topics. Number one is a 
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fundamental issue that we heard a bit about yesterday in a different context, which is financing the 
expansion of the grid to rural areas. Then, I am going to talk about cost-effective complements to 
grid expansion.

We heard a number of success stories yesterday, success stories about reaching the underserved or 
poor. One thing we can be fairly sure of is that grid expansion to rural areas tends to be relatively 
expensive compared to reaching urban areas. If the country has a social goal of reaching poor and 
underserved areas, it is unrealistic to expect that poor rural users are going to cover the full cost of 
extending the grid. Reaching these users often involves putting in transmission and distribution 
lines in difficult terrain, where consumption tends to be low, and people tend to live in less dense 
settlements.

It does make sense to have local users of the grid contribute to the cost, but again it is not practical to 
recover the full cost. It is important to look at this from the perspective of utilities. Grid extension to 
remote rural areas is typically not something that profit-motivated utilities are likely to do. Utilities 
typically have an incentive to pick the best customers, extending access first to the easier-to-reach, 
lower cost, more profitable customers, and ignoring poorer and more rural areas that have lower 
density and lower household consumption. So, regulators need to think about how to allow utilities 
to recover the cost of their investment in rural services and also motivate them to operate efficiently, 
all the while keeping this within a reasonable cost framework. We have seen different institutional 
models and many different ways to go about this. There is direct government financing, rural 
cooperatives, state-owned utilities, and private utilities. 

I am going to turn now to my second topic, which is energy efficiency as a complement to grid 
expansion. The main idea here is that regulators can integrate energy efficiency with grid planning, 
and they can use energy efficiency as an alternative component to expand the transmission and 
distribution network. This idea probably suits countries that have already reached 99% or almost 
100% of electrification, and are looking for ways to sustain and improve energy access for the 
rural poor.

The typical benefits of energy efficiency programs include avoiding generation investments and 
avoiding grid investments. We heard yesterday the idea that if you invest in X number of energy 
efficient light poles you can avoid building a power plant. But the basic idea here is that if you 
invest in X number of efficient light poles, you can also think about avoiding planned upgrades to 
the distribution network and to use that funding for other uses in order to reach other potential 
customers.

The idea of using energy efficiency to offset other investments is an old one. But the idea of 
integrating the regulatory process—where you have the regulator comparing investments on the 
transmission distribution side with energy efficiency investments—is a fairly new thing. Let me 
give you an example from New York that shows a comparison of the costs and savings. The chart 
shows that the cost of a targeted energy efficiency program is much less than the resulting savings 
in transmission and distribution savings, since the energy efficiency helps avoid investments in 
transmission and distribution. Overall, it is very beneficial for consumers and the system frees up 
money for other uses. 
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So, the lesson is that regulators can free up money for grid expansion by investing in targeted energy 
efficiency. This idea is still under development but the experience to date is promising, and I think it 
may possibly be worth considering in some of the countries here and for some of the policy makers 
who may be interested in this idea.

South Africa Perspective

Robert Aitken, managing director of Restio Energy, discussed the policy frameworks required for enabling 
energy access.

I will start with a bit of background about South Africa’s energy environment, including rural 
electrification. Eskom, the national utility of Africa, was established in 1923, almost 90 years ago. 
Household electrification has increased from about 35% then to about 75% today, with 25% of 
households (about 3.4 million homes) remaining off-grid.

From a renewable energy policy perspective, South Africa has two key programs at the moment. 
One is the grid connection program, which has been in place for 20 years, and there is about 
20,000 MW of renewable energy capacity connected to the grid. This is largely solar photovoltaic 
(PV), thermal, and wind energy. The second component is the offbeat concession program. This 
initiative was conceived during the late 1990s, and launched in 2001. It is a concession-based model 
that uses a fee for service. The service offers a 50 watt-peak (Wp) solar home system and the target, 
at its inception, was 300,000 households to be electrified over a 5–6-year period.

This is a geographic visual of the concession program adjacent to the eastern part of South Africa, 
which coincides with the off-grid market. Here is an update on the current status of the program: 
three of the five regional concessions are operational, and about 50,000 of the envisaged 300,000 
systems have been installed. At least two of the three remaining concessions now consider themselves 
as social enterprises. I think the institutional thinking in the Department of Energy, as well as Eskom, 
is obviously pro-grid, so to find a space for off-grid in this context was quite an achievement. The 
subsidy by the central government helped to capitalize the program. About 80% of the capital cost 
of the system was provided as subsidy, with the concession covering the balance of the 20% gained 
through fees. Free basic alternative energy was made available to solar home system costumers, 
but it was not applied universally and was not applied consistently, with the intent to reduce the 
cost of the service, and this had a positive impact. But the fact that it was not consistently applied 
means that the subsidy was subsequently withdrawn, and households have to pay the full amount, 
and have often abandoned the project. So, in the end, this had a disruptive impact and created a 
level of uncertainty. One of the major problems encountered was that there was no champion for 
this program in the department. We heard yesterday how Malaysia had the good fortune of having 
a minister who was strongly in favor of renewable energy technology, but we have not had such a 
champion in South Africa over the last decade. 

In fact, there was a sense that the program was always imposed on the department and Eskom. There 
were also delays in the concession contracts; what was supposed to be a 5-year contract that would 
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enable the installation of 50,000 systems per concession came out initially as an 18-month pilot 
contract. After the pilot ended, work was stopped for another 18 months for further evaluation. 
Obviously, this is destructive from a business point of view. Some contractors who no longer had 
income had to sell their tools and vehicles, and had to find other sources of income.

This indicates the degree to which the program was not taken seriously by government. One of 
these concession companies had 15,000 solar hub systems in their warehouse, because they had 
to deal with theft and other issues. Energy access and grid expansion is politicized—it is on the 
agenda at every local, provincial, and national government election. Somebody said yesterday that a 
connection made is equal to two votes in the bag. Since access is usually politicized, it is difficult for 
politicians to champion giving away the source of constituency arrangement. So, that is a huge issue, 
as well as the subsidy. Let us now look at it from the business perspective. We have seen the number 
of jobs created in the very remote, off-grid areas , and it has done wonders for the brand. There is a 
lot of buy-in from the local community. International partners have given the program credibility, 
which, however, has not been leveraged effectively. 

Very little of the product has stuck with the 50 watt-peak (Wp) solar system, as technologies moved 
the product, but the services remained the same. Another question is the fee-for-service model, 
conceived in the context of a 50,000 customer market. Is it as applicable in the context of a 10,000 
customer market, which is the reality today for these concessions? What does the market want? It 
is very clear that the 50 Wp system is inadequate. The technical requirements behind it are quite 
restrictive, e.g., you have to use compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs), and you cannot use light-emitting 
diodes (LEDs). Those sorts of things are engineered for different technology environments and are 
not responsive to the market. Increasing household energy costs should be seen as an opportunity 
for companies to get involved.

I think times have changed. It has been a fairly rough ride but there are some positives. The 
government has realized that increased electricity costs and grid expansion alone are not a panacea 
for household energy sources. People have to run other energy sources for thermal requirements. 
Based on this, there is an initiative to increase the size of the system from 50 Wp to 150 MW. You 
also have the International Finance Corporation (IFC) working with the Department of Energy, 
so we are hoping that something positive comes out of that. The last point is that KfW is very 
interested in investing more in clean energy access. 

Policy Maker Perspective

Dadan Kusdiana, head of the Rural Energy Division of the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources in 
Indonesia, provided insights into the challenges of providing incentives for renewable energy development 
and rural electrification.

I would first like to provide an overview of the Indonesian situation in 2011. Renewable energy 
utilization is only 5%, and the share of renewable energy is being reduced every year because there 
is no significant increase in the utilization of renewable energy at the commercial level. The growth 
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of energy consumption in the country is 7% per year, which is quite high. However, the increase in 
supply is less than 7%, so we are currently having problems in providing energy. The electrification 
ratio in 2011 was close to 70%, which is nearly 90 million households. 

We have around 42 million–43 million households in the country, of which 50% are in rural areas 
spread across 7,000 villages. It is quite difficult to provide electricity using on-grid technologies, 
so we work with a mix of off-grid and grid connection programs, as we have seen in other Asian 
countries.

One challenge in developing renewable energy is the energy infrastructure. We have 18,000 islands 
in the country, many of which are remote. We have 36 provinces, and energy access in the eastern 
part of the country is around 40%, compared to 70% in other regions. Since 2005, we have been 
funding grid extensions through shared costs between customers and local and central governments, 
and also by the state-owned utility. Perusahaan Listrik Negara (PLN), a state utility company, still 
holds a monopoly. The grid extension program electrified almost 3 million households in 2011, 
with a mix of on-grid and off-grid approaches. 

There is no diesel generation in our rural electrification. There are two different approaches: 
centralized, for the centralized population; and distributed, mostly done by solar hub systems. The 
programs are mostly free of cost, but now companies are encouraging people to buy the equipment. 
Our electrification program also focuses on promoting economic activity in the region. In 2007, 
we launched a program called Desa Mandiri Energi (Energy Self-Sufficient Village), and nearly 800 
villages have participated in this program to date.

We have also launched a special fund to intensify the rural electrification program. This fund 
was allocated from the central government to local governments, with the aim of implementing 
renewable energy for rural electrification. The range of projects financed by this fund currently 
includes micro hydro and solar PV. We will try the same approach for biogas projects next year. This 
program has been rolled out in collaboration with the Government of the Netherlands. We are also 
introducing improved cookstoves in remote areas, because the efficiency of existing cookstoves is less 
than 11%. This program will be rolled out in cooperation with the World Bank. 

Malaysia Perspective

Ruzaida Daud, head of renewable energy at the Energy Commission, discussed Malaysia’s experiences in 
developing renewable energy and grid expansion, including challenges and opportunities.

Let me start with some background on energy policy of Malaysia. In the Eighth National Plan, 
2001–2005 we had a target of 5% of renewable energy in our energy mix. We then introduced 
the Small Renewable Energy Power Program. During the Ninth National Plan, 2006–2010, we 
had targeted 3,000 megawatts (MW) of renewable energy in Peninsular Malaysia and 50 MW in 
Sabah. Unfortunately, this target was not met and we only had installed 68 MW installed under 
this project. We have now enforced a new policy and action plan under the Tenth National Plan, 
2011–2015. 
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The Malaysian policy is to enhance the utilization of indigenous renewable energy resources so that 
they can power sustainable socioeconomic development. The government is now placing increased 
emphasis on renewable energy playing a significant role in future power generation. It is clean, 
sustainable, and readily available; has a positive impact on socioeconomic development; and does 
not emit greenhouse gases.

This policy has five key five objectives: (i) increase the contribution of renewable energy in the 
national power generation mix, (ii) facilitate growth of the renewable energy industry, (iii) ensure 
reasonable renewable energy generation costs, (iv) conserve the environment for future generations, 
and (v) enhance awareness on the role and importance of renewable energy. The major renewable 
energy potential resources identified in the country are 500 MW of small hydro, about 1,300 MW 
of biomass and biogas which is mainly from waste in palm oil mills, 400 MW of municipal solid 
waste, and about 6,500 MW of solar PV. 

Detailed resource potential studies are being carried out for wind and geothermal energy. We have 
recently come up with a new geothermal project of 67 MW capacity at Tawau–Sabah. Let me also 
mention several initiatives taken to promote renewable energy programs in Malaysia:

i. We have the Pusat Tenaga Malaysia-UNDP BioGen Project, which is a demonstration project 
to provide experience and data. It was introduced in 2002 with the objective of promoting and 
demonstrating biomass and biogas grid-connected power generation. 

ii. We also have a small energy power program for grid-connected power plants up to 10 MW. 
The program was launched in May 2001 to encourage and facilitate implementation of 
renewable energy projects by the private sector. The most common projects included biomass 
and biogas, municipal solid wastes, and mini hydro. 

iii. We also have Malaysia Building Integrated Photovoltaic Project, Suria 1000 Program, which 
was launched in 2005. It is a 5-year project with the objective of reducing the cost of building-
integrated solar PV in the market, and generating widespread application of grid-connected 
building-integrated solar PV in the market. 

iv. We also have hybrid solar PV systems for rural electrification.

In the national plan, there is a major emphasis on expanding the electricity grid. In earlier years, 
the rural electrification scheme also ensured grid expansion. The central government sets aside a 
generous annual allocation for rural electrification so as to continue making grid connections to 
remote areas. In fact, some of the remote areas are not grid connected but are supplied by hybrid 
systems using solar PV and diesel sets in a micro-grid system. The total renewable energy capacity 
in Malaysia, including both on-grid and off-grid, is 564 MW. 

So, what are the key issues affecting the renewable energy sector in Malaysia? We have intermittency 
of supply and lack of reliable fuel resources, as developers are unable to secure long-term fuel 
contracts. This happens since many renewable energy developers are not owners of the palm oil mill 
or plantations, which have the biomass resource. This could pose a serious problem, since they do 
not have a reliable and continuous supply, and there is also competitive use of the waste (such as 
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empty fruit bunches at palm oil mills). Renewable energy developers should have strong financial 
standing and should be able to finance renewable energy projects through equity injection, rather 
than relying solely on commercial debt. They also should leverage incentives such as soft loans.

These are critical factors for an effective feed-in tariff mechanism, and they must be guaranteed by 
the Renewable Energy Association. I would like to highlight the first point, which is that access to the 
grid is guaranteed. Utilities are legally obliged to accept all electricity generated by private renewable 
energy producers. In principle, there are no legal or regulatory barriers for grid connections. Grid 
expansion depends on accessibility and cost, and the existing policy encourages grid expansion. The 
act has been enforced in Malaysia since 2011, with the introduction of a feed-in tariff, and it is now 
mandatory for utilities to buy all electricity generated from renewable energy resources at a fixed 
premium price, and for a fixed period of time. 

India Perspective

V. Subramanian, secretary general and chief executive officer of the Indian Wind Energy Association and 
former secretary of the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy in India, discussed wind energy policy and 
the regulations in place for increasing energy access in India.

In India, we have more than 190,000 MW of generation capacity. Of this, 24,000 MW is renewable 
energy and most of the renewable energy (17,000 MW) is generated from wind energy. The topic 
of this session is wind energy policies and regulations in helping to ensure clean access for all. I am 
sorry to say that wind energy does not improve energy access. Wind energy gives power to the grid, 
and from there the power flows through the grid to a village or an industry or a commercial or 
residential unit. This chain is entirely fungible, so let us not be under any illusion that wind energy 
increases access.

What do we have in terms of policies, regulations, and practices? Almost all of the countries we 
have heard from so far have specific policies targeted toward the poor, or toward villages that are not 
grid-connected. Yesterday, the head of the Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st Century 
(REN21) mentioned that the share of renewable energy in the European grid is 17%. She also 
mentioned that solar and wind comprised 3%, while the remaining 14% was from large hydro, 
which is treated as renewable by the International Energy Agency (IEA). So, let us first agree on 
what is renewable for us. If large hydro has to be included as renewable, then let ADB, the IEA, the 
World Bank, and others get together and say that large hydro will be treated as renewable globally. 
Then it is a different ball game altogether. 

The second issue is that it is a capital cost game for almost all of the renewable energy systems, 
whether they are solar, small hydro, or wind. Everybody says that there is no recurring cost since 
sunshine, wind, and water flow is free. But it is a capital cost game. And why do we talk about giving 
renewable energy only to the poor? Do we mean to say that we have to give the costly power to the 
poorer people? If we have the potential for renewable energy resources like solar and wind, let us 
connect them to the grid, and if we can get the grid to the poor then let us happily do so. 
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Take a look at what is happening in solar in India. We treated the solar systems and home lighting 
systems only for the poor, to be driven by subsidies. Nothing happened, because if anything is given 
free, it has no value. If I were a poor man in a village, I would question why I should get 4–5 hours 
of lighting when the person in the town gets power 24x7, and also at a much cheaper cost.

The game changed when we converted the strategy for solar systems to primarily use them to feed 
into the grid. India’s solar generation capacity, which was negligible until 2008, is about 1,000 MW 
today. This is not a small number. By 2020, we want to have 15% of the power in the grid from 
renewable energy sources. Everybody talks about isolated, distributed generation systems. Do we 
have policies? Each government will have to have a different policy. There are geographical, political, 
and economic factors. Today, Malaysia talked about biogas for power. But if I had that biogas at the 
cost at which we produce biogas, I would not generally use it to generate power, but use biogas as 
gas. The science is simple. You will lose efficiency when you convert any source of energy from one 
form to another. Why should I lose efficiency? If I have gas, I will use it as gas.

There is a large model for rural energy implemented by Husk Power in the state of Bihar. The idea is 
to use rice husks, gasify them, and produce electricity. They generate power for 6 hours a day. And 
how much do they charge? Let us not ask those questions because the poor are paying. While an 
urban consumer pays around Rs5–Rs6 ($0.09) per kilowatt-hour (kWh), the rural consumer from 
Husk Power pays Rs20–Rs22 ($0.38) per kilowatt-hour. If you want to have a rural distribution 
system, you are exempted from having license. We should not talk about policies or government 
subsidies alone. We should talk about regulating the supply of power to the unconnected areas.

There was a discussion about distribution today, but have we ever talked about making the distribution 
lines more efficient? An effective and efficient distribution line will automatically make the cost of 
electricity go down. Look at the transmission and distribution losses that occur in Asian countries. 
That is an important point. We must remember that renewable energy and energy efficiency are 
two different things, but we always talk about them in the same breath. Let us have a clear idea that 
renewable energy has its own set of objectives, and energy efficiency is different. I believe that all 
of us here are clean energy enthusiasts and not fanatics. If it was as easy as it is made out to be, the 
market forces would have taken care of the growth of green energy. Today, we have to have such a 
big conference with so many people talking about solutions. This means that problems exist. 

Let us look at solving the problems rather than endlessly talking about how to provide subsidies for 
green energy. Green energy can happen without subsidies and we all can do it. 

Viet Nam Perspective

Triyang Cok Woo, director of the Power Market, Development, Research and Training Center, talked about 
Viet Nam’s experience with rural electrification.

In recent years, Viet Nam’s power system has experienced very high growth. The average annual 
growth rate of energy demand has exceeded 13%. At the end of 2010, energy consumption of 
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Viet Nam was 85 billion kWh, and total generation was 100 billion kWh. Total installed capacity 
of Viet Nam was 21,500 MW at the end of 2010, and is expected to reach 26,000 MW this year. 
In terms of generation, gas turbines are the largest component in the energy mix, followed by large 
hydro and coal power. 

We currently have a 500-kilovolt (kV) line, 220 kV medium-voltage lines, and 110 kV low-voltage 
lines in Viet Nam. We have a backbone 500 kV line from the north to the south of the country, 
where the highest distribution loads occur. The country enjoys over 96% electrification.

Viet Nam has a vertically integrated model in which the electricity is a mixture of generation and 
home-owned transmission and distribution systems. We have two organizations—the Electricity 
Regulatory Authority of Vietnam and the General Directorate of Energy—that are responsible for 
setting energy policy and energy pricing, and developing regulations for the power sector.

In 2011, we issued the National Power Development Plan Number 7 for development of renewable 
energy in Viet Nam. The annual rate of growth for renewable energy is expected to be around 40% 
during 2011–2015, and it is estimated to decrease gradually after that. According to the Power 
Development Plan, total energy production in Viet Nam will be around 200 billion kWh in 2015, 
with a peak load of 30,000 MW. Renewable energy will account for 5.6% of energy production by 
2020, and reach 10.0% by 2030. 

We are now facing problems connecting renewable energy, especially small hydro, to the distribution 
grid. It is also becoming difficult to ensure control of power quality in the different grids, particularly 
in remote areas. Costs have also increased because of high transmission losses. We also need to 
make large investments in grid expansion and construction of long transmission lines to remote 
areas, making it difficult for optimal operation of the system. Our solution is to develop a plan for 
renewable energy. In 2009–2010, we developed small hydro power plans, and at the moment we are 
working on wind power. In the near future, we will develop a plan for solar energy.

Questions and Answers for Session 3C

Question 1:

Priyantha Wijayatunga, ADB: I have one question for all the speakers. What are you going to do with 
the existing off-grid systems when the grid systems come in? How are you going to handle this from 
a regulatory point of view? Are you going to abandon the off-grid systems? How are you going to 
integrate them into the grid? What kinds of incentive or regulatory interventions are required for 
such systems to not be a burden on communities that they serve?

Answer to Question 1:

Robert Aitken, Restio Energy: What we often find in Africa is that by the time the grid reaches these 
rural areas, it is really weak and you often find that some households often keep the small solar 
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house system as a backup source for lighting, which emulates the multiple fuel situations that many 
households have anyway.

Dadan Kusdiana, Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources, Indonesia: I agree that, from the 
government point of view, off-grid is quite difficult, particularly for Indonesia. The off-grid tariff 
rate in Indonesia is not subsidized, so it is not fair for the government to ask the people in the village 
to buy electricity at commercial rates. We provide grants from the government, but of course this 
is not enough. The state company tried to enlarge the program to pay for electrification, because 
there is only 10–20 watt-peak (Wp) available for lanterns from a solar home system. We are now 
considering having regulations to subsidize the tariff rate for off-grid systems. This is not possible 
under the current law, under which the government can only subsidize electricity for the state utility 
company; it cannot direct subsidies to off-grid areas.

Question 2:

Participant, International Copper Association: This question is for Mr. Dadan. I need a clarification 
on whether your Desa Mandiri Energi program is using micro hydro and solar PV. What is your 
policy about using biogas for micro and mini grids? We have been working on this in Indonesia, 
and have found that the palm oil mills produce a lot biogas. They could produce up to 3–4 MW 
of capacity, and we thought that this could provide a potential source of renewable energy, through 
development of micro and mini grids, especially in Sumatra and Kalimantan, where we have a very 
low electrification rate right now.

Answer to Question 2:

Dadan Kusdiana, Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources, Indonesia: The program mainly focuses 
on hydro because the aim of this program is to use renewable energy for productive uses. Our target 
for the Desa Mandiri Energi program is micro hydro and not solar. For biogas, we are working 
with local governments as well as with palm oil companies to explore on-grid biogas electricity 
production. There are lots of requests for local governments to develop mini grids. We are working 
with PLN on coordination of grid-related activities. 

Question 3:

Peter du Pont, Nexant Asia: My question is to Max Dupuy. You talked about deferral of upgrading 
distribution systems, which is extremely interesting because the benefits appeared to be three 
to four times the cost. The question is, are you aware of other developing countries where it is 
being done? I know that the Indian state of Maharashtra has been looking for it in different pilot 
programs. Are you familiar with the pilots? This is more an urban thing, but in the context it is 
extremely cost-effective, and it is something I think we would do well to capture.
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Answer to Question 3:

Max Dupuy, Regulatory Assistance Project: As I said, I do not believe there are examples in 
developing countries where it is done in a very integrated fashion with energy efficiency. I am 
aware of a case using demand-side management in Gujarat in India. There, as I understand, direct 
load control and load shifting of irrigation pumps has been used to address peak load constraints 
on some distribution networks. In this sense, there is a choice between upgrading those networks 
at the grid’s expense, or doing it by shifting peak loads. That is an example, but not energy 
efficiency directly.

Question 4:

Participant, Lao People’s Democratic Republic: What are the best regulations and policies to get a 
reasonable subsidy from the government?

Answer to Question 4:

V. Subramanian, Indian Wind Energy Association: We may have the right policies or regulations. 
It ultimately boils down to economics and finance. India has over 17,000 MW of installed wind 
power, and this growth has happened due to the policies and regulations. But what happens when 
wind has reached its maximum potential? A state utility that is under obligation to buy wind power 
will ask the wind project developer to close, because they are getting cheaper hydro power or coal 
power. Is there a way to control the utilities to oblige them to purchase renewable power? Do we 
introduce must-buy or must-sell policies? This is something we do not want. We must also consider 
the cost of the transmission system and a decentralized distributed energy generation system, based 
either on renewable or a combination of renewable and conventional power. I think these calls have 
to be taken by individual governments. 

Pola Singh, Malaysia: Subramanian brought up a very valid point when he said that we have to be 
clear in terms of what constitutes renewable energy. For example, we have the Bakun Hydro Plant, 
which generates 2,400 MW of power in Malaysia. Do we define it as renewable energy? No. What 
is the lower limit where we can safely say that it is clean energy? Is it 10 MW, or 5 MW? I think we 
need official consensus from the World Bank and ADB to tell us the definition of renewable energy. 
So, I want to get some consensus on what is the lower limit in terms of how we can define it.

V. Subramanian, Indian Wind Energy Association: I feel cheated when countries like Malaysia and 
India, who have such large hydro capacity, say that they have not done enough on renewable, but 
Europe takes pride in saying that it has 17% contribution from renewable sources by including large 
hydro. In India, we have set the limit of 25 MW for small hydro, though there is no logic to it. Let 
us adopt a uniform definition that all large hydro will be included as renewable.

Question 5:

Pola Singh, Malaysia: How would you define a large hydro plant’s capacity?
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Answer to Question 5:

V. Subramanian, Indian Wind Energy Association: There are 1,000–2,000 MW hydro plants in 
Malaysia. In Canada, they have 5,000 MW hydro plants that compete as renewable. Iceland is 
running on 70% renewable energy, including geothermal and large hydro. 

Pola Singh, Malaysia: One of the reasons why the utilities are not willing to buy clean energy is that 
renewable energy power generally is unreliable or not as reliable as fossil fuel electricity. So, in that 
sense, if it is a rainy day or cloudy day, the utility company is short of power coming from solar PVs. 
They cannot tell the consumers that they will get no electricity today since it is cloudy. So they keep 
standby power or reserve power, and this adds to the cost of maintaining a reliable system 24x7. 
I wonder how other countries work this out, so that renewable energy is given a chance to compete. 

V. Subramanian, Indian Wind Energy Association: Most sources of renewable energy, especially wind 
and solar, are variable, seasonal, and intermittent. However much we talk about solar, it is only 
6–7 hours a day. Let us not exaggerate the capacity, since the utilization factor will be less than 25%. 
To overcome these issues, we have decided to do wind forecasting and scheduling of power into 
the grid. Most utilities will hold this variability of power against you and not purchase solar and 
wind power. We should have a robust system of forecasting the sunshine and the wind speed. This 
will probably be a hot topic in another ADB seminar in 3–5 years. Let us take the case of biogas. 
If biogas is available, I will keep it in store and kick off the gas turbine when the renewable energy 
potential falls. This is an easy way to quickly start when other renewable energy sources are not 
available. A question of planning is required, but it has to be by the same owner. If it is by a different 
owner, he or she will probably have a different opinion. There are problems with renewable energy 
that we need to start discussing and overcome. 

Max Dupuy, Regulatory Assistance Project: I would like to quickly jump to the question of grid 
integration of renewable energy, and the systematic variability of renewables. There is a lot of work 
going on in various countries around the world. People are looking at ways to have a very high 
proportion of variable renewable in the energy mix. An emerging conclusion is that you can have 
a very high degree of renewables—wind and solar—in your energy mix and still have very reliable 
power delivery. Some of the solutions that are used are larger balancing areas to balance the variable 
renewables, and improved forecasting and demand response system so that the demand can be 
dispatched and match the variable renewables. There is no reason why you cannot have a system 
with well over 50% of renewables. 

Question 6:

Participant: Is off-grid renewable power being promoted under a regulated regime or with policy 
support? Second, is the distribution utility obliged to promote off-grid renewable power for rural 
electrification? I also have a question for V. Subramanian. Villages that are not grid connected have 
two options: either you do not have any power until the grid is extended, or you have off-grid 
renewable power until the time grid is extended. 
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Answer to Question 6:

Robert Aitken, Restio Energy: With a backlog of 3.4 million and no household-growth scenario, 
it will take 30–35 years to electrify all the villages in Africa. This provides valid grounds for an 
intermediate or free electrification scenario using distributed generation options.

Dadan Kusdiana, Indonesia: Rural electrification in Indonesia is done by the state utility company, 
but if it does not have the capacity or the capability to do it, it can be offered to others. That is why 
I said in the beginning that we need to coordinate closely with the Indonesian utility, PLN. 

V. Subramanian, Indian Wind Energy Association: I do not know about other countries, but my 
complaint is that the off-grid distribution system in India is not getting regulated and people are 
getting exploited. My second point is that when there is no power, off-grid power is certainly better. 
Let us talk about that instead of giving 4 hours of light in a room. Let us assure one unit of power, 
i.e., 1 kWh per family per day. If it is a workable distribution system, let us work on it.
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Key Questions for Session 4A
•	 What are the central barriers faced in expanding such forms of energy access?

•	 What arms of government are, or should be, charged with dealing with these barriers?

•	 What institutional, policy, legal, or regulatory frameworks and/or financial incentives have 
been established to address these barriers?

•	 What success stories have there been in distributing such forms of energy access?

•	 What policy, legal, or regulatory incentives could facilitate further private sector development 
and/or public–private partnership (PPP) investment in the distribution of such products or 
appliances?
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Cookstove Standards

Leslie Cordes, Global Alliance for Clean Cookstoves of the United Nations Foundation, spoke about the 
alliance’s work on cookstove standards and how important it is to set the standards.

I have tried to focus on something that I thought might set the theme of the conference, which was 
policy and regulations. We are hosted by the United Nations (UN) Foundation, which is based in 
Washington, DC. I am a long-time staffer with the UN Foundation and am currently working in 
strategic partnerships for the alliance. I am going to give you a quick background about the alliance, 
focusing on standards, but I am also happy to talk more broadly about the alliance. I think everyone 
in this room is quite familiar with the issue of cookstoves and fuels. Of course the issue of indoor 
air pollution affects millions and millions around the world. Two million people die each year, and 
those numbers are likely to go up in terms of the number of deaths associated with cooking. The 
World Health Organization (WHO) is expected to release new statistics later this year that may push 
the number to as high as 3 million. This shows the significant toll from smoke-associated illnesses. 
The goal of the alliance is to save lives, improve livelihoods, reduce climate change, and empower 
women. That is something we take very seriously. We are working closely with over 350 partners 
from 36 countries around the world, and many of them are in this conference, like our colleagues 
from GIZ. We are proud of the number of donor countries who have made contributions to the 
alliance. We are also working with a number of private sector donors, nongovernment organization 
(NGO) and microfinance institution (MFI) partners, and a number of national partners who work 
very closely with us in implementing the programs.

We have six main value propositions of the alliance, and I will talk a little bit about the standards 
work we are doing today. Catalyzing sectors and brokering partnerships is something we take very 
seriously. We feel that is a role for the alliance. Others perhaps cannot engage in this much as they 
are busy doing their day job and working to promote a particular product or service. We are also 
looking very heavily at championing the issues, working to get the word out on the issue of clean 
cookstoves and fuels, enabling markets, mobilizing resources, and coordinating sector knowledge.

Much of our work on standards was done through a working group process that we put in place last 
year. We had 11 working groups including a standards and testing group that comprised experts 
around the world, many of whom have worked in product design and standards in other countries 
and really understood the need for critical standards, improved testing, and enhanced capability and 
testing centers. We released a report in November 2011 and it forms the fundamental foundation 
for work done by the alliance. I have copies that will hopefully be freed from customs tomorrow 
that I will bring to the conference. I will talk a little bit about this; many of the recommendations 
on standards are incorporated in this document.

To give you a background on standards, I think most people here know how important standards 
are for cookstoves, but for some people it seems a bit odd to develop standards for traditional devices 
such as these. It is really quite important—standards can provide policy makers, donors, project 
managers, etc. with a credible basis for comparing different stoves. I was talking with one of our 
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colleagues earlier at lunch and she told me how important it was to have some objective criteria to 
compare a stove’s performance among different products. It also helps stakeholders and consumers 
build a common lexicon: what do we mean by “clean cookstoves” and “efficient cookstoves”? 
Developing standards helps establish clear objective criteria. It also gives manufacturers a product 
advantage, so when they are working in a particular country they can make a more rigorous claim 
that a stove is clean using clear global standards. Driving innovation is another key component. 

There are several stove protocols and standards that exist around the world today. However, there is 
not one protocol or standard that is internationally agreed upon. That does not mean that the same 
standard is applied to every stove in every country, but there is a common set of criteria. The current 
criteria from the lab do not cover all stove types. We have to keep in mind that a plancha stove1 is 
different from a solar stove, which is different from a two-pot stove. There are a number of protocols 
that have been developed, but many of those are a bit rough in terms of how they adopt the criteria, 
and others are very much still at the testing stage. One of the things that the Global Alliance for 
Clean Cookstoves will be doing is funding development of new protocols and development of the 
standards process. We are also working with a number of country partners, including the GIZ 
benchmark, the Indian benchmark, the People’s Republic of China standards, and some of the work 
that is going on in South Africa and others to streamline those standards and help share experiences 
across countries.

A lot of progress has been made on the standards. There was an international consensus developed 
in Lima, Peru at the global biannual forum that took place in February (2011). Stemming from 
that was development of a global standards process that was worked on throughout the year. I am 
happy to include additional people who may be interested in that. In February this year, partnering 
with the International Standards Organization, a group of experts came together to develop what 
is called an international working agreement, which forms the basis for developing clean cookstove 
standards. This is getting to the very heart of this policy and regulatory aspect that we so badly need. 

We are continuously improving the baseline for standards; we do not want a static baseline that 
just recognizes all stoves, so we are working to develop a standard of measurement that will include 
stoves across a range of fuels and a range of performance standards. We are also working to help 
provide funding for testing centers, so that there can be some measurement of those standards 
within individual countries. Additionally, we are providing funding for WHO so that it can develop 
a parallel process for emission levels. Setting acceptable standards for emissions is very much tied 
with product standards. 

There are different indicators that are used to measure performance for cookstoves, and there are 
two components to a clean cookstove—efficiency and emissions—so we are also looking at that. We 
are also looking at safety and durability; safety is very important in terms of burns. Around 300,000 
people lose their lives every year from burns associated with fires, etc., and many millions more are 

1 Plancha stoves are specialized metal griddle stoves that are designed to enclose the fire and to exhaust the particulate matter and toxic 
vapors from combustion outside of the households via a chimney.
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maimed or seriously harmed. There are a number of safety issues associated with certain fuels such as 
kerosene. Durability is of course very important, because if you are looking at something like carbon 
credits or acceptability for a consumer, you have to consider critical issues such as how durable that 
stove is, whether the stove can be around for 4–5 months, and if the consumers can pay $20 or $50.

My last slide shows how we defined cookstove standards. As a baseline for tier 0, we used the three-
stone fire as a basic assumption for measuring efficiency improvements. Tier 4 is the aspiration, what 
we hope to get with the best, most improved stove, and there are really only a few stoves out there 
right now that meet that tier 4 standard for safety, emissions, efficiency, and durability. The goal of 
the alliance is to help manufacturers and distributors get from where they currently are (in tiers 0, 1, 
and 2) to tier 4, so they are selling a stove that meets the highest level of standards.

One other thing we are hoping to do with our partners, including donor governments, faith-based 
groups, humanitarian groups, and others, is to encourage them to purchase stoves that meet tier 3 
or 4 standards for their distribution. This way, when a world food program, a care organization, 
or some other organization goes out and procures 1 million or 2 million stoves, they are helping 
to drive the market by buying those stoves that meet the highest level of efficiency and emission 
reduction. These improved stoves would not just be a luxury item but accessible products offered 
to the poorest at the base of the pyramid. This is just a snapshot of the total work the alliance does. 
I will be talking more about that later, but I would love to hear from others who may be interested 
in this topic and share experiences on standards with others here.

Policy Barriers

Mohammad Roqibul Islam, manager at Grameen Shakti, spoke about barriers that Grameen Shakti 
encountered while carrying out the successful off-grid electrification program in Bangladesh.

I will try my best to touch the key points of the dialogue. We need efficient energy. We need it 
because we are energy-starved people. 

The areas we can focus on and try to implement energy efficiency in are modern cooking appliances 
and fuels, large-scale renewable power, transportation, distributed electricity solutions, industrial 
and agricultural processes, buildings and appliances, and grid infrastructure and supply efficiency. 
Enabling action areas such as energy planning and policies are the focus of this dialogue.

Green building technology is a solution for efficient lighting. Solar street lights are another energy 
saving technology. Commercial billboards could also be run on solar because corporate bodies can 
afford it. Light-emitting diode (LED) lamps are another option. Grameen Shakti recently signed a 
memorandum of understanding with Schneider Electric to set up an LED manufacturing unit in 
Bangladesh to reduce the production cost.
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For efficient cooking, one option is the portable rocket stove. Grameen Shakti has installed about 
460,000 improved cookstoves so far. These are efficient gas stoves that will stop automatically when 
you turn off the gas, and there is also biogas technology.

There are lots of barriers, especially in developing countries. We have talked a lot about financial 
barriers. The most important of these is high import duties. In Bangladesh, there is a customs import 
duty of 43% on LED lamps. On the institutional side, there is a lack of leadership and a dedicated 
institute like the Bureau of Energy Efficiency in India, which has the prime role of implementing 
energy efficiency projects. There is lack of standardization and benchmarking of equipment and no 
baseline study has been done. Regulatory barriers are the most important. There is a lack of policies, 
coherence is missing between existing policies. Other things include the absence of green building 
codes, and reverse utility incentives. For example, we are producing 85% of grid electricity from 
natural gas. Electricity companies are getting the cheapest gas from the government, and then the 
government also puts a subsidy on grid electricity. This is a two-way subsidy that benefits urban 
people but rural people get nothing.

The other thing is high import duties. Poor people are using renewable energy, but the government 
has put a tax on it. However, the government recently reduced the tax on solar panels. Technology 
and access barriers include limited in-country technology and a lack of infrastructure and other 
facilities. Lack of awareness is also an important barrier. 

Government arms should work together to develop policies, create regulations, and do 
standardization and monitoring. The good part is that change has been initiated; efficient lighting 
is being initiated in Bangladesh. The Government of Bangladesh has already distributed 9 million 
compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) in the country as a part of a Clean Development Mechanism 
(CDM) project, and GIZ has also distributed 30,000 CFLs in Bangladesh. CDM projects have 
come into the picture. Grameen Shakti has already got its CDM projects for improved cookstoves 
registered with the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)2 and CDM 
projects for solar home systems are under development. Intervention of the Infrastructure 
Development Company (IDCOL) in the information technology (IT) program has accelerated 
all IT programs in Bangladesh. Development partners such as GIZ, the United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID), KfW, and Winrock International have done tremendous 
work on business studies, awareness campaigns, and a lot of other things. Prepaid metering systems 
have been proposed but have not yet been implemented. People are using an unlimited gas supply 
for a bare minimum price, and we have a shortage of natural gas at the moment. Electricity prices 
have been adjusted to control household energy consumption. As I mentioned earlier, the import 
duty on solar panels has been reduced, and there have been professional campaigns by energy 
providers such as the Dhaka Electric Supply Company and the Rural Energy Foundation.

Here are some success stories: Grameen Shakti has installed about 807,000 solar home systems, 
22,500 biogas plants, and 460,000 improved cookstoves with the help of IDCOL. IDCOL has 

2 All CDM projects have to be registered with, and approved by, the Executive Committee of the UNFCCC in order to qualify for carbon credits.
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provided financial support to install solar mini grids and solar irrigation pumps in rural areas. The 
Bangladesh Energy Regulatory Commission has made solar panel installation a requisite to get a 
new electricity connection in urban households. The renewable energy policy was introduced in 
2008, but we are still working on the Renewable Energy Act. Mobile phone base station towers are 
now run by solar energy coupled with diesel, which earlier ran only on diesel. Policy changes and 
tax incentives are very important. A national action plan for energy efficient appliances, legislation 
implementation, and monitoring are other important parts. We should subsidize low-energy 
options, raise awareness at all levels, phase out inefficient products by replacing normal bulbs 
with CFLs and LEDs, promote improved systems design and development, increase the share of 
renewable energy in the energy mix, and carry out specific research for realistic standards.

Questions and Answers for Session 4A

Question 1:

Sohail Hasnie, ADB: One thing that always intrigued me is that we go to conferences like these, 
but we do not come back with additional knowledge. We just find out that other people are doing 
interesting things, everybody is frustrated, and nothing happens. I am deliberately trying to be 
provocative here. We are talking about energy efficiency, we have the best technology here such as 
LEDs and we have sunlight outside. This sort of wastage will continue. 

It does not matter how many policies we have. I am a resident here in the Philippines, which 
possibly has the best road rules. Try driving in the Philippines. I think globally we are too dependent 
on regulatory requirements. We always want the regulation to say something, but then of course 
compliance becomes a different issue. Maybe the reason energy efficiency is not happening is not a 
lack of regulation or tariffs, because the Philippines has a tariff of $0.20 per kilowatt-hour. It is not 
because we are not aware; we have LEDs here in ADB and there is sun outside. We need to change 
our building code, and we have technology providers like Phillips. What I want to invest the next 
60 minutes of our time in here is to go back with something, saying what we can do differently if 
we have a magic wand to make energy efficiency happen. We know we need champions and we may 
need to hit a few people on the head. Yes, we all have tons of experience, but the bottom line is we 
keep lights on during the daytime. Maybe we need to use the most efficient ones—LEDs. We have 
the technology, regulation, and the leaders, but still, the bottom line is we use lights during daytime. 
Can I get some reaction to this please?

Answer to Question 1:

Harry Verhaar, Philips: I do not have the magic wand, but I do know what we need to do, and in 
part, I think we all are doing it. I am from Philips and I work on our global program on energy 
efficient lighting and actually have shifted toward sustainable development. I think this is one big 
agenda for innovation despite all the doom and gloom and the necessity. If we move to more 
innovative solutions we will not only reduce our footprints (which we have to), but we will also do 
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what is economically right, and create a lot of social benefit. I think that part of the job we have is 
to let that sink in. There is no trade-off, and nothing to be afraid of—it is a big innovation agenda. 
I find that quite a few people in developed countries have become shy of change. You also see in 
political parties in Holland and now also in the United States, half of the party states that change is 
good while the other half states that it is bad. As we know, change is life and progress.

We have been doing four key things in the global project, which we implemented in 2003, to phase 
out inefficient lighting. Traditionally the focus has been on two, maybe now three things. One is to 
make sure the technology is there, and make sure that there are standards and so forth, so it is clear 
what people purchase. Second, we need two types of policy frameworks: one is to restrict availability 
of old technologies, and the other is to help stimulate demand for better solutions. And third, we 
need financing because the initial investment is going to be high for innovative solutions, be they 
solar or cookstoves, or any other sustainable solution. We also need to think about how we define 
a new approach that balances the view on capital and operational expenses, and this also goes for 
budgeting on a country, city, or company level. The fourth thing we need is underutilized, and 
that is simply communication. It may sound a little bit boring but what we are doing here today is 
what we need to keep doing. We also need to expand communication so that word of mouth is the 
way we create momentum. I think a there is a lot of doom and gloom on communication, that the 
world is going under, but if communication is tangible to people they will see the benefits. Indeed, 
there are more and more people using clean cookstoves and more and more examples of where solar 
street lighting is used. For example, in Rio on 17 June, together with the Climate Group, we will 
launch an LED street lighting report that confirms the energy saving, durability, etc. It includes a 
lot of market research on how people feel; they feel safer, more comfortable, and that there are more 
economic possibilities for small companies and social engagement. I think that these are the types 
of things that need to be communicated, because the large majority of society is now struggling and 
knows something is wrong or something should change, but they do not know how to translate 
it to themselves personally. I think if we can do that, it will make a difference. We will not change 
things overnight but we do have to build momentum in that way. I think, yes, we need to have some 
inspiration, and we need to work where we think it is necessary. We need to have some aspirations, 
and there are indeed targets and numbers, but then 80% of the job is perspiration. I am working 
hard on that—I am not Harry Potter but I am Harry Verhaar. Those are the things that need doing. 
People like you and us together should spread the way of working on the four elements, particularly 
on communication, but we also need to keep doing the work.

Otto Gomm, GIZ: I am working in Bangladesh on the sustainable energy for development program, 
covering renewable energy technology promotion as well as energy efficiency improvement. Coming 
to your question, let me be specific and look at Bangladesh. Bangladesh as we heard is an energy-
starved country, but there is a lot of waste. Why do people do this? One reason is commercial 
price—the cost of commercial energy is too low. The easy answer could be to increase prices and 
then everything will fall into place. That cannot be the case as it cannot be done. It is being done 
slowly but not to the extent that it stimulates and triggers energy efficiency measures. So what we 
need is a legal framework. Countries such as India, Thailand, and others have it. Bangladesh is 
on its way now to have a so-called SAREDA (Sustainable and Renewable Energy Development 
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Authority), which is similar to the Bureau of Energy Efficiency in India but is not only about energy 
efficiency but also focuses on promotion of renewable energy.

With this will come an energy conservation component, and we copied quite a bit from India. 
We will have energy managers at the ground level; by law we will have energy auditors who go to 
companies that consume certain amounts of energy and above, and by law they have to allow auditors 
to come onto the premises and look for where the heat dissipates and so on, and then identify the 
conservation efficiency improvement options. We will also extend a hand by establishing an energy 
savings conservation fund or whatever it will be called, and this fund will make subsidized loans 
available to those who have to change their equipment for improvements. This is the framework 
that needs to be in place. 

Question 2:

Sohail Hasnie, ADB: How can we finance that?

Answer to Question 2:

Otto Gomm, GIZ: Seed funding may come from development partners, but one option for long-term 
funding will be from small surcharges on commercial energy, on whatever the amount of gas, etc. 
is required to replenish this. We need a bundle of activities. I think you have to look at the national 
level, at where we stand. When you talk about this in Germany, it is a completely different ball 
game, so we have to look at the local conditions and see what needs to be done. I think in many 
countries we are on the right path, but not there yet; we are far from there.

Sohail Hasnie, ADB: I disagree with you because I believe in Einstein’s theory that we cannot solve 
today’s problems with the same thinking we used when we created them. I like your fourth point, 
Harry. I believe that technology and communication are the two most important things. I would 
like to get your reaction on what I am planning for ADB to commit to. ADB has tremendous 
credibility out there with its logo, and in my view it has not capitalized on that. We put the ADB 
logo on a CFL package, and just because of that its credibility suddenly went up. A mayor came and 
ordered 100,000 of those.

In my view, the issue is that all of us sitting around this table are obliged to use it. We could use it 
more effectively if we express to our senior management that we should put the ADB logo on a lot of 
publications. We can create an energy efficient sustainable icon or logo that has the presence of the 
ADBs and IFCs of this world. We all have the same shareholder, and we all work with technology 
partners somehow, who then work with others. It would be one thing that we could concentrate all 
of our energy on, to come out and say “this is something credible.”

Going back to the question that I asked yesterday, how many of you know the wattage of your TV? 
What is the consumption of your TV on standby mode? In the Philippines, like in many other 
parts of Asia, you can buy a television without the wattage being stated. There is also very cheap 
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second-hand equipment being brought from the Republic of Korea and Japan: P250–P271 ($6) 
for a simple TV, whereas you can buy an LED TV for P861 ($21). Poor people do not care. They 
just shell out $20 to buy this product and will not pay 10 times more. How do we communicate 
these things?

We are running a TV Olympics here next month. We spoke with appliance manufacturers and 
asked each TV manufacturer to provide us with TV sets. We will run them for 1 week, then publish 
the wattage and make a big noise domestically, saying which television and brand is the best. You 
will soon read in the newspapers which TV has won the best award and people will go home and 
check their own, and I think that is where communication will come in. Philips will bring the best 
LED into town, and then somebody else will bring out a similar product. Philips has tons of money 
and energy which they can use with their technology to gain credibility.

Maybe the development banks of the world will spend a lot of money on this. When the time 
comes, we will have to go there and communicate directly. We have more credibility because we 
are seen as noncommercial, which will impact financial things. I have this idea which we can start 
pushing, maybe next year onwards. Can we somehow combine to endorse the logo, and not just 
for energy efficiency? We have to commit our management and work with World Bank and other 
development bodies, and say why efficiency is important, and move upstream so that consumers can 
see that. Is it sensible to do this? Can I get some suggestions, please?

Question 3:

Participant 1: When you give your label to such a product, what is the process for selecting the 
baseline for the product, because such labels are considered quite powerful because they decide what 
product in the market is reliable or not? Therefore, the standard that you apply to good products 
should really be clear and transparent.

Answer to Question 3:

Sohail Hasnie, ADB: We talked with everybody and we do not want to decide everything here. We 
would want the regulator to say that for this product this would be the minimum standard; anything 
above this would be good, but you have to maintain the minimum standard. Like for CFLs, each of 
them should work for up to 8,000 hours or something like that. We need to work with the experts 
on this and come up with something that covers a broad spectrum, not necessarily the best.

Question 4:

Participant 1: How you will communicate such kinds of standards to local consumers in rural areas 
since there is a mind-set about pictures, pictograms, and so on, is a big question for me. And the 
other part is when you look at the standards for stoves, I think they are great and they will really 
support market development in countries, but there are challenges as well. How will we get these 
standards integrated into national politics? India already has really high standards, and there are also 
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just a few stoves. Some places have no standard at all. The standards that we see still do not consider 
the consumer. Exactly why are the lights on? This is consumer behavior, which takes almost one 
generation to change. This just needs communication.

Answer to Question 4:

Sohail Hasnie, ADB: There is not a single staff member in the bank… [inaudible]… to a point that 
people say I must have some personal interest in that. The issue is because we made too much noise.

Participant 2: I do agree that it is all very interesting, and all of us around this table graduated 
from universities and think it is very sensible to have standards. I understand very well that with 
communication we can reach more people, but if you consider that our target is really poor people, 
and maybe the poorest, I am not really convinced right now that labeling, even though interesting, 
is really what these people are looking for.

I do agree that there is a need for strong local institutional framework to reinforce and reach the 
people in the field. We can have a lot of communication and stuff like this. I think the best really 
is communicating with people at the very beginning, and getting the community leaders and other 
people to think.

Sohail Hasnie, ADB: I would like to add one detail though: if I know nothing about cookstoves, 
and you get 10 people in a room and ask, what is a cook stove, I am sure you will get different 
answers. That is where I have a fundamental problem, because there should be one base for 
everything. In the CFL context, the base is that it should last 6,000 hours for 15 watts. That 
everyone understands, and then we communicate. Also on a cookstove, we possibly have a very 
sophisticated standard, like the CFL people have harmonically and in detail. The average people 
really do not care, because they do not need to understand the fundamentals of how it works. Also, 
I think that the role that we need to play is to reduce the cost and to have a stable product. We 
have to have one basic product that everybody says meets the minimum standard. We have spent 
about $100,000 designing an electric tricycle here, which is unique and copyright protected. It is 
almost like the Apple model that people try to copy, like a PC versus a Mac solution. Can there be 
one product that meets the basic standards and about which we can communicate?

Leslie Cordes, UN Foundation: I do not think that works for cookstoves. Well, it is a really 
interesting question. I have worked in energy efficiency for 25 years and am a relative newcomer 
to cookstoves; I have only been doing it for 4 years. What makes the issue so challenging is that 
people cook differently because fuels are different, and because preferences are different. It is really 
not like the ubiquitous CFL, where the same bulb that works in Bangladesh works in Guatemala. 
In Guatemala you might be cooking tortillas; in Bangladesh you might be cooking curry or rice. 
That is why I put up that slide which shows the different tiers, because for different products we do 
not want a single definition of efficiency.

Sohail Hasnie, ADB: Emission is your problem. My problem is that the guy who is cooking does not 
give a foot about emissions as he wants to cook basic rice.
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Leslie Cordes, UN Foundation: In some cases, they do not care about efficiency either, because 
preferences might be different. So in some cases the field is quite full of people who are using dung 
that they can get from the farm right out in front of their door. Here, efficiency may not be such an 
issue either, but having soot on the walls may be challenging. That is what I think makes this issue 
so challenging.

I would love to get back to your question about ADB developing a kind of seal of approval, 
because I think that is fascinating. One thing that I think would be very useful would be for 
ADB and other donors and lenders lend to those standards. In other words, if they were to fund 
a cookstove project or a lighting project, they would only fund those projects that met a certain 
tier of efficiency. So, for a grid extension or for rural electrification, or for a cookstove project, 
they set some minimum tiers of efficiency or emissions. That would in fact stimulate the market 
so that manufacturers conform to that tier in order to sell to a large volume donor or to be able to 
participate in a humanitarian project. 

We are starting to see that a little bit with the World Food Programme, which has made a 
commitment that, when the standards are in place, it will purchase the stoves that meet the highest 
tier for distribution. They would cost a little more but the savings in fuel would result in better 
economic situations for their clients, the consumers.

Sohail Hasnie, ADB: They are fairly inexpensive in terms of the value that they generate. What is 
stopping everybody from having an efficient cookstove?

Leslie Cordes, UN Foundation: They are not always as expensive as a first cost. A $10 stove might be 
affordable for some folks, but it might not be affordable for somebody who is making a dollar a day. 
There are improved stoves, advanced stoves, and some stoves that are more fuel efficient, but they do 
not necessarily provide health benefits because they do not necessarily result in reduced emissions. 
What we are looking for at the alliance are the stoves that meet the highest level of efficiency as well 
as emission reductions. This results in some trade-offs. Some of our partners have preferences in 
terms of local job creation, some care less about local job creation, some care more about health, etc. 
Unfortunately, the stoves are not always just a simple decision, but in fact it is an affordability issue. 

Otto Gomm, GIZ: I support what Leslie said. Technology is not really the issue. In many countries like 
Bangladesh, we have stoves that are not the most efficient and not the cleanest, but they are much 
more efficient than the traditional stoves and have much lower emissions. The issue is actually the 
supply chain. In Bangladesh, we have had an approved, energy efficient cookstove in the lab since 
the early 1980s. It did not get out in the kitchens because of the supply chain. It was tried, it was 
a government-led project with donor funding, and they distributed I think 200,000 stoves, highly 
subsidized, through nongovernment organizations (NGOs), without any consideration of what 
would happen after the project. The whole thing collapsed as soon as the money ran out and the 
200,000 stoves were sold. There was no after-sales service, and nobody stayed in the stove supply 
business because they could not make money. The users were not used to paying for it because they 
got these stoves virtually for free. The supply chain and the financing issue on the supply side are 
critical. The stoves are often so cheap in Bangladesh that they are fairly affordable for many people 
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and people buy them. Grameen Shakti has sold around 400,000 through initiatives that started 
6–7 years ago, and our partner sold half a million stoves. That is happening, but the issue is how 
to have a supply chain that is self-sustaining, commercially viable, and provides after-sales service. 
We have options with the price.

Stewart Craine, Village Infrastructure Angels: A bit of this stuff has already happened, in the lighting 
industry at least, in terms of a label getting out there and being used for mass procurement. Is 
anyone around the tables familiar with the Efficient Lighting Initiative (ELI)? Can I actually get a 
show of hands on that one because I am interested to know? We do not have too many, even with 
our expertise on this table. ELI is a 10-year-old program that has moved roughly 1 billion CFLs, at 
an average of about $1–$2 each, meaning that $1 billion or $2 billion worth of product is out there. 
Those standards have been out there, and the list of suppliers has been available. I think the learning 
out of that, at least for the lighting segment, was that it really stimulates activity and movement in 
mass procurement, but if you ask people on the street in any country they would have absolutely no 
idea what an ELI lamp looks like, or what the stamp looks like. In fact, I am not sure I know what 
the stamps looks like anymore, and I am not sure if ELI still exists. Possibly, ADB can collect those 
sorts of stamps under an umbrella to a certain degree. The Lighting Africa project is starting to do 
the same sort of thing with its certification for off-grid lighting, which is dominated by LEDs rather 
than CFLs. I think ELI put its hand up to have a crack at LED certification but the International 
Finance Corporation developed its own one and of course that was fairly Africa-focused as well, so 
there may be different considerations for the Asian market. We have had conversations like this in 
off-grid lighting situations in Lighting Africa over the last 5–6 years, and realize that labeling and 
these sorts of ELI labels do work for mass procurement from donors. CFL giveaways for displacing 
power stations and emissions do work very well, but when it gets down to the consumer label 
level, things that have the success of ENERGY STAR in the United States are really long-term, 
difficult commitments to get out there and promote on a large scale. I am not sure that ADB would 
necessarily be the best organization to try and drive an ENERGY STAR, multicountry program 
across Southeast Asia.

Participant 3: I will join Stewart. It is a good idea at the moment. There are standards and labels for 
different products ranging for products including bulbs, refrigerators, air-conditioners, banners, 
and fluorescent lamps. There are also different aspects of standards: energy efficiency, safety, 
emissions, and others. The issue is, suppose ADB gives a stamp or logo for a product, it should 
encompass all of these. In my opinion, this is not practically possible. Suppose that the ADB logo 
is there, it should ensure that it is safe, it should meet efficiency standards, and so on, because it is 
a universal logo. I am not quite sure if there is a standard or testing procedure or method whereby 
the ADB label on the product can ensure that that it is a safe and efficient product. That is where 
I see a limitation in the concept.

Atsuko Hirose, ADB: The number one assumption is that anything is possible. The number two 
assumption is that if we end up doing anything like that, it will come from the consumer side. I like 
to follow Australia and the United Kingdom, where the Choice magazine does annual experiments, 
so if you want to buy a dishwasher it will tell you which one is the best one; this is the model we 
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recommend. This way we do not get lost amongst all of the engineers who argue about harmonic 
exchange or other little details. The consumers do not look for this; they do not get into those 
things. Of course, there are technical standards that will make sure those things get addressed, 
but the consumer just wants to know if it is a five-star or a four-star fridge, how much power it is 
supposed to use, and if it has won the best award. I am sure we can mobilize some fund to be able 
to say “this is the best room air-conditioner available in the region.” I think we can put our neck out 
and say it is a development impact for the bank. Of course, we are a bank, but then we have a “D” 
in the middle. If you buy a refrigerator in Australia, you know when you buy something very cheap 
that it is not efficient, because the more stars the better. But if you go and buy an air-conditioner in 
the Philippines, it will tell you that it has an efficiency rating of 14. What does that tell me? Is 15 
better or is 9 better? Then, when you go and buy a washing machine you see a different system. This 
is perfect for the engineers who design it, but the average person on the street has no idea. If we end 
up doing this, the idea will be to empower people, so at least those who never read the fine print at 
least get a feel of it. Again, this is just an idea that I am testing.

Participant 4: Thank you for bringing it up. I think all of us here are really keen to develop something 
that will produce a result. I agree with Harry that it is not one thing; it is not just technology, and it 
is not just financing. It is all four components, and it is not just ADB who is doing the work. That 
is why I really think that, in the face of all this engagement, ADB has to engage with technology 
suppliers in order to become more knowledgeable about these products, so that it knows something 
about what it is pushing in the countries it is working in. In financing, the suppliers have to engage 
with multilateral development banks and international financial institutions to see the financing 
options that will be most effective for them. I think that all of this engagement is really important, 
and this is where much of the responsibility rests on the shoulders of ADB and other development 
banks—they are providers of financing for development activities. They have the power to pioneer 
a certain technology in a developing country, but they also have a responsibility to ensure that what 
they are pioneering is of best quality to stimulate the market. Starting the market with high-quality 
products that are the most cost-efficient and competitive in the market does not all rest on ADB 
shoulders, but we must have that engagement. The urban poor will not understand what energy 
efficiency means, and that is why we have community developers to communicate with them. It is 
not just ADB or the supplier, but the whole ecosystem of the development community that has to 
really work on this to achieve energy efficiency.

Julien Jacquot, Groupe Energies Renouvelables, Environnement et Solidarités (GERES), Cambodia: 
I want to talk about the project we have in Cambodia. I am working for GERES, which is a French 
NGO working on improved cookstoves. We work on engagement and standards; we implement a 
standard for the stoves we have distributed. So far, we have distributed 1.5 million units over the 
past 10 years. We created an interprofession organization for improved cookstove producers and 
distributors in Cambodia, which has been quite determined in engaging people with us.

Sohail Hasnie, ADB: We can actually hold a cookstove cooking competition.
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Julien Jacquot, GERES: We probably can. The idea is that you need both manufacturers with an 
interest in producing these stoves and distributors with an interest in promoting them in place 
of the traditional stove. We have been working with the traditional distribution market chain, so 
distributors can provide improved stoves along with the traditional ones. Their interest in distributing 
the improved ones is in talking together with the association to share margins and find an agreement 
that might be a solution. Also, two government authorities could possibly bring the actors together 
to discuss how they might organize their business.

Sohail Hasnie, ADB: I will use one anecdote on the access that ADB has. We had a meeting with 
the National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA) in the Philippines and were talking 
about efficient lighting. NEDA told me that they did not need it because they already had a star 
rating from someone. We said that no, they do need it. We changed all of their bulbs because of 
the access that we had. Six months later, we went back, and they were complaining that they had 
too much light. I think they maybe had some T12 and some fluorescent lamps, and we converted 
them to ADB. Now we have taken the alternate bulbs away, because they think that they have too 
much light. The issue is that they are already saving 60%, but we were able to do that in NEDA 
because of the access that ADB has. If Philips were in the same situation, it would have known 10 
times more than what we knew at the time, but it cannot be in the same situation because it is not 
allowed to use direct procurement through a private company. Instead, we said that we would find a 
way to do it. The bottom line is that NEDA is not wasting the amount of energy it was before, and 
that is where I feel obligated to use our access. We have funding and quite a bit of credibility that we 
have not yet put on the table to tackle climate change. Now the time has come for us to take energy 
efficiency more seriously.

Question 5:

Harry Verhaar, Philips Lighting: I have one question on cookstoves and one on lighting.

I think we also need to communicate the benefits on how a service can improve things. As I mentioned 
yesterday, better lighting causes an office to be more productive and a school to be a better learning 
environment, and it helps people feel safe in a city. There are also direct economic benefits from 
the lower operational cost, and then there is efficiency. What we have tried to communicate for 
lighting is how much people spend on old technology, and how little they would spend on the new 
technology. How far could we do that in a simple way? Given a certain price per kilowatt-hour, 
using it for a certain number of hours in a year, people can easily see that, while the initial cost is 
$3.50, one costs $15 per year to run and the other only costs $2.

My other question is on cookstoves. I do not know so much about cookstoves, but the standards are 
about combustion efficiency. Do we make cookstove standards something that people can start to 
grasp by comparing them to, for instance, boilers or cars, by talking about fossil fuel combustion? 
Second, how far do we talk about the amount of fuel needed to cook, for example, a meal of rice? 
People would then see, for this one, I need 1 kilogram of wood, and for this one, I only need 
200 grams. People would see which one would cause them to do more work and take more time 
fetching fuel. I do not know that the best way is. I am just interested in how we can build on this.
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Answer to Question 5:

Leslie Cordes, UN Foundation: The answer to your last question is that the women see it. This cuts 
to the issue of consumers. When we talk to people in places like Congo and Mali, the women know 
almost to the gram how much fuel they need to cook their meal each night or to boil water for 
tea. They do see that comparison and the fuel savings. This provides the most value where people 
purchase fuels. Where people gather wood, there is obviously a safety risk, and it is a time sink, but 
there is not always monetary value. Where people pay $0.50 for a bag of charcoal to cook a family 
meal in Congo or in Kenya, they see the value almost immediately in clean cookstoves, and they 
can really see a payback of sometimes as little as 1 month or 2 months. Where we can quantify that, 
absolutely, but it is often hard because people cook different things in different places, unlike a light 
that works the same way in Africa as in Latin America. It is very important to these women, and they 
know almost to the smallest measurement how much fuel they are saving with the cleaner stove.

Harry Verhaar, Philips Lighting: You might think that lighting is easier, but we struggle. Everybody 
pays for a different rate per kilowatt-hour, even within a country, and there are small users, large 
users, municipalities, and consumers. You have to make it easy because the end people do not see 
their energy bills. I think the women that you talk about are fortunate to see the difference in terms 
of their effort. How can you visualize monetary gain for a simple thing like a light bulb? It is universal 
that we need to make the impact visible, because it is about the different operational expenditure.

Leslie Cordes, UN Foundation: Another important goal of the alliance is to help people understand 
costs beyond the actual fuel costs, to help governments understand the health system costs, to help 
people understand the cost of depleting forests in surrounding areas, and to help them understand 
the cost of reducing women’s abilities to hold jobs because they need to leave at 3 o’clock every 
day to collect fuel for the evening meal. So, while there are costs in the fuels, there are also costs in 
all of these other factors. I was in a really interesting meeting in Mumbai a few months ago where 
somebody talked about a sewing project that they had funded. The economics were not as they had 
predicted because the women left at 2 or 3 p.m. every day. They had predicted the women would 
stay throughout the day. The women would leave early to gather fuel every afternoon; it took that 
long to gather the fuel they needed for the family meal. These impacts spilled over into other areas. 
Half of emergency room visits were caused by respiratory illnesses in children from smoke. You can 
reduce these costs, resulting in savings to the national treasury or resources to spend on other health 
priorities. We are trying to help people understand that the costs are not just in the efficiency of the 
fuel, which is important, but also in all of these other development impacts.

Stewart Craine, Village Infrastructure Angels: We have a deliverable from this session; we need to 
have recommendations. It has been an intriguing conversation and here are some of the take-aways 
for me at the moment: 

i. ADB should take a more proactive role on energy efficiency, increasing engagement with the 
supply chain.

ii. Product testing and increasing public availability of product data, perhaps via Choice-style 
magazines, is an option to explore for region-wide awareness.
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Those obviously can cover the four technologies that are mentioned in this group (lighting, cooking, 
cooling, and heating). It looks like we do not have a cooling expert in the room because fans and 
air-conditioners have had a pretty poor run in the last hour or so.

Harry Verhaar, Philips Lighting: There is one recommendation at least that we can work on—for 
communication. It is typical, in these events and meetings, for people coming from a company to 
talk about technology, for politicians to think about how they can put it in a policy framework, and 
for bankers to think about financing. Collectively, I think we can communicate the economical, 
ecological, and social benefits. As simple as it may sound, we need to find a way to communicate 
the benefits in a tangible way to consumers. It is not going to be that magic wand, but it is certainly 
something that is missing today. People are confused. We need to find a way to develop a simple 
narrative explaining the benefits of cookstoves and lighting that go beyond the money and carbon 
emission savings. We also need to start thinking about how we can leverage communication. It is 
not just about reports or letters to prime ministers. Maybe we can engage the youth and women 
through social networks to spread the message. It needs perspiration, it needs to be logical, and it 
needs to be simple. Is that something we can do in terms of recommendations?

Yodi Danusastro, Green Building Council Indonesia: I agree with Harry in that communication is 
important. Education is also important along with communication. I have experience with lighting; 
in Jakarta, we have a green building design with LED lighting. There is no communication yet with 
architects about LEDs. They use LED lighting, but the need for energy is great. How to use the 
technology is important, and communication about a certification logo is important. What is the 
benefit of the certification? I ask Mr. Sohail, do you know that this building is already Leadership 
in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certified? We need to understand the meaning of 
the green building logo. What is the benefit of sitting here in this green building, where lighting is 
already on? What must we do for the logo? That is the communication aspect.

I have experience with the supply chain for stoves. I organize an alliance of farmers for fuel sources 
for boiling water, gas stoves, biomass stoves, and coal stoves. For boiling water, biomass is the best. 
In rural areas this is okay, but in the middle of the city gas is better. Gas cannot get through the 
supply chain to the rural areas. I agree that communication and supply chains are important.

Mohammed Roqibul Islam, Grameen Shakti: I think he raised some very good issues. We are talking 
about awareness issues. We are aware of a lot of things but we still do not do them. It is to do with 
our mind-set—even though people are educated and aware of lots of technology, they just do not 
use it. We have to think how we can change this mind-set. This is a very complex issue. We have 
found in our experience with rural people that they are smarter than urban people to some extent. 
For example, rural people are using LED lights with a solar home system. What proportion of urban 
people are using LED lighting? Think about this. Even though LED lights are highly taxed here, they 
spend all that money on solar home systems, and are still getting LED lights. They are happy with 
them. When they go to buy the LED lights, they always think like this: “My room is this size, so I 
don’t need a 5-watt LED; a 3-watt LED is fine. But if I can get a 2.5-watt LED instead then I can buy 
two, and I can light up two rooms.” They calculate like that. However, urban people are enjoying too 
much privilege and that is why we do not care about this much. People’s mind-set is very important.
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About monitoring, you gave an example earlier about TVs. Even if we develop policies or regulations 
and set up implementation bodies, monitoring of this policy or implementation is very important. 
We had a bad experience that ended up being a good learning experience for us; our CFL project, 
which was a CDM project, where CFL bulbs were distributed free of cost, 9 million by energy 
providers and 30,000 by GIZ. The CDM project failed in the verification phase; we never got a 
single penny for this project. However, it was a good learning process because we came to know how 
important the monitoring phase is. Whenever we make policy or regulation, implementation and 
monitoring are very important.

At the same time, the question comes up, how can we implement energy efficiency? We were working 
with a global alliance last week, and they had an agenda. The government should declare a straight, 
clear-cut commitment. For example, they could say, by 2021 we will install 10 million cookstoves 
in Bangladesh. This is specific, not just hypothetical, and it is achievable. This is important because 
we have to push the government to do whatever we discuss here.

For example, Bangladesh does not have a green building code, but there will be one if the government 
wishes. You have to push the channel; you have to change the building code to promote green 
building technology. I think government commitment and declaration is very important, and ADB 
can help intervene in this process. ADB can accumulate whatever recommendations or outcomes 
that come from this discussion, and recommend any country-specific recommendations to the 
relevant government.

Sohail Hasnie, ADB: I am hearing a lot about ADB here. My view from within ADB is that we have 
to do things differently. We have been making recommendations to governments. We have been 
developing rules and have tons of reports on everything. Do you think that the world is a different 
place? I do not think so.

I believe that when we report back, we also have to think about no-nonsense communication. 
I remember in the early 1990s in Victoria, Australia there were a lot of accidents and deaths of 
teenagers on the roads during Easter. People would see pictures on the television and think, “it is 
not my daughter.” But then, it started to be communicated that it could be you, with the slogan 
“If you drink and drive, you’re a bloody idiot.” There were tons of advertisements to back this 
up, with vivid pictures. This won international awards. When people actually saw that it could be 
them, the toll actually came down.

In terms of energy efficiency, yes, we know all of these things but we never link it back. You know 
about lighting energy efficiency, but maybe you go out and leave the light on. If you leave your 
gas stove running, it would smell and ultimately cause a problem. If you leave your tap running, 
ultimately it will flood and your neighbors will complain. However, if you leave your air-conditioner 
running and go on holiday, no one will complain if you can afford it. But society loses. I think that 
the communication aspect is very important, but it must be no-nonsense communication. It cannot 
be a 500-page document, but a single A4 page with maybe three bullet points.
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Julien Jacquot, GERES: I understand and totally agree with the importance of raising awareness. To 
add some complexity, especially if we are talking about cooking and heating, we are often dealing 
with a really informal sector of the economy, which in my opinion might be even more difficult to 
tap into or to raise awareness with, and also to enable governments or any regulatory authority as it 
is not regulated. We are talking a lot of regulations and the like, but changing the regulation that is 
starting to formalize the market might also be a point to introduce better practices and tools.

Guilberto Borongan, United Nations Environment Programme, Thailand: I would like to share some 
practical experience. I am in Thailand, and we have this green building retrofit. The Government of 
the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and a partner from the PRC gave us some cooling equipment. 
We have retrofitted our office with triple-glazed windows and a cooling system. It is really high-end 
technology, but there is not much of this technology available in the local market in Thailand—we 
have to order all of the accessories from the PRC. This accessibility and availability problem is a 
difficulty, a bottleneck, for implementing energy efficiency, especially for cooling systems.

Participant 5: That is a problem. Do you have any regulation or any policy to go for green building 
technology, or is it a voluntary activity?

Guilberto Boronga, United Nations Environment Programme, Thailand: It is voluntary. This is for a 
demonstration in our office branch. We have spent a lot to retrofit our office, but when it comes to 
getting accessories, like when there is something wrong with the air filter or cooling system, we have 
to contact the local company, which will get the accessories from the PRC. This is the difficulty of 
availability or accessibility.

Participant 5: If the government sets up any policy—such as subsidizing efficient products, phasing 
out inefficient products from the market, or putting high taxes on inefficient products—that can 
stimulate business and make people interested in the energy efficiency business so the products 
will enter the market. At the same time, you will have to create domestic demand. This is all about 
business—technology is all around the world, and business people will bring it into the country. If 
you create domestic demand the products will automatically reach you.

Yodi Danusastro, Green Building Council Indonesia: Green buildings also rely on communication. 
In Indonesia, the power of communication depends on NGOs. That is why only a few buildings 
follow the green building code. It has to be NGOs, who join and collaborate with the government. 
The Government of Indonesia is involved in the green building code because it communicates 
and collaborates with NGOs, and they then move together. It has to be a voluntary system. The 
technology is everywhere and accessible, but the communication depends on NGOs, with the 
collaboration and support of government. That is the experience from Indonesia.

Stewart Craine, Village Infrastructure Angels: One quick role here for the governments could be 
that they are the manager of a large array of assets that can lead the way, simply by looking at their 
own buildings; their own schools; and their own heating, lighting, and cooling systems. They can be 
the customer who can lead the way for other customers. Could we get a recommendation that has 
a lead-by-example flavor to it? 
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Harry Verhaar, Philips Lighting: I think you would almost literally phrase it like that as the 
recommendation. But I think we should also link it to what it brings to them, not only that they 
have to do this and lead the way. I will give one example that I know for lighting, but it can be 
made broader. In Europe, we are in discussion with the European Commission on what energy 
efficiency does to the European member state budgets. With everything going on in Greece, Spain, 
etc., a number of politicians are using that as an excuse for saying, “No, we cannot do too much 
on energy efficiency now.” There is an energy efficiency directive that includes buildings and public 
buildings, and they say, “No, we don’t have money” and “It’s so difficult” and “We are not going 
to do it.” We are making the link. The numbers say that if Europe completely switched to energy 
efficient lighting, that fits the budget of €30 billion ($39 billion), which would mean less electricity 
spent, and would also mean 140 fewer power plants, equating to €300 billion ($389 billion) in 
energy infrastructure. It would mean France will have to invest less in the maintenance of its 
nuclear facilities. Germany would be able to phase out half of its nuclear plants without building 
new capacity. What I am saying is that we have to make recommendations like this one; we have 
quantified the budget benefits, and there is a tenfold reduction in power infrastructure investment 
compared to energy efficiency investment. The difficulty is that the money is in different hands, 
however the logic is strong.

Sohail Hasnie, ADB: I will give one example toward what you just said on money being in different 
hands. We financed a project in the Philippines and we started with 40 office buildings, and we 
look just at lighting rather than the whole LEED package. It cost us $3.0 million to do the 40 office 
buildings and we saved about $1.7 million each year. That money came from a different pocket. 
The individual departments do not care because they do not pay. I convinced the Department of 
Finance that, at the end of the day, you fund the budgets, so it is your responsibility to pay for 
the capital cost of the lighting, and it did. After we implemented this in the 40 office buildings, 
the department came back saying that it wanted to cancel the other part of the loan component 
and instead do 100 more office buildings, and the tender went out. It did this because it suddenly 
realized that it was a huge saving, and now it is saying it has done this for some 3,000 office 
buildings. The Department of Finance is happy to do it, because it sees the benefit from the 
trade-off between increased capital expenditures and reduced operations and maintenance (O&M) 
expenses. I propose to Phillips and a few others, maybe you can change all the fluorescent tube 
lamps we have in this building to LEDs? We are happy to pay you over installments, so that 
would be getting into the energy service company model, which we can then copy for others. 
The message is that for office buildings, the government can probably lead and ADB will have 
sufficient examples that we can support as well. 

Leslie Cordes, UN Foundation: Can I just say how important it is to make sure the incentives 
are there? For instance, the agencies in the federal energy management program in the US were 
themselves responsible for making the investment in capital infrastructure for efficiency. However, 
the savings from the reduction in energy cost was returned to the US Treasury. For the American 
people it was a good deal, but for the agencies themselves it was not because they had to make the 
expenditure but did not see the savings. It is important to make sure that the incentives are there. 
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Sohail Hasnie, ADB: The example I gave earlier was the other way around. We said we would do 
30 office buildings in a single tender to get the cost down, and one company comes in and changes 
all the bulbs. The individual departments really do not care because it is a bit of inconvenience for 
them, but they see savings that would eventually get adjusted in the budgetary process. However, it 
is funded federally.

Leslie Cordes, UN Foundation: Can I just say one thing for the record, because I think you came in 
after I gave my presentation and I would dearly love to have this recommendation reported out to 
the group. That is that donor governments, funders, etc. do lend or commit to projects that meet 
certain minimal efficiency standards for products, cookstoves, lighting, etc. If ADB is going to lend 
for a particular project, then it ensures that there are minimum efficiency standards or emission 
standards for those products. I think donors can really do a lot to drive the market for these projects 
because they commit the scale.

Atsuko Hirose, ADB: To pick up on what Leslie said, I admit I have no background in any of the 
technology, but since the theme of this session is policies and regulations, I just wanted to throw 
in a question. ADB supports a lot of projects, and a lot of them include technical assistance. For 
example, they are granted to various governments to assist them in policy or legal or regulatory 
reforms. Do you feel that there could be value for ADB in supporting development of regulation? 
Let us say that the cookstove regulations that are appropriate for a particular country or in the 
subregion of a country are ones that may promote some of the objectives that you, Leslie, or others 
want to pursue. Do you feel that this is one of the things that ADB could and should do? This may 
be a recommendation that could be added to Stewart’s list, but I leave that open to the floor.

Leslie Cordes, UN Foundation: Even the issue of tariffs is an important one. For instance, you gave 
the example of Bangladesh that had a tariff on LED lighting. I know the same is true for cookstoves 
or other efficient products in other countries. To the extent that these tariffs can be reduced, you are 
going to encourage the use of more efficient products.

Atsuko Hirose, ADB: Do we not provide technical assistance for tariff reforms?

Sohail Hasnie, ADB: I already covered Bangladesh. This barrier should be removed very easily. I think 
we need to take a step back. Are cookstoves an agriculture issue or an energy issue? I am sticking my 
head into this because I worked for the energy division. It is an energy issue. We have those silos. 

Participant: I think it is a joint project. It is not just one division. We cannot struggle among the 
divisions.

Sohail Hasnie, ADB: We have a community of practice for energy so I will raise this issue there, 
asking if we should take a broad across-region look at the cookstoves issue. I will also find out a 
little bit about cookstoves and see. For the countries I cover in Southeast Asia, I can talk to the 
governments and make it happen to an extent. But maybe we will try to create awareness among 
the energy staff within ADB, saying that cookstoves may be something worth having a look into. 
I think there is a solar cookstove as well, right?
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Leslie Cordes, UN Foundation: There are solar cookstoves. They do not tend to be as widely accepted 
by end users as other products as they have some limitations, but they can often be used. They 
cannot be used at night, and they cannot be used for heating and a lot of other things, but it is part 
of an integrated approach. You might use your solar cooker to boil water or whatever at the same 
time you are using your other stove for cooking food. Just like in our own homes, we have a range 
of options: microwaves, stoves, toaster ovens, and regular ovens. At the base of the pyramid, people 
have different options too. Some people in South Africa might have electrical cook tops that they 
use, they might have kerosene stoves, and they might have a solar stove. It is part of an integrated 
approach. I would also love to talk about the community of practice.

Stewart Craine, Village Infrastructure Angels: I now have six recommendations instead of three:

i. ADB should take a more proactive role in energy efficiency, increasing engagement with the 
supply chain, and considerable more communication with stakeholders including companies, 
bankers, and government policy makers.

ii. Product testing and increasing public availability of data, perhaps via Choice-style magazines, 
is an option to explore in raising region-wide awareness. 

iii. Hard-hitting simple communication is required. Fewer 500-page documents, more simple 
1-page documents with a key message. Possibly engage professionals to assist with this. 

iv. ADB should assist governments to lead by example by finding and investing in any heating, 
cooling, lighting, and cooking technology that can be implemented for government assets, in 
building, vehicles, etc. 

v. Some ridiculously short payback periods are possible using existing technologies. The 
government as the first big customer can help drive business for residential customers to follow 
its example. Multiple examples exist in this area. 

vi. ADB and donors should ensure that the minimum efficiency standards are part of any large 
procurement program. They should also ensure that if efficiency standards are promoted, like 
Lighting Africa, then finance and mass procurement accompany such programs. 

The reason I modified that last one is that we actually often find this. They may be saying “do things 
this way,” but there is no finance to support the supply chain and directly drive the market. This 
takes the key lesson out of Lighting Africa, that there was no finance from the International Finance 
Corporation, and goes down as a lesson learnt.

Julien Jacquot, GERES: If I may add for standards something like: standards should be developed 
cooperatively between donors and the implementing agency or target beneficiaries, so that it is not 
done unilaterally.

Stewart Craine, Village Infrastructure Angels: I totally agree. I have worked with IFC for 3–4 
years, begging and crying to make a one-page document about the LED standards. Then the Haiti 
earthquake happened and suddenly it did it in a weekend. It really is something that does need a 
good amount of input from the industry and it needs possibly two or three additions along the way.
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•	 How is the small‐scale system regulated—the same as or different to grid‐based renewable 
projects? How is the tariff set? How is quality and continuity of supply assured?

•	 What use is/would be a standardized power purchase agreement (PPA)?

•	 What policy, legal, or regulatory incentives could facilitate further private sector development 
and/or public–private partnership (PPP) investment?

Opening Remarks by Chair

We are a very distinguished and experienced group and will debate the topic for today, which is 
policy and regulation for mini- and micro-grid power systems which, because of their nature, might 
have some specific issues that we would like to debate. We would also like to go into the pros and 
cons of standardized PPA contracts and see what your opinion is. We should also spend some time 
on conclusions from this group which we can bring back into the plenary session. I ask you to 
always keep in mind that our aim is to draw from your wealth of experience to come up with some 
conclusions that we can feed into the ADB policy dialogue. We just need to convey two or three 
pertinent points to the plenary. We have two speakers and a number of panelists who will comment 
on the presentations, and I invite those in the second row to actively participate in this discussion.

Regulators and Small Systems

Xavier Lemaire, coordinator for the Sustainable Energy Regulation Network, spoke about the role for 
regulators regarding small systems.

I am giving a short, general introduction to frame the discussion. What framework do we need for 
the regulation of small systems? The basic idea is that you have a number of actors or organizations 
that need to fulfill a number of functions. There is need for a clear definition of who is responsible 
for each function. 

In most countries, you now have an independent regulator. The regulator is mainly for on-grid 
systems, and most of the time the small systems are forgotten or are under the same regulatory 
function as the big generation systems. That is a problem because you cannot apply the same 
kind of regulation to small systems. A regulator needs to design a specific regulatory framework 
for small systems. It can regulate itself or it can subcontract to a rural electrification agency, since 
some people say that such an agency has more specialized staff. The challenge, especially in small 
developing countries, is to not duplicate functions and to make sure that staff are used in an 
optimal way. The function of the independent regulator, whoever it is, as for big systems is to 
control standards and to fix tariffs. 

On the other side, there are energy service companies (ESCOs), i.e., the operators, the ones who 
will operate the systems. It is better to leave this function to the private sector. Broadly, this can be 
nongovernment organizations, private enterprises, or cooperatives, but at least the operators are on 
the ground so they know that it is well implemented in the local communities. The function of these 
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operators, whatever the name and whatever their kind of entity, is to collect fees and to maintain 
systems. It could be an informal community.

For the end user at the bottom, it is important to organize a system of feedback so, for instance, they 
can complain if they have problems with the quality of the electricity, the operators, or the tariff. 

From here, I will just focus on what could be the role of the regulators. The small system includes 
small solar home systems, mini grids, and micro grids. There have been documents from the 
World Bank about the regulation designed for commercial utilities, which causes overregulation 
because small utilities, the small operators on the ground, cannot be regulated in the same way. 
The licensing and control should be adapted for small operators because this overregulation pushes 
small operators into illegal operations. In some countries, you do not need any license for small 
operators, e.g., in Kenya there is a limit of 1 megawatt (MW). Adaptation means that there should 
be different documentation to be provided and rules to follow for each size of operator and what 
they can provide; you do not ask for anything from very small operators, and ask for few things from 
medium-sized operators.

Like for large utilities, the purpose of the regulation is to protect the consumer. Because the systems 
and communities are in remote isolated places, companies can abuse their power by fixing tariffs 
and so on. Without any feedback organized the end user, the consumer, has no power against small 
private operators.

There are problems with standards of course. What is really needed is a compromise, so regulators 
can refer to already existing standards in other countries and adapt them, not just for electricity but 
also for other energy services. The problem is how to avoid substandard products and substandard 
installations because we know that it kills the market. The difficulty is not just the standard in 
itself but how to monitor and control it effectively. To do this, first you control imports to a 
country, but if something is manufactured locally you also need to control where these products 
are manufactured.

You also need to commission and control how systems are managed. In some countries, there is very 
limited staff and budget, so it may be better to subcontract this to specialists, who can be people from 
the rural electrification agency. All of this requires a lot of training at every level, because building an 
energy system is quite new in most cases for the local communities, regulators, manufacturers, and 
contractors, even for installation of solar home systems. The whole institution needs to get involved. 
As for regulation of large systems, you need to set tariffs. That is quite difficult for small systems, for 
small solar home systems at least. It is only with grid-connected systems that metering systems are 
implemented, but metering costs a lot of money so has to be as simple as possible. The problem is 
fixing a flat tariff.

Subsidies are a political choice by the government. They need to take into account what the 
government is ready to provide and how the capital cost and operating cost can be recovered. 
I myself think that operating costs should be covered by a monthly fee or credit, and a subsidy 
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should be given to cover the capital cost at least. The level of subsidy will determine how many 
people you can reach in a place—the more people you can reach, the more poor that can be richer. 
This is looking at solar home systems, but the same can be true for other technologies.

Once the tariff is fixed, inflation needs to be taken into account, requiring an increase in the tariff. 
The problem is taking into account the capacity of end users to pay.

Isolated Grids in Hydro Schemes

Damitha Kumarasinghe, director-general of the Public Utilities Commission in Sri Lanka, spoke about the 
past, the present, and issues associated with isolated grids and related standardized power purchase 
agreements and development of nonconventional renewable energy (NCRE) in Sri Lanka. 

I will generally talk about isolated grids in hydro schemes, because most of the isolated grids are hydro 
based. We started developing hydro schemes 25–30 years ago, but these rapidly progressed from 
1997 onward because of various donor agency assistance, funding by local banks, and government 
involvement. Right now, there are about 200 such village hydro schemes with isolated grids of 
3–40 kilowatts (kW) capacity, and each of these projects serves about 150 consumers. So, currently 
there are 30,000 households getting energy from these isolated grids. To put it into perspective, 
a few years ago this number was somewhere around 50,000, but has now dropped because the 
main grid has expanded into corners of the country. These grids are owned and managed by village 
societies, with the collective effort of people in that particular village. The village societies provide 
the initial investment, and the society collects money from its members to sustain the project.

Over the period of 25 years, a certain amount of expertise has been developed in Sri Lanka, but 
there are issues associated with this. The main issue is funding for major repairs. Once the projects 
are in place, the village societies have great difficulty in finding money when a major repair is 
needed. This is because the membership fees or collections are not enough to sustain these types 
of repairs. Another issue is poor standards, particularly safety standards. The connection between 
the power plant and the household is often not up to standard because of cost. There is a new issue 
emerging because of grid expansion toward the corners of the country, and that is that almost 92% 
of the country is electrified now. Some people in these village hydro schemes have connected to the 
grid, and as a result there are not enough people remaining to sustain the scheme. However, the 
remaining people could not connect to the grid because of cost issues; although the grid is going 
into those areas, not everyone can afford it.

To solve some of these issues, there have been a lot of awareness programs on safety and technical 
standards. Currently, the government (or the regulator) is developing a business model to connect 
isolated off-grid schemes to the main grid, resulting in benefits to the initial investors. When the 
grid goes there, either this mini grid has to be closed down or part of the population will end up 
without electricity. We are also looking at the possibility of providing grants to help households 
connect to the grid rather than end up without electricity.
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These isolated grids do not have any power purchase agreements. They simply have an agreement 
among the villagers to pay a membership fee to get the electricity. The standard power purchase 
agreements in Sri Lanka relate to NCRE mini-hydro projects, which are relatively large and grid 
connected. The standard power purchase agreement-based system has also developed greatly since 
1997. In these, the Ceylon Electricity Board, the monopoly power provider, has signed 15-year 
power purchase agreements based on the principle of avoided cost. Since 2007, the period of the 
power purchase agreement has been extended to 20 years, and the tariff mechanism has been changed 
to include avoided cost-based and technology-specific tariffs.

As a result, we now have about 102 projects amounting to 243 MW, out of which the majority 
is mini-hydro projects amounting to about 200 MW, and wind projects are the second largest at 
30 MW. NCRE contributed about 6% of total electricity generated last year. Our expertise has 
developed, and now a lot of these investors and people with technical expertise are working on 
various projects in other countries as well as Sri Lanka.

The key features of this standard power purchase agreement are that the systems are up to 10 MW, 
and the transmission utility must purchase all of the energy generated by these power plants. The 
20-year contract is extendable on mutual agreement, subject to regulatory approval.

The main issue is the grid absorption limit. Sri Lanka is a small system, so there have been some 
technical issues around some technologies, mainly wind, which we have potential for. There is 
also the high cost of some technologies, especially in solar and biomass at the moment. Also, the 
10 MW limit on the standard power purchase agreement has not given incentives to harness the 
scale advantage of the technologies.

Discussion for Session 4B

Christine Lins, REN21: Why do people want to connect to the central grid instead of staying in their 
village hydro system? Is it because it is cheaper?

Damitha Kumarasinghe, Public Utilities Commission, Sri Lanka: It may not be cheaper, but people 
always like to connect to the main grid because they get power when they need it. In the hydro 
schemes, there may be times they end up without power, so it is not only about price but also 
convenience.

Christine Lins, REN21: Are there any immediate reactions from the panelists to the presentations?

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: I have a question about the types of generation capacity. Are the 
tariffs different for different technologies (i.e., wind versus biomass), and are they published, so that 
if somebody wishes to construct a power plant, they know what the tariff is and they know that the 
utility has to purchase it?

Damitha Kumarasinghe, Public Utilities Commission, Sri Lanka: There are technology-specific tariffs. 
They are published once a year and the Ceylon Electricity Board signs standard power purchase 
agreements at those prices.
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Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: I am curious to know if you have looked at storage as a resource. 
Some places have pumped storage, particularly for wind and solar.

Damitha Kumarasinghe, Public Utilities Commission, Sri Lanka: No, not yet.

Djoko Prasetijo, PLN, Indonesia: Xavier, in the first diagram in your slides, you say something about 
a national regulatory body, a national electricity regulator. In a country which is very large, such as 
Indonesia, moving from a centralized political system into a more decentralized one, giving a lot 
more control to the provincial governments, the districts, and even the subdistricts, I am not sure a 
national regulatory body applies.

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: In India, we already have a controlled 
system where the distribution tariff and the mini grids are regulated by district regulators not by 
national regulators. There are two sets of regulators. For interstate projects, large projects, and 
interstate transmission it is the central electricity authority; in the case of isolated grids, it is state 
regulated.

Djoko Prasetijo, PLN, Indonesia: In our case, this has to be on the subdistrict level.

Christine Lins, REN21: So, not only the national level but also the state and district levels are playing 
important parts there.

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: When you said that the generation 
tariff has been regulated, is that only for grid-connected projects and not for mini grids?

Damitha Kumarasinghe, Public Utilities Commission, Sri Lanka: Correct, it is not for mini grids. 
A mini grid is a collection of people who pay a membership fee to get electricity.

Leonardo Villalon, Scenema Concept International: In your country, what size system do you 
consider to be mini grid? Is anything below 10 MW considered a mini grid?

Damitha Kumarasinghe, Public Utilities Commission, Sri Lanka: No. Mini grids are generally very 
small grids; we have up to 40–50 kW. The standard power purchase agreement is applicable only 
to NCRE-generated projects that are connected to the main grid. There are no standardized power 
purchase agreements for mini grids.

Participant: In the case of the mini grid, who decides on the tariffs?

Damitha Kumarasinghe, Public Utilities Commission, Sri Lanka: It is presently decided by the 
people themselves. They consider the costs and they have a loan to pay, so it based on that. Usually 
everyone pays an equal amount, but it varies.

Christine Lins, REN21: Is there any facility set up where the different mini-grid communities talk 
amongst each other about tariff setting?
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Damitha Kumarasinghe, Public Utilities Commission, Sri Lanka: Yes. There is a society called the 
Electricity Consumers Society. As the name implies, this is a consumer society, a collection of 
these mini-grid owners, or villagers. There are about 200 members in the society. They have annual 
conventions or meetings, and they exchange information on various things including pricing, 
investment cost, and technical things. It is a platform for them to share their views.

Participant: Is the government involved?

Damitha Kumarasinghe, Public Utilities Commission, Sri Lanka: At the moment, no. That is why, as 
regulator, the commission is going to study these systems and come up with something which would 
be sustainable. The most important issue we have is that some people end up without electricity 
after others are connected to the grid. The grid is expanding very fast and has reached almost every 
part of the country, so 5 years down the line this will not be the case.

Christine Lins, REN21: For the others, what are the experiences in your countries with the mini 
grids? Is the situation similar?

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: I think the situation is similar In India. 
We are considering a regulation to consider two or three things. One is that both a generation tariff 
and a distribution tariff for the mini grid should be regulated, not to control those small projects 
but to facilitate and promote those projects. We are thinking of giving this responsibility to the 
local distribution utility, because it is their responsibility to provide universal services to all areas 
within their jurisdiction. The mini grids will then be operated on behalf of the distribution utility 
and regulated by the commission. Any differential will be cross-subsidized by the utility. We are 
also thinking of providing the regulatory support to facilitate the transition from off-grid system 
to on-grid system. The projects should be able to link to the main grid. Terry provided technical 
solutions for this.

Sun Vithespongse, Energy Regulatory Commission, Thailand: I thought that in this session we 
would be talking about on-grid small power producer (SPP) and very small power producer (VSPP) 
systems, but we are talking stand-alone capacity, which is different to the problem we have in 
Thailand. Our system has 99% access level, so there are very few households that are not connected. 
The purpose of our renewable program is to change the generation mix to contribute to the global 
good and reduce carbon emissions, so our problem is slightly different from others. Most of our 
SPP (10–90 MW) and VSPP (less than 10 MW) projects are supposed to come under a PPA with 
the generating authority, a single buyer owned by the government, and two distributers if they 
are VSPPs. We as the regulator set the regulations and check all of the power producers, and we 
are supposed to solve any problems for them. We do not have problems getting them to submit 
applications because the incentive was too high, and because we have a long-term PPA contract. 
Agreements for the VSPP systems are basically nonfirm, which is on call depending on availability. 
Their contracts run for 5 years and are automatically renewed every 5 years, while for the SPP 
program there are two subsystems. One is cogeneration, for those using waste heat from industrial 
plants to generate extra energy to provide to the grid. Those are basically a firm generation system. 
We also have renewables, which is mainly biogas coming from sugar mills and the pulp and paper 
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industry. Those are also sometimes firm and sometimes not firm, depending on whether they can 
provide the electricity on call or not. There are three or four types of PPA contracts that we provide 
for all these different segments.

It is all on-grid. If they are not on-grid, they provide for their own customers. For example, if they 
are inside the industrial park they might provide electricity to their own customers within that park. 
They are virtually on-grid before they become a client to the PPA program. 

Christine Lins, REN21: Our session is supposed to specifically focus on the issue of mini grids. From 
the experience we have shared so far, we see that the on-grid market is very well established with 
standardized PPAs. The big challenge in small-scale solutions is how to upscale. A large number of 
people do not have access to electricity and the national grid will not spread to all of them, so the 
question is, how can we reach all of these people and how can we promote mini grids through better 
regulation? I think this is exactly the challenge that we want to debate here.

Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: I would like to share how Nepal’s system runs. Our energy system 
is dominated by traditional energy—87% is from biomass, primarily fuel wood. Commercial 
contributes only 12%, and renewable energy contributes just 0.7%. Under commercial, petroleum 
products make up 67% and electricity 16%, while the dominant renewable energy source is biogas. 
Our general energy policy is to reduce the pressure on this traditional fuel and biomass, helping to 
save the forests, and to move toward hydro systems where we have high potential. 

We have very small electricity systems compared to our colleagues. We have about 700 MW of 
systems. Out of that, roughly 15 MW is micro hydro, 696 MW is on-grid, and 4.5 MW is off-grid 
in isolated power systems, most which are not in good condition. For grid-connected systems, hydro 
dominates with 643 MW, while thermal contributes only 53 MW.

Our peak demand in 2015 is expected to be 1,510 MW, increasing to 2,206 MW in 2020. Since 
most of our system is run-of-the-river hydro, we have enough water and therefore electricity in the 
rainy season, but in the dry season we have load shedding and much less power. To compensate, we 
have a cross-border transmission line, and we are also focusing on installations outside of Nepal.

In our case, we have connected up to 183 kW of mini or micro hydro to our grid. We currently have 
about 21 small hydro projects with 51 MW of capacity in operation, 16 such projects with capacity 
totaling 75 MW under construction, and 38 projects totaling 136 MW in different stages of the 
power PPA with the Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA). We intend to have 99 such small hydro 
projects totaling 386 MW applying for PPAs.

Up to 35 MW, we have a flat rate for our PPA for grid-connected projects. Previously, this applied 
to projects up to 5 MW, but many developers approached the government and asked to apply it to 
larger projects. The rate in the rainy season is NRs2.8, and in the dry period NRs8.4. We have put 
these rates into the cost clause for projects above 35 MW, which are in different stages of negotiation 
for PPAs.
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There are many independent power producers (IPPs) connected. What are the main technical 
problems which we face when those small hydro power stations are connected to the grid? Our 
11-kilovolt (kV) grid was previously designed to supply local loads with some compromise in voltage 
quality. If we require the small projects to connect to substations through a separate line, then it 
will not be feasible, so we compromise. There is a problem in operations. When line maintenance 
is needed, we shed some load and cannot operate during that period. Therefore, we now prefer for 
those power plants to come through substations, not through general feed-ins. However, this is not 
feasible for small power plants. If we have to connect many small IPPs to our system, then we will 
have to improve the design to maintain voltage and stability.

Christine Lins, REN21: Can you say a word about mini grids?

Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: There are different definitions of mini grids. I think in this case 
100 kW is considered mini grid. We have 600 kW and 100 kW solar projects that are grid-connected. 
We have one pilot project with seven small isolated power plants where there is no access to the grid. 
We are negotiating for the whole mini grid to be owned by a single entity, so the NEA will not deal 
with the mini grid owner rather than each individual power plant. Voltage is the major problem 
when we connect small plants. If there is heavy load coming to the grid, there could be a quality 
issue. The operational side is a separate issue. There needs to be good communication established 
when maintenance needs to be done.

We do not have actual regulators in the NEA, but the tariff commission fixes the tariff, and the 
NEA itself does the work of regulators, power producers, and electricity retailers together. The NEA 
is ready to work with these power plants, and we have no objections to connect with them if we 
solve the technical problems such as voltage, frequency pickup, and communication. Our system is 
running at a critical level. During the dry season, there is a shortage of power, and we run the system 
with a voltage drop of more than 10%, with slightly lower frequency. There is downtime from line 
maintenance problems. All of these technical parameters are constraints on connecting these small 
power plants, especially mini grids. Now, we have been extending the grid extensively rather than 
installing mini grids, which are more costly. It would be better if we had more suitable technical 
parameters to connect each plant individually.

Christine Lins, REN21: So, in your opinion, it is better to plan for a centralized grid rather than a 
mini grid. What is the opinion of others?

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: I have a number of philosophical questions. One of the challenges 
you mentioned is that, if you had a supplier, either a straight power purchase or a mini grid that 
wants to provide energy into the larger grid, the larger grid may have stability problems. This is 
pretty indicative of an aging system, because older systems were designed with single directional 
radial distribution. Would you be willing to upgrade the distribution operation to provide for more 
feed-in from other sources, rather than just extending the grid out and following the same paradigm 
as you have done for the last 30–40 years? This would need a little bit of redesign of distribution 
operations, but then it could accommodate multiple, renewable, or different types of generation 
sources from multiple customers, not even power producers.
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Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: For us, the definition of renewable is different and not that 
important because 99% of our electricity is hydro. We only have thermal power plants for some 
standby uses. In our case, it should be cost-effective. There is a very serious question arising: Should 
we give a feed-in tariff to solar? Why spend money on energy sources that are very costly to society 
when we can already get renewable energy from hydro at a lower cost?

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: I would argue that you may have an industry customer that wants 
to generate its own energy on-site and wants to offer its excess to a neighbor, but you may have 
regulatory regimes that prevent that. The designs of micro grids and mini grids allow for that type 
of capability.

Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: I think that our problem in power strategy is the development 
of small and medium-sized hydro projects. Our industry is not using thermal energy because we 
do not have it. The 300–400 MW difference in the peak is supplemented by other small sources, 
imported from India or through new power projects. We are emphasizing small projects because 
only 55% of the population has access to electricity. In remote, isolated areas, micro hydro or solar 
will be deployed to give the remaining 45% of people access to electricity in the initial stage and, 
slowly, the grid will reach them. 

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: It sounds like Nepal would like to have one central grid.

Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: In India, there is a mix of energy, but in our case 99% is hydro. 
Either we have to develop these projects or we have to import from India to compensate, so our 
government policy is to develop all types of power plants, including micro, solar, and biomass.

Christine Lins, REN21: The philosophy is ultimately to bind them together. There might be some 
other philosophies around the table.

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: You said that about 50% of your 
households are not connected. Do you find it less expensive to extend the grid to those remote areas 
or have mini grids?

Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: Mini grids do not actually work in our case, because the places are 
very scattered. If there were many small IPP power plants to connect, then that would cost the same 
as extending the grid.

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: If you have about 50 households in 
one village, why do you not have a micro hydro project to supply electricity to those 50 households?

Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: It depends on the geographical location. There are some cascade 
systems, but in some remote areas there are no hydro resources nearby. We are proposing solar 
photovoltaic (PV) plants there and approaching these areas with the grid extension.

Christine Lins, REN21: Who is operating the hydro plants? Is it the utility?
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Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: The NEA is operating the plants, but there are many IPPs coming 
which will have PPAs with us and we will distribute the power. We are a single buyer.

Damitha Kumarasinghe, Public Utilities Commission, Sri Lanka: This is an interesting point that 
you have raised. You are trying to extend the grid. However, 45% of the population has no access 
to electricity, and you have many hydro resources scattered across the country. Is it not more cost-
effective to have mini grids wherever possible, rather than extending the main grid to these remote 
places? The extension will take a long time, whereas a mini grid system could be implemented 
quickly.

Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: The grid is present in all 75 districts, but there are some 10–20 
kilometers in some districts where we are unable to extend it. If the mini grid is cost-effective, then 
it would be better to connect to the grid as well, feeding in surplus power to the grid. In some places, 
the construction of a mini grid is not economically justifiable because of very difficult terrain, but 
we will promote the mini grid where it is justifiable and excess energy will be purchased by the grid.

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: Mr. Panjiar, you mentioned that you were hoping that, in world 
communities where there is no grid today, you are going to provide a means by which the utilities, 
the existing monopolies, can be authorized to build independent mini grids. Did I get that right?

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: It is not necessary that the utility 
sets up those mini grids. It can be the private sector, an entrepreneur who will own the systems, 
but they do it on behalf of the utility. The tariff that is approved by the commission or regulator 
for its area will also apply to the small generators. There will be a differential in the cost and the 
recovery that will be met by the utility as part of its renewable purchase obligation, and as a part 
of cross-subsidization. 

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: So an entrepreneur can own a mini grid but has to comply with 
the tariff structure. Who actually maintains the mini grid? Is it the utility or is it the entrepreneur, 
the independent operator? Does that mean that the operator also has to comply with the renewal 
permit policy of the country?

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: No, they do not have to. This is 
only based on renewals. The utility benefits from the renewable project and gets renewable energy 
certificates. The independent entrepreneur constructs this mini grid on its own. The utility may not 
invest but it has to cross-subsidize the tariff.

Christine Lins, REN21: There is also a renewable feed-in tariff for the mini-grid operator, but this is 
done on the small scale, on the mini-grid level. This shows that the Government of India has chosen 
this strategic political approach to promote mini grids.

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: Every distribution utility in India is 
obligated by law to purchase a certain percentage of electricity from renewable sources. In certain 
areas, particularly in my state, there is no grid-connected renewable power but there are some off-grid 
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mini grids that operate on renewable energy. The credit for this does not go to the utility, so either 
the utility has to purchase renewable electricity from outside, or it has to purchase renewable energy 
certificates. We are thinking of having a regulation where this credit would go to the distribution 
utility, which would in turn cross-subsidize the project.

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: Is there a market for carbon capture and carbon credits? Is there 
going to be a trading exchange for the renewable credits?

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: No. There is already a separate system 
for grid-connected renewable energy. States that have renewable grid power capacity beyond 
their renewable purchase obligation (RPO) can trade generated renewable power excess to their 
obligation in a particular period with utilities in other areas. This is a new concept that we are 
developing. The RPO and trading of the renewable energy certificate is already present in India, 
but it is applicable only to the grid-connected power. We want to apply it to the off-grid renewable 
energy power. A number of these off-grid power plants are already operational; we are using solar 
energy and biomass energy for decentralized off-grid generation and distribution. However, it 
is not regulated so it comes down to negotiations between the consumer and the generator or 
distributor. Obviously, the off-grid consumers have to pay a higher price than what their on-grid 
counterparts are paying.

Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: In contrast to that, we have small (about 50 kW) micro hydro 
projects that are community managed. There is an Alternative Energy Promotion Centre that 
provides technical support and the government provides some equipment subsidies, and the 
community pays for and manages the project. During the day, these mini grids have surplus power, 
but they may not at night. If there is a mini-grid project that is technically and economically 
feasible to construct, the surplus energy can be fed to the grid from the mini grid as a single entity.

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: The situation in our country is that 
even if the grid is extended to a remote area, electricity is not available during peak hours of the day 
when the villagers actually need the electricity. This is why, even where the grid is extended, there are 
consumers who prefer to purchase from the off-grid projects. Both systems exist in parallel in some 
areas where the grid has been recently extended.

Christine Lins, REN21: It is very interesting because it is exactly the opposite of the Sri Lankan case 
where the people think a grid-based connection is more stable than off-grid. There is a reliability 
issue in India with leaks and power cuts.

Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: The problem in Nepal is similar to that of Sri Lanka. People prefer to 
use the grid system because small power systems have limited applications and are costly compared 
to the reliability. For us, both urban and rural areas use the same power system. If there is load 
shedding in urban areas then this is equally applicable in remote areas, except in areas with high 
distribution losses where we increase load shedding, even in urban areas. We use a different power 
supply in particular areas with high losses or high electricity theft. 
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Christine Lins, REN21: What about Indonesia and Viet Nam?

Djoko Prasetijo, PLN, Indonesia: The situation in Indonesia is quite different because Indonesia is 
a big country: it covers three time zones. We have around 25,000 small islands, so we do not have 
a single national grid connecting all the islands; instead we have many small grids. The electricity 
supply in Indonesia is basically vertically integrated, so PLN does everything—power generation, 
transmission and distribution, and sale to customers. PLN was already present countrywide prior 
to the 2009 Electricity Law, so when this law came in PLN was granted the concession areas, or 
business areas, which is most of the Indonesian territory. We are a single buyer, so all IPPs must sell 
their electricity to us; they cannot sell it to end users. We have many mini grids, all owned by PLN, 
and many run on diesel. With the recent prohibitively high energy price we are moving away from 
this, but we are still building a lot of small-scale coal power plants and renewable energy if resources 
are locally available.

Looking at the chart on the screen here, the ESCOs are situated in subdistricts or in villages. 
These companies are exposed to high risk because they are exposed to the end users. Who is the 
off-taker of the PPA? In my view, it is more comfortable having one big company such as PLN 
as the off-taker. Being 100% owned by the state, our company credit rating is similar to the 
government’s credit rating.

Christine Lins, REN21: So, being state owned, you have the obligation to bring electricity to all 
people, even though there will be systems that will not be as profitable as others.

Djoko Prasetijo, PLN, Indonesia: The electricity law states that the central and regional governments 
should provide funding for rural electrification, and provide electricity to the poor and to villages 
bordering neighboring countries. This is not PLN’s obligation, but the government provides a state 
budget to PLN to manage this. We receive about $1 billion annually for high-, medium-, and low-
voltage grid extensions, and rural electrification as well. We have a total of 46 million customers. Last 
year we connected 3.5 million new customers, and this year we will connect about 2.5 million. The 
Ministry of Energy is a regulator; it obliges PLN to purchase small- and medium-scale renewable 
energy (mostly micro hydro and biomass) at a predetermined price. The tariff is uniform across 
subsidization. There is no feed-in tariff for solar PV yet, though someone in the government is 
working on that regulation. PLN is the off-taker which makes the PPA with the private investors, 
and then sells the electricity to the communities.

Leonardo Villalon, Scenema Concept International: I came to this session to represent the private 
sector in the Philippines. I have a lot of questions to ask the regulator here regarding the mini-grid 
and off-grid regulations, and the law and how the government wants to implement it. I would have 
liked the Philippine regulator to be with us here today.

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: I will pose a scenario for you: An investor comes and says, “I own 
an island and I want to build a resort. I am not happy with the tariff structure with the state-owned 
government utility. I want to build my own generation.” Will it be a problem to generate my own 
power for my resort? Now the scenario extends: what if there is a community nearby? Can I sell 
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my power to that community if I have excess power? Or must I sell it to the state-owned utility, 
which would be the retailer?

Djoko Prasetijo, PLN, Indonesia: That depends on where you are. If you are in a business concession 
area of PLN, then you have to sell to the state. If it is not within PLN’s business area, then you can 
sell the power to the local community. In this case you can be a retailer, but you have to get a license 
first from the district government. PLN is in all province, districts, and subdistricts, but there are 
some remote areas where we are not present, such as smaller islands where resorts are located. In 
practice, the government will ask PLN if we are going to step in or not, and if not then they will 
provide the license.

Leonardo Villalon, Scenema Concept International: In the Philippines, the law states that you need 
a congressional franchise to sell to the public as a retailer. That is one of the things I wanted to ask 
about. If you are selling to the public you need a lot of permits, such as from provisional and local 
authorities. 

Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: In Nepal, no one other than the NEA (and some small utility 
companies) is allowed to sell electricity. Those that produce electricity must have a PPA. We have 
never seen anyone in Nepal who is interested in investing in distribution, because the tariff which 
we provide is not sufficient. We just have other companies generating the hydro power with a 20–30 
year PPA with the NEA, and we do the distribution.

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: The grid is pervasive throughout Nepal. As I mentioned earlier today, 
we are working in countries with 30% electrification, where 70% remains to be done. In Kenya, you 
do not even need a permit to sell the power locally if you are generating less than 1 MW of power.

Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: In Nepal, you do not need a license to generate less than 1 MW 
of power, but you do need it for distribution.

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: In India, no license is required to 
generate and distribute any amount of off-grid capacity.

Leonardo Villalon, Scenema Concept International: I have a scenario in the Philippines. In Manila, 
we have an operating power company that has all the permits. There are additional rules in the 
provinces. A lot of people are migrating from the provinces to the cities. However, many of these 
people do not have enough income to purchase electricity from a big company in the city. Can a 
small company set up and operate a small secondary grid to cater to the poor people in the city? 
Does that company need some kind of permit? Does a certain wattage capacity free you from 
obtaining any licenses?

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: In India, you can have a parallel line, 
but you need to get a license.

Damitha Kumarasinghe, Public Utilities Commission, Sri Lanka: In Sri Lanka, distribution licenses 
are allocated in a certain area, so you cannot have two licensees operating in the same area.
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Christine Lins, REN21: Let us move now to Viet Nam, and then I would like to get back to the 
questions posed for this session. So far the discussion has been very interesting, but also very diverse 
given your different situations. We should focus the last 15 minutes on the policy recommendations 
that we should report from this session.

Trinh Quoc Vu, Electricity Regulatory Authority, Viet Nam: I will provide a short overview of Viet 
Nam’s whole power system as well as micro- and mini-grid systems. We have about 26,000 MW 
of installed capacity and a peak load of around 19,000 MW. We have reached 96% electrification, 
which means that 4% of households in Viet Nam cannot access the national grid. A standard 
retail tariff is applied to consumers in grid-connected areas. Similarly, a standard PPA applies to 
generators of power plants with installed capacity greater than 30 MW. We also require a license for 
power plants with installed capacity larger than 3 MW that are connected to the national grid. No 
license is required for off-grid power plants. We apply an avoided cost tariff to small hydro power 
plants with installed capacity of less than 30 MW. We apply a feed-in tariff, and at the moment 
we are developing one for renewable energy, most of which should be biomass. Grid-connected 
power plants need to meet typical requirements set out for the grid distribution network, including 
power quality and reliability. We do not have a standardized feed-in tariff for off-grid areas, but the 
government sets a minimum and maximum for the retail tariff. Most of the 4% of households that 
cannot reach the national grid are located in remote areas, and the local governments have programs 
to subsidize part of the tariff for people in those areas. The Government of Viet Nam supports rural 
electrification in off-grid and remote areas for construction of micro and mini grids. Viet Nam has 
a vertically integrated model. Vietnam Electricity (EVN) dominates the generation sector and owns 
the transmission and distribution. The government gives responsibility for electrification to the 
distributor. When an investor wants to invest in micro-hydro generation, they negotiate and sign a 
PPA with the distributor, which is responsible for delivering electricity to the people. Now, we only 
have a standard PPA for large power plants, but I think in the near future we will have a standard 
PPA for small power plants as well.

Christine Lins, REN21: A similarity is that none of you have PPAs for small off-grid generation. This 
is a common denominator for the group.

Djoko Prasetijo, PLN, Indonesia: We do have standard small-scale PPA contracts, so it does not 
matter if it is on-grid or off-grid. We have a standard contract if it is less than 1 MW.

Christine Lins, REN21: Are there any direct questions for Trinh from Viet Nam?

Leonardo Villalon, Scenema Concept International: Do you have equipment type approval, i.e., 
technical compatibility, to ensure that it matches the main grid specifications and will not conflict 
in any way with the grid? A lot of equipment manufacturers could claim they satisfy a specification. 
Setting standards is a precondition to achieving large penetration of mini grids.

Trinh Quoc Vu, Electricity Regulatory Authority, Viet Nam: We have set up technical requirements for 
power plants connecting to the national grid.
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Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: You need to fulfill some requirements, including paperwork for 
verification in Nepal. Equipment for off-grid power plants is verified by another agency.

Christine Lins, REN21: To the rest of the group, what do you think are the barriers to achieving large 
increases in the number of mini grids in the country? I hear a very positive picture so far, but there 
are still a lot of people without access to electricity. What do we need to do?

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: I have two suggestions from my experience. 

If we could raise the cap on generation capacity where permits are not required, we can have 
penetration of larger mini grids. In some places, these are currently 1 MW. Recognizing that there is 
a safety issue, the grid extension may come, and you have to build a business case for it. This is one 
of the things that we would like to see for the private sector.

The other is workforce training. As we build up mini grids, we cannot depend on resources coming 
from somewhere else to maintain that. We need to educate the local community to own and operate 
the power plants. We need a good education program, whether it is through the cooperative process, 
the electricity cooperatives, or assistance from the federal government. This is government support 
for capacity building.

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: The initial cost would be very high, 
and government financial support may have to continue until the time the market matures and 
becomes compatible with grid electricity.

Christine Lins, REN21: I think India is in the process of setting up an institute for these topics, right?

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: That is only for capacity building. We 
need government financial support for off-grid renewable energy projects. 

Damitha Kumarasinghe, Public Utilities Commission, Sri Lanka: It is interesting that for most of the 
Asian countries here, the grid-connected consumer is subsidized but the people without access to 
electricity are not. Government funding is not going into subsidizing mini grids.

Christine Lins, REN21: But is there not this issue that the money comes from local banks, which are 
not sufficiently familiar with renewable projects?

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: We need financial support in terms of 
grants or subsidies on the capital cost. The other issue is financing. Banks are very reluctant to fund 
off-grid projects because there is no long-term PPA.

Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: Grid-connected consumers are heavily subsidized. The government 
invests in expansion of the distribution system. In contrast, there are very poor people in remote 
areas who pay a higher tariff. This is why people always want extension of the grid.

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: I would suggest that the government 
provide financial support to subsidize the capital cost for some time. The financial institutions 
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should then come forward. In India, renewable energy projects are included in the priority sector, 
which means that they will get funding. A certain percentage of a bank’s portfolio has to be in the 
priority sector.

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: This raises the cost of capital. As soon as you borrow from a local 
bank, the cost of capital will go up.

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: But the government support will come 
in the form of subsidies.

Damitha Kumarasinghe, Public Utilities Commission, Sri Lanka: It is a mix. The other issue is the 
availability of expertise. There should be capacity building to develop expertise in these remote areas. 
Otherwise the bank will not come in and finance.

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: We should mention government 
support for capacity building for entrepreneurs as well as for the operators in our recommendations 
to the panel.

Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: They have to be aware of the risk.

Damitha Kumarasinghe, Public Utilities Commission, Sri Lanka: I think capacity building is required 
for a group of mini grids and not for each mini grid as that would be too costly. I am referring to 
small grids, the small mini grids we have in Sri Lanka.

Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: We conduct a number of programs, but the government has to 
focus on conducting the trainings too. They will see that it will be more beneficial to give some 
isolated areas a mini-grid system. There is also difficult terrain. It also takes a whole day to go from 
one place to another, and people cannot return the same day. There are also many places where small 
hydro plants exist. That means that if those places are connected to the grid, the majority of the areas 
would then be covered.

What is the power plant capacity that we want in these small hydro mini grids? What capacity 
should be connected to the grid?

Christine Lins, REN21: From what we have heard, this is very, very different from country to country, 
so there is no standard answer to this question.

The organizers have asked us which arm of government are or should be charged with dealing 
with small-scale power systems in those areas. Is it the ministry of power, the ministry of rural 
development, or what?

Participants: The ministry of education and the ministry of power. This also needs to be managed 
by the regional and provincial governments because a lot of the decisions are made locally.

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: The national government deals with decision making and policy. 
The national ministry of energy is typically dealing with large-scale generation and transmission, but 
distribution typically occurs at a regional or state level.
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U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: In India, the support for off-grid 
projects comes from a ministry in the central government.

Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: Wherever it is dealt with, the fund will be through the central 
government.

Christine Lins, REN21: We have extensively debated on how small-scale systems are regulated, so 
we have lots of material for that question. The other one that we have been discussing is PPAs. We 
have seen that you are all making use of them in the on-grid market. Would you see a use for those 
standardized PPAs on off-grid situations? No.

Tai Xiang, Phoenix Solar, Singapore: Banks finance grid-connected systems because the PPA is 
backed by the government.

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: PPAs are designed for generation capacity, but we are talking 
about building up rural electrification, where we have demand management, distribution lines, 
switch gear, and metering systems. None of that falls into the typical PPA construct.

Tai Xiang, Phoenix Solar, Singapore: But having this system backed by the government would help 
financing.

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: We need clear signals from the government.

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: It needs to be backed by the government 
as well as the regulators.

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: Yes, absolutely. We want signals that they want the private sector 
to come in.

Tai Xiang, Phoenix Solar, Singapore: Not just a signal, but a paper that says to the bank that if this 
IPP for whatever reason cannot pay back the debt, the government will take care of it.

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: No government will give a government 
guarantee.

Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: The government will finance itself.

Christine Lins, REN21: What policy, legal, or regulatory incentives could facilitate further private 
sector investment and/or PPP investment? What do you think we need from a regulatory point of 
view to further develop this?

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: I have mentioned examples, and we have heard a replication of 
those examples, where if you generate less than a certain amount of power for a community then 
your constraints are less demanding. For example, if you generate less than 3 MW, then it is less of 
a concern to a larger regulatory body. From my perspective as a private entity, I want those caps to 
be as high as possible. I am asking for 40 MW because I have some projects that are about that size.
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Christine Lins, REN21: Because you think that raising the cap makes the projects more profitable 
and then we will automatically get more private investors in the area.

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: Yes. It is a matter of scale. The distribution circuits themselves have 
a fixed asset cost. The more generation capacity that you can produce the more you can absorb the 
cost of that distribution.

Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: Suppose you have 3 MW of power generated in a rural area, and 
distributed as a mini grid. You would need distribution systems to maintain all this, so it would be 
a small utility of sorts.

Terry Mohn, General MicroGrids: If you have a manufacturer and a large off-taker, and provide rural 
electrification in addition to that, that would fit into our design. The large off-taker might take 
50%–70% of the power generation.

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: For 40 MW, you would need a 
contiguous nonelectrified area. I do not think that would happen for any developer. We are talking 
about village communities. Some are connected and some are not.

Christine Lins, REN21: So our answer to this question would be that, to get more private sector 
involvement and promote further development of this, we need to raise awareness with the financing 
institutions, there needs to be some capacity building, and there needs to be some financial incentives 
from the government.

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: In our country, there is currently a 
renewable purchase obligation on utilities. If this facility is extended to mini grids, the mini grids 
would benefit.

Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: The private sector will not be attracted in remote areas where the 
government is unable to extend the grids as the cost is higher.

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: But there are people who are willing to 
pay. They would rather have costly power than no power.

Chiranjibi Sharma Paudel, NEA: If the community itself builds these, then they are not concerned 
whether it operates at a profit or a loss. But when a business entity enters, they are concerned.

U. N. Panjiar, Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, India: People are buying electricity at Rs10 
($0.18) per unit. They do not have electricity, so they are willing to buy it at any cost.

Leonardo Villalon, Scenema Concept International: Is the ADB rooftop installation considered a 
mini grid or a micro grid?

Christine Lins, REN21: It is connected to the grid. This type of installation could have net metering, 
reducing your electricity bill, but essentially it is purely a grid-connected system. 
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SeSSion 4
Breakout Groups on Policy, Law, and Regulation for 
Sustainable Energy Access
Group C.  incentivizing Private Sector Development for 

Sustainable Livelihoods and Rural Power

Session Chair: Milo Sjardin, head of Asia Pacific, Bloomberg New Energy Finance 

Session Rapporteur: Elizabeth Fischelis, counsel, ADB

Speaker
•	 Philippe Reveilhac, country president, Schneider Electric Philippines

Panelists
•	 Arvind Chawla, deputy director-general, Department of Telecommunications, India

•	 Areef Kassam, program manager, Green Mobile for Energy, Groupe Speciale Mobile Association

•	 Govind Pokharel, executive director, Alternative Energy Promotion Centre, Ministry of 
Environment, Nepal

•	 Simon Henschel, chief operating officer, Sunlabob Renewable Energy, Lao People’s 
Democratic Republic

•	 Dadan Kusdiana, head, Rural Energy Division, Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources, 
Indonesia

•	 Robert Aitken, chief executive officer, Restio Energy, South Africa

•	 Sanjoy Sanyal, country director, New Ventures India

•	 Nazmul Haque, head of investment, Infrastructure Development Company, Bangladesh

•	 Balawant Joshi, director, ABPS Infrastructure, India

Key Questions for Session 4C
•	 What modes of regulation and incentive mechanisms exist for promoting public–private 

partnerships (PPPs) in clean energy for rural access?

•	 What are the central barriers faced in encouraging the telecommunications industry to use 
renewable energy for telecoms towers as anchor loads for rural access?
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•	 What forms of agriculture (e.g., poultry farming) or industrial activity could be considered as 
anchor loads for rural access?

•	 What institutional, policy, legal, or regulatory frameworks, and/or financial incentives have 
been established to address these barriers?

•	 How can rural access projects be designed in ways that encourage the development of sustainable 
local private sector businesses and livelihoods?

•	 What policy, legal, or regulatory incentives could facilitate further private sector development 
and/or PPP investment?

Discussion for Session 4C

This session expanded the discussion commenced in the sessions on isolated systems, 
telecommunication towers as anchor loads, and mini grids. It covered two key issues: what are 
the policy and regulatory tools that can provide incentives for significant scale-up of private 
sector investments in expanding access; and how can efforts to expand rural access be conceived 
as using power as a foundation for further developing sustainable livelihoods and businesses? 
Effective market systems have extensive regulation, and monitoring and verification systems, 
as well as incentives to ensure that private sector development supports the designated policy 
path. Competition requirements to ensure fair trading are often needed, as are mechanisms to 
protect consumers. This session focused on the design of effective incentive systems to promote 
clean energy and rural access projects to encourage development of sustainable local private sector 
businesses and livelihoods. 

Speakers and panelists from India, the Philippines, Nepal, the Lao People’s Democratic Republic 
(Lao PDR), South Africa, and Bangladesh shared their experiences. A representative from Bloomberg 
New Energy Finance described three key barriers to private sector finance—cost competitiveness, 
low-cost financing, and perception of high risk. The Philippines country president of Schneider 
Electric highlighted the huge financing gap that must be addressed to achieve universal energy access 
in Asia—approximately $80 billion. A representative of ABPS Infrastructure, India stated that there 
is minimal private sector involvement in the rural energy sector in India. Similarly, there is minimal 
involvement of the private sector in Indonesia, although nongovernment organizations have been 
involved in development of micro-hydro projects. In Nepal, however, the private sector is the key 
actor in that country’s energy programs. The director of the Alternative Energy Promotion Centre 
in Nepal’s Ministry of Environment stated that the government’s program has spurred demand for 
renewable energy, and more than 300 companies have entered the market selling renewable energy 
systems to households. The head of investment at the Infrastructure Development Company in 
Bangladesh stated that the country has the largest number of installed solar home systems in the 
world, and this was accomplished largely by the private sector. According to him, the program was a 
success since it provided incentives to all stakeholders. It was noted that the Bangladesh model may 
not be replicable in countries where microfinance institutions are legally prohibited from entering 
the energy supply business. 
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The deputy director-general of India’s Department of Telecommunications suggested that the 
private sector might be brought into the rural electricity sector if the government auctioned 
licenses to distribute energy in unconnected areas. The chief operating officer of Sunlabob 
Renewable Energy in the Lao PDR reported that his company is the only private sector entity 
actively developing rural electrification schemes in that country. Several panelists noted that a key 
to reducing risk and providing more certainty of return to investors financing off-grid systems is 
to regulate what will happen if the grid is subsequently extended to new communities. Indonesia 
provides guidelines whereby a renewable energy generator may be connected to the grid, and sets a 
feed-in tariff; however, it is important to have clear technical standards in order to ensure technical 
matching of the generator with the grid. In the Philippines, before a grid may be extended to a 
location with an off-grid system, the distribution company must find another location where the 
grid will not be expanded for some period of time, and relocate the off-grid system. Bangladesh 
customers who have solar home systems need to reconnect to the grid. Nepal’s program will not 
subsidize a system in a community where the grid may come within 5 years.
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SeSSion 4
Breakout Groups on Policy, Law, and Regulation for 
Sustainable Energy Access
Group D.  Regulating Small-island Systems 

(Mini and Micro Grids and Isolated Use)

Session Chair: Matthew Gardner, deputy director, International Programs, National Association of 
Regulatory Utility Commissioners

Session Rapporteur: Kavita Kaur, senior consultant – clean energy, Nexant Asia

Speakers
•	 Makereta Sautuaga, senior energy efficiency advisor, Secretariat of the Pacific Community

•	 Mark Fogarty, representative, Tonga Energy Roadmap 

•	 Romeo Cuasay, general manager, Oriental Mindoro Electric Cooperative, Philippines

•	 Donnie de Freitas, chair, Office of the Regulator, Samoa

•	 Carmine Piantedosi, chief executive officer, Utilities Regulatory Authority of Vanuatu, Vanuatu

Panelists
•	 Twarath Sutabutr, deputy director-general, Department of Alternative Energy Development 

and Efficiency, Ministry of Energy, Thailand

•	 Ken Sugiyama, manager, Renewable Energy, Palau Public Utilities Commission

•	 Pranil Singh, assistant director of energy, Department of Energy, Fiji

Key Questions for Session 4D
•	 What are the policies and regulatory challenges faced by small islands in delivering energy 

access and are they unique, or are they the same as those faced by all remote communities?

•	 What are the most effective policy frameworks and projects resulting from policy initiatives 
that have enabled small-island systems to achieve sustainable energy access?

•	 What policy, legal, or regulatory incentives could facilitate further private sector development 
and/or public–private partnership (PPP) investment?
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Opening Remarks by Chair

I think there are some unique challenges for regulating small islands. The situation is perhaps quite 
different than for larger countries or countries that have the ability to export or import energy. 

Makereta Sautuaga, Secretariat of the Pacific Community

The Framework for Action on Energy Security in the Pacific is the guiding document that sets the 
tone for energy sector development at the national as well as regional level for Pacific island countries 
and territories. In 2009, a review of the Pacific regional energy program identified the need for 
leadership, as well as a vision in the energy sector. It identified a lack of vision and leadership in the 
energy sector. In the same year, Pacific leaders called for greater energy security. The Framework for 
Action on Energy Security in the Pacific was consequently developed with two objectives: to ensure 
energy security in the Pacific, and provide clean and affordable energy and services to enhance the 
social and economic well-being of the people.

The framework provides guidance to Pacific island countries and territories and also clarifies how 
regional services can assist countries to develop and implement their national plans. The framework 
was endorsed by Pacific island leaders at the annual summit in August of 2010. 

An implementation plan, along with energy security indicators, was also developed as part of the 
framework. These indicators were set up to enable us to access the process in terms of how well we 
will achieve the outcome and the goals of the framework. The baseline indicators were developed 
very closely with the framework. There are seven thematic areas and four macroeconomic indicators 
in the framework. In all, we agreed to 36 energy security indicators and established the baseline as 
2009. We have now started collecting data from 14 Pacific island countries and we are developing 
country profiles for each country.

The Pacific island countries have also endorsed regional energy policies, including one for grid 
electricity. A present there is a low rate of energy access in many Pacific islands and the economies of 
these small countries are particularly vulnerable to world market price volatility. As such, it is critical 
to reduce the dependence on fossil-fuel imports and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. As a policy 
intervention, there is perhaps the need to look at household energy conservation and efficiency and 
use of renewable energy sources. 

Mark Fogarty, Tonga Energy Roadmap

Tonga has an electrification rate of 95%. The country has 176 islands in total with four main 
islands. The Tonga Energy Roadmap is a 10-year plan with three key objectives: decrease the 
country’s dependence on expensive imported fossil fuels, increase energy efficiency, and increase 
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renewable energy. Tonga has a robust legal system built on the British rule of law. However, energy 
regulation is fragmented. There are six acts and multiple energy regulations. I think the policies and 
regulations have to be reliable and robust. The progressive policies should be set by government and 
implemented by accessible and accountable agencies.

In my view, the barriers to effective grid systems in small islands include a lack of interest by the 
private sector or independent power producers (IPPs), a monopoly mind-set of the government 
utility, and technical issues such as the high cost of interconnections and distribution. 

There is also a large requirement for capacity building to build the technical skills sets of stakeholders 
so they are able to integrate renewable energy into existing grid systems.

Romeo Cuasay, Oriental Mindoro Electric Cooperative

Oriental Mindoro Electric Cooperative is the only electricity franchisee in the province of Mindoro 
which currently has two fuel-run power plants, a generating facility, and two mini hydro power 
pants. The peak load is about 30 megawatts (MW) and the province has started suffering from 
blackouts because of the demand–supply gap and occasional typhoons in the region. Earlier this year 
we commissioned the 2.1 MW Linao Cawayan mini hydro power plant that can supply electricity 
to 20,000 households with an average of 50 kilowatt-hours per household. Besides electrification, 
the plant offers other benefits such as reduced pollution, employment generation, watershed 
sustainability, and avoidance of fuel importation. A workforce of nearly 150 people was deployed 
during construction, 50 of which were Mangyans who worked as laborers. The run-of-river project 
is estimated to avoid nearly 8,500 tons of carbon dioxide emissions by not using a bunker-C fuel-
fired power plant.

This was the first renewable energy project in the Philippines started by an electricity cooperative, 
and we faced some challenges such as payment of multi-million peso loans to bank creditors, 
sustainability of watershed areas, maintenance of peace and order in the area, and maintenance 
services to sustain the condition of the mini hydro plant, including the civil and electro-mechanical 
components. 

Donnie de Freitas, Samoa

There are serious problems for regulating the energy sector in small islands. In the case of Samoa, 
it is much more results oriented because of the governance structure, which perhaps is not the best 
because it might not work elsewhere. In Samoa, you have a prime minister who is action oriented 
and gives orders to everybody, sometimes even the regulator, to get things done. We have around 
90% electrification, but we do not have an energy law. We set up the Electricity Act in 2011 and, 
even though I am the regulator, I do not have a contract here with the electricity boards, so this tells 
you how new we are. 
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The critical issues from the policy and regulation perspective are structure, independence, and clear 
directives. We have electricity; the key is how to make it affordable and create an environment for 
private sector investment. We have a ministerial committee that works on facilitating and generating 
investment and getting investors come to Samoa to invest in renewable energy. That is a double-
edged sword.

We have an independent regulator who, by law, is required to act transparently and be accountable. 
We also have legislation that provides for consumer protection, consultation, and dispute resolution. 
This provides consumer protection, which is important. The priority for regulation includes a cost-
based tariff and removal of fuel surcharge, approval of IPPs and interconnection tariffs, and setting 
of standards. The interconnection tariff is going to be critical, because you want to make sure that 
when you license an alternative energy producer, that the benefit passes down from the producer to 
the consumer. 

In terms of implementation issues, there are limited available human resources, both for the producer 
and the regulator. Other challenges include transition from direct cabinet involvement in technical 
matters such as tariff setting, and ensuring interconnection tariffs are set as incentives to clean 
energy. So what are the lessons learnt? We have learnt from the telecom sector that there has to be 
collaborative effort and dialogue between the regulator and regulated. It is important to establish 
clear policies that enable easier and faster implementation. Energy production, universal access, 
and high cost are very sensitive issues and need to be treated as such. Similarly, setting of tariffs and 
interconnection costs are the most critical aspects of regulation.

Carmine Piantedosi, Vanuatu

Vanuatu has 83 islands stretching over a distance of approximately 850 kilometers in a North–South 
direction. There are four main islands where we have concession contracts, where the contractor 
has exclusive rights to generate, transmit, distribute, and supply electricity. These four islands vary 
in size and are not interconnected. The main island, the capital Port Vila, has 45,000 people and 
9,000 customers for the operator. The operator also has two of the other main islands having only 
500–600 costumers,. The second operator, who started just last year, has nearly 2,000 customers. 
We have excess capacity in these islands as the supply is more than the peak demand. 

We have a mix of power generation, which is predominantly diesel fuel. We also have a small wind 
power system of 3.1 MW in Port Vila, a small hydro power project of 1.2 MW in Santo, and off-
grid solar photovoltaic (PV). We have about 170,000 people living in rural areas and only 10% of 
these people have access to electricity. We have a similar problem inside the concession area. Some 
people live more than 50 meters away from the grid, so do not have access to electricity. 

The key reason behind such low access rates is that islands have difficult remote areas, some 
are volcanic, others are hilly, and some are very densely vegetated. We also have a number of 
infrastructure problems and a significantly high cost of alternative energy. People with low incomes 
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are unable to purchase solar PV panels and get electricity from solar or access a connection to a grid 
that has a very high connection cost. They would rather use wood and kerosene for their cooking 
and lighting needs.

From the concession contract point of view, the utilities have no obligation to connect or provide 
services to the poor. The only obligation they have is that if you want a connection and you can pay 
for it then they have to connect you. The utilities also do not have any incentives for grid extension 
mainly because they have the customers who can pay in the concession area, and it would be an 
additional cost to the utility to extend any further. I think there is no policy to support grid extension 
or incentive plans. Regulators were put in place to mandate investment plans for connections and 
grid extensions but we are having trouble with this. The utilities are still not committed to providing 
that investment plan, so we are going through a legal battle to obtain them. 

I do not think there has been a tariff review done in Vanuatu since the utilities were established. 
In 2009 we commenced a tariff review for the first time. The struggle we had with tariff was 
that all the information was held by the utility or the government, so extracting this information 
took us almost 2 years. At the end of that tariff review, we went into arbitration. We struggled with 
that as well since this was new to the government and the ministers. Maybe there was not much 
collaboration between the government and utility in the past, so we acted as arbitrator on behalf 
of the government. 

In some cases, the existing policies acted as disincentives to renewable energy by stipulating that 
no one can generate electricity within this concession and selected areas. So, we had to change the 
legislation to allow IPPs. We also did not have feed-in tariffs. The other issue we had was lack of 
security of land tenure. In many cases in the concession areas the landowner will have a number of 
tenants living on his land but these tenants do not have access to electricity.

To overcome these challenges, we are designing a scheme that subsidizes connections to the poor. 
This scheme is based on donor funding and it should be available to consumers by end of this year. 
We also have a rural electrification development program which focuses on providing lighting 
services to the rural community. We have developed an energy roadmap, which is expected to 
come to regulation later this year. In addition, we are focusing on capacity and institutional 
development. We have started an education program for the public to understand energy services 
and energy efficiency. 

Twarath Sutabutr, Thailand

Thailand has 909 islands of which nearly 200 are inhabited. I will provide an overview on how we 
are using clean energy in four islands—Koh Jik, Koh Samui, Koh PaLuay, and Koh Raya—which 
are popular tourist destinations. These resorts have set up renewable energy projects based on the 
build–operate–transfer method. 
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The objective of promoting “Green Islands” is to improve energy supply management in targeted 
islands, achieve lower costs of delivered electricity with less environmental impact, and reduce the 
overall carbon footprint in resorts. The PaLuay Green Island Project serves as a model of green 
islands, where local villagers utilize energy from all alternative energy resources. This benefits the 
community on the island because it is sustainable and results in better living conditions, and 
the resort is performing as an ecological resort. We have fishing boats that use biodiesel, solar 
home systems, and biomass and biogas projects on these islands. We estimate that we can have 
30%–70% energy saving and related greenhouse gas emission reductions using renewable energy 
in such islands. 
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Key Questions for Session 4E
•	 What are the policy, legal, and regulatory barriers to expanding urban access?

•	 What success stories exist?

•	 What policy, legal, and regulatory changes could overcome these barriers?
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According to the World Energy Outlook 2011, there are nearly 675 million people in Asia who do 
not have access to energy. The urban electrification rate looks high at first but becomes low as you 
move down to south Asia, excluding the People’s Republic of China (PRC). So the challenge we are 
facing today is growing urbanization and a large number of people both in urban and rural areas 
who do not have access to energy. 

Indonesia Perspective

Agung Wicaksono, special assistant head of President’s Delivery Unit for Development Monitoring and 
Oversight in Indonesia, explained his government’s national priority and policy on how to align different 
ministries and agencies to provide electricity in urban households.

Our unit—the President’s Delivery Unit for Development Monitoring and Oversight—was set up 
in 2009 with the key task of converting the president’s vision into a government program. When a 
ministry delivers a program, the president needs to know if it has been well executed. If you look 
at the top of the diagram, you will see the vision and mission of the president and vice-president, 
and it is further elaborated into national priority and then cascades down into programs, strategic 
plans, and lastly, the ministers’ contract and integrity plan. Every minister, before taking office, has 
to sign this performance contract with the president. This way we can hold them accountable. The 
ministers need to deliver their targets and translate them into action plans. Our unit works together 
with the Ministry of Planning and the Ministry of Finance to ensure that there is consistency 
and synchronization. This is done by monitoring, checking, and coordinating to ensure that the 
activities translates into the desired bottom line result. 

Implementation is done by the respective ministries and they need to report on the achievement of 
the action plans and targets set for them by our office, which in turn reports to the president in front 
of all the ministers the results of the programs that achieve target or exceed target. We have set colors 
as benchmarks—green is for achieving target, blue for exceeding target, and yellow means that there 
is trouble. Less than 50% of target achieved gets red. 

Our office works on programs of national priority. Energy is one of the 11 existing programs of 
national priority. As per our estimates, an investment of nearly $55 billion is required in the next 
5 years to keep pace with economic growth. This means we need to add 29 gigawatts (GW) of 
power generation capacity in the form of at least 400 new large-scale power plants, lay down about 
240,000 kilometers of new lines transmission, and serve about 13 million new customers. In 2009, 
we had an electrification rate of 64%, which has gone up to 72% today. 

Geothermal power is a key priority for the government because we have huge potential for it. 
We have a program called Fast Track, and in the first phase of the program we focused on coal 
thermal power plants. We are already producing 3,000 megawatts (MW) and plan to add another 
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3,300 MW this year. In the second phase, about 40% of electricity will come from geothermal. 
We will also focus on coal bed methane and hope to reach 16 MW this year. The Government of 
Indonesia also has a pro-people program, including four clusters, one of which is the environment. 
The focus of this program is to provide affordable electricity as well as housing.

Implementation is sometimes hindered because of decentralization and lack of coordination. The 
ministers and mayors are elected by their constituencies and are therefore more aligned with their 
own constituencies rather than following central government policies. As such, a cross-sector 
approach is required to solve this kind of bottleneck, and this is where our office steps in to bring 
people together and solve matters. 

My boss says that our unit is like a pizza delivery unit, where if you do not get your pizza in 
45 minutes it is free. I think the public should also be treated the same way. If a promise from a 
leader is not delivered then he or she has to be punished or rewarded accordingly. 

Question 1:

Participant: I think the utility should be driving the program instead of the ministries.

Answer to Question 1:

Agung Wicaksono: The utility has a different scope, especially when it comes to grid expansion. 
This program is under the ministry of energy as well as of public housing for coordination, but the 
utilities come into the picture at the time of execution. The utilities need data. For example, which 
area should I deliver so that these 83,000 households can be reached? This data comes from the 
Ministry of Public Housing. So a lot of top-level coordination is required before the utilities can 
execute.

Question 2:

Participant: Who determines the target benchmark and which agency is responsible for what?

Answer to Question 2:

Agung Wicaksono: We initiate a dialogue or debate or negotiate to set a target.
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Philippines Perspective

Wilfred L. Billena, president of the Philippine Rural Electric Cooperatives Association and general manager 
of Iloilo Electric Cooperative, provided an overview of the challenges faced by electricity cooperatives in 
the Philippines in providing electricity in urban areas.

In the Philippines, there are some illegal settlers and cooperative electricity companies provide 
electricity to them. I will talk about the problems faced by the cooperatives in putting up lines and 
meters. The meters get tampered with, and so the cooperatives have decided to put the meters on 
the electricity poles itself where high-tension wires (34,000 volts) run. This prevents most people 
from climbing on the pole and tampering with the meter. However, some people still try to tamper, 
so the electricity poles have been put up in a cluster with the transformer to permanently fix the 
problem. There is tampering of meter reading too. The consumption of electricity is quite low by 
a lot of people in the Philippines, e.g., elderly people who put on the light at 5:30 p.m. and listen 
to the radio and switch it off by 10:30 p.m. These people receive a subsidy, so sometimes people 
tamper with the meter reading. This makes regular inspections very important. An inspection 
report shows that some households are using a lot of electrical appliances but paying very little by 
tampering with meters. 

The defaulters are made to pay during inspections. It is very easy to get a legal connection in an 
electricity cooperative. All you have to do is become a member (the local municipality gives households/
landholders electricity permits), attend a seminar, pay the money, and get a legal connection. Since 
the electricity comes from a cooperative, if there is any surplus at the end of the fiscal year it goes 
back to the members of the cooperative. About 93% of people are connected through cooperatives. 
The remaining 7% are in remote areas and villages, and we will finish connecting them by 2013; 
70% of the energy used by cooperatives is “green energy” and comes from geothermal sources. 

The legislators are today questioning whether the government should subsidize the islands that 
come under them. Everyone, even the illegal settlers, has electricity, except for those in shanty towns 
as these are not formal residences. Unlike in Sri Lanka where a connection costs $300, which is high, 
in my cooperative the connection cost is only $100. We are a bit skeptical about prepaid meters 
because the price is four to five times the normal meter. We are also skeptical of the magnetic strip 
put in the prepaid card like in a jukebox you where one can put a coin and play a song. A creative 
person may use tricks and use the same coin to select many songs.

Power Access Program Design

Alan Kneisz, regional director for Asia and the Pacific at Dantherm Power, focused on the parameters in 
designing power access programs.

Energy for the urban poor is always a challenge. It is not primarily stable, there is tampering, and 
there are power outages. Power supply is unreliable and unstable compared to richer parts of the 
city or industrial areas. There are also fire and safety issues. These challenges are similar everywhere. 
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Metering is a problem, specifically metering for small locations and small metering to power small 
machines. There are also policy challenges, so there has to be a government policy to support the 
issue of providing electricity to the poor. 

Informality of slum areas is a problem. How do we find out how many people live there? How do 
we get the documentation done or find where the power is going? Let me give you an example. 
In Africa, losses during distribution are about 48%, but these are typical of urban poor settings 
anywhere in the world. There is also an example where the community took over the distribution 
and losses were cut from 48% to 15%—a dramatic reduction. When losses are reduced, there is 
a possibility to regroup the investment and put into more reliable sources of power since there is 
better distribution of power. 

To combat the problems of power distribution, it is good to have cooperatives and power being 
bought from the community because there is less pilferage. On the green energy side, there has to be 
a business case taken into account. Green energy has far greater potential where there is unreliable 
power distribution than in areas where there is grid. For example, in the Philippines when a typhoon 
comes in, the sheets covering the houses fly off. But if the government is willing to invest and find 
a more permanent and practical solution at the grassroots level, then it is an immense help. The 
urban poor are a very large segment of society. In Mumbai, there are 2 million slum dwellers. There 
is technology now to support mobile payment systems since everybody has a mobile phone. In the 
absence of documentation, such a mobile system works well. There is also growth of public–private 
partnerships and community-based systems. 

There are some regulatory and legal policies that need to be made, such as acceptance of micro 
charging stations or micro lenders, community-based programs to support distribution within 
urban areas, and promotion of new and green technology. Green technology also reduces theft and 
tapping in. We do not find pilferage and stealing in greener technology because it is harder to steal 
and use panels than batteries. Green technologies need a lot less maintenance and result in greater 
savings. In most cases, green technology is much more stable; hence, there are less power outages. 
Health is also better compared to when generators are used that leak and cause air pollution. 

There are some viable technologies and solutions available to supply the urban poor. There are micro 
charging stations globally. There is better technology out there today. Governments are coming 
under more and more pressure to invest in green technology, and have to believe that this is a good 
thing. In reality, it will save a lot of money for the country.

Ranjith Gunawardana: The most difficult part for the poor customer is to get a connection. In 
Sri Lanka, we have a scheme run by the Central Electricity Board where we provide a loan to 
the customer of up to $300, which is deducted from monthly bills. This has been very successful 
and has increased the number of customers. We have tariff blocks whereby the tariff is subsidized 
for below 120 kilowatt-hours per month (kWh/month), and any measurement above 180 kWh/
month is taxed. This protects the interest of poor consumers as those consuming more units pay 
heavily compared to those consuming less. The electrification ratio is 92% in the country, and by 
the end of this year we will complete the remaining 8%. 
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Question 1:

Participant: Are there any alternate types of electricity provided apart from the grid system and 
green energy?

Answer to Question 1:

Raju Laudari: Only 62% households in Nepal are connected to the grid, of which most are in the 
capital city. We get nearly 10% of our power from renewable energy—solar and micro hydro. The 
general issue is that rural areas have more stable power supply because of renewable sources, whereas 
the people in the city need to use candles as they have no renewable power sources. We do provide 
some subsidy and technical support to households for lighting and cooking in rural areas but there 
is no such provision for urban poor or urban consumers. We are encouraging the use of renewable 
power to address the electricity problems. For instance, we have a tax exemption on import of 
solar panels, even in urban areas. We recently installed large solar panels in the residence of the 
president and prime minister to demonstrate their viability and practical experience. The total energy 
production in Nepal is 700 MW annually, of which more than 600 MW is from hydro, but in the 
dry season we get less than 400 MW. The urban poor and the urban rich are victimized because of 
this supply deficit. People who can afford to use renewable energy opt for solar technology, however 
it is difficult for many others who cannot even get proper food. In essence, there is no subsidy 
support, and this problem is similar in all underdeveloped countries. It is important to have some 
policy focused on the urban poor and integrate renewable energy supply to the urban poor along 
with other development activities. If the people are economically poor, then how can they buy 
renewable technology without any support? If the energy problem is put in the same list as other 
development plans, then we can borrow some money and use it for this activity. That is the problem 
in our country—we cannot even commit small amounts of electricity to the grid for someone who 
wants to do some small-scale work or even grow vegetables. So, increasing the access to energy of 
poor people is linked with the economic condition of the people. The economically rich can have 
the opportunity to look for other options which should be addressed through government policy.

Question 2

Participant: Why are the policies so difficult to implement?

Answer to Question 2:

Participant: Rational policies are difficult to implement because of a clash in thinking. When 
we initiated the process to increase the tariff, the proposal had to be passed by the Parliament 
and there was a lot of opposition to it. The reduction in fuel subsidy was possible due to public 
assistance and the fact that the leaders did not want to become unpopular. People say that the ones 
demonstrating against fuel or electricity tariff hikes are those who are already benefitting from the 
current plan. The ones who need to benefit have no voice to influence policy. 
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It is difficult to educate people. They think it is not wrong to steal electricity as there is an infinite 
supply. It becomes difficult for the government to enforce any law since it is not possible to check 
meters in every household. As a result, a large percentage of the population is enjoying electricity 
without paying for it. Some islands have coal and oil and gas but it is not attractive to take coal 
because the price in the electricity industry is not good enough to use it, so it mainly gets exported.

Question 3:

Participant: Would anyone else like to answer this question? Is this is the main question about the 
barriers? Why are some people connected and some not?

Answer to Question 3:

Participant: In our experience there are four barriers—regulation, education, affordability, and 
legality. The technical losses are nearly 26%. There is lack of enforcement on tampering with 
meters or other issues such as electricity theft. Consumers are not aware of the disadvantages of 
taking directly from the pole and wire. Many people cannot pay the high price of legal electricity 
connections and tariff. Lastly, most urban poor have a legal status which makes it difficult for them 
to apply for connections.

To give an analogy for the telecom sector, the penetration of mobile phones was very low in the 
initial phase. However, usage increased when the prepaid scheme was introduced as you do not 
require much documentation and there are flexible tariff plans. There is similar potential in the 
electricity industry. Micro lending can also work, where the poor can pay for using power on a very 
small basis. 

I must make a correction here: $300 is the maximum loan we provide, it is not the cost of the 
service connection. This mainly happens when the house is far from the distribution line, and the 
customer has to pay for the wire. In urban areas where the house is close the connection, the cost 
is only about $100. The electrification rate in Colombo is 99%, leaving only 1% or about 20,000 
houses that need to be electrified in the slum areas; 90% electricity of the distribution system is 
underground and that cost is high. There is a lot of illegal construction as well, so it is difficult to 
identify land ownership. As such, we have now started giving connections on the basis of registered 
electorate. If  a person is a registered voter then he or she can apply for and get a connection. 
Similarly, in the case of underground connections, we provide connection to households that have 
a meter. In some cases, where people stay in low-rent government flats, we install a meter for the 
building and padlock it to ensure there is no tampering.
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Session Chair: Amit Bando, executive director, International Partnership for Energy Efficiency 
Cooperation (IPEEC)

Session Rapporteur: Jesper Vauvert, team leader, energy project, Danish International Development 
Agency (Danida)

Speakers
•	 Pierre Cazalles, Asia director on partnerships, International Copper Association

•	 Naoki Sakai, senior climate change specialist, ADB

•	 Bodha Raj Dhakal, project manager, Nepal Electricity Authority

•	 Thusitha Sugathapala, director-general, Sustainable Energy Authority

•	 Max Dupuy, economist and regional coordinator for the People’s Republic of China, Regulatory 
Assistance Project (RAP)

Key Questions for Session 4F
•	 How can we can promote energy security more efficiently and reduce emissions of greenhouse 

gases and other pollutants associated with energy production?

•	 What are the key regulatory barriers and issues that need to be addressed in order to facilitate 
significant increases in efficiency investments?

•	 What is, or should be, the role of the policy maker and regulator in addressing these barriers?

Opening Remarks by Chair

Here we want to address a few key issues related to energy efficiency. You are all coming at this 
with your own experience in your own areas, so focus your thoughts on the three key questions 
that have been suggested for this session, and tie together energy efficiency and energy access. Once 
the speakers have had their say, we will treat this as a full dialogue. The end result of this session is 
to give two or three big recommendations on how we can relate energy efficiency to energy access. 
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The first question is, how can we promote energy security more efficiently, and thereby reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions and other pollutants associated with energy production? Let us see how 
we can promote energy efficiency as a way to ensure energy security. The next question is, what are 
the key regulatory barriers and issues that need to be addressed to facilitate significant increases in 
energy efficiency investment? This is tied to the financing and investment side of things. The final 
question is, what should be the role of the policy maker and regulator in addressing these barriers? 
That is the government side of things. Of course, we are also interested in the potential linkages of 
all three questions.

Harmonization of Energy Efficiency Standards in ASEAN

Pierre Cazalles, Asia director on partnerships for the International Copper Association, provided an 
overview on the current effort on harmonization of energy efficiency standards for air-conditioners in the 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations region. 

According to a study done by the International Copper Association (ICA) for the United Nations 
Environment Programme (UNEP) in 2010 to assess energy saving potentials for air-conditioners 
and refrigerators, household electricity consumption in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
(ASEAN) was nearly 144,038 gigawatt-hours (GWh) in 2007, in which air-conditioners accounted 
for 50% or more of total household electricity consumption. In Thailand, it represents 5% of total 
electricity consumption in the country. Air-conditioners are estimated to consume 57.1 terawatt-
hours of electricity per year in ASEAN. The study found that if minimum energy performance 
standards (MEPS) are harmonized across ASEAN to the current level in Thailand (energy efficiency 
ratio of 2.8), then the energy savings potential is 1,928 GWh and 0.9 million tons of carbon 
dioxide (CO2) emission reductions per year. Similarly, harmonization of ASEAN MEPS to the 
current MEPS of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) (energy efficiency ratio of 3.2) has an 
estimated energy saving potential of nearly 5,373 GWh per year and 2.7 million tons of CO2 
emissions reduction per year.

The objective is to reduce electricity consumption and greenhouse gas emissions, with a specific 
objective to harmonize energy standards for appliances in ASEAN. This program was started after 
consultation with the 10 ministries of energy of ASEAN countries.

The three core phases of the study are to (i) harmonize standards for testing methods; (ii) develop 
plans for MEPS and higher efficiency performance standards and guide ASEAN countries in 
improving air-conditioner efficiency in their own countries; and (iii) recommend MEPS and higher 
efficiency performance standards benchmarks and targets at the ASEAN regional level, and provide 
technical assistance to ministries of energy on policy and regulatory aspects at the national level. In 
parallel, we will implement a capacity building program for testing laboratories and air-conditioner 
manufacturers in ASEAN; consumer awareness will be the last step.

ICA completed a survey with UNEP in November 2010 analyzing the current status of energy 
efficiency policies, standards, and labeling programs in ASEAN and the energy savings potentials 
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for air-conditioners and refrigerators. This was followed by a strategic plan for harmonization 
of energy efficiency standards in ASEAN (the basis for the action plan), which was drafted with 
UNEP. The plan was finalized in stakeholder consultation workshops in Kuala Lumpur, Singapore, 
and Jakarta, and was endorsed by the ASEAN Energy Efficiency and Conservation Sub-Sector 
Network (the network of energy efficiency policy makers in the ASEAN region), in Singapore in 
May 2011. ICA is currently looking for sources of funding for the program.

The next step is to organize the first meeting of the technical working group. This working group 
includes testing laboratories, standard-making bodies, and national experts, and we propose to 
include other stakeholders in the private sector such as air-conditioner manufacturers and testing 
laboratories. There is also a policy working group to set long- and medium-term objectives for 
awareness-raising about energy efficiency in air-conditioners. This program is endorsed by the 
ASEAN secretariat and the ASEAN Energy Efficiency and Conservation Sub-Sector Network, and 
is being coordinated by ICA together with UNEP.

Comments by Chair

I think the key point that he is making is that, yes, there is a very well-defined set of things that 
they are doing, from action planning all the way down to meetings and initial discussions. But the 
need to integrate the policy with the regulatory side is something that they are recognizing explicitly 
in the design phase. I think it would be useful for the larger panel to comment on that, but also to 
look at the relevance of this within the context of effective design of energy efficiency programs. 
Because I think, to the extent that we are talking about efficiency programs that are both practical 
and implementable in terms of affecting energy security, and are able to draw financing in terms of 
being bankable projects, these elements might have a role to play. It would also be useful to discuss 
experience in terms of sector-specific approaches, or at a country level.

India Perspective

Naoki Sakai, senior climate change specialist with ADB, spoke about smart-grid development in South Asia.

I am the mission leader for India, for sector generation, transmission, and distribution, and I am 
also ADB’s practice leader for solar energy and smart-grid projects.

The chair asked how energy efficiency is linked to energy security and clean energy development. 
My belief is that the so-called green innovation will mitigate the energy efficiency and energy access 
situation. The definition of green technology innovation is very difficult, but basically we can 
create a new system by taking solar and other renewable energy and combining it with smart-grid 
technology and electric vehicle technology to enhance the existing system. Power sector generation, 
transmission, and distribution; demand-side management of large consumers in the industry sector; 
and consumer demand-side management will all be closely linked to energy efficiency enhancement. 
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For example, in India there are 3–4 billion people without access to power; it is crystal clear that 
India does not count only on fossil fuel such as oil and gas. To enhance energy access and ensure 
energy security, we will have to use a diverse mix of renewable and nuclear energy sources.

ADB is supporting a $100 million solar park in Gujarat, India. To set up large-scale projects, 
it is important to have stable smart-grid infrastructure. These systems should be integrated at the 
transmission, distribution, micro grid, and demand response level.

In developed countries, there are three purposes for smart meters: (i) to let the consumer choose 
their power supplier; (ii) to have two-way metering, with buying and selling of electricity; and 
(iii)  demand response management, battery management, electric vehicle connections, and 
connections to smart home appliances. However, in emerging countries such as India, the main 
purpose can be loss reduction. The current smart-grid software and power line technology can easily 
be used to identify where and how energy is leaking. The challenge for India’s power industry is first 
to identify the problem, and then deal with it.

At both the transmission and distribution levels, ADB appealed to the international community, 
and managed to get $550 million from the Clean Technology Fund last November. This is a very 
concessional fund with a 10-year grace period plus 30 years at 0.25% fixed interest. Using this money, 
ADB will support emerging countries to deploy smart-grid technology that will mitigate energy 
security and greenhouse gas emissions. It is important to note that smart-grid feasibility studies 
are going on even in developed countries, although it is not totally commercial yet. The challenge 
is how to deploy the technology in both developing and developed countries simultaneously. We 
should break the boundaries between developed and developing countries and, more importantly, 
between the public and the private sectors.

How we should we break the barrier for regulators? The most important thing is to accelerate 
the communication between the public and the private sector. It is easy to say “public–private 
partnership” (PPP), but this is very difficult to implement, even for ADB. Here at ADB, we have 
supported the creation of a nonprofit organization, a regional task force to promote PPP in the area 
of renewable energy, energy efficiency, smart grids, and electric vehicles. This task force is a mix of 
regional public and private sector experts. We believe initiatives such as this will assist government 
policy makers to develop sustainable regulatory frameworks. 

Comments by Chair

What is interesting is that you started out looking at typical options such as renewables and nuclear 
to promote energy access and security, but quickly realized that there has to be some kind of 
integrating force, and that is where you moved to the smart grid. The thrust of your message is that 
smart-grid systems have applications well beyond any particular sector. It would be useful for us 
to discuss the issue of how you make smart grids work in a fashion where you are breaking down 
the barriers—public versus private and developing versus developed—while you are creating that 
business model.
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Nepal Perspective

Bodha Raj Dhakal, project manager at the Nepal Electricity Authority, spoke about energy efficiency 
initiatives, policy barriers, and lessons learned from experience in Nepal over the past few years.

There is no typical scenario for initiatives in Nepal. There is the Ministry of Energy, but it has no 
energy efficiency component—its entire policy is focused solely on developing hydro power. There 
is also no energy or utility regulator, apart from a body which sets the tariff for the utility. The sole 
utility, Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA), does have some energy efficiency initiatives. Because 
there is no role for the energy ministry on energy efficiency, there are no policies, there is a lack of 
funding, and only one limited energy efficiency program has been executed in the last few years. 
There is no demand-driven initiative and no private sector players will implement energy efficiency 
programs in this sector. Because there is no regulation, there are no energy standards or labeling 
programs for residential or commercial equipment. 

There are few incentives to switch to energy efficient lighting because the tariff that was fixed in 
Nepal in 2001 still exists without adjustment, and there are no fixed incentives either. There is 
no minimum performance guarantee or standard on compact fluorescent light (CFL) bulbs being 
imported, so without barriers to entry low-quality bulbs are coming in. There also are no incentives 
or compulsory measures for energy efficiency in building codes.

The electricity tariff, which has not been adjusted in the past decade, is highly subsidized for all 
sectors—residential, commercial, and industry. People tend to use inefficient tools and equipment, 
because there is no incentive for them to use less energy. An appropriate tariff structure does not 
exist. There is a heavy duty on CFLs, totaling around 33%. Also, although the NEA is the only 
entity implementing energy efficiency, it has limited access to investment capital. Since there is no 
compulsion to use energy efficient equipment, there is not much development and therefore limited 
availability of energy efficient technology and high penetration of low-efficiency appliances.

Multilateral donor intervention is required in scenarios such as a large-scale CFL implementation 
programs in Nepal. Before loans or grants are given out, donors should ensure that the proper policies 
and regulations are in place and there are no such barriers. Similarly, public education and awareness 
is required. There must be a phase-out policy; if a particular technology is not energy efficient, then 
production must be stopped; otherwise, the energy efficiency policy will not be sustainable in the 
long run. For example, if CFLs are made mandatory without a phase-out policy for incandescent 
bulbs, and there are sufficient cheaper incandescent bulbs in the market, then no one will switch to 
CFLs. These are the key drivers of energy efficiency and the major lessons we learned.
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Comments by Chair

This was a very quick rundown of barriers in the context of Nepal. There are low financial incentives, 
limited access to investment capital, limited access to technology, and high penetration of low 
energy efficient technology. We ought to discuss the last two things in particular in our panel 
discussion, because we all understand that financial incentives and access to capital can be provided, 
but as long as you have limited access to technology and high penetration of really inefficient 
appliances and equipment, you are going to have a problem creating appropriate investment-grade 
projects. You identified three key drivers at a broad scale: the need for multilateral development 
bank intervention as a first phase of more investment capital moving in, public awareness and 
education, and phase-out policies.

Sri Lanka Perspective

Thusitha Sugathapala, director-general of the Sustainable Energy Authority, spoke about energy efficiency 
initiatives in Sri Lanka.

I represent the Sri Lanka Sustainable Energy Authority which was established in 2007 to look 
after two main areas: promotion of renewable energy, and energy efficiency and conservation 
management. An act of Parliament gave us the authority to promote energy efficiency and energy 
conservation management in all energy sectors, including transport, agriculture, and industry. 
This has a very broad scope. Our key focus is to implement energy efficiency improvement and 
conservation programs in all sectors, and establish energy consumption benchmarks for each sector, 
including compulsory energy auditing and consumption data reporting. There is a regulation for 
each establishment in all industries to report its energy data to us. We also have a program for 
accreditation of energy managers, energy auditors, and energy service companies (ESCOs). 

We cover the industry, commercial, and residential sectors, and about 6 months ago we started 
a special program including transport. This is grouped into four areas: policy and regulation 
development, energy service support for all sectors, awareness and education, and financing. Under 
regulations, we have created an energy manager and energy auditor program, followed by energy 
auditing and consumption data reporting. We put in place an energy efficient building code in 
2008 which is mandatory for commercial buildings, and we have energy labeling of appliances. This 
has been in operation for CFLs and has had a huge impact, and we are implementing labeling for 
ceiling fans, electric motors, and ballasts of fluorescent bulbs this year. We are developing labels for 
air-conditioners and refrigerators, and we are looking at water pumps and a few other appliances in 
the next couple of years. For energy services, we have type-specific energy efficiency programs for 
each of the key sectors because they each have different issues. We also have sophisticated equipment 
for energy data collection and auditing, which we hire out at a reasonable price. We have projects 
to implement two ESCOs, where we get the projects and give them to the ESCOs. Recently, we 
established a regional lighting center. This was developed especially to develop lighting standards 
for CFLs, but we are now looking at light-emitting diode (LED) bulbs. Our awareness programs 
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go across all sectors. We have an annual exhibition where energy conservation efforts are recognized 
through awards for each sector, such as hospitals and hotels. We have also included energy into 
the science curriculum for grades 10 and 11, tied with a teacher training program and educational 
material. Financing is a weaker area. We have a sustainable guarantee facility that guarantees bank 
loans for those wanting to implement an energy conservation program, and we are trying to get 
some funding to establish a soft loan scheme for energy efficiency projects. Our target is 20% 
reduction in energy consumption compared to today’s value by 2020, which we want to maintain 
until 2040.

The CFL labeling program has been implemented, and several low-quality CFLs have now been 
removed from the market so all bulbs are labeled with at least one out of a maximum of five 
stars. Around 5 years ago, before we implemented the program, we had a market for 30 million 
incandescent bulbs. However, the incandescent market has reduced to 10 million and the CFL 
market has increased to 20 million in the last year. Our demand has increased, but for the last 
3 years there has been no increase in our peak demand between 6:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., which 
shows the real impact of this energy conservation program. We have estimated that we are saving 
around 250 GWh per year through CFLs and other programs and, given that we have demand of 
10,000 GWh annually, we are saving around 2%. Our target is to increase that to 10% by 2020. 
The power generation capacity that we have saved is up to 300 megawatts (while our peak demand 
is 2,000 megawatts). We are also implementing labeling for ceiling fans, an appliance with very low 
efficiency in Sri Lanka—some fans have efficiency of less than 10%, but fans with around 20% 
efficiency are available. We will implement this program as we did for CFLs, with a five-star label 
reporting the wattage and average energy conservation per month, and ceiling fans that do not 
qualify for one star will not be allowed in the market. We have just finalized a program for electric 
motors based on the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standards with a three-star 
label and it will be implemented later this year. We have also developed one for magnetic ballasts 
for tube lights and are planning to develop one for refrigerators and air-conditioners. We are also 
getting funding to establish a testing laboratory. The energy efficient building code of practice was 
established in 2008, and it is applicable to all commercial buildings. We are revising it at present and 
introducing guidelines, rather than mandates, for residential housing.

The energy manager and energy auditing program is one of the key programs we are currently 
implementing. It is a regulation where we selected 1,600 consumers who account for 80% of 
electricity consumption, and they must manage energy in their establishment. The first set of energy 
managers will be given their roles within this month, and even doctors in hospitals will become 
energy managers. We are training all stakeholders in society in this energy conservation program. 
We are targeting hotels, water pumping stations, hospitals, government sector buildings, universities, 
and higher education institutions. In schools, the main approach is awareness. 

We recently launched a program for an energy efficiency and environmentally sustainable transport 
system, and we are now preparing standards for government vehicles. We will incorporate all of 
these things into a national 5-year program and will submit it to the government to get its support 
for all of the sectors.
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We have faced barriers such as the lack of commitment and lack of technical capacity of end users, 
and the inadequacy of regulatory mechanisms. 

Looking at the cost–benefit for this program, the total budget is NRs1.2 billion ($13.8 million) 
over 5 years, but will result in NRs135 billion ($1.5 billion) of savings, or about NRs30 billion 
($346 million) for each year. This is a huge amount because, at present, about 60% of our energy 
comes from imported and subsidized fossil fuel. We are moving toward developing a knowledgeable 
society to address the barrier of lack of capacity. You have to know the sizable benefits before everyone 
can be mobilized.

Comments by Chair

It is clear that there is a huge impact. I was talking to someone from the International Finance 
Corporation (IFC), the private sector arm of the World Bank Group, who commented that they are 
unable to package projects for energy efficiency. This is a common complaint, not just from IFC but 
also the World Bank and ADB—it is a lot easier to package the larger and more tangible renewable 
energy projects where it is easier to create the elements of a bankable product. But here, you have 
provided an actual concrete example from Sri Lanka showing the savings in numbers that you can 
generate through an awareness and training program alone. The second thing that is interesting is 
how you tied this to the fact that you are saving even more because of fuel subsidies. Usually, the 
recommendations say that the first thing you have to do is eliminate fuel subsidies, and you are 
turning this around and saying that because of the fuel subsidies, the cost is much higher, so a few 
cents of expenditure on energy efficiency generates much bigger savings. This argument is worth 
exploring a little bit more, because the recommendation to rationalize and eliminate fuel subsidies 
is not possible in many of these countries for political and socioeconomic reasons.

People’s Republic of China Perspective

Max Dupuy, economist and regional coordinator for the People’s Republic of China (PRC) at the 
Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP), spoke about what RAP is doing in the PRC.

I am based in Beijing with the Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP), and we are interested in the PRC 
and, in particular, the utility-based energy efficiency programs which are getting under way there. 
I am going to give you a broader view from my perspective after working on some programs there. 

Typically, at the beginning of a talk on the PRC, it is customary to mention how big it is, and how 
quickly it is growing. I will just do that quickly. The PRC still has an official rural population greater 
than 600 million people, and the demand for energy in rural regions is growing rapidly. Ownership 
of some appliances such as TVs in rural areas are already reaching saturation point, while others have 
a way to go. In the urban areas by comparison, TVs, fans, and even washing machines have reached 
saturation, but this is not so much the case in rural areas. Electricity is a fraction of rural energy 
use, but it is still fairly coal and traditional biomass intensive, and that of course has certain health 
problems associated with it.
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In every 5-year plan, the government places major emphasis in the policy making process on rural 
development—it is always one of the main pillars of economic policy making in the PRC. There 
has also been huge emphasis in both the previous and current 5-year plans on energy efficiency. The 
central government has achieved its economy-wide energy efficiency targets, which are a central part 
of its goals in both plans. In the last 5-year plan, there was a goal to reduce overall energy intensity 
(energy use per unit of gross domestic product) by 20%, which has been met. In this current 5-year 
period, there is a 16% target. There is a lot of emphasis on both rural areas and energy efficiency, but 
I found it difficult to come up with policies in the PRC that were particularly targeted toward energy 
efficiency in rural areas. Of course, many of the national plans do have an impact on rural areas. 

The PRC is a rural electrification success story, with 98%–99% rural electrification. However, it is 
hard to say that energy efficiency has been a big part of the big push in the 1990s and 2000s to get 
that access to the rural areas. In the future, it may be part of sustaining that access and moving it 
forward. Rural energy is just a small part of overall energy use in the PRC. Even though 45%–50% 
of its population is still officially classified as rural, when compared to other countries that are at 
the same stage of rural–urban transition, the PRC has a lower fraction of the total energy used by 
rural households. That is because the PRC economy overall has become much more heavily biased 
toward heavy industry than most other developing countries, and this takes up the lion’s share of 
energy consumption.

There are now minimum energy performance standards in the PRC for over 30 appliances. It was 
interesting to hear in an earlier discussion about the comparison of what would happen if other 
countries reach the PRC’s current standards for various appliance types. I was recently looking at 
calculations by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s PRC group, which tried to calculate what 
would happen if we brought the PRC’s standards to what they considered to be the measure of the 
best technological frontier they could possibly push their standards to. If you could move all of the 
various appliances that have this possible range of improvement nationwide, they calculated that, 
despite the fast growth demand, there would be no overall load growth. This shows that making 
progress with efficiency standards can have a big effect.

In the PRC, there has been a move toward making the utilities, or grid companies as they are 
called there, change their business model, moving away from making money solely from selling 
energy toward one where they deliver energy efficiency services as well. This model has been used 
to varying degrees of success in the United States (US) and elsewhere in the world. In late 2000, 
the PRC put an obligation on the two large grid companies which cover the PRC—two of the 
biggest companies in the world of any kind—to achieve annual end-user energy saving targets. The 
target is small to begin with—just 0.3% of the previous year’s sale volume or the previous year’s 
maximum load. It is exciting to see this large country getting involved in this kind of model, and 
interesting to see the process of implementation. There are a lot of people within the government 
policy making process that hope that the target can be expanded after initial results are evaluated. 
This requires demand-side management measures—installation of load monitoring equipment on 
a substantial fraction of load and direct load control equipment. 
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This allows grid companies to report costs associated with these investments in energy efficiency as 
it would with other costs, so that opens the door to potentially allowing the utilities to recover the 
costs of energy efficiency investments from the rate base. This is a bit of a sticky point right now. 
At the moment, the utilities are simply required to achieve these targets and they are not necessarily 
guaranteed to be compensated for it, and it is not entirely clear what the impact is on their business, 
so we have this as a very small target. A challenge for implementation in the future will be thinking 
about the regulatory system, thinking about how the incentives that the grid companies might face 
for energy efficiency may change, and how to have oversight and evaluation of the program. 

The idea is to have the grid companies building what is sometimes in the PRC called “efficiency 
power plants.” These are bundles of energy efficiency that can be compared to real power plants, 
much in the way we just heard about in Sri Lanka. The idea is to have the grid company in the 
position of making that comparison between supply-side and demand-side investments, and 
thinking about displacing plants on the supply side with their energy efficiency investments, ideally 
in a cost-effective manner. It is really about getting the regulatory system together.

As I said, I had difficulty thinking about how energy efficiency fits into the story of the success to 
date in rural electrification, but I think in the future there is a role, and that is potentially this utility 
program. If they manage to be successful, they could not just start constructing their efficiency 
power plants in urban and industrial areas, but they could also make various improvements and 
investments in energy efficiency in rural areas. I think energy efficiency can fit into the rural picture 
in terms of making investments more cost-effective in the PRC. The PRC has really no problem in 
terms of mobilizing huge amounts of capital when the policy directives are there. I think the country 
is quite good in terms of policy compared to other countries at similar levels of development in 
terms of mobilizing investment when there is a social objective, such as rural electrification or other 
infrastructure investment. Cost-effectiveness is often a bit murky in these infrastructure investment 
areas, so I think energy efficiency has a big role to play in terms of cost-effectiveness, especially in 
rural areas.
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SeSSion 5
Report of the Breakout Groups

Session Chair: Kala Mulqueeny, senior counsel, Office of the General Counsel, ADB

Session Rapporteur: Hendrik Meller, Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit 
(GIZ)

A. Efficiency in Products and Appliances (Lighting, Heating, Cooling, and Cooking) 

B. Regulation for Small Systems and Standardized Power Purchase Agreement Contracts (Mini and 
Micro Grids)

C. Incentivizing Private Sector Development for Sustainable Livelihoods and Rural Power

D. Regulating Small-Islands Systems (Mini and Micro Grids, and Isolated Use)

E. Designing Policy for Urban Access

F. Energy Efficiency

Comments by Chair

Welcome to the last session of this year’s dialogue. I heard that there were some very interesting 
discussions in the different groups. I am eager to hear what the groups have come up with. The first 
one on our list is efficiency in products and appliances, so I will ask Stewart Craine to report on it.

Stewart Craine, cofounder, Village Infrastructure Angels
Recommendations of Session 5A: Efficiency in Products and Appliances 
(Lighting, Heating, Cooling, and Cooking) 

We think that ADB should play a more proactive role in energy efficiency; increase engagement 
with the supply chain; and consider more communication with stakeholders, companies, bankers, 
governments, and policy managers. ADB should also assist governments to lead by example. It should 
explore funding and investing in any heating, cooling, lighting, and cooking technology that can be 
implemented for government assets such as buildings, vehicles, etc. There are some very short payback 
periods that are possible using existing technologies, and the government, being an extremely large 
customer, can help drive business and encourage residential customers to follow its example. 

Our next recommendation is that communication should be simple but hard-hitting. We should 
have “one-pager” communication materials with a key message, instead of 500-page reports. It is 
also important to ensure that ADB and other donors transparently provide information on the 
minimum efficiency standards that are included as part of any bulk procurement program, and 
that these procurement standards are developed in consultation with all stakeholders. However, 
they must also ensure that if efficiency standards are promoted, as in the case of Lighting Africa, 
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that financing and mass procurement accompany the programs, so that they serve as a market entry 
mechanism and drive expansion.

Christine Lins, executive secretary, Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st Century (REN21)
Recommendations of Session 5B: Regulation for Small Systems and Standardized Power Purchase 
Agreement Contracts (Mini and Micro Grids)

In general, we concluded that the off-grid segment is often forgotten when it comes to regulation, 
and the correct approach is needed in order to avoid overregulation of that sector, because that 
could become counterproductive. At the same time, it is important to protect the interests of the 
consumer. Lack of standards and technical capacity are two key barriers faced in achieving increases 
in the number of mini grids in a country. There is a need to have local resources on the ground, so 
there is a strong call for government support for capacity building until the market becomes mature, 
as indicated by having operators of small mini grids in place, as well as entrepreneurs who are setting 
up these projects. 

There is a clear need for financial support to help cover the capital costs of off-grid generation. 
We should find ways to provide incentives for banks to invest in this sector, because they are often 
reluctant to fund off-grid projects. For example, financing of off-grid projects is a priority area for 
banks in India. 

In terms of what arms of government should promote off-grid projects, we have seen that in many 
countries the ministry of power is responsible for large-scale generation and distribution, but that 
regional governments and provisional energy regulators play a more important role for off-grid 
projects. 

We also had a very comprehensive discussion on how small-scale power is regulated in different 
countries. There are standardized power purchase agreements for the on-grid market in most 
countries; however, it is not the same for the off-grid market. The panelists also felt that there was 
no need for standardized power purchase agreements for the off-grid market. In terms of policy, 
legal, or regulatory incentives, there are options such as renewable purchase obligations that can 
considerably help to extend mini grids. 

Milo Sjardin, head of Asia Pacific, Bloomberg New Energy Finance
Recommendations of Session 5C: Incentivizing Private Sector Development for Sustainable Livelihoods 
and Rural Power

We started off with the $750 billion amount that is required by 2030 to ensure modern energy 
services for those people who are not connected to the grid. This was followed by a debate about 
whether all that money should come from the private sector or from the public sector. If we talk 
about finance, we also have to talk about the perception of risk and risks in general—the lower the 
risk, the easier it is for money to flow. Some of these are real risks, such as policy risks, while some 
of these are more perceived risks, because people are not familiar with the technology, and it has no 
track record. 
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We got various views from practitioners around Asia, with widely different experiences. India is 
now allowing independent power producers to do their own thing. One idea that came up in 
our discussions was the licensing of rural areas to entities and using an auctioning mechanism 
to give the right to deliver energy services to these entities, rather than to the state-owned utility. 
Underestimation of rural electrification rates is another challenge in India, so it is important to allow 
the private sector to take a larger role.

In Bangladesh, microfinance institutions have been very active but, as was explained earlier, the 
private sector has actually taken a much bigger role, and it now provides more than 50% of rural 
electricity. While merging the finance and implementation roles has proven to be a successful option 
in the country, giving credit lines to commercial banks has not proven to be a viable model.

For the Lao People’s Democratic Republic, the biggest issue is actually financing utility companies 
in order to expand the grid. Financing seems to be a big issue for grid connection and rural 
electrification in this country.

Another thing that came up was the local supply chain. A participant from East Africa recommended 
cooperation with agriculture cooperative groups, to use their rural presence to enhance the 
effectiveness of rural electrification efforts. We also discussed the critical need for capacity building 
and providing guarantees to ensure credit for end users. This is one way that public money can 
support private sector activities in providing those loan guarantees. 

There is no one silver bullet, but as renewable energy becomes more cost-competitive, the ability 
of the private sector to play a role with the backing of the public sector will increase over time. 
However, the ability for it to act needs to be given. So, sometimes it is more about reducing barriers 
rather than providing incentives for sudden actions.

Matthew Gardner, deputy director, National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC)
Recommendations of Session 5D: Regulating Small-Island Systems (Mini and Micro Grids 
and Isolated Use)

We had a presentation from Makereta Sautuaga, senior energy efficiency advisor for the Secretariat 
of the Pacific Community, Fiji on indicators across the Pacific islands, so you can do benchmarking 
across the region. She stated that sharing information was quite important, and this relates back 
to one of our recommendations: there is a challenge in not only developing policies, but also in 
implementing those policies and having indicators for and benchmarking this information, so that 
you can track it over time to see if the policies are actually successful.

It will be helpful to understand whether policies have been successful because of their design or 
because of their implementation. We also had presentations from Samoa, Vanuatu, Tonga, Palau, 
and the Philippines. The challenges faced by small-island countries were similar in some ways, but 
also different, depending on their context. Many of these islands have newer regulatory bodies, 
and there is a need for capacity building and training for regulators. The human resources available 
within a country for this sector are limited. We should look at ways to make the interest rate 
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for financing lower and make them transparent and clearer. Similarly, the interest rate could be 
subsidized (i.e., lower or concessional rates), and there should be donor grants for project feasibility 
studies. Developers often have difficulty funding feasibility studies that might help get their projects 
off the ground. 

There should be clear policies for independent regulators in a transparent environment. There 
should also be donor coordination and high-impact initiatives. Instead of having three or four 
donors working in a region, it might help to have ADB take the lead, with a revolving fund to 
maximize private sector investment in the region. It is important to look at the close relationship 
between electricity pricing and issues such as energy access, energy conservation, renewable energy, 
energy efficiency, and energy security.

Alan Kneisz, regional director – Asia and Pacific, Dantherm Power
Recommendations of Session 5E: Designing Policy for Urban Access

A lot of our discussion was around the challenges associated with expansion of the grid, as well as 
urban access issues. A key issue is to get people connected to the grid and use it legally. We discussed 
various ideas on how to overcome these challenges, but could not find all the right answers, as 
the case is different in each country. For instance, there are options such as high-voltage systems 
being considered by some countries to address tampering with electricity poles. In Indonesia, the 
prepaid electricity scheme has been quite successful, and today they have nearly 2 million subscribers 
using prepaid cards. A lot of people cannot get a power bill because they do not have the required 
documentation, so it appears that prepaid cards can be a viable option. 

Some of the other challenges that we discussed include intergovernmental organizations, where 
you have to deal with multiple departments. It can be difficult to do grid expansion or get access 
into certain areas because of different political agendas and the different groups that want a piece of 
the pie. There is also a lack of education and awareness. We need to focus on educating people and 
informing them that this is a viable option. There are also issues related to the implementation of 
micro lending and micro credit. We also discussed how we can use small metering systems in urban 
poor settings and have that implemented for more basic levels of power requirements, rather than 
larger levels for typical households. We also looked at different green technologies that would be 
viable for certain areas in urban settings and how these can be implemented in an urban setting in 
order to support the power requirements of the urban poor in a sustainable way.

Amit Bando, executive director, International Partnership for Energy Efficiency Cooperation (IPEEC)
Recommendations of Session 5F: Energy Efficiency

We started off by looking at how we can promote energy security more efficiently and reduce 
emissions of greenhouse gases and other pollutants associated with energy production. The discussion 
was around the need to effectively demonstrate the link between energy efficiency and energy access, 
energy security, etc. It was reassuring that all of the presentations were able to bring out some very 
concrete numbers.
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The case studies discussed fed into the overall perception that energy efficiency can play a very 
important role, because if you have energy efficient systems—whether on the supply side or the 
demand side—you are essentially freeing up energy for other energy issues, such as energy access and 
energy security. This is typically done within the context of an overall forecasting model or regional 
analysis, and the panelists shared some eye-popping numbers and examples.

For example, a representative from the People’s Republic of China suggested that they have a fairly 
aggressive program to promote energy efficient appliances. They are promoting these appliances using 
policy and regulatory tools such as minimum standards, energy labels, and consumer awareness. 
However, there is much more potential if you compare what is going on today with the efficiency of 
available products internationally. There is a 47% potential for improvement over and above what is 
happening today, and this is all with currently available market technology and processes.

A representative from Sri Lanka provided an example of a program, which was launched with 
an initial investment of SLRs1.3 billion ($95,000) and within 5 years they could show savings 
of SLRs135 billion ($9.9 million). The biggest game changer was consumer awareness in terms 
of changing to efficient light bulbs, and changing some basic consumption behavior such as not 
opening the refrigerator door during peak-use hours. These changes allowed them to keep their peak 
load flat over the last 5 years.

As such, our recommendation is that governments, multinational development banks, and others 
involved in program design should include a large component of consumer awareness in energy 
efficiency portfolios. 

The second question we focused on was the key regulatory barriers and issues that need to be 
addressed to facilitate significant increases in efficiency. We discussed ideas on how to package 
products, services, and programs, and especially how do it in a way in which the investor 
community is interested. The key barriers identified included regulatory barriers related to things 
such as building codes, appliance standards, and energy labeling.

Program design elements are very important and the sequencing of what needs to be done is also 
critical. You cannot go ahead and design a program and then retrofit standards and labels and 
codes afterward. You need to have these mechanisms in place before you have a properly designed 
program. 

We also discussed the role of government in terms of policy makers as well as regulators—what 
is currently being done, and what more can be done. The biggest issue here is that we need a 
champion at the top, at the highest level. This has often been missing, since energy efficiency 
typically tends to have multiple champions and the impact gets diluted. It was suggested that we 
also emphasize the need to involve all stakeholders, and different successful examples were given, 
such as developing a regional task force. So, it is not just enough to have a champion, but that 
champion needs to reach out to different stakeholders during the program design phase.
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We also had a fair amount of discussion around whether it is good to have voluntary versus mandatory 
standards. The general feeling was that there have been enough successes where you start with a 
gradual approach, for example, starting with voluntary standards and then moving on to mandatory 
standards, and that this gradual approach appropriately reflects the fact that you are addressing the 
particular socioeconomic and political conditions of the country. The point is that a one-size-fits-all 
approach will not work. This is where government policy makers and regulators need to focus.

Question and Answers for Session 5

Question 1:

Kala Mulqueeny, senior counsel, Office of the General Counsel, ADB: Christine, I am interested to 
hear your thoughts on the idea of a standardized power purchase agreement (PPA).

Answer to Question 1:

Christine Lins, executive secretary, Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st Century (REN21): 
If I understood correctly, the renewable energy purchase obligation is considered to be a more valid 
instrument to quickly get the market up to scale. I think one of the reasons for the recommendation 
that standardized PPAs are not really needed is due to the composition of my group, which comprised 
mainly regulators and also much of the private sector. 

Terry Mohn, founder, General Microgrids: I am with the private sector and I also head the United 
Nations Foundation MicroGrid Work Group. The question about standardizing PPAs does not 
make sense from a private sector perspective. The private sector is delivering more than just power; 
it is delivering distribution infrastructure, system control and operations, metering and demand 
management capabilities, etc. These are really high-technology contributions and they exceed the 
current definition of what a PPA really represents. PPAs are focused on the kilowatt-hours the 
consumer is paying for, and so we are not really talking about a true comparison of what a mini 
grid is trying to deliver. PPAs and mini grid are completely different systems, even though they are 
composed of many of the same elements. Each implementation scheme may be different, so you 
cannot use a standardized approach in the way that you monetize them. 

Question 2:

Kala Mulqueeny, senior counsel, Office of the General Counsel, ADB: Does any one of the regulators 
who were in that group have a view? Could we ask the director-general of the Public Utility 
Commission from Sri Lanka, or someone from the Philippines, to comment?
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Answer to Question 2:

Stewart Craine, cofounder, Village Infrastructure Angels: I built a micro hydro mini grid in Nepal 
12 years ago, and by law a 100-watt incandescent bulb was fixed for each household. We put the first 
high-power factor, compact florescent lamps in there, and instead of a 100-watt bulb, we reduced 
it to 30 watts, providing a better standard of lighting with fewer kilowatt-hours of energy input. 
If we had a fixed cost per kilowatt-hour that we were selling, we would not recover the costs because 
we would have reduced our revenues by three quarters. Our cost per kilowatt-hour increased, so it 
looked like an expensive project, but our cost per household decreased by 40%. Therefore, we have 
to be careful about standardizing these sorts of things, in light of the potential for energy efficient 
appliances and the need to make sure that every kilowatt-hour saved is recognized, along with every 
kilowatt-hour produced. 

Alan Kneisz, regional director – Asia and Pacific, Dantherm Power: To provide energy access to 
urban areas, we need to reduce theft so that people are actually paying for the energy service; push 
for better documentation, because it is hard to actually bill someone if they do not have an address; 
and explore micro systems or prepaid options. There is the potential and means to do it, but we need 
the government to push this through, because in general the government does not see the potential 
to build and create an economically viable opportunity.

Question 3:

Kala Mulqueeny, senior counsel, Office of the General Counsel, ADB: Is there any uniqueness, or 
similarities, between regulation of mini grids and regulation in small islands? 

Answer to Question 3:

Matthew Gardner, deputy director, International Programs, NARUC: Earlier, you asked me the 
question about small islands, and how the experience of Thailand is different from other countries. 
Thailand has more than 900 islands, and the government is trying to expand access in each of these 
islands. The situation in each island is different, and the government is exploring ways to promote 
green tourism in some of them. The challenges are big, but the fundamentals seem quite similar 
to what I hear from other countries. They need to bring in investment, attract independent power 
producers (IPPs), have clear PPAs, and include the public in the conversation. So, in that sense, the 
challenges seem similar in the small islands. 

Kala Mulqueeny, senior counsel, Office of the General Counsel, ADB: What about the regulator of 
Vanuatu? Would you like to add anything to what Matthew just said?

Carmine Piantedosi, chief executive officer, Utilities Regulatory Authority of Vanuatu: I think it is 
partly correct. The uniqueness of some island countries is that they have customs and culture that 
is different from anywhere else in the world. We have a noncash economy. Sometimes we have two 
economies running in parallel. There is a uniqueness about how we address those issues around 
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access, providing electricity at an affordable price. So I agree that there are some similarities, but the 
uniqueness comes in when you are dealing with 4,000 years of customs and culture. For Vanuatu, 
this is like going from cannibalism to the computers. There is a big discrepancy between smaller 
countries, with customs and culture that is 4,000 years old, and the type of situation in an emerging 
country or developed country. 

Kala Mulqueeny, senior counsel, Office of the General Counsel, ADB: There seems to be a minimum 
capacity regulated or energy-related need in any country, so you need to have a minimum population 
to make a regulator viable. Taking a couple of examples from your group, I think Palau, with a 
population of 20,000, may struggle to have an effective regulator, compared with Jamaica in the 
Caribbean, which has about 1.5 million people. Jamaica is still a small island, but it has quite an 
effective regulator. 

Question 4:

Elizabeth Watson, Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP): We have heard a lot about subsidies and 
cross-subsidies, and one thing I have heard recently in several different venues is the fact that 
electricity regulation and prices are not the appropriate venue to be considering subsidies for low-
income and poor customers, and that electricity prices should instead be allowed to reflect the actual 
costs to both consumers and to suppliers of electricity. I am wondering whether any of you have 
thoughts about what the appropriate venue would be to provide subsidies for those who cannot 
afford the true cost of electricity.

Answer to Question 4:

Stewart Craine, cofounder, Village Infrastructure Angels: The true cost of electricity, in many respects, 
is also influenced by the length of the investment. The appetite to invest for longer than 5 years in 
off-grid or remote island locations is abysmal. If we could get 20-year PPAs for villages, as we do with 
large wind farms and hydro and other grid-connected projects, the cost of electricity would drop 
dramatically. It is not necessarily about just temporary cost subsidies or the cost of energy subsidies—
the interest rates, loan periods, etc. are far more effective levers to play with.

Amit Bando, executive director, IPEEC: In our energy efficiency group, we discussed fuel subsidies. 
We basically agreed that, in the case of fuel subsidies, countries that have these are not likely 
to remove them. That is not going to happen, and we need to live with that political reality. 
A representative from Malaysia suggested that once you have the political will and you agree that 
you are going to try and remove fuel subsidies, you can have a graduated approach that works 
fairly effectively. This of course also needs to be tied to the fact that, with the extra revenues you 
collect, you need to have a targeted way of putting it back. This also gets back to the need to have 
high-level political will to do something, and then do it in a very systematic way that is predictable 
and transparent. We had a general agreement that while every country could not be as successful 
as Malaysia, this country is setting a strong example in the region.
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Kala Mulqueeny, senior counsel, Office of the General Counsel, ADB: Elizabeth, as I have understood, 
your question was whether it is right to have the regulator administering subsidies for the poor. 
Recent work on rural electrification has suggested that some of the most successful rural electrification 
programs happen where there is a specific, unique, or separate body. For example, in the Philippines 
we have the National Electrification Administration. For rural and off-grid electrification, there is a 
regulation that states that it is done by the same body that is actually administering the subsidies. 
There are certain aspects that a regulator can focus on and administer generally, and other aspects 
where it is better to actually provide direct subsidies. We have already heard some of the regulator 
aspects in terms of insuring, or helping to facilitate, prepayment cards.
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ENERGy FoR ALL
Report from investor Forum, and 
International Workshop on Innovative Financing 
Mechanisms for Access to energy

Kala Mulqueeny, senior counsel, Office of the General Counsel, ADB: I would like to introduce you 
to my colleague Jiwan Acharya, who leads ADB’s Energy for All Initiative. I mentioned earlier that 
we had a parallel session on Energy for All next door, and that session also covered financing aspects, 
while the focus of our discussions was policy and regulation. Jiwan kindly asked me to join the 
session earlier this morning to challenge the participants in the financing and technical workshop to 
think through any recommendations they might have for this group, which is composed largely of 
government policy makers and regulators. I would like him to share with us some of the discussions 
in the finance and technology workshop, and also share any recommendations that came out of their 
group, so we can together provide a cohesive set of recommendations on the policy and regulatory 
side, and also build on the financing and technology discussions from the Energy for All session.

Jiwan Acharya, senior climate change specialist (clean energy), ADB: As you know, 2012 is the Year 
of Sustainable Energy for All, so we are placing a lot of our focus on providing energy for all, and 
increasing access to energy. We have different tracks on energy access in this year’s forum. We had 
our Energy for All Partnership steering committee meeting, and we also organized an Energy for 
All investor forum yesterday. Today, we are holding a workshop on innovative financing. I wanted 
to make sure that whatever we are doing here, and whatever we are doing in the other room, is 
consistent and complementary. So Kala addressed the Energy for All track this morning, and briefed 
us on the policy dialogue, and now it is my turn to brief you, so that we are all up to date. 

I had discussions with some participants in the Energy for All track, and I asked them what kind of 
message I should convey to this policy dialogue session, since there will be a lot of policy makers, 
regulators, and project developers here. They asked me to focus on two messages: the need for 
simple, clear policies; and a single-window clearance facility. 

First, it is important to provide clarity on policies, lay out the targets, and describe the institutional 
arrangements and responsibilities. Just make it simple, transparent, and available for all the people 
who work in this area. This is not something new but, in general, in many countries, information is 
not publicly available, or there is duplication of work as it is not clear whether this falls within the 
purview of the ministry of energy or the ministry of environment.

The second thing they asked me to convey to policy makers in this room was the importance of 
a single-window clearance facility, so that a person knows who to contact and has a single point 
of contact for all clearances and procedures. Some project developers in the Energy for All session 
shared with me their experience, that they have to go to 14 different government offices to get a 
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license for a small hydro project. Things are improving in many countries, but a one-stop shop will 
be very helpful to project developers. 

I know these things are not very simple, but if you consider them in your respective countries, and 
discuss how best we can move in that direction, it will be very helpful for all of us. I have a long list 
of other recommendations that I will share with Kala separately, so that they can be fed into the 
dialogue and conveyed to all of you later on. Thank you once again for giving me the opportunity 
to provide some feedback from the Energy for All program.
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Marie-Anne Birken, deputy general counsel at ADB, provided the closing remarks.

Honorable guests, colleagues, ladies, and gentlemen, good afternoon. Over the past 2 days you have 
shared with us many of the developments and challenges you face in attaining sustainable energy 
access for all. Although each country has its own unique challenges and constraints, you have shown 
dedication and commitment to finding creative solutions to some common problems. I hope that 
some of the examples and approaches you have heard during this dialogue will be useful to you as 
you develop solutions to those problems back home. Three key messages have emerged from your 
discussions. 

First of all, your presentations and discussions have confirmed the importance of the role of policy, 
law, and regulation in attaining sustainable access for all. There also appears to be consensus on the 
importance and relevance of this dialogue, ADB’s Energy for All program and partnerships, the 
United Nations’ global challenge on achieving sustainable and universal energy access by 2030, and 
the need to move toward further implementation of those principles on the ground. 

Second, I think we have a much clearer picture of where countries in the regions are in relation to 
the policies, laws, and regulations that support sustainable energy access. We have heard about the 
challenges we all face, as well as the need to do more. As we have heard, there are several areas where 
there is scope for policy and regulatory intervention, and I name a few:

i. the need for government support for rural electrification to be embedded in a strong national 
policy, with a time-bound universal electrification target;

ii. the need for policy makers to consider the removal of value-added taxes and customs duties 
for the importation of energy access technologies and equipment, such as generators, lighting 
equipment, cooking technologies, and, in some cases mini- and micro-grid equipment;

iii. the need for policy and regulatory frameworks for small-scale power producers, as well as the 
need for standardization and simplification of mini-grid regulations;

iv. the need for separate, simplified regulations to guide off-grid areas in terms of tariff pricing 
and quality; 

v. the potential for adopting policies, regulations, and guidelines to require telecom towers to be 
switched from diesel fuel to renewable energy, which has the potential to expand rural access; 

vi. the potential for regulation for interconnecting off-grid mini grids with main grids; 
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vii. the potential for policy and utility regulation to require energy efficiency in urban areas, and 
to fund rural electrification in other areas; and 

viii. the need to have appropriate policies and regulations for subsidies and funds for rural access, 
energy efficiency, and feed-in tariffs. 

The third message to come out of our discussion has been the urgent need to strengthen governance 
capacity. I think there is consensus that this will be critical to ensure sustainable and universal energy 
access for all. Institutional mechanisms—in particular, policies, laws, and regulations—will vary 
from country to country, but the emphasis should be on strengthening the capacity for developing 
policies and laws that can be implemented, and that promote delivery of energy efficient products 
and renewable energy, particularly in rural areas. Meanwhile, in urban areas, the focus should be on 
people with illegal connections or who are unconnected because they live in informal settlements.

Capacity development, good governance, energy access, and clean energy are the major focus 
of ADB assistance in Asia and the Pacific. ADB’s long-term strategic framework, Strategy 2020, 
recognizes clean energy infrastructure and climate change as one of our core operational areas. ADB 
will seek to strengthen the legal, regulatory, and enforcement capacity of public institutions in these 
areas. The strategy also recognizes that good governance and capacity development are drivers of 
change, and that they will improve the cost-effective delivery of public goods and services with our 
core operational areas. As Vice-President Groff shared during his opening remarks yesterday, ADB’s 
energy policy also focuses on maximizing energy access, promoting energy efficiency and renewable 
energy, and promoting improved governance and capacity in the energy sector. ADB is committed 
to strengthening the capacity of our developing member countries in this regard. It will continue 
the dialogue, and is currently considering how best to further the work of the dialogue, and to 
incorporate your recommendations.

Many people have worked hard and given their time generously to make this year’s dialogue a 
success. I would especially like to thank our development partners for their support, assistance 
and cooperation, including Orestes Anastasia and his delegation from the United States Agency 
for International Development, Ajit Adwani and Steven Sim from the International Copper 
Association, Hongpeng Liu from the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia 
and the Pacific, Jesper Vauvert from the Danish International Development Agency, Xavier Lemaire 
from the Sustainable Energy Regulatory Network, Kristin Paulson from General Electric, and Peter 
du Pont and Kavita Kaur from Nexant.

I would also like to thank Jiwan Acharya from ADB’s Energy for All program, and a team from ADB 
that has worked so hard to organize this event, including Mark Vilosero, Gay Alegora, Leslie Laurel, 
Jeffrey Lam, and Kala Mulqueeny. We have been honored to have so many distinguished and expert 
speakers and guests to join us for this year’s dialogue. Many of you have traveled from far away to be 
with us for these past 2 days, and I want to thank you for making these sessions so interesting and 
the discussion so rich. I hope you have found them as constructive as we have. We look forward to 
continuing the conversations initiated at this symposium. 
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We share the same planet, and we all share the concern for the quality of life of current and future 
generations, of which sustainable energy access is a key part. One of the key benefits of a gathering 
such as this is that it provides us with an opportunity to share ideas on common problems, and it 
reminds us we are all involved in a collective effort. We recognize that the same approach will not 
work in all situations, but I hope that you go back to your countries inspired by the efforts that 
are being made around the region, and indeed around the world, to tackle what stands among the 
greatest challenges of our times: the twin challenges of obtaining universal access to energy for all, 
and ensuring that all available access to energy is based upon sustainable sources. May I wish you all 
much success in confronting this challenge, and we look forward to partnering with you in meeting 
the challenge. I also wish you a very safe journey home. 
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